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Preface

Ports along the 6,000-odd kilometre-long peninsular coastline of  India have suddenly become the cynosure of

investor and public policy attention in India. Perhaps next to telecommunications and roads, it is ports that now

seem to be most potential destination for wide-ranging investment and modernisation. This is barely surprising

considering that cumulative pressure for widespread policy-related reforms in the port sector coupled with growing

investor interest in taking up port projects has been building up ever since the country embarked on the path of

economic liberalisation and opened its doors to forces of  globalisation. The pace of  has particularly gathered momentum

since the government invited private sector participation in development of  port infrastructure, especially in designated

major ports of  the country in 1996.  The story of  India�s efforts to modernise its port infrastructure and bring them on

par with the international benchmarks arguably got a kick-start with the establishment of  Nhava Sheva International

Container Terminal (NSICT), the first ever private international container terminal to be set up in the country. Indeed,

there has been no looking back on port modernisation since then and spate of  new container terminal projects now

being taken up in many other major public ports in the country, is now an irreversible reality that is looking for many

bold challenging and entrepreneurial responses.

However, the roadmap to port reforms in the country is littered with many a complex and befuddling issues that not

only defy simplistic solutions but also call for bold imagination and innovative solutions that are not easy to come by.

There has been acute lack well-researched information on the port sector not to speak of  well-tested methodologies

and case studies in port research and studies in India. Overall macro-economic development objectives of  public policy

rather than considerations of  business and enterprise-level efficiency and optimisation of  port organisations have

guided much of  the understanding about the working of  the ports in the country. Both for the policy reformers and for

the potential investors in the port sector, this legacy poses formidable challenges in terms of  reconciling the seemingly

conflicting demands, especially in absence of  a meaningful resolution of  many key issues of  concern.

At the threshold of  momentous transition, this conundrum in the port sector presents both promises of  bringing

about lasting changes in framework conditions in which the future of  port sector in the country is to be mapped, as also

the opportunity to review and rework priorities in this crucial sector, which will have important bearings on the future

of  the economy as a whole. India Port Report, a first-ever study of  its kind in the port sector in the country essentially

taken up from a contemporary business perspective, is a modest attempt to untangle some of  the vexed issues. There

have indeed, been many project-related and port-specific studies by a number of  technical and business consultants to

the port and shipping sector, including a detailed perspective plan for Indian port sector conducted by RITES for the

Ministry of  Shipping. These studies have been however, difficult to access in the public domain and have not had

necessary impact on the broader public debate and understanding of  the macro-level workings port sector as a whole.

We have long since felt the need for an all-encompassing report on the Indian port sector, and it has been our endeavour

to present in this study a multiple facets of  the port services industry in the country, including an overview of  regulatory

issues in the port sector, though the level of  treatment of  issues is intended to be essentially inviting rather than being



analytical or recommendatory. India Port Report � should be seen as only a preliminary attempt to close the information

gap in the port sector and present a macro-level picture of  the Indian port sector. Many of  the topics and issues

touched on this report need to be taken up at a far more intensive level of  analytical treatment. The report seeks to

basically provide a collage of  Indian port sector; by pulling together discrete but contentious themes of  discussions in

the ongoing port reforms in the country, basically to capture their importance rather than details, which perhaps should

form part of  a more detailed study at a later date.

The report only encapsulates key trends relating to the port reforms process in India, in terms of  the changing profile

of  the port infrastructure, under the impact of  key processes of  privatisation and corporatisation. The report also has

a major focus on the unfolding traffic dynamics at various major and minor ports and the evolution of  regulatory policy

framework for the port sector.

The presentation of  report is designed to be informative and descriptive in most parts, though some level of  analysis

is interspersed in discussion of  some key issues. The objective of  the report on the whole, is to provide a broader

thematic treatment of  developments in the Indian port sector than to make any judgmental assessment of  specific

contentious issues.

We hope the report nevertheless serves an important purpose of  generating broader awareness of  macro-level issues

and concerns in the development of  port sector in the country.

imaritime team

Navi Mumbai, August 2003
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Indian Port Report, a sequel to earlier widely acclaimed �Indian Shipping Industry Report � 2000 � is an outcome

of  intensive team effort in which many individuals have played a part. The process of  understanding and putting

together different chapters and sections of  the report earnestly began in middle of  2002, with a series of  focused

articles on port sector written for �Maritime Monitor� on various issues pertaining to port sector in the country. The

culmination of  those initial forays into port research into completion of  a full-fledged comprehensive report has

indeed, been an enterprise that has seen contributions of  many individuals and institutions.

Team led by Mr. Vijayendra Acharya and comprising Mr. Amit Singh, Mr. Dinesh Pai, Mr. Ramesh Singhal, undertook

the basic research and writing of  the main text of  the report. Mr. Gouri Shankar Mishra (maritime domain expert with

Infosys Ltd.) and Mr. Sanjay Parida (a port consultant with ICICI Bank), both of  who have been earlier part of  the port

research group at i-maritime, have acted as virtual collaborators of  the research project and have extensively contributed

to crystallizing many ideas and themes in the report, especially those relating to privatization of  ports, port infrastructure

financing and IT applications in port sector.

The research project has also amply benefited from comments and suggestions made by Balasubramaniam and Mr.

Athar Shahab, transport sector experts from Infrastructure Development Finance Company (IDFC), who diligently

went through the report and made many suggestions and recommendations relating to port tariff  and corporatisation

issues in the port sector. Mr. Brian, a port expert with the EU Maritime has also been of  great help with his comments

having pain-stakingly gone through the initial draft of  the report and made many useful suggestions.

The compilation and processing of  vast amounts of  data and information sources used in the writing of  the report

have been impossible if  not for a vast repertoire information made available by Shailesh Garg, a veritable mine of

information on port sector. Our project research staff  including Suyash Bhat and Sarvamangala, Meghna Govil and

Rajat Mathur, all young and energetic internees, who have been helpful in putting together some of  the key individual

port profiles and annexure of  port data. Mr. Vishal Kumar has been of  great help in obtaining critical industry-wide

feedback and responses that have made us feel that whole enterprise of  coming out this report was indeed useful and

worthwhile.

Last but not the least, the layout and graphical presentation of  the report owes much to the tireless efforts of  Mr.

Manoj Khade, an analyst with i-maritime and Mr. Goshalia of  Ornate, who not only valiantly struggled against near

impossible deadlines imposed on them but gave many a last minute twists to improving the presentation of  the report

and done a wonderful job without compromising on minutest of  details.  Pandurang Koli and Mohammed Sayeed,

members of  i-maritime support staff  have too have tirelessly providing all required help to the research team.
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Milestones in
the Indian Port Sector

xvii

1870 Calcutta (Kolkata) Port is commissioned. The port which ranks among India�s oldest and only riverine

port is situated 232 kilometres upstream from Sandheads, the longest pilotage distance in the world.

1875 The first wet dock in India - Sasson Dock is constructed on the Bombay harbour and is followed

by the Prince�s and Victoria Dock in 1880 and 1888 respectively, setting off  the development of

Bombay (Mumbai) port.

1881 Madras (Chennai) port is commissioned, six years after the construction of  the port was proposed by

the Madras Chamber of  Commerce and after the foundation stone was laid in 1875 by the Prince of

Wales King Edward II.

1908 The Indian Ports Act 1908 - the first-ever comprehensive Indian port law to be enacted for governing

the administration of  all ports in India.

1925 Carriage of  Goods By Sea Act was passed, which led adoption of  uniform rules declaring minimum

rights, liabilities and immunities of  a common carrier to be attached to bills of  lading.

1933 Visakhapatnam (Vizag) Port is commissioned as a commodity port for export of  manganese ore. The

first major port to be set up along the coastline of  Andhra Pradesh.

1948 Dock Workers (Regulation of  Employment) Act 1948 was enacted and laid the basis for creation of

Dock Labour Boards at various major ports like Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Visakhapatnam.

1955 Kandla port is commissioned. The port located on the Gujarat coast was established to substitute the

Karachi port, which became part of  Pakistan following the partition of  India.

1958 Merchant Shipping Act 1958 is passed to regulate the Indian shipping industry and define provide

measure of  protection to coastal shipping.

1963 Major Ports Trust Act 1963 passed by the Indian Parliament. The Major Port Trusts Act lays the basis

for an institutional framework for creation of  a port trusts for each major port.

Goa, liberated from Portuguese rule becomes an integral part of  India. The Mormugao (Goa) port, on

the West Coast is declared a major port.

1966 Paradip port incorporated as India�s Eighth Major Port.

Indian Railways launch first-ever �Container Service� providing an integrated inter-modal door-to-door

service

1971 Cochin (Kochi) port received containers for the first time from a conventional general cargo vessel of

the American President Lines (APL)



1974 New Mangalore port is incorporate as ninth major port on India�s West Coast. The State of  Karnataka

gets its first major port.

Tuticorin Port is incorporated as the 10th major port, second major port in Tamil Nadu.

1976 Dredging Corporation of  India is set up by Government of  India to undertake dredging operation.

1977 Calcutta Port Trust commissions Haldia Dock Complex as a satellite port. The port is 104 kilometres

downstream of  Calcutta.

1978 Vadinar, a satellite port of  Kandla located in Jamnagar district of  Gujarat, is commissioned.

1982 India�s first-ever State-level maritime board � Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB) is formed to undertake

comprehensive development of  minor and other intermediate ports of  Gujarat.

1986 Inland Waterway Authority of  India (IWAI) is constituted under the IWAI Act, entrusted with the

responsibility of  developing inland waterways in India.

1989 India�s youngest and most modern major port � Jawaharlal Nehru Port (Nhava Sheva Port) at Nhava

Sheva, near Mumbai is commissioned in May, 1989

1991 Coastal Regulation Zone Act passed leading to creation of  Coastal Regulatory Zone Authority requiring

compliance of  all Greenfield port projects.

1993 Multimodal Transportation of  Goods Act is passed with a view to rationalize customs documentation

procedures as applicable to goods being moved through multiple modes of  transportation, involving

road, rail, coastal movement etc.

1995 The Government of  Tamil Nadu converts the Tamil Nadu Port Department into Tamil Nadu Maritime

Board (TMB). The Board is entrusted with the responsibility for development of  minor ports in the

state.

World Bank comes out with India Port Sector - Strategy Report in March 1995 coming out with detailed

recommendatory proposals on modalities of  infrastructure financing and port reforms roadmap.

1996 Government announces path-breaking policy guidelines for the first time opening up port sector for

both overseas and domestic private sector investors.

The Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB) is constituted in November 1996.

1997 Port (Laws) Amendment Act was introduced to give teeth to the new policy guidelines on private sector

participation in port sector and a Tariff  Authority for Major Ports (TAMP) established to regulate

tariffs for major ports

1999 Gujarat Infrastructure Development Act passed by Gujarat government paving way for privatization of

port sector in the State.

The first-ever BOT project involving private sector port developer P&O Ports (Australia) - Nhava

Sheva International Container Terminal (NSICT) becomes operational.

2000 The Ministry of  Shipping (holding charge for ports) is formed through bifurcation erstwhile Ministry

of  Surface Transport.

PSA Corporation, Singapore and SICAL jointly establish India�s second private sector Container Terminal

at Tuticorin Port

2002 India�s first-ever corporatised Ennore Port, near Chennai becomes operational.

Global tender invited for Vallarpadam International Container Terminal, Cochin; Offshore Container

Terminal, Mumbai Port, and conversion of  dry bulk terminal into a container terminal,  Jawaharlal Nehru

Port Trust (JNPT).  JM Baxi Group & Dubai Port Authority (DPA) consortia signs BOT agreement

(VPT) to build Container Terminal in the outer harbor of  Visakhapatnam Port.
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Approach Channels Approach channel is typically an artificially dredged portion of  the seabed

created to provide adequate navigational depth to the ships entering or leaving

the port. Lack of  adequate depth can be a constraint for large ships from

calling on certain ports.

Artificial Harbour Artificial harbour is created by constructing physical obstructing structures

like break waters, artificial mounds, dykes etc so that impact of  sea currents

are minimised and ships can enter the harbour area safely.

Artificial Lagoon Port An artificial lagoon port is established by creation of  dredged lagoon, which

extends the sea approach into the land area, which protects the ships entering

the lagoon area from strong sea currents. New Mangalore port in Karnataka

is one such port established in India by carving out an artificial lagoon.

Ballast Discharge Ballast discharge refers to discharge of  sea water stored in the ship�s cargo

holds, when a ship has to sail without cargo.

Barge Jetties Barge jetties are typically RCC structures that are errected on the waterfront

to handle loading and unloading of  cargoes on to barges using grab cranes.

Berth Hire Charges Berth hire charges form part of  the port-related dues claimed by the port

authorities, which relate to the fees charged to a shipping line towards hiring

of  the berths for cargo unloading and loading operations at a port. The

charges are calculated on the basis of  number of  berths engaged by a shipping

line and the duration of  a berth hire in terms of  berth days or hours.

BOOST Build-Own-Operate-Share-Transfer (BOOST) is a contractual modality,

wherein an investor (a licencee ) is involved along with the licensor is involved

in building an infrastructure facility, owning and operating the facility for

the stipulated period of lease and shares the facility with the licensor and

finally transfers the owenership of  assets back to the licensor, after the expiry

of the lease period.

BOOT Law (Gujarat) Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) is a mode of  contract for taking up

infrastructure-related projects that has been adopted under a specially enacted

legislation of  the Gujarat government, wherein private investor builds the

infrastucture facility, owns and operates the facility for a stipulated lease

period and transfers ownership back to the licensor after the lease period is

over.

Glossary
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BOT Build-Own-Transfer (BOT) is one of  the modes of  financing a infrastructure

project, wherein private investor builds the infrastructure facility, operates it

for a specified lease period and has to finally transfer the ownership rights

to the licensor after the expiry of  the agreed lease period.

Break Bulk Break bulk cargo forms part of  the general cargo handled by a port, which

comprises of  small parcel sizes of  various bulk and other minor commodities,

which are carried in the general cargo holds in a ship.

Buffer Yard Buffer yard refers to a port-side warehousing of  mainly of  mainly factory-

stuffed containers that directly arrive at the port for being loaded on to but

need to be temporarily stored till the ship is berthed for loading in the port.

Creek Port Creek port refers to a port facility that is set up along a creek formation,

which generally extends the sea approach into the land mass.

Capital Dredging Capital dredging activity in ports mainly refers to dredging of  the approach

channel and port basins, which are normally taken up on a one-time basis

for creation of  basic physical infrastructure of  port. Captal dredging projects

are also typically highly cost-intensive and considered as part of  the capital

expenditure of  ports.

Captive Berths Captive berths refer to those dedicated berths in a port that are exclusively

reserved by a single user for loading and unloading of  cargo, under a special

contract agreement with the port authority/operator. Some times the

shipping lines that have regular movement of  their ships at a particular port

may also have a captive berth to avoid normal berthing delays.

Cargo Dwell Time Cargo dwell time refers to the total time taken by cargo after it is ready to be

loaded till it is actually loaded on to a ship or total time taken before cargo is

taken out of  the port after being unloaded from ship.

Cargo hinterland Cargo hinterland refers to the area contiguous to the port that acts as the

point of  origin or destination for cargo with respect to cargo handled at any

particular port.

Cargo Related Charges Cargo-related charges refers to port dues payable on account of  cargo loading

and unloading operations, including its movement to the port-side storage

area.

Coastal Regulation Zones(CRZ) Coastal Regulation Zones (CRZ) are areas demarcated under the

Environment Protection Act, where there are a number of  restrictions

imposed on construction of  any artificial structures with a view to protect

the marine ecology, including various forms of  marine life and ecological

systems.

Coasting Vessels Coasting vessels are are exclusively engaged in the carriage of  cargo and

passengers between any port or places in India and are licenced to operate

under the coasting licencing provisions of  the Merchant Shipping Act 1958.

Such vessels also include vessels of  the CoastGuard and Indian Navy.

CONCOR Container Corporation of  India (COCOR) is a subsidiary of  Indian Railways

handling bulk of  the rail-based movement of  containers in and out of  ports

and ICDs in India.

Container Freight Station (CFS) Container Freight Station (CFS) is a custom-bonded warehousing facility,

where the containers are stuffed and destuffed for export and import.
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Conventional Dry Bulk Cargo Conventional dry bulk cargoes refer to cargoes, which are handled like coal,

iron ore and food grains.

CSLA Container Shipping Lines Association (CSLA) is a association of container

shipping lines in India and takes up issues of  common concern to container

lines operating in Indian ports.

Demurrage Demurrage refers to the penalty imposed by port authority on the recievers

of  cargo for not clearing cargo from the port premises within the stipulated

time.

Dock Labour Board A statutory authority under the Dock Labour Board Act, whose mandate is

to take care of  the interests of  dock labour and allocates them work as

required by port authority.

Dry Docking Dry docking of  a ship refers to docking of  a ship for repairs and other

related maintenance work at a facility specially created for the purpose.

DWT Dead Weight Tonnes is a measure of  the cargo-carrying capacity of  a ship

and refers to the total weight of  the cargo that a ship can carry when loaded

down to its marks, including the weight of  the fuel, stores, water ballast,

fresh water, crew passenger and other baggage.

Empties Empties refer  to containers that are without cargo but need to be moved to

locations where they are to be stuffed with cargo.

Estuary Port Estuary ports are those ports that are located along the inland estuaries that

are formed inside the coastal line and which connect many interior places
with the sea.

Fair Weather Port Fair weather ports are those ports that are not operational throughout the

year and are generally closed during the monsoon months, when seas are

very rough.

FCL Full Container Load (FCL) refers to those containers loaded to their full

capacity. In tonnage terms, a 20-ft FCL container is supposed to carry 14-15

tonnes of  cargo.

Finger Jetties Finger jetties are artificially-created narrow-width RCC-based structures that

protrude into the sea to take advantage of  deeper draft availaibility away

from the shoreline for berthing ships and other vessels.

Gangway Charges Gangway charges refer to the charges levied by the port authority for use of

roads and passages in the port area for carrying cargo from the berth-side to

the storage area.

General Cargo General cargo refers to aggregate of  container cargo, break bulk and other

cargo and excludes liquid and and bulk cargoes.

Golden Quadrilateral Golden Quadrilateral refers to national highway project that seeks to directly

link up all the four major metro cities in the country and create a North-

South and East-West corridor.

GRT Gross Registered Tonnage is a notified measure of  ship capacity calculated

from the total volume of  all enclosed spaces measured in cubic metres,

using a standard formula. For some ship types, especially those with complex

hull forms, the gross tonnage and gross registered tonnage may be

significantly different.
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ICD Inland Container Depot is a cargo storage and transit facility that is connected

to a port by a rail.

Inland Waterway Authority of  India Inland Waterway Authority of  India (IWAI) is the nodal statutory authority

created under the IWAI Act for purposes of  development of  inland waterway

transport system in the country.

Inner Harbour Inner harbour refers to a natural harbour area that gets created close to the

shore line by incursion of  the seas into the land mass.

Intermediate ports Intermediate ports refer to those smaller ports that are located between two

major ports and which can partly offtake some of  the cargo traffic from the

major ports, especially with respect to captive cargo that are destined for

major industry and manufacturing plants close to them.

International Hub port International hub port refer to a port that acts as a cargo consolidation

point for overseas-bound cargo from a number of  surrounding port

locations. Bulk of  the cargo handled through a international hub port are

actually transhipped from other ports.

Inter-port Competition Inter-port competition refers to market competition for the same cargo

between two or more ports.

Intra-port Competition Intra-port competition refers to competition for cargo between various cargo

terminal operators at a single port location.

KIOCL Kudremukh Iron Ore Company Limited is one of  the largest mining and

iron ore exporting companies in Karnataka.

LCL Less than Container Load refers to partial stuffing of  the containers, which

are moved between ports due to non-avalibility of  full container cargo loads.

Lighterage Lighterage refers to movement of  cargo by small ships and barges in small

parcel sizes often resorted to at ports that cannot otherwise support entry

of  large cargo ships, due to lack of  adequate draft and other facilities.

Maintenance Dredging Maintenance dredging refers to the dredging work undertaken by a port at

regular intervals to maintain the draft of  the approach channel and draft

along-side berths, especially in case of  riverine and estuary ports.

Major Ports Major ports in India are those ports that are notified as �major ports� under

the Major Port Trusts Act 1963.

Marine Related Charges Marine-related charges refer to charges such as berth hiring charges, wharfage,

light dues etc. for use of  marine infrastructure maintained by a port authority.

Mechanical Dry Bulk Cargo Mechanical dry bulk cargo refer to those dry bulk cargo items like coal, iron

ore, clinker etc. which are loaded and unloaded from ships at ports using

mechanised cargo handling facilities like conveyors and other technology-

aided means.

Minor Ports Minor ports in India are those that are outside the purview of  the Major

Port Trust Act and which are administered by respective State governments

or the State Maritime Boards (SMBs) constituted for the purpose.

Mother Vessels Mother vessels are large cargo ships that operate on major trade routes

carrying cargo that are consolidated for them by smaller feeder ships from a

number of  smaller ports.
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Multi-purpose Berths Multi-purpose berths refer to berths, which can handle more than one type

of  cargo.

Natural Harbour Natural harbour, such as Mumbai, is formed when a large portion sea

ingresses into land mass and creates a natural sea-front, which does not

experience normal ocean currents and which provide tranquil and safe

waterfront for ships to sail into and out of  the port.

Non-working time Non-working time at a port is measured in terms of  time duration when a

berth remains vacant and unused.

Output per ship berthday A performance indicator of  berth productivity measured in terms of  the

tonnage of  cargo handled per ship per single berthday.

Over-dimensional Cargo Over-dimensional cargo refers to non-standard or large-sized and odd shaped

cargo that need to be handled exclusively for their safe transportation.

Parcel-size Parcel size refers to the tonnage per shipment handled by a cargo-carrying

ship, with reference to a commodity per single voyage between port of  origin

and port of  destination.

Passenger Jetty Passenger jetty refers to an artificially created RCC structure used for landing

passenger vessels and for disembarking of  passengers.

Pilotage Pilotage refers to navigational support extended to ships for entering and

exiting the ports from the point of  anchorage to the their allocated berths.

It involves provision for supply of  pilotage vessels and pilots, who safely

navigate the ships in the port area.

Pilotage Fee Pilotage fee refers to the charges levied by the port authorities towards

providing the pilotage assistance to ships from the anchorage point to the

berth in the port area, by providing pilot services and pilot vessels. Under

Indian port laws, provision for pilotage services by the port trust organisations

are compulsory.

Port Authority Port authority refers to the designated statutory/legal agency, empowered

by the government, which is responsible for administering all developmental

and operational activities in a port.

Port Developer Port developer is an agency that takes up the development of  various port-

related assets and facilities.

Port Operator Port operator is one who operates various port-related services.

Pre-berthing Time A measure of  time starting from the point of  anchoring of  a ship in the

high seas to its final berthing in a seaport.

RITES Rail India Technical Services is a project consultancy and execution

organisation that mainly takes up projects in the railway and other transport

infrastructure areas.

Riverine Port Riverine port is one that is located along the river, close to a point of  its

confluence with the sea.

Satellite Port Satellite port refers to the development of  a port location that is in close

proximity to an existing nearby major port.
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SBMs Single Bouy Mooring (SBM) is a floating structure that is erected in the high

seas. It features a rotatable upper platform with inlet/outlet for receiving of

crude oil cargo and other liquid cargoes, from large tanker vessels, which in

turn are connected by pipelines through the fixed part of  the floating berth

structure to the nearby land storage point. Bulk of  the crude oil handling on

West coast of  India is currently done through such SBM facilities off  the

ports of  Kandla and Sikka, respectively managed by Reliance and Indian Oil

Corporation (IOC).

Sethusamudram Canal Sethusamudram Canal refers to the proposed canal connecting Gulf  of

Mannar with Palk Bay, which will enable ships from Western India ports to

directly call on the Tuticorin port, without having to circumnavigate Sri Lanka,

as is the current requirement.The available depth in this region is very shallow

and is merely about 11 feet.

SEZs Special Economic Zones (SEZ) is a specially demarcated area where the

industries are exclusively set up for purposes of  export and are exempted

from the ambit of  customs and taxation laws.

State Maritime Boards State Maritime Boards(SMBs) are nodal regulatory and developmental agencies

set up under the authority of  the state government for development of  various

minor and intermediate ports, including captive ports forming part of  the

State�s coastline.

TAMP Tariff  Authority for Major Ports (TAMP) is a tariff  regulating authority created

under the Major port Trusts Act 1963 to determine the incidence of  various

port-related dues and maintain parity of  rates between the public ports and

new privately managed terminals in a port.

Tank Farms Tank Farms are essentially shore-based storage facilities for liquid cargo and

are often connected by pipeline through which the stored liquid cargo is finally

evacuated to actual user sites like refineries.

Tidal Port Tidal ports are those ports, whose available draft conditions both at the port

entrance and at berths are dependent on tidal conditions. Ships at such ports

generally enter and leave such ports only in high tide conditions, as avalable

depth under the low tide conditions are not adequate to the movement of

ships.

Total Stay at Berth Total Stay at Berth refers to the total time duration of  stay of  a ship at berth

from the time of  docking of  the ship at the allocated berth to its final departure.

Towage Charges Towage charges pertain towage services provided by the port authority

Transshipment Cargo Transshipment cargo is received at a port from another nearby port for further

movement to distant ports.

Tug Hire Charges Tug hire charges relate to the tugging services provided by the port operator/

authority, which own and operate the tugs.

Turnaround Time Turnaround time refers to time taken while a ship is docked at a berth for

loading and unloading operations, till the time it leaves the berth.

Turning Circle Turning circle is a circular area which enables a ship, to manuvere its way into

or out of  the berthing area.
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Vessel Related Charges Vessel-related charges pertain to those charges that are levied by the port

authorities on shipping lines for various ship-related services provided such

as anchorage, mooring, pilotage, tugging, towage etc.

Weighment Charges Weighment charges refer to charges for weighing services using facilities such

as weigh bridges in a port area.

Wharfage Wharfage is charged separately by many Indian ports as part of  the marine-

related charges for having made the provision of  a navigable waterfront.
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Indian seaports are today more than just government-

owned public utilities, they are indeed, focal points of

convergence for several contending and competing

business interests � from shipping lines, port authorities,

individual terminal operators to freight forwarders and

inland logistics agencies; not to leave out the shippers (the

exporter-importer fraternity) whose cargo is what is being

ultimately being transported. They represent what may

rightly be considered a complex mosaic of contractual

and business relationships, which in turn give rise to maze

of  regulatory and operating institutions and procedures

and ever-changing rules of  dynamic inter-play.

Under the impact of  first-generation port reforms, initiated

since the mid-nineties, following economic liberalisation

and globalisation policies, the entire gamut of  existing

institutional arrangements and underlying transactional and

business processes in the port sector have been undergoing

a profound transformation. Consequently, conventional

port and terminal ownership, management and regulatory

frameworks guiding the port operations are undergoing

changes in line with broader process of  functional

evolution of  ports and global maritime trade.

The critical changes underway in the port sector have many

facets that need to be brought under a comprehensive

review and research scrutiny from contemporary

perspective. Few attempts made in the past have merely

focused on the historical and social aspects of  Indian port

sector, without examining the underlying business and

economic processes that make port inalienable part of  a

larger national and international economy. Not too

surprisingly, there are hardly any significant books or

research monographs that portray a contemporary

emerging picture of  the Indian port sector, as the gateways

to global trade. This leaves a large gap to be filled and

Chapter  1

Introduction

considering that Indian port projects are now increasingly

becoming key destinations for strategic business

investments and are increasingly becoming key links in

the rapidly expanding global trade, understanding of  the

working of  the port sector becomes an urgent and critical

task both from the public policy angle and strategic

business decisions.

Indeed, there have been a number of  project-specific and

port-specific studies and long-term forecasts on cargo

traffic growth made by a number of  technical and business

consultants to the port and shipping sector. Recently, Rail

India Technical and Engineering Services (RITES) has

come up with �Perspective Plan for Indian Port Sector -

Vision 2020� for the Union Ministry of  Shipping. On

Gujarat port development, the Dutch government and

the Gujarat Maritime Board have jointly come up with

�Port Development Gujarat Programme (PODEG)�. The

Planning Commission sub-group too has recently also

come out with a Report on General Cargo including

Containerised Cargo for the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-

2007). The scope of  these studies are however, limited to

specified objectives of  analysis and are not designed to

contribute to wider level understanding of  the process of

port sector reforms and the macro-level workings of  the

port sector in the country.  It is against this backdrop that

we thought it necessary and relevant to come out with the

present report.

The India Port Report � is a maiden attempt to present

a broader overview of  the port sector in the country and

macro-level business and public policy perspective. The

effort has been to focus on some key issues of  interest to

current participants in the port sector and be discursive

rather than recommendatory. The report seeks to thus

basically aggregate range of  issues and viewpoints in the
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process; weaving together different and discrete issues and

contentious points of  debate in the ongoing process of

port reforms in the country. While the report seeks to

extensively capture various viewpoints and

recommendations made by leading multilateral

organisations like the World Bank, Asian Development

Bank, UNCTAD, and UNESCAP, we must however,

clarify that this should not be construed as our concurrence

with those views and recommendations.

The level of  generalisation possible in the analysis of  ports

is extremely limited, as each port in the world is different

from other. As noted international port expert H.E.

Haralambides, Center for Maritime Economics and

Logistics (MEL), Erasmus University Rotterdam, aptly

notes: �There is no such single thing that could be

adequately described by the mere word �port� and no two

ports are alike. A port could be from a small sheltered

patch of  sea that protects fishermen from the roughness

of  the sea, allowing them to moor their boats and trade

their wares in safety somewhere in the South Pacific, to

the huge industrial complex of  the city-port of  Rotterdam,

embracing in its expanse hundreds of  companies, roads,

railway lines, distribution centres, refineries and other

industrial and manufacturing activity.�

Table  1.1

Key Economic Indicators (2002)

India

Total Population (million) 1,030

Urban Population (%age of  total) 28%

GDP (USD billion) 480

GNP per capita (PPP, USD) 2,464

Real growth in GDP per capita,

2000 to 2001 2.5%

Export of  goods (as %age of  GDP) 9.1%

Import of  goods (as %age of  GDP) 10.4%

Unemployment rate

(as %age of  working population) 9.16%

Inflation (Consumer prices) 4.5%

Source : EIU; Statistical Outline of  India; World Economic Forum

Nevertheless, we have sought to encapsulate some key

trends in the port sector, in terms of  the changing

profile of  the port infrastructure development and

port terminal operations, under impact of  privatisation

and corporatisation of  ports. The report also has a

major focus on the unfolding traffic dynamics at

various major and minor ports and the evolution of

regulatory policy framework for the port sector both

at the global and national levels. We hope this report

serves an important objective of  generating broader

awareness and interest in macro-level issues and

concerns impacting future development of  port sector

in the country. We hope it will also meaningfully

contribute to the national debate on the ongoing port

refor ms,  which has key impl icat ions for the

development of  the national economy by more fully

unleashing the potential of  ports.

1.1 India�s Maritime Trade

India�s maritime trade comprises of  export-import trade

in various bulk commodities like crude oil and other

petroleum products, iron ore and coal, besides general-

purpose cargo. Over the last ten years, since the onset of

economic liberalization, there has been a significant spurt

in handling of  value-added goods mainly in form of

containerised cargo movement, in several Indian ports.

This has given rise to many new dimensions in the

development of  the port sector in the country.

Containerisation of  cargo has brought about a significant

redefinition of  port services and demands for highly

sophisticated handling equipment and logistics service

efficiencies. The shift away from commodity nature of

India�s export trade is particularly, noticeable in the marked

shift towards increasing value added exports and drive for

global competitiveness. The shift in the pattern of  trading

is however, yet to find adequate support in terms of  a

maritime infrastructure.

Interestingly, in the past ten years while overall cargo

growth (reckoned at about 9-10 per cent) has been

quite impressive, new demands have been generated

on the port sector for adding on more cargo handling

capacity and creation of  new-dedicated berths and

cargo terminals. Consequently, the port sector is agog

with considerable business optimism with respect to

generation of  increasing cargo traffic volumes and of

trade in general in the coming years. Considerable

future business potential is also seen with respect to

generating enhanced earnings from port sector

operations through improving efficiencies and other

value-added activities contributing also thereby to

making country�s external trade competitive in the

global market.
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Table  1.2

Key Infrastructure Indicators (2001)

Units 1951 2000

Cargo Handled at Major

& non-major Ports million tonnes 22.5 334.3

Electrified Railway

Traction �000 kms 0.4 15.0

Passenger Fare paise / km 1.1 22.0

Passenger Traffic million 1,284.0 45,85.0

Registered vehicles �000 nos 306.0 48,001.0

Revenue Earning

Freight million tonnes 73.0 456.0

Railway Route Kms) �000 kms 53.6 62.8

Shipping Tonnage 000 grt 3.9 7.6

Surfaced Roads �000 km 157.0 1,394.0*

Telecommunications million lines 0.1 27.4

Road Length �000 kms 400.0 2,466.0*

Source : Statistical Outline of  India

* Data available up to 1996-97 only

Though India�s overseas trade in value terms is still less

than one per cent of  the total world trade, the physical

cargo volumes handled at the seaports have however been

quite sizeable. The Indian major ports have together

handled 287.6 million tonnes of  cargo in fiscal 2001-02

and taken together with 98 million tonnes of  the cargo

traffic handled in the same year by the minor, intermediate

ports, the aggregate cargo traffic volume handled in the

Indian port sector actually stands at about 386 million

tonnes in 2001-02.

1.2 Development of  Port Sector in India

India�s has around 6,000 km of  natural peninsular coastline

strategically located on the crucial East-West trade route,

which links Europe and Far East. The coastline has 12

major ports and about 180 other minor and intermediate

ports. Most of  the major ports have been established in

the last few decades of  post independent economic

planning, while two of  the older major ports like Kolkata

and Mumbai were established more than hundred years

back during the British colonial rule. The development

of  the port sector in India till recently has been exclusively

responsibility of  the Central government and had grown

into a �natural public monopoly� of  sorts. In fact, it still

continues to be so despite recent trend towards

privatisation of  port infrastructure development.

The seaports of  India have played a historical role in the

development of  maritime trade and economy in India.

Indeed, maritime trade in India has been and continues to

be almost synonymous with India�s overseas trade,

accounting for over 95 per cent of  India�s total cargo

volumes. The structure, composition and direction of

India�s overseas trade has however, been undergoing

Table  1.3

India�s Foreign Trade Growth � 1970-71 to 2000-01

1950-51 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 2000-01

Exports Rs. crore 606 642 1,535 6,711 32,553 203,571

USD billion 1.3 1.4 2.0 8.5 18.1 44.6

Imports Rs. crore 608 1,122 1,634 12,549 43,198 230,873

USD billion 1.3 2.4 2.2 15.9 24.1 50.5

Total Rs. crore 1,214 1,764 3,169 19,260 75,751 434,444

USD billion 2.5 3.7 4.2 24.4 42.2 95.1

Source : Economic Survey of  India, Ministry of  Finance

important changes over the last five decades since India�s

independence, in line with the broader macro-level changes

in the economy. The last ten years of  economic reforms

and globalisation, in particular, have accelerated the process

of  change towards a more diversified commodity

composition of  trade. There is also a perceptible shift in

the growth of  the economy, in terms of  changing
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Map  1.1

MAJOR AND INTERMEDIATE

PORTS OF INDIA
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composition of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), initially

represented by shift from pre-dominance of  agriculture

to increasing share of  industry and subsequently of  the

services sector.

Table  1.4

Cargo Traffic in Indian Ports

(million tonnes)

Major Non-Major Total

Ports Ports

1950-51 20.01 2.50 22.51

1960-61 39.63 4.40 44.03

1970-71 58.14 7.90 66.04

1980-81 80.51 10.00 90.51

1990-91 152.85 12.78 165.63

1995-96 215.34 25.71 241.05

2001-02 287.59 98.00 385.59

Table  1.5

Commodity-wise Traffic Break-up (1991-2002)

(million tonnes)

1991-92 2001-02

Crude oil 42.9 108.9

Products 27.7 43.7

LPG 0.0 2.2

Total Crude 70.6 154.7

Coal 23.5 53.2

Iron ore 33.7 50.9

Foodgrains 2.0 5.1

Fertiliser and FRM (dry) 7.8 11.4

Total dry bulk 66.9 120.6

Containers - million tonnes 7.5 36.3

                  - million TEUs 0.7 2.9

Container Transshipment

(million tonnes) 0.1 0.9

Others 25.7 73.1

Total cargo handled 170.8 385.6

 Source : Indian Ports Association, Ministry of  Shipping

Future of  Indian Ports

Will Indian port sector really see the emergence of  private

sector as a major player in the port sector in the future?

Will major ports be fully corporatised, and bring about

greater rationalization and transparency in functioning?

Are minor ports in India poised to take a lead over

performance of  major ports? Is there enough room for

new green field port projects in Indian port sector? Several

of  these questions loom large, as the Indian port sector is

increasingly coming under the impact of  wide ranging port

reforms and private sector investments, in line with larger

transformations underway in many global ports.

The development of  the port sector as concomitant to

development of  maritime trade is an axiom that no littoral

nation can afford to ignore in today�s globalised world.

This was equally true in the distant past, when maritime

nations undertook extensive overseas maritime

explorations and trade to set their mark on global economic

history. In fact, littoral nations of  the world are advantaged

in being clusters of  relatively faster economic growth,

compared to other land-locked and hinterland regions.

Needless to say, some of  the world�s most developed

nations have also been among the most important

maritime nations of  the world, actively involved in global

maritime trade.

India�s shipping and port sector saw dramatic growth in the

first four decades of  post-independence, under the initiative

of  planned development and active government support.

More than two-thirds of  the port cargo handling capacity

and more than half  of  India�s national shipping tonnage

were established in the first four decades of  independence.

However, with a basically inward looking economic policy

perspective that emphasized more on self-reliance and

import-substituting development strategies, the overall trade

and technology-driven growth of  the economy remained

constricted. However, with the paradigm shift in economic

policy since early nineties, the government has sought to

liberalize the port sector by opening it to private sector

investments. As a result, ports have now begun to assume a

more proactive role as facilitators of  trade with a range of

value-added service offerings in terms of  cargo handling

efficiency and actively seeking to benchmark their

performance with international ports.

1.3 Emerging Context for Port Reforms

Ports as one of  the important maritime institutions have

continued to evolve with the changing demands of  the

global shipping trade and are more than just a stop-over

points for ships to load and unload cargo. They have
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indeed, emerged to be highly sophisticated and integrated

systems, which provide full range of  services for the

shipping industry and are increasingly getting integrated

into logistics value chain, which extends from origin of

cargo to its final destination.

However, as the strategic business attention has focused

on the dynamics of  shipping and global maritime trade,

the importance and changing role of  seaports has not been

adequately understood till recently. After the privatisation

process was extended to the port sector in United

Kingdom since the eighties, the debate on public policy

implications of  port privatisation and the regulatory

framework for the port sector has now spilled to many

other countries, struggling to cope with increasing demand

for investment in port infrastructure and formulating a

new institutional roadmap for the port sector. Indeed,

while technological changes in seaports have begun long

before the containerisation boom of  early seventies, it was

only during nineties following globalisation of  world trade,

that seaports have truly began to attract broader policy-

level and strategic business investment attention.

Concurrently, ports all over the world, especially container

cargo ports have also begun to witness fierce competition

for cargo, with each port trying to gain a competitive

advantage over the other. While the degree of  competition

still varies among different ports, there are few ports today

that can ignore competition from other international ports

or from ports in their immediate neighbourhood. They

are also increasingly being perceived as a one of  the key

enablers in the logistics value chain that can now be

controlled and modulated to yield improvements in

efficiency of  ocean transport logistics.

1.4 Economic Liberalization and Port Sector Reforms

The state monopoly over port-related assets has continued

for nearly five decades of  post-independence history of

India. It is only in the last ten years that government policy

on port has allowed the private sector investment

participation in the port sector. Economic liberalization

has been interpreted to suggest that government should

gradually substitute its direct involvement in port as

operator with increasing privatisation of  port assets and

related services to encourage fresh investments and tone

up the service efficiency of  ports. One of  the major

reasons for allowing private sector entry into the port

sector has been the failure of  the public ports to meet the

growing efficiency-related demands of  the port users. The

capacity growth in the port sector too has been tardy, due

to paucity of  public investment resources. Besides,

operational inefficiencies in handling of  cargo, poor inland

connectivity of  ports to cargo hinterlands by rail and road

networks have also been among key bottlenecks to growth

of  the port sector.

Text Box 1.1

Generic Development of  Ports

The origin and development of  ports date back to

2000-4000 BC, when natural harbors were found to

be inadequate to needs of mariners and led to

construction of  a number of  artificial or semi-artificial

ports.  Built initially in a very primitive way, they were

subsequently, improvised with new scientific methods

of  improvement and cumulative technical skills.

In the medieval period, many coastal cities were

actually developed around ports.  As sea trade grew,

traders who owned their cargo ships, moored the ships

to the banks in front of  their buildings, where goods

were stored and traded.

Since the advent of  the Industrial Revolution, the great

expansion of  industrial activities brought enormous

increases in the trade at the major ports with sea-trade

networks rapidly extending to Asia, Africa and America.

Against this background, ship owners became

independent from being traders leading to independent

development of  ports services such as cargo handling,

mooring line handling, water supply, lighterage, and

warehousing were provided to ships and cargos on

common user basis under public ownership.

At the turn of  last century, governments to better

manage port facilities created a number of  public port

authorities. As ports increasingly evolved as part of

an integrated transport system, the port terminal

operations have become dependent on large-scale

commercial investments and ownership and

operations of  port assets have come under the sway

of  market forces and private sector participation.

Following reforms introduced in India since early nineties,

the core sector industries including the Indian port sector

have begun to witness a new phase of  revival and growth.

The government, which has all along played a major role in

the development of  the port assets and other facilities, now

under its reforms initiative, has begun to selectively open

up the sector to private sector participation and investment.

The government has also come up with the policy to

establish autonomous corporate entities in place of  existing

port trusts to manage public port assets and services, doing

away with the existing port trusts in a phased manner.
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Text Box 1.2

Logistics Costs in India � A Drag on Competitiveness

World Freight payments, as a percentage of  total import

value (cif), stood at 6.21% in 2000 as per UNCTAD. For

developed countries, it stood at 5.21% and for developing

countries it stood at 8.83%. For India, freight payments

as a percentage of  total import value stood at 10.32%

(1997) and estimated to be around 11.4% in 2000.

As per UNCTAD, such variation could be explained

by differences in trade and shipping patterns, particularly

in the liner sector, where the growing importance of

feeder operations tend to place those countries not

covered by mainline services at a disadvantage. They

also reflect insufficient infrastructure facilities, low

productivity of  terminal equipment, and poor

management practises in cargo handling.

Nevertheless, these figures reflect the higher logistics

costs in India, which are a drag on our export

competitiveness. The following table reflects the per

tonne handling costs in major ports in India.

         Port         Per tonne handling costs (Rs.)

  1995-96 2001-02 %age increase

Kolkata + Haldia 125.6 229.4 83%

Paradip 76.5 95.1 24%

Visakhapatanam 44.7 51.3 15%

Chennai 49.5 85.3 72%

Tuticorin 30.4 45.4 49%

Cochin 71.0 129.2 82%

New Mangalore 45.3 61.7 36%

Mormugao 35.2 57.9 64%

Mumbai 92.1 195.5 112%

JNPT 168.3 99.0 -41%

Kandla 21.9 28.4 30%

All Ports 63.4 95.1 50%

Source : Indian Ports Association, Ministry of  Shipping

The path-breaking policy of  allowing private sector

participation in the port sector was announced in 1996

and has resulted in the setting up of  India�s first-ever

private sector managed International Container

Transhipment Terminal at Nhava Sheva, by P&O Ports

(Australia). This private sector container terminal has not

only been a business success from the point of view of

the port operator (the NSICT terminal is set to cross a

traffic of  1 million TEUs in the ongoing fourth year of

operation) but has also signalled a virtual revolution in

India�s container trade by trail-blazing the trend of

consistent high growth in national container traffic

movement.

Arguably, the port reform process in India has to be viewed

against the backdrop of  radical changes worldwide, in

terms of  the trends in cargo delivery and handling by ports.

While ports in India, as much elsewhere, have been

conventionally designed mainly for handling bulk and

break bulk cargoes, the trend in global sea trade in the last

four decades has taken a decisive shift towards

containerised mode of  cargo delivery. Though, India has

been somewhat a late-comer to the reign of containerised

cargo trade, the growing integration of  the Indian economy

with the global market has made it imperative for the Indian

port sector to bring about a major shift in its perspective

to cater to the new demands of  international trade.

1.5 Ports and Globalisation

Globalisation of  the world economy has brought about

tremendous increase in trading of  merchandise goods across

the world, leading to what has been called the �borderless

society�. Coupled with pursuit of  competitive

manufacturing practices, which is leading to worldwide

relocation of  industrial manufacturing, the production

centres of  nearly all industries have been rapidly shifting

their bases beyond their conventional national boundaries.

This has brought about important shifts in the global trade

flows and led to several international ports getting inter-

locked in a common market for oceanic cargoes. As

globalisation further unfolds its impact, the world trade and

in particular, sea borne trade is certain not only to continue

to grow but bring in several new players, who will most

certainly rewrite the rules of  the game in maritime trade.

Against this backdrop, ports in many countries, including

in India are increasingly confronted with pressing need

for expanding their facilities and cargo handling

productivity. Continued growth of  sea borne trade,

particularly rapid growth of  container traffic, is forcing

port authorities to develop their facilities and capacities

without further delay. Secondly, the need for port

expansion and modernization is driven by increasing

deployment of  large oil tankers (ULCCs & VLCCs) and

other mega-container ships (up to a capacity of  8,000 and
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more), which require deep draft facilities and sophisticated

cargo equipment for handling containers. The port

authorities are also under pressure to improve productivity

of  port services, and reduce handling charges, from vessel

operators and shippers, who are themselves operating in

a highly competitive market.

Text Box 1.3

What does the Global Port Sector looks like?

� There are more than 2,000 ports around the world, from single berth locations handling a few hundreds tonnes

a year to multi-purpose facilities handling up to 300 million tons a year.

� More than 80 percent of  trade with origins or destinations in developing countries, in tonnage, is through seas.

� Total world port traffic in 2001 reached around 11.93 billion tonnes. After an average of  3% annual growth rate

since 1990s, port traffic contracted for the first time in 15 years in 2001. World container port traffic has however,

continued to expand at a rate of  15.4 per cent over the previous year, reaching 225.3 million TEUs. The ports of

developing countries handled 94.2 million TEUs, or 42 per cent of  the total container traffic.

� World port traffic is made of  45% of  liquid bulks (mainly oil, petroleum products, and chemicals), for 23% of

dry bulks (coal, iron ore, grain, and phosphate), and for 32% of  general cargo, including container cargo.

� World total freight payment as a proportion of  total import value is reckoned at 6.2 per cent in 2000. The freight

factor was 5.2 per cent for developed market-economy countries and 8.8 per cent for developing countries. For

India, the figure is around 12%, showing inefficiencies in the logistics chain.

What are the general trends in maritime and logistics sub-sectors?

� A 1997 world review of  the top 100 container ports shows that 88 out of  100 conform to the Landlord Port

model, in which the Port Authority retains ultimate property rights over port land and fulfils all regulatory

functions, while commercial operations are carried out by private operators.

� Total world maritime traffic may vary according to dry bulk trade tendencies, but is expected to grow by 4% or

5% annually between 1998 and 2010.

� Private sector involvement in operations and investment in infrastructure has been growing significantly since

1990. It is estimated that by end-1998 around 100 port concessions contracts signed worldwide (most in containers

terminals, with grain, coal and liquid bulk facilities accounting for the rest), for a total estimated private investment

amount of  US$ 6.3 billions. However, non-specialized general cargo facilities have difficulties attracting private

infrastructure financing.

� Traffic concentration on large intermodal platforms and shipping alliances translate into fewer ports handling

a more important share of  world traffic: the first 10 containers ports handled 31% of  the world traffic in 1980,

and more than 40% today. Simultaneously, the growth of  transshipment activities complements the development

of  hub ports: container transshipment is believed to make 20% of  total maritime container traffic and is

growing.

� Port and logistics operations are more and more carried out by a limited number of  international operators,

specializing in dedicated market segments, and by a few large shipping lines expanding their maritime networks

into inland operations to offer integrated transport services.

� Seaports, from the simple physical sea/land interface they once used to be, have successively turned into commerce

and industrial centers, then into logistics and distribution platforms, and are now becoming intermodal nodes in

international supply chains networks, the efficiency of  which now drives trade competitiveness.

Source : World Bank, UNCTAD and UNESCAP
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1.6 Key Drivers of  Port Business

Ports the world over, including in India are increasingly

drawn into the vortex of  a rapidly changing business

environment in the international maritime trade. There

are essentially three fundamental forces driving the

business of  ports.

Global Trade

Several of  the major ports in India have been established

in the era of dominance of bulk and break bulk trade that

dominated the decade of  sixties and seventies and need

to readapt themselves to new global trade patterns. The

emerging global trade is witnessing a dramatic increase in

the containerised mode of  cargo delivery and demand

substantial build-up of  box handling capacity at the Indian

ports and improvement of  logistics efficiencies in port

operations. While several international ports like Hong

Kong, Singapore, Port Klang, Colombo etc. have

successfully adapted themselves to international

transhipment of  container trade, the Indian port sector

will have to find ways to capitalize on opportunities for

growth in India�s own container trade. A substantial scope

Technology Changes

Seaports across the world are witnessing rapid changes in

the cargo handling technology and tools.  The trend in global

shipping has tended to increasingly favour deployment of

large-sized and faster vessels, requiring deeper drafts at ports

and highly efficient modes of  cargo discharge to minimize

detention time. Absorbing these technology changes in the

operations of  Indian ports not only demand large infusion

of  capital but also demand new structures of  operational

and business management. Deep draft berths and

sophisticated container handling terminals are also needed

to attract mainline vessels to call on Indian ports.

Technology-related changes elsewhere in the world have

substantially brought down the costs of  sea transportation

and improved efficiencies, and made it imperative to take a

relook at existing structures of  ownership of  port assets

and bring about necessary changes in the institutional and

operational environment of  ports.

Table 1.6

Overview of  the Global Port Sector

                  Goods loaded                                Goods unloaded                         Total world traffic

            Oil              Oil              Oil

Crude Products Dry Total all Crude Products Dry Total all Crude Products Dry Total

Cargo goods Cargo goods Cargo

1970 1,109 232 1,162 2,504 1,101 298 1,131 2,529 2,210 530 2,293 5,033

1980 1,527 344 1,833 3,704 1,530 326 1,823 3,679 3,057 670 3,656 7,383

1990 1,287 468 2,253 4,008 1,315 466 2,365 4,146 2,602 934 4,618 8,154

1997 1,627 527 2,785 4,952 1,625 522 2,890 5,037 3,252 1,049 5,675 9,989

1998 1,569 503 3,526 5,598 1,533 540 3,670 5,743 3,102 1,043 7,196 11,341

1999 1,564 493 3,612 5,668 1,541 547 3,741 5,829 3,105 1,040 7,353 11,497

2000 1,636 478 3,775 5,890 1,679 559 3,925 6,163 3,315 1,037 7,700 12,053

2001 1,649 479 3,704 5,832 1,675 558 3,874 6,107 3,324 1,037 7,578 11,939

  Source : UNCTAD

however exists for absolute growth in Indian port�s traffic

volumes as also logistical re-organization of  existing

patterns of  port-to-hinterland linkages formed in the past.

Introduction
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Table 1.7

Growth of  Merchandise Trade by Geographical Region 1999-2001 (annual % change)

Countries/Regions 
1999 2000 2001

Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports

Developed Economiesa 7.6 4.8 9.6 9.9 0.3 na

  North America 11.2 5.8 11.3 9.9 -3.8 -5.0

  Europian Union (15) 9.5 4.4 10.9 10.1 0.3 1.1

  Japan 9.5 2.1 10.9 9.2 0.3 -5.0

Developing Economiesa 4.4 7.0 15.4 15.7 0.8 0.5

  Africa -0.9 5.0 5.4 7.3 4.6 2.5

  Latin America -1.5 7.1 11.1 10.3 0.5 2.7

  Middle Eastb 1.3 1.1 14.6 14.0 na na

  Asiac 9.0 6.6 15.4 16.2 -1.9 -3.7

  Economies in transitionb -8.5 -2.0 14.0 17.9 14.7 8.0

  China 15.2 9.6 33.1 28.3 11.3 5.0

Worlda   6.1 5.0 11.3 11.9 0.9 -1.5

Source : UNCTAD

a - Excludes significant double counting.

b - Includes Israel.

c - Includes Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and developing countries in the Pacific.

Institutional Dynamics

The structure of  ownership and management in the

Indian port sector has been characterized by

overwhelming presence of  public sector, while private

sector presence is still at an early stage. Overall, the

domestic port services market in India is in a pre-

competitive phase. In the private port sector, key players

include international players like P&O Ports (Australia),

overseas public port authorities like Dubai Port Authority

(DPA) and the Port of  Singapore Authority (PSA) and

few domestic port developers like the Adani (Mundra)

and Sea King (Pipavav). While regulatory reforms in the

port sector have enabled considerable scope for

reworking the institutional arrangements in the port

sector, aggressive second-generation regulatory reforms,

backed by necessary legal and fiscal changes is still

impending. The demand-supply dynamics of  sea cargo

in India still favour substantial growth of  port handling

capacity though this may not necessarily hold true for all

port locations.
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Text Box 1.4

Historical Legacy of  India�s Maritime Trade

Prior to discovery of  the Trans-Atlantic and East-West trade routes to America and the Indian-subcontinent, Indian

merchants from ancient Indian port cities like Surat, Cochin, and, Chennai have been known to be sailing on their

merchant ships across Bay of  Bengal to distant lands like Java, Sumatra in the Far East and across the Arabian Sea to

Persia and East Africa actively trading in spices, silk, and other exotic commodities. Ports of  Bharuch, Khambat, and

Diu in The Gulf  of  Kutch and Gulf  of  Cambay have been famous as bustling centres of  maritime trade and

commerce in the medieval period. The sea trade was undertaken using locally built ships, which successfully navigated

their way to distant lands and brought back ivory, gold, and diamonds in barter.

Old Ports & Sea Routes of  Medieval India

India�s famed riches have inspired many pioneering sea expeditions by western seafarers (including Vasco da Gama

and Marco Polo), which eventually led to discovery of  America and East West trade routes. India�s golden age of

maritime trade however, were short-lived as it came under increasing domestic political and economic instability

caused by internecine wars and feuds among princely kingdoms that ruled different parts of  India. The weakening

of  the political and economic fabric brought about erosion of  traditional overseas trade and eventually led to

colonization of  India. A strong merchant fleet and military control over coastline of  India became Britain�s principal

means to colonize India.

Three hundred years of  British rule, starting with establishment of  East India Company in 1600 AD witnessed both

positive and negative consequences for the Indian maritime industry sector. Importantly, the British colonialism

brought India in the ambit of  global trade in the wake of  industrial revolution, though the terms of  trade were highly

weighed against India�s national economic interests. The industrial revolution in Europe had brought about

revolutionary changes in the shipping as in any other fields. The size of  ships used in the overseas trade grew larger

and larger and conventional wooden hull of  the ship was soon replaced steel and the sail was replaced by steam and

diesel driven propulsion. These far-reaching technological developments resulted in the establishment of  modern

ports like Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai, which not only catered to colonial trade but also acted as the centres of

British colonial administration. The British merchant ships laden with cotton bales left Mumbai harbour and came

back with textiles manufactured by the Manchester Mills, which were dumped into the Indian market at cheap rates.

In the post-independence period, a strong undercurrent of  shipping nationalism thus, sought to give major strategic

boost to the development of  ports and encourage growth of  a strong national merchant fleet through policies of

cargo support for Indian flagged vessels, especially to Shipping Corporation of  India (SCI), cabotage protection for

coastal shipping and state canalisation of  exports and imports through agencies like Indian Oil Corporation (IOC),

State Trading Corporation (STC) and Minerals & Metals Trading Corporation (MMTC) etc. to achieve economic

self-reliance and provide necessary economies of  scale in development of  basic infrastructure for India�s external

trade. Considering, India�s import dependence on food grains, petroleum and capital goods, concomitant with the

policy of  the government to undertake core sector industry development (including shipping and shipyards) in the

public sector, the government chose to actively intervene in the development of  maritime sector and thereby try to

meet the expectations of  national security and economic well-being.
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Map  1.2

Old Ports & Sea Routes of  Medievel India
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                                 Total Cargo Volume- 2000         Container Traffic- 2001

Rank Port Country 000 Tonnes Rank Port Country 000 TEUs

1 Singapore Singapore 325,591 1 Hong Kong China 18,000

2 Rotterdam Netherlands 319,969 2 Singapore Singapore 15,520

3 South Louisiana U.S.A. 197,680 3 Busan South Korea 7,907

4 Shanghai China 186,287 4 Kaohsiung Taiwan 7,540

5 Hong Kong China 174,642 5 Shanghai China 6,334

6 Houston U.S.A. 173,770 6 Rotterdam Netherlands 5,945

7 Chiba Japan 169,043 7 Los Angeles U.S.A. 5,184

8 Nagoya Japan 153,370 8 Shezhen China 5,076

9 Ulsan South Korea 151,067 9 Hamburg Germany 4,689

10 Kwangyang South Korea 139,476 10 Long Beach U.S.A. 4,463

11 Antwerp Belgium 130,531 11 Antwerp Belgium 4,218

12 New York/ New Jersey U.S.A. 125,885 12 Port Klang Malaysia 3,700

13 Inchon South Korea 120,398 13 Dubai U.A.E. 3,502

14 Busan South Korea 117,229 14 New York U.S.A. 3,180

15 Yokohama Japan 116,994 15 Bremerhaven Great Britain 2,896

16 Kaohsiung Taiwan 115,287 16 Felixtowe Great Britain 2,800

17 Guangzhou China 101,521 17 Manila Philippines 2,796

18 Quinhuangdao China 97,430 18 Tokyo Japan 2,770

19 Ningbo China 96,601 19 Quingdao China 2,640

20 Marseilles France 94,097 20 Gioia Tauro Italy 2,488

21 Osaka Japan 92,948 21 Yokohama Japan 2,400

22 Richards Bay South Africa 91,519 22 Laem Chabang Thiland 2,337

23 Kitakyushu Japan 87,346 23 Tanjung Priok Indonesia 2,222

24 Quingdao China 86,360 24 Algeciras Spain 2,152

25 Hamburg Germany 85,863 25 Kobe Japan 2,100

26 Dalian China 85,053 26 Tanjung Pelepas Indonesia 2,050

27 Kobe Japan 84,640 27 Nagoya Japan 1,890

28 Tokyo Japan 84,257 28 San Juan U.S.A. 1,830

29 New Orleans U.S.A. 82,400 29 Keelung Taiwan 1,816

30 Dampier Australia 81,446 30 Colombo Sri Lanka 1,727

    Source: Containerisation International, March 2002

Annexure  1.1

Top World Ports

Introduction
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(million tonnes)

Iron ore                Coal Grain* Baux./ Phos. Minor Container Other Total Crude Oil Total GasTrade Grand Total

Alum Rock Bulk Dry Dry Oil Products Oil

                           Coking Steam LPG LNG

1985 321 144 132 213 44 46 561 160 536 2,157 984 415 1,400 22 37 3,616

1986 311 141 134 187 42 45 555 173 540 2,128 1,030 401 1,431 22 37 3,619

1987 319 145 148 211 46 45 575 192 517 2,198 977 379 1,357 24 41 3,619

1988 346 155 158 216 49 47 603 211 532 2,317 1,086 417 1,503 23 44 3,887

1989 362 153 161 220 55 44 614 231 560 2,401 1,198 480 1,679 26 47 4,153

1990 347 155 182 215 55 37 607 246 606 2,449 1,155 448 1,603 28 53 4,133

1991 358 160 205 218 53 31 606 268 628 2,527 1,161 416 1,577 30 56 4,191

1992 337 154 214 224 48 30 618 292 644 2,561 1,245 422 1,666 32 59 4,317

1993 352 154 212 223 51 27 626 322 657 2,623 1,354 452 1,806 33 61 4,523

1994 380 155 217 207 49 29 660 357 653 2,707 1,375 447 1,821 33 64 4,625

1995 402 159 245 216 52 30 702 389 668 2,863 1,400 461 1,861 34 68 4,825

1996 392 164 257 219 54 31 699 430 691 2,936 1,469 497 1,966 35 75 5,012

1997 430 170 271 229 55 32 711 470 725 3,093 1,550 500 2,050 37 81 5,261

1998 423 168 279 226 55 31 689 503 761 3,137 1,544 491 2,035 35 82 5,290

1999 403 166 296 247 54 31 683 559 743 3,182 1,590 517 2,107 40 91 5,420

2000 452 172 327 264 54 28 704 622 748 3,370 1,667 503 2,169 39 100 5,679

2001 458 171 368 264 54 27 701 630 785 3,456 1,661 533 2,194 38 105 5,793

2002+ 468 169 385 269 54 26 704 669 797 3,541 1,640 5,000 2,141 40 109 5,831

   + Estimated

   Source : The Clarkson Shipping Review and Outlook

Annexure  1.2
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Annexure 1.3

Top Asian Container Ports
000s TEUs

2001 1996 1991

Rank in Asia World Rank TEUS World Rank TEUS World Rank TEUS

1 Hong Kong 1 17,900 1 13,460 2 6,162

2 Singapore 2 15,520 2 12,944 1 6,354

3 Busan 3 8,073 5 4,725 5 2,694

4 Kaohsiung 4 7,541 3 5,063 3 3,913

5 Shanghai 5 6,340 18 1,930 38 576

6 Shenzhen 8 5,076

7 Port Klang 12 3,760 26 1,409 33 608

8 Dubai 13 3,502 14 2,247 18 1,255

9 Yantian 17 2,700 88 354

10 Qingdao 18 2,640 42 810 89 184

11 Tokyo 19 2,536 12 2,311 12 1,784

12 Yokohama 22 2,304 10 2,334 10 1,796

13 Manila 23 2,296 17 1,972 23 1,001

14 Tanjung Priok 24 2,222 25 1,422 30 737

15 Tanjung Pelepas 26 2,049

16 Kobe 27 2,010 15 2,229 6 2,635

17 Tianjin 28 2,010 45 800

18 Nagoya 29 1,872 24 1,469 25 1,001

19 Keelung 31 1,816 11 2,320 8 2,005

20 Guangzhou 32 1,730 120 244 129 116

21 Colombo 33 1,727 27 1,356 32 669

22 Osaka 39 1,503 34 988 40 541

23 Xiamen 44 1,290

24 Ningbo 46 1,210

25 Dalian 47 1,209                  97       173

26 Jawaharlal Nehru 49 1,190 93 339

27 Salalaha 50 1,188

28 Taichung 55 1,100 51 695 80 209

29 Khor Fakkan 56 1,090 53 655 61 341

30 Bangkok 58 1,069 29 1,233

31 Chiwan 67 900

32 Tanjung Perak 71 1,278 71 256

33 Gwangyang 72 698

34 Zhongshan 83 546

35 Hakata 89 527 101 309 109 152

36 Dammam 95 490 103 307                  59       343

37 Chittagong 96 486 115 264

38 Fuzhou 108 418

39 New Port 112 393

40 Fujairah 115 380 62 556 45 477

41 Aden 116         378

42 Ulsan 121 358

43 Chennai 123 352 128 227 133 110

44 Tomakomai 127 342 121 241 11 1,784

45 Mumbai 130 321 69 518 63 324

   Source : Containerization International, World Rank for the year 1991 and 1996 not relevant for new terminal in China.
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The nature and scope of  the regulatory environment

in the Indian port sector, derived from number of

existing shipping and port-related laws. The port

laws have been enacted to address specific areas and issues

of  concern to maritime governance, especially those

relating to shipping and port operations and enforced

through various statutory agencies under the executive

authority of  Central and State governments.

The laws currently in force which have a bearing on port

operations can be broadly grouped into following

categories :

� Port Laws � Shipping Laws

� Port Labour Laws � Environment-related laws

2.1 Port laws in India

Two major laws at the Central level currently govern the

port sector in India viz. The Indian Ports Act 1908 and

the Major Port Trusts Act 1963. The former applies to all

ports of  India, including the �minor and intermediate

ports�, while the latter applies only to designated �major

ports�. Besides, some of  the State governments have also

established separate maritime boards under separate

enactments under the authority vested with them by Indian

Ports Act 1908 for undertaking development and

administration of  State ports.

The Indian Ports Act 1908

The Indian Ports Act 1908 was enacted on the lines of

Harbours Docks and Piers Act 1847 in UK and was the

first-ever comprehensive Indian port law to be enacted

for governing the administration of  all ports in India. Prior

to its enactment, the port sector in India was governed by

Act XXII of  1855 (for regulation of  Ports and Port Dues)

and two other subsequent enactments � Indian Ports Act

of  1875 (12 of  1875) and Indian Ports Act 1889 (10 of

Policy /
Regulation
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Central Government State Governments

Ministry of
Shipping

Tariff Authority for
Major Port

Major Port Trusts

State Maritime
Boards

Public terminals Minor Ports

Public / Private
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Director of
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1889), both of  which were limited in scope and definition

of  powers of  the Central government. These enactments

were thus, superceded by The Indian Ports Act 1908, which

for the first time sought to cover a wide range of

operational and procedural aspects governing the

functioning of  Indian ports and clearly delineated the

powers and responsibilities of  the Central and State

governments with respect to administration of  ports.

Among the salient features of  the Indian Ports Act 1908

was the appointment of  Conservator of  Ports, as the

principal executive authority with powers to impose

penalties to ensure compliance with wide range of

stipulations for the ships calling on Indian ports and for

management of  port operations. These stipulations

covered several operational and procedural issues

pertaining to shipping and port of  state laws relating to

safety and security of  ships entering Indian ports and

introduction of  compulsory pilotage services for vessels

in excess of  200 tonnes of  Net Registered Tonnage (NRT).

It also spelled out financial powers to determine and collect

various types of  port dues from ships calling on ports

and ensure compliance with requirements of safety and

health of  seaman aboard ships, conditions of  their

employment etc.

All Indian ports - be they major or minor and intermediate

ports � till date derive their definition and status as a port

initially under the provisions of  the 1908 Act. Especially,

the role and powers of  the State governments in respect of

�minor and intermediate� ports crucially depend on the

authority and powers defined under the 1908 Act. Even

the Major Ports Act of  1963, derives its continuity and legal

sanction from 1908 Act, which can therefore, be rightly

considered as the source law for the Indian port sector.

Salient Features of  Indian Ports Act 1908

The 1908 act, which looks at the Indian maritime sector

as a whole is likely to continue to exert its influence on

future course of  evolution of  the port law and policy in

India in terms of:

� Government�s retention of the port conservancy function:

The 1908 Act fixes the basic powers and responsibility

towards protection and ownership of  port lands, sea

creeks, estuaries, backwaters, bays, sea locks, rights to

development of  waterfront development, port entry and

navigation channels, protection and preservation of  marine

environment etc, with the government. While government

can pass on some of  these port conservancy functions to

statutorily constituted agencies like the State Maritime

Regulatory Authority or the individual port trusts, the

primary responsibility continues to rest with executive

authority of  Central government. The Chief  Conservator

of  Ports, under the Ministry of  Shipping, along with the

individual ports trusts jointly exercise these powers and

functions.

Text Box  2.1

Major or Minor � Misplaced Nomenclatures?

The Indian port sector has been broadly divided into

two broad categories � major ports and minor and

intermediate ports. The technical nomenclature �major�

and �minor� is however based on the legal distinctions

made under the two key source laws that govern the

port sector in the country � viz. Indian Ports Act 1908

and Major Ports Act 1963.

The distinctions between the �major� and �minor� ports

do not necessarily suggest differences in terms of

importance of  respective port infrastructure. Some of

the so-called �minor and intermediate� ports (especially

Sikka and Mundra ports in Gujarat) are indeed, larger in

terms of  traffic volumes and level of  investments made

in compared to some other �major ports�.

However, distinction between �major� and �minor and

intermediate� ports assumes important implications in

terms of  the distribution of  maritime jurisdiction

between the Central and State governments. While this

distinction is mainly based on allocative principles

governing the sharing of  revenue earnings from the

port sector between the Central and State governments,

the issue is to be likely bone of  contention between the

Centre and States, when proposed National Maritime

Regulatory Authority is taken up for implementation.

The definition of  �major� and �minor and intermediate�

ports in India is also based on the list of  central,

concurrent and state subjects, as listed under the Indian

Constitution. Major ports are listed in serial 27 of  the

Constitution and are administered under Major Port Trust

Act of  1963. All ports, other than �major ports� are listed

under the �concurrent� list of  the Constitution and

administered jointly by Central and State governments

under the Indian Port Act 1908. Under this arrangement,

the Central government continues to have the powers

under certain other Centrally administered laws (such as

the environment-related laws and enactments) with

respect to sanctioning development of  State ports or

any other marine construction, along the coastline of  an

individual State.
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� Distribution of maritime jurisdiction:

The 1908 Act distributes the powers between the

Central and State governments with respect to

development of  various ports and the state rights over

collection of  port-related dues. Under the Indian

Constitution, � minor and intermediate� ports are

placed in the Concurent list of  subjects, which actually

signifies joint responsibility of Central and State

governments. While regulatory powers relating to port

conservancy functions, enforcement of  environmental

regulations, under Central enactments, foreign direct

investments (FDI) in ports etc will have to be approved

by the Central government, the State governments have

the authority to actively promote development of  minor

and intermediate ports along their demarcated coastline

and are empowered to collect various dues from such

ports, except for customs-related charges, in respect

of  overseas trade cargo, which goes to the Central

government.

� Residual powers for safeguarding public domain

interests:

All residual powers to regulate the port sector are vested

under the 1908 act with the Central government. These

provisions mainly relate to ownership of  port land and

use of  marine coastline. These residual powers are of

critical importance while framing policy reforms,

affecting public-private sector participation in the port

sector. Which port assets will continue to be under

ownership of  government and which assets can be

privatised need to be determined. This issue is relevant

especially in respect of  sale of  surplus port lands by

port trust.

Text Box  2.2

Corporatisation of  Major Ports

Corporatisation refers to change in legal structure of  a port authority from being an extended arm of  the

government (a para-statal body) into a separate independent company, under Companies Act, 1956, thus

becoming a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU). Similar corporatisation was undertaken in case of  Department

of  Telecommunications, to form VSNL in early 1990s and BSNL in 2001. Recently the Port of  Singapore

Authority was corporatised to form PSA Corporation. Various Australian ports like Kembla and Melbourne

were corporatised in 1990s.

Corporatisation is seen as a step towards liberalization and represents a move away from the closely controlled

environment of  government.

Although, ownership of  a port, both pre-and post-corporatisation, remains with the government, the process

represents a change in principle objectives from one of  maximizing welfare function to one of  profit

maximization.

Various procedural issues that need to be addressed in corporatisation of  ports include:

1) How does one deal with excess labor? Further, as per various market sources, port workers are receiving wages

higher than wages of  public sector organizations (post-implementation of  Pay Commission recommendations).

Once corporatised, would JNPT and Haldia reduce the wages of  its employees?

2) Each port is usually associated with large land areas. Do they go into the books of  a port after it is corporatised?

If  yes, then at what valuations?

3) Should the ownership of  associated maritime approach channels and land approach infrastructure (roads and

railways) be passed on to the port company or remain under government?

4) World over, unbundling of  organizations has taken place during corporatisation. During corporatisation of

PSA, one school of  thought recommended dividing the port based on various terminals - container, break

bulk, liquid, etc and thus forming several companies instead of  one (these recommendations were eventually

not adopted).  The main reason for reorganization is the need for creation of  small, focused and agile

organizations that could perform more efficiently than a single corporate. Thorough analysis should be done

in this respect.

Regulatory Framework in Indian Port Sector
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Major Ports Trusts Act 1963

The enactment of  the Major Port Trusts Act in 1963

marked a new milestone in the evolution of  the port laws

in India in relation to Act of  1908. The Major Port Trusts

Act 1963 for the first time laid out the institutional

framework for creation of  a separate port authorities for

each major port and defined the powers and functions of

such a port authority in respect of  all aspects of  port

functioning. One of  the founding acts of  the Major Port

Trust Act of  1963 was to define the word �major port�,

which currently is extended to twelve major ports of  India

including � Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Paradip,

Vishakapatanam, Tuticorin, Cochin, Mormugao, New

Mangalore, Jawaharlal Nehru Port and Kandla, the

corporatised port of  Ennore has been the latest addition

to the list of  designated major ports.

Until enactment of  Major Port Trusts Act 1963, the major

and minor ports in India were directly under the

administrative control of  the Central or State government

and were managed through a separate ministry or a

departmental organization. The erstwhile Ministry of

Surface Transport (MoST) at the Central government level

and departments of  ports, transport and fisheries of

respective State governments directly administered the

ports and the government directly nominated the port

administrative authority.

Salient Features of  Major Ports Act 1963

Among salient features of  the Major Port Trusts Act of

1963, which continue to guide the workings of  the major

ports of  India are:

� An independent and autonomous board of  trustees

for each major port empowered for purposes of  port

administration and operations.

� Effectively transfered ownership and control of  all port

assets and liabilities to the various port trusts, including

the powers to enter into all contracts with respect to

various works and services to be provided by the port

establishment to port users. Creation of  a separate

general account under each major port trust for

recording all port-related revenue and expenditure

transactions and independent statement of  port

account to be submitted to the Central government

and subject to scrutiny of  Comptroller and Auditor

General (CAG) of  India.

� Clear definition of  the powers and authority of  port

trusts to raise, borrow or invest resources including

the task of  budgetary estimation and planning,

publication of  audit reports and maintenance of

reserve funds. Under the MPT Act 1963, the board of

trustees of  a port enjoys considerable financial and

administrative autonomy, all the residual powers under

the Indian Ports Act 1908 with respect to ports are

vested with the Central government.

� A major amendment to Major Port Trust Act of  1963

was notified in 1997, following the announcement of

Guidelines on Participation of  Private Sector in Indian

Port Sector in 1996. The amendment brought into

being Tariff  Authority for Major Ports (TAMP), to

independently regulate the fixation of  various port-

related tariffs to be charged by major ports. The TAMP

sought to ensure a level playing field between the

upcoming private port developers entering the Indian

port sector and the existing major ports.

� The Major Port Trust Act of  1963, unlike its

predecessor - the Indian Ports Act 1908 for the first

time articulated the conceptual framework for creation

of  a comprehensive institutional design for port

administration in respect of  designated major ports.

The passage of  the act also paved the way for what

can be considered unprecedented decentralization and

rationalization of  port administration.

Despite its salutary effects, the MPT Act 1963 has lately

been criticized for its limiting provisions in the post-

liberalisation phase in the development of  Indian port

sector. Some of  the key issues requiring policy attention

are:

� Lack of  autonomy for Port Trusts

Despite considerable degree of  operational powers, the

port trusts formed under the Major Port Trust Act lack

teeth and suffers from limitations on their executive power

and authority. The port trusts need to compulsorily obtain

the sanction and concurrence of  the government while

taking decisions, involving use of  financial resources

available with them as cash reserves. Under the current

regulatory guidelines, the chairman of  the port can decide

on expenditure budget up to a maximum limit of  Rs. 5

crore. The board of  port trustees of  a major port has

powers to decide up to Rs. 50 crore, under budgetary plans

for additions to existing port assets and Rs. 100 crore in

case of  renewal and replacement of  port-related assets.

These provisions mean that concurrence of  the Central

government is mandatory in all decision-making in major

ports, which involve investment or expenditures more than

Rs. 100 crore.
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Under the 1996 guidelines of  the Central government on

private sector involvement in the port sector, the major

port trusts were allowed to explore private sector

investments in creation of  port-related assets and other

services, through the open tender route. However,

necessary financing arrangements for port privatization

projects, under the Major Ports Trusts Act 1963 had to be

cleared by the Central government at various levels.

� Lack of  commercial orientation

Being an administrative arm of  the government under

the 1963 act, the major port trusts have lacked an explicit

commercial orientation to management of  port

operations. They followed revenue-expenditure based

accounting, which is inconsistent with the corporate

accounting norms followed by other public sector

undertakings (PSUs). The policy of  corporatisation of

major ports is thus, primarily seeking to convert the port

trusts into deemed companies, under the Companies Act

of  1956. However, such a far-reaching change in the

structure of  port administration calls for crucial

amendments to Major Port Trusts Act 1963.

� Slow decision making

The formation of  board of  trustees of  a port, under the

Major Port Trusts Act is based on nor ms of

representative nomination of  trustees at the discretion

of  the government. The nominees on the board thus

include representatives of  port labour, State government

and other concerned departments like Customs, Railways

etc. This often leads to conflict of  interests and result in

slow-paced decision-making. It should be emphasized

that board of  trustees, needs to be formed with

professionals, who are independent and neutral towards

various partisan interests.

As prelude to comprehensive maritime reforms in the

country, the Central government has recently mooted the

idea of  creation of  a unified National Maritime Regulatory

Authority, based on a fresh enactment of  common

standard maritime law. The creation of  such an authority

is expected to bring together all maritime-related

administrative agencies such as Directorate General of

Shipping, Directorate General of Light Ships and Light

Houses, Tariff  Authority for Major Ports etc., under a

omnibus legislation based on integrated standards of

maritime administration in the country. The process of

formation of  such a unified authority is however, likely to

be a long-drawn process and anticipates many far-reaching

changes in the shipping and port-related laws of  the

country.

Text Box  2.3

Problems in Major Ports in India

� Political pressures

� Hierarchies� Rigidities

� Excess of  personnel

� Lack of  autonomy

� Lack of  incentives

� Lack of  commercial orientation

� Excess of  bureaucracy

Minor Port Regulation

Analogous to the Major Port Trust Act 1963, which

sought to institutionalise and rationalize the provisions

of  the powers and functions vested with the government

under the Indian Ports Act 1908, three of  State

governments viz., Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu

have set up independent maritime boards, under own

State legislations.

� The Gujarat government was the first State to have

enacted Gujarat Maritime Board Act of  1981, following

which the Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB), the first-

ever State maritime board to have been created, was

formed in in 1982.

� Subsequently, the Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu

governments followed suit during the second half  of

nineties and formed their own State Maritime Boards.

� Currently, other coastal States like Karnataka, Kerala,

Andhra Pradesh Orissa and West Bengal, which have

department level organizations for port administration,

have also been planning to set up their own maritime

boards.

�Minor and intermediate� ports, as defined under The

Indian Ports Act 1908, fall under the control of  respective

State governments, which undertake the development of

these ports and collect port dues. However, all littoral States

of  India have been allocated one or more designated

�major port�, with policy intent to provide a lead in the

development of  maritime trade and infrastructure in the

respective States.

Regulatory Framework in Indian Port Sector
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Text Box  2.4

Port Tariff  Regulation in India

There are two broad approaches to tariff  determination in India � cost based and market based.

Cost-based Pricing

A system followed by all major ports in India, where a Central Government body� Tariff  Authority for Major Ports

(TAMP) sets the tariff. TAMP was established in 1997 and comes under the Ministry of  Shipping.

Some of  the salient features of  tariff  regulation by TAMP are:

� Pricing is cost based which takes into account operating costs incurred by port operator for providing services as

well as the operator�s cost of  capital

� The port specifies a cap for tariffs. A terminal operator may charge tariffs lower than this.

The scope of  jurisdiction of  TAMP is restricted to major ports only. TAMP does not have powers to regulate tariffs in

minor ports. There is also ambiguity as to whether corporatised ports like Ennore come under the purview of  TAMP.

TAMP is only an authority for fixing tariffs and has no other regulatory function. Regulation of  a major port is

vested to the respective port trust. This system was adopted because of  possible conflict of  interests between port

trusts and private port operators operating in the port. For example, in JNP, NSICT terminal is regulated by JNP

Trust. At the same time, the private terminal competes with the container terminal operated by JNPT, leading to

possibilities of  unfair competition between the two.

In a recent World Bank report it was noted that ��with limited powers vested in TAMP by law, inadequate definition

of  its role and functions as a regulator of  tariffs, and limited professional and industry-specific resources, this

regulator faced significant challenges in discharging its primary responsibility of  ensuring fair prices and a level

playing field for all users and service providers at the major ports�� For example, there are no provisions for

enforcing TAMP orders. Further, the central government can invalidate TAMP�s tariff  rulings.

Market-based Pricing

Privatized minor ports are using this approach for fixing tariffs. Market pricing is essentially the practice of  correlating

the port tariffs to potential market demand and sensitivity in order to attain good utilization of  facilities, counter

competition, simulate market growth, and as a whole maximize profits.

Port Pricing: Regulated or Market determined?

When inter-port or intra-port competition is muted or absent, a monopolistic or oligopolistic scenario could result.

This could lead to high tariffs and low levels of  service � a scenario that has been observed in many sectors before

onset of  liberalization in 1990s. India is yet to witness levels of  competition where market becomes self-regulatory.

As per a report by TERI ��Inter Port and Intra Port competition in India are still very weak. The port user does not

in practice have the option to shift his goods from one port to another or between service providers within the same

port except for JNPT where there are two competing agencies handling container traffic��. Similarly, most of  the

private ports in Gujarat are captive jetties and not multi-user facilities. In fact, fearing replacement of  �public monopoly�

by �private monopoly�, there are talks of  extending TAMP�s jurisdiction to minor ports as well.

Simultaneously, it is important to note ADB�s prescription of  Best Practices for private sector participation in port

projects ��The best form of  tariff  regulation is market regulation; the second best is through the terms of  the

contract that identify the non-competitive services requiring regulation, state the maximum rates, the formulae for

escalating these rates over time, and the arbitration procedures for discriminatory behavior in excess of  that justified

by commercial pricing. The third best is the establishment of  a regulatory agency outside of  the port which would

apply a pricing formula related to cost recovery. All of  these are preferable to a vague procedure for negotiating

future changes in tariffs��
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Text Box  2.5

Environmental Impact � Case of  Vadhawan Port

Port sector development till 1980s, as in case of  other

industrial sectors, did not give enough importance to

environmental impact of  the project. However, in the

last one decade several developments have resulted in

growing awareness amongst Government as well as

public of  possible negative externalities on

environmental front of  port projects

In February 1997, the P&O Ports was selected by the

Government of  Maharshtra to head the consortium to

develop US $ 950 million Greenfield deep-water oil and

container port at Vadhwan, close to Tarapore Industrial

Area of  Thane district, about 130 kms to the North of

Mumbai city. The consortium that was formed

comprised of  Maharashtra government, ICICI, Jakari

Terminals, and P&O Ports (Australia).

The project had close access to a developed industrial

hinterland, which included two power plants (Tarapore

& BSES) and a large number of  other industries of

Thane district in Maharshtra. Despite apparent

economic and business sense, the project failed to take

off  as it did not obtain ecological clearance, amidst many

other raging political controversies.

Similar fate befell in case of  greenfield project of

Dhamra because it was believed to be a threat to the

endangered olive Ridley turtle. Bedthi port project in

Karnataka, which met strong environmental opposition

because of  possible impact on the estuary is also facing

environmental objections.

Considering high level of  expenditure in inviting tender

bids for new port projects, and the process of  selection,

DPR, and environmental clearances, it would be ideal

if  the selection of  a port location and necessary

environmental clearances are carried out under one

window clearance of  the government. Snags in the new

port projects due to these objections unnecessarily

vitiate the process of  private investments in the sector.

Under the Indian Ports Act 1908, the State governments

enjoy vast powers with respect to playing a developmental

and administrative role with respect to their minor and

intermediate ports. However, in most other regulatory

matters with respect to conservancy of  the marine

waterfront, protection of  marine environment, customs

facilitation, logistical connectivity of  ports by road and

rail connectivity, the State government is dependent on

wide range of  Central government agencies.

In absence of  a unified maritime administrative agency in

India the agencies overseeing the implementation of  various

maritime and port-specific laws are not directly related to

port operations, and criss-cross various ministries and

departments, making the process of  obtaining required

clearances highly cumbersome and time consuming.

2.2 Shipping laws

Merchant Shipping Act of 1958

The Merchant Shipping Act 1958, which mainly deals with

shipping regulations of  the country also has some bearing

on the working of  ports. The jurisdiction of  the Director

General of  Shipping, empowered under the Merchant

Shipping Act, includes conducting onboard ship

inspections, pollution control and environmental safety

compliance and ballast water discharge etc on overseas

and Indian flagged ships. The DG Shipping is the

operating arm, which has the mandate of  implementing

Port of  State Control (PSC) laws, with respect to ensuring

compliance of  IMO and other international conventions

by ships entering ports in India. The DG Shipping ensures

compliance of  safety rules as would effect the health and

security of  seaman aboard ships plying in Indian waters,

which includes foreign flag ships entering and leaving

Indian ports.

Text Box  2.6

Director General of  Lighthouses and Lightships

Among one of  the oldest of  maritime regulatory

agencies  - the Department of  Lighthouses and

Lightships, directly falls under the Ministry of  Shipping

and is headed by Director General. It provides aids to

navigation in the harbours/coastal/oceanic phases of

navigation to mariners sailing in Indian waters.

The DG Lighthouse and Lightships earns light dues

directly from shipping lines entering or leaving the

Indian ports. For operational purposes, a director along

with supportive technical and ministerial staff  heads

each of  the six districts/regions, into which the Indian

coastline is divided.

Under the dispensation of  proposed maritime reforms,

with all other port and related services being privatized,

the government is also actively considering whether the

DG Light Ships and Lighthouses can be eventually

brought under a unified maritime authority while

services provided the DG Light Ships and Lighthouses

can be privatized.

Regulatory Framework in Indian Port Sector
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The port operations typically involve two types of

activities:

� Ship-related functions include providing navigation,

pilotage, berthing and de-berthing, ballast discharge

etc. The marine department of  the port carries out

these functions. The DG Shipping carries out merchant

marine related functions independently. The provisions

of  the Merchant Shipping laws however also apply to

floating vessels that provide marine support functions

undertaken up by the port authority for calling ships.

� Cargo-related functions involve berth allocation, cargo

handling and cargo accounting. The port traffic

department carries out these functions within the

custom-bonded limits of  the port area, using portside

cargo backup and stacking areas and other warehousing

facilities. The Central government provides Customs

facilitation services and other documentation

procedures for outward and inward movement of

cargo.

Under the powers vested with the DG Shipping, any ships

moving in Indian waters and found wanting in compliance

of  maritime laws of  the country and other international

conventions to which India is a party can be detained or

penalized.

Text Box  2.7

Manpower in Major Port Trusts

Port TotalManpower Tonnes / Salaries/Wages as

(incl Dock Labour Person % of  Total Opex++

Board

  1993-94 2001-02 1993-94 2001-02 2001-02

Kolkata 25,799+ 11,014 716+ 488 31.8+

Haldia   4,664   5,366  �

Paradip 5,272 3,661 1,579 5,772 26.4

Visakhapatanam 12,630 7,520 2,027 5,897 37.9

Chennai 13,606 10,289 1,951 3,510 58.9

Tuticorin 2,245 2,952 2,984 4,410 42.3

Cochin 6,525 4,439 1,168 2,716 46.0

New Mangalore 2,522 2,274 3,422 7,700 31.0

Mormugao 4,377 3,749 4,276 6,116 42.4

Mumbai 33,731 22,639 911 1,168 66.7

JNPT 1,688 1,836 2,007 12,266 15.5

Kandla 5,841 5,131 4,194 7,353 52.2

All Ports 114,236 80,168 1,110 3,587 42.5

Source: IPA

+ Includes both Haldia and Kolkata

++ Excludes expenses on Dock Labour in case of  Kolkata, Vizag and Kandla.

� Dock Labour Boards of  Mumbai, Mormugao, Cochin and Chennai have been merged with the respective ports

� In JNPT, there is no Dock Labour Board, Port carries stevedoring activities

� In Paradip and Haldia, employees includes people in �Labour Pool� who are involved in stevedoring
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2.3 Indian Port Labour Laws

The Indian port sector like ports elsewhere in the world

has been traditionally a highly labour-intensive undertaking

because of  the dominance of  general and breaks bulk

cargo. Historically, throughout the pre-independent period,

employment of  labour within Indian ports was totally

controlled by private stevedoring companies, who engaged

labour on a need basis, whenever a ship called on the port

and had cargo to unload. The scenario however, underwent

a major change with the passing of  Dock Workers

(Regulation of  Employment) Act in 1948, which came

about after a protracted trade union movement among

the port workers.

Dock Workers (Regulation of  Employment) Act 1948

Dock Workers (Regulation of  Employment) Act 1948 was

enacted to remove the anomalies in the working conditions

faced by port workers under private stevedoring companies.

This law sought to regularize the terms and conditions of

employment of  port labour, frame standard service rules

and other welfare issues of  interest to port and dockworkers.

However, the provisions of  the Dock Workers (Regulation

of  Employment) Act 1948 is highly protective of  rights

of  workers and is considered to be a roadblock from the

standpoint of  both corporatisation and privatisation of

ports, with its inevitable consequences for restructuring

of  port labour.

Dock Labour Boards (DLBs)

The enactment of  Dock Workers (Regulation of

Employment) Act 1948 led to the eventual formation of

Dock Labour Boards (DLBs), which became the exclusive

suppliers of  labour to the stevedoring companies or to

the port authorities themselves. Seven major ports have

had their respective Dock Labour Boards, which was

initially constituted in 1948 in accordance with the Dock

Workers (Regulation of  Employment) Act. Basically, DLBs

are responsible for providing workers to perform on-board

cargo handling operation, which was subsequently

extended to stuffing/destuffing operation for containers

on shore.

With high degree of  unionisation of  dock labour and

periodic agreements the DLBs entered with the port

authorities, a number of  malpractices also began steadily

take root, resulting in over manning at ports, poor labour

productivity and inefficiencies in handling of  cargo, besides

other malpractices like speed money, ghost money and

job selling, where workers� rights to port employment

began to be unofficially traded.

While checks and balances against labour malpractices have

been few and far in-between, the interests of  labour are

safeguarded by a number of  laws and other labour

regulations that are applicable to Indian ports.. Significantly,

the government has also further sought to provide

representation to labour in the constitution of  board of

port trustees under the Major Port Trusts Act 1963. Some

of  the Dock Labour Boards (DLBs) such as in Mumbai

and Chennai ports have been officially merged with the

port trust making them one of  the key stakeholders in

port administration.

The issue of  trimming the work force currently employed

at various cargo terminals and other services in the port is

one of  the vital pre-conditions sought for port

privatisation. Several independent port developers have

been asking government for a clear exit policy for port

labour so that they are not saddled with excess

unproductive labour.

2.4 Environmental Regulation

Environment Protection Act 1986

Ministry of  Environment and Forests administer the Act.

Under this act, the coastal stretches of  seas, bays, estuaries,

creeks, rivers and backwaters that are influenced by tidal action

(on the land side) up to 500 metres from the high tide line

and the low tide line is declared as the coastal regulation zone

(CRZ). Based on the representations made by various State

governments and other development agencies, CRZ

regulations have been modified from time to time.

Environmental clearance for a port project also attracts

provisions of  other environment-related laws like Wildlife

Protection Act 1972, with amendments of 1983,1986 and

1991. Water (Prevention & Control of  Pollution) Act 1974

amended in 1988. Forest Conservation Act 1988. Air

(Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Act 1981 amended

in 1988 and various notifications on Coastal Zone

Regulation of  1991, which deal with formulation,

implementation and enforcement of  management plans

suitable for the type of  activities planned and ensure

reduction of  adverse influence on the coastal zones.

The implementation of  CRZ rules, which is a crucial aspect

of  environmental regulation is under the authority of

National Coastal Zone Management Authority and other

state-level CRZ authorities created under the environment

Regulatory Framework in Indian Port Sector
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protection laws, which have extensive powers to review,

sanction or disallow and implement various provisions of

environmental laws. Environmental clearance procedures

for a Greenfield port project under the current regulatory

environment involve the following modalities:

� No Objection Certificate from the State Pollution

Control Board or the State Department of

Environment (EPCB).

� Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) report and

Environment Management Plan (EMP)

� Environmental Risk Assessment, if  considered necessary.

� A Resettlement Plan for those likely to be displaced by

the proposed port project.

2.5 Need for Port Regulatory Reforms

There is a need for substantial changes in the regulatory

framework governing the port sector in India because of

the following reasons:

� Improving Efficiency & Reducing Costs

There is need for improving efficiency in the working of

ports and other publicly owned maritime assets. The daily
working of  shipping and ports, involve compliance with a

number of  other laws and concurrence of  enforcement

agencies like the customs, the mercantile marine

department, the marine insurers etc. Lack of  adequate

synchronization between these various laws are responsible

for many delays in movement of  cargo, which needs one

single authority to take a overview of  the entire gamut of

regulatory laws and remove all bottlenecks.

Similar, rationalisation is required in case of  development

of  new projects and private sector investments in the sector.

The present process of  obtaining required clearances criss-

crosses various ministries and is highly cumbersome and

time consuming. There is probably need for a unified

maritime administrative agency to take up responsibility for

obtaining all necessary environmental clearances.

� Changing nature of  port operations

Historically, seaports have been highly labour-intensive

service undertakings, employing a large work force

undertaking wide range of  manually driven activities

relating to handling of  ships and cargo loading and

unloading operations. Labour intensiveness was also the

result of  social objectives of  ports. However, with the

emergence of  mechanized and automated systems of

cargo handling and need for lowering overall logistics cost

and improved efficiency and speed, the port authorities

are now increasingly rationalizing and restructuring their

workforce-related policies.

Text Box  2.8

Environmental Laws & Ports

The government of  India is a signatory to MARPOL 73/78, which is an international convention for the prevention

of  pollution from ships and this has implications for the port development and operations. MARPOL regulations

require that port authorities must provide for facilities to ships to dispose off  their waste oil and garbage on land.

In India, a number of  central and state-level agencies are involved in the administration of  these environment-

related laws. These include Director General of  Shipping, under the Ministry of  Shipping and Environment &

Pollution Control Board (EPCB) at the Central and State levels under the Union Ministry of  Environment. The

purview of  the Director General of  Shipping also extends to implementation of  Port of  State Control laws, with

respect to International Safety Mangament (ISM) code that need to be complied by ships calling on Indian ports

or plying in Indian coastal waters and other environmental issues like ballast water discharge.

Other concerned ministries, which might have a say in the environmental clearance of  port project could include

Ministry of  Surface Transport, Ministry of  Tourism, Department of  Science & Technology, Department of

Ocean Development, Forest Survey of  India, Botanical Survey of  India, Zoological Survey of  India, Central

Marine Fisheries Institute, Centre for Environment etc.

Typically, all port projects are based on approved master development plan, which has to obtain environmental

clearance. While the Ministry of  Shipping has itself  been entrusted with the task of  obtaining the necessary

clearance for new port projects, port projects which fall within environmentally sensitive areas have to directly

approach the Union Ministry of  Environment for necessary clearance.
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Text Box  2.9

State Maritime Development - The Gujarat State Role Model

� Gujarat is among one of  the industrially most developed States of  India and has the longest coastline of  1,600

kms with 41 ports including minor, intermediate and one major port of  Kandla. As on July 2002, a total project

investment of  Rs. 82,735 crore, about 12 per cent of  the total investment in the country, was under implementation

in the State, the highest level among all other States.

� Gujarat is also the most developed maritime State in India with its port sector (both major port of  Kandla and

other minor and intermediate ports) accounting for an aggregate sea cargo of  120.20 million tonnes out of  the

total 384.5 million tonnes of  sea cargo handled at Indian ports in 2001-02, accounting for 32 per cent of  India�s

total sea borne cargo trade.

� According to a study conducted by GMB, out of  the 88 million tonnes of  cargo received through Gujarat Minor

and Intermediate ports in 1999-2000, 73 million tonnes of  cargo (83 per cent) is captive industrial cargo, mostly

handled through captive jetties and other dedicated handling facilities for the immediate cargo hinterland. The

non-captive cargo, which is also termed as �re-routable cargo�, constitutes the remaining 15 million tonnes,

which could eventually be re-distributed among the existing ports with changing shipping and logistics dynamics.

However, the ratio of  high captive to non-captive or �re-routable cargo� has not changed in the last two years

and can be assumed to have remained at same level.

� Given the advantages of  proximity to the secondary hinterlands of  North and Central India, key trading regions

of  the country; Gujarat ports are expected to gain considerably in future in terms of  handling of  larger cargo

volumes with the development of  its port and inland logistics infrastructure, partly deflecting cargo traffic from

other Western region ports like the JNPT and Mumbai.

� Gujarat shows a high positive correlation between growth in cargo traffic and growth of  port capacity. The

development of  port capacity has so far been primarily driven by growth in the demand for a wide range of

captive cargoes by the local industry (Especially, by the Reliance group, which handles 50 % of  the total estimated

captive cargo movement in crude oil imports through Sikka port)

� Gujarat has successfully built a multiple-port business model, with a significant degree of  private sector participation

in wide range of  port facilities coupled with a highly proactive port development policy under the initiative from

Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB). While port development is mainly an outcome of  growth of  captive cargo

demand, there is also considerable re-routable cargo for which many private sector ports have begun to compete

by setting up incremental general cargo handling facilities, along side captive facilities.

Regulatory Framework in Indian Port Sector

For instance, twelve major ports in India, under

government ownership and control together employ over

80,000 workers (inclusive of  all categories), out of  which

the Mumbai port alone employs 23,000 workers. Mumbai

port in 2000-01 spent Rs. 398.79 crore on account salaries

and wages, amounting to 77 % of  its total operational

earnings of  Rs. 520.66 crore. Such high labour spend seen

against dwindling possibilities for increasing its share of

cargo traffic in the region, is a sure sign of  the port having

to fight a tough battle for survival in future.

The task of  reconciling the rights of  workers to

continued employment with the imperatives of

commercial management of  port operations which

mandates bringing down the workforce is however,

proving to be difficult. Especially so in countries like

India, where legacy of  large-scale government ownership

of  port assets and relatively high degree of  unionization

of  port workers has been the trend. In many countries,

where the ports have been operated for most part by the

public sector, a combination of  factors such as the

surplus labour, strict application of  union discipline,

limited resources to acquire modern cargo handling

equipment, poor training and government policies to

maintain and create employment have contributed to

over-manning in ports.

� Need for leveraging private sector investment

Private sector participation is today accepted as the

necessary mode for future development of  port

infrastructure. The regulatory framework has to gear up

to attract investments in the sector.
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� Changing role of  Government / port authority:

In the privatised era, the port authority has to restrict its

role to that of  a regulator serving public interest, unlike

today where port authority also plays the role of  operator

with commercial responsibilities. There is expected to be

possible difficulties during the process of  privatisation,

where the port authority acting as regulator could have

conflict of  interest with a private operator because of

existence of  commercial interests on part of  authority.

For example, JNPT�s dual role as a regulator as well as

competitor to NSICT could lead to possible conflicts.

There is a growing consensus about the need for

recognizing the independent position of  the port

regulatory authority, as distinct from that of  a port operator

to ensure the impartiality of  its decisions for all types of

port operators.
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The United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD) defines seaports as

�. . . interfaces between several modes of  transport and

thus, they are centres for combined transport. Furthermore, they are

multi-functional markets and industrial areas, where goods are not

only in transit but are also sorted, manufactured and distributed.

As a matter of  fact, seaports are multi-dimensional systems, which

must be integrated within logistic chains to properly fulfil their

functions. An efficient seapor t therefore, requires, besides

infrastructure, superstructure and equipment, adequate connections

to other transport modes, a motivated management and sufficiently

qualified employees�.

This rather long but comprehensive definition of  a port

captures all essential attributes of  a seaport. The

definition seeks to essentially emphasize that a port

provides not just a single service to its customers but a

multitude of  services involving a wide range of

operators. The UNCTAD definition also sets the

benchmarks for distinguishing a modern port from

many of  the conventional ports, which may only

provide few of  the services and fall short on many

others. Quite arguably, ports can be of  different kinds

offering some of  the services but not the whole range.

The definition of  port also substantially expands the

scope of  various infrastructure facilities that ports need

to maintain to be able to offer services to their different

customers.

In fact, ports are themselves a crucial physical and service

infrastructure for the shipping trade and economy at

large; however, to be an efficient infrastructure service

provider, the port establishment needs to have in place

its own physical and logistics support infrastructure.

These in turn determine what type of  ships and

commodities, a port can efficiently handle. The kind of

infrastructure that a port has or would need, would of

course differ widely from port to port depending on what

type of  trade or cargo a port is likely to handle. While

most ports perform certain common functions relating

to handling of  ships and cargo, each port is however,

unique in terms of  its location, size and importance in

the national and global economy and the advantages and

disadvantages that follow from it.

3.1 Type of  Ports

In Indian context, the classification of  ports in terms of

major and minor ports has been largely derived from legal

enactments, such as Indian Ports Act 1908 and the Major

Ports Trusts Act 1963. However, the words �major� and

�minor� which seem to suggest the size of  the operations

of  a port are somewhat misleading considering that not

all �minor� ports in the country are really minor either in

size or traffic performance, nor all  �major� ports are really

major performers. For instance, the two Single Buoy

Moorings (SBMs) off  the port of  Sikka in Gujarat alone

now handles one third of  the total POL traffic handled in

the 12 major ports. By same token, the Kolkata port,

considered a �major port� has barely handled 5 million

tonnes of  cargo in 2001-02, while Haldia, considered to

be its satellite port handled 25 million tonnes in the same

year.

It would however, be more meaningful to arrive at a broad

classification of  ports based on a composite parameters

like location of  the port along a major global trade route,

the level of  cargo volume handled by a port and how the

primary cargo hinterland of  the port is integrated into the

larger national and global market.

Chapter  3

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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Leading international maritime economist Martin

Stopford, in his �Maritime Economics� offers a more

meaningful and contemporary classification of  ports

based on the location, cargo volume and nature trade

and logistics function served by a port in the national

and global economy and has proposed a four-fold

classification. He divides ports into four broad typologies

� Local Small Ports � small and of  local significance

(Type 1), Large Local Ports � large but not involved in

global trade (Type 2), Large Regional Ports � large port

but limited to region (Type 3) and Redistribution or

Transhipment Ports � large ports, wholly dependent on

global trade (Type 4).

Type 1: Local Small Ports

Often referred as �tiny, minor, intermediate or captive �

ports in the Indian context, there are several hundreds

such small ports in the world, which primarily cater local

cargo requirements, demand for passenger ferrying and

fishing operations. Most of  these ports are generally only

capable of  handling lighterage vessels, barges and small

crafts, which can easily operate with naturally available

draft. While some of  the typically small port locations

have been selectively developed as large local ports (such

as Mundra and Pipavav on the Gujarat coast), a large

majority of  such small ports remain as small ports serving

the local needs. The advantage with such small local ports

being the low capital investment, which typically involve

minimal marine constructions, that at best could include

a jetty or elevated platform for landing small vessels and

are mostly dependent on naturally available drafts or high

tide. Some of  these small ports, could however be

developed as �captive jetties� for handling break-bulk or

other bulk commodity such as chemicals or coal, which

could be quickly moved to nearby local industry or a power

plant.

Type 2: Large Local Port

A large local port is different from a small local port

mainly in terms of  its higher cargo throughput facilities

for bulk or container cargo and enhanced capabilities

for handling larger vessels, using dredged channel and

berths. While a large local port could thus, have facilities

for handling larger vessels, such ports however do not

necessarily mean very heavy investments in cargo-

handling facilities, given the limitations of  cargo traffic

specific to that port. However, cargo volumes received

at such a port grows steadily and consistently, it becomes

possible to increase the level of  investments in further

improving the port infrastructure facilities and some of

these large local ports could graduate into a regional port.

Ports like New Mangalore or Mormugao on India�s west

coast or Paradip and Haldia on the East coast could be

termed as such large local ports, catering primarily to

their immediate hinterland.

Type 3: Large Regional Ports

A large regional port essentially acts as an aggregation

point for cargo from beyond its immediate hinterland.

In Indian context, where the land-locked cargo hinterland

is fairly vast, the cargo aggregation and re-distribution

on a regional basis takes place, in case of  ports like

Chennai in the Southern region, Mumbai in the Western

region or Visakhapatnam in the Eastern region. In an

international trade context, a large regional port would

thus, basically refer to ports that serve an extended region

comprising a group of  countries. Large regional ports

could include ports like Salalah, Colombo or Dubai,

which consolidate cargo through feeder line operations;

especially in container cargo movements for onward

mainline shipping movements. These ports also

regionally re-distribute cargo received through the

mainline vessels using feeder operations to large local

ports in the region. These large regional ports such as

Colombo, Dubai and Salalah etc. also act as nodal points

in the international trade routes.

Type 4: Transhipment Ports

Some of  the leading ports of  the world have been

developed or operated as purely international transhipment

ports with highly specialized infrastructure facilities for

handling different types of  freight and act as switching

points for cargo to be carried by deep-sea vessels operating

on trans-continental trade routes. The ratio of  transit cargo

handled by these transhipment ports is very high,

compared to locally bound cargo. Ports like Singapore,

Hong Kong, Rotterdam, or Port Klang, among leading

transhipment ports in the world, are operated with state-

of-the-art infrastructure facilities and are capable of

handling largest of  post-Panamax vessels and high cargo

throughput levels. These ports essentially act as cargo

processing centres in the global maritime logistics chain.

Due to large turnover of  ships and cargo handled at these

ports, they also offer highly competitive rates, designed to

attract large liner companies.

Based on the above classification, some of  the key existing

ports involved in Indian cargo trade both in India and

overseas can be grouped as under :
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Text Box  3.1

Types of  Ports

TYPE ONE TYPE TWO TYPE THREE TYPE FOUR

Small local ports Large local ports Large regional ports Transhipment ports

Porbandar Mormugao Chennai Singapore

Machalipatinam New Mangalore Mumbai Hong Kong

Dharamtar Tuticorin Visakhapatnam Rotterdam

Karwar Paradip Kandla Vallarpadam (proposed)

volumes of  a country�s trade growth, such as witnessed

at Shanghai port.

� Port and the Cargo Hinterland A strong and vast

cargo hinterland, which generates large volumes of

export and import cargo for the port, forms its real

backbone of  support. The economies of  scale that

get generated in terms of  cargo traffic volumes go a

long way in resizing the port infrastructure to match

the expected growth in traffic volumes. Coupled with

strong inland connectivity between the port and its

hinterland, the competitive position of  the port is

further strengthened.

� Regional Inter-Port Competition Though

prevalence of  natural public monopoly in the port

sector in most countries has all along prevented any

strong competitive forces from coming into being, the

scenario is rapidly changing in terms of  both regional

competition among ports for the transhipment cargo

as also between new and old ports within the national

port sector such as India.

3.2 Port Infrastructure Layers

The port infrastructure encapsulates a complex

aggregation of  physical assets and cargo-handling

facilities coupled with navigational aids, vessel traffic

management, berthing of  incoming vessels that call on

ports. The port infrastructure basically enables port

management to deliver wide range of  services and act as

an effective interface between sea and surface modes of

transport. With bulk of  the global trade volumes

transported by liner vessels of  various types, the level

of  service efficiency in handling of  such vessels and the

costs of  port services have begun to have a critical

bearing on the competitiveness of  a country�s global

trade. Port service efficiencies are however, most often

Factors influencing type of  port

Most port locations, including some of  the leading ports

in the world has evolved over a long historical period of

development of  global trade and the national economy.

However, it is observed that ports that have been closely

connected with international trade and commerce have

seen the maximum development. Many a changes in the

composition and structure of  global trade, especially as

reflected in the dramatic growth of  container cargo trade,

has in particular brought about many unprecedented

changes in the port development strategy pursued by port

authorities in some countries. Some of  the major

international ports like Hong Kong, Singapore, Salalah,

Tanjung Pelepas and India�s own Nhava Sheva port have

come up mainly surf-riding on the growth in container

cargo trade in the last 10-15 years.

Several key factors are however involved in the

development of  ports:

� Proximity to important world trade routes Ports

located at the mouth of  important canals such as Suez

or Panama Canal or enroute of  major sea trade routes

such as Trans-Pacific or East-West have led to the

development of  several transhipment ports such as

Colombo. Singapore, Alexandria etc. The volume of

trade that takes place along the trade route or the canal

no less drives the traffic volumes handled by these ports.

� Growth of  National Cargo Trade Volumes The

growth of  port sector in some of  the countries like

China and India is mainly led by growth in the national

trade in terms of  exports and imports. This is

particularly significant in case of  those ports that are

not driven by international cargo transhipment

volumes. The level of  integration between the national

and global economies also to a large extent determine

how far the port sector can benefit through growing

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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a direct function of  the economies of  scale achieved in

terms of  various port infrastructure facilities and how

they are operated, which together determine the

operational capabilities of  a port.

The levels of  infrastructure build-up and the type of

services that different ports provide vary widely depending

on the volume and type of  cargo traffic handled. Further

from a port investment point of  view, the distinctions

between various types of  infrastructure � such as �basic

port infrastructure� and �operational port infrastructure�,

port superstructure and port equipment are important in

terms of  expected rate of  returns, the length of  payback

period and the size of  investment.  While most ports are

widely different from one another in many respects, they

do share certain common infrastructure elements.

3.3 Marine Access Infrastructure

Port Entrance or Channels

Port entrance channel is an artificially created navigational

path, which provides required water depths for the ships

to enter the allocated berth slots in the port area. It is

created through dredging of the seabed as per required

depth, width and length specifications. Deeper and wider

the approach channel in a port enhance the capability of

port to handle larger sized and more number of  ships,

which in turn helps lower the total cargo shipment costs

by enabling larger parcel size of  shipments. This is true in

respect of  most commodity freight segments, especially

in dry bulk commodities like coal and iron ore, which are

more economical to handle in capesize vessels, besides

the container cargo, where bulk of  the global traffic volume

is handled through large cellular ships.

However, barring the case of  ports (like Mundra,

Kakinada, Gangavaram) which have natural deep draft,

which do not require an artificially dredged channel, most

ports in India are shallow draft ports, which require the

depth of  the approach channel to be artificially created

and subsequently maintained on a regular basis. However,

as global maritime trade is witnessing dramatic increases

in ship sizes and the economies of  scale in bulk cargo and

container cargo movements increasingly favour large sized

parcel movements, the ports are under pressure to provide

the required facilities to shipping lines or loose their share

of  cargo traffic to other ports.

In Indian port sector, lack of  adequate draft at the port

entrance is one of  the key strategic development issues

that need to be addressed at a macro planning level for

Text Box  3.2

Components of  Seaports Infrastructure & Superstructure

Marine Access Infrastructure Port Superstructure Services

Channels, approximation zones Port conservancy, Maintenance Dredging

Sea defense (breakwaters, locks) Pilotage & Towing Services

Signaling (lights, mooring buoys) Navigational aids

Port Infrastructure Port Authority/Port Operator

Berths, docks, basins Stevedoring/ Bunkering

Storage & Stacking Yards Cargo Equipment & Transport Services

Internal connections (roads, others) Transport Operators

Cargo Infrastructure Terminal/ Port Service Operators

Cranes, Crane operators

Cargo Terminals, ICD/ CFS Cargo handling & movements

Land Access Infrastructure Railway, Road & Inland Transport - Operators

Roads, Railways, Pipelines, Railway & Road Connections

Conveyors, Inland waterways Inland Cargo Terminals (Kolkata Port)
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the port sector. The government and the port authority

have so far been the key nodal agencies that have invested

in the creation of  this marine infrastructure at various

ports. Dredging an approach channel is a highly capital-

intensive activity that involves massive amounts of

displacement and the cost of  dredging is highly sensitive

to the type of  seabed to be dredged. While dredging of

loose sand beds is relatively cheaper dredging of  hard rock

beds could be highly costly and involves expensive

equipment and technology for blasting. As the profile of

vessels calling on various ports widely differs, the design

specifications for approach channels need to be planned

meticulously factoring in the expected returns on

investment in terms of  likely growth of  port traffic and

expected earnings from port operations.

A number of  major ports in India were established at a

time when liquid and dry bulk cargo trade were carried

out by smaller ships (in the handysize, handymax vessels)

which do not require very deep drafts or which could

manage to enter the ports using the tidal windows.

However, as dry bulk and container ship sizes have grown,

ports that are unable to handle these large ships have began

to loose their cargo to other ports.  Kandla and Mumbai

are among the ports that have significantly lost their share

of  dry bulk cargoes to other competing ports like

Visakhapatnam or New Mangalore.

Break Waters

Ships that enter the port area need to be berthed in tranquil

waters to facilitate smooth cargo loading and unloading

operations. Breakwaters play an important role in enabling

the desired water conditions to be created in the ship

berthing area. Breakwaters involve construction of  strong

structural materials intended to break the force of  the sea

waves. These constructions are usually taken up outside

an open harbour to protect it from long waves and make

it possible for ships to berth safely in the port area.

However, construction of  breakwaters could have long-

term consequences for sediment transport in the near

shore region and need to be taken up only after intensive

and comprehensive geo-technical studies on ocean wave

currents to prevent ill effects on the coastline.

In Indian port sector, the breakwater projects have always

accounted for substantial investments made in several

artificial ports like Chennai, Tuticorin, Ennore and

Mormugao, located along the open harbour and subjected

to strong ocean wave currents. With the further

development new ports and addition of  berths in the

existing ports like Ennore, Hazira and Tuticorin, several

new breakwater projects have also been taken up. The

Island Breakwater Project being taken up at Tuticorin is

estimated to cost Rs. 180 crores for creation of  two oil

jetties to be set up for Indian Oil Corporation (IOC).

However, since most of  the ports and their supportive

marine breakwaters were constructed prior to the

enactment of  Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) rules (which

came into effect only in mid-eighties) some of  the ports

have generated avoidable environmental consequences.

The RITES report on the port sector has rightly

emphasized the need for undertaking a detailed

environmental audit of  the shoreline stability and

sedimentation processes, not only in respect of  Greenfield

port projects but also in case of  existing major ports.

Inner & Outer Harbour

Some of  the seaports that enjoy long and multiple harbour

fronts, with its shoreline withdrawing into natural estuaries,

backwaters, creeks, canals and river deltas, offer

opportunities for development of  outer and inner

harbours, which can accommodate several cargo terminals.

The port development typically commences initially in the

inner harbour, and as the need for cargo terminal area

grows, the port begins to extend into the outer harbour.

Natural lagoon ports such as Cochin, with extended

backwaters and several island formations such as

Willingdon, Vypeen, Vallarpadam, Bolghatty and Gundu

also provide scope for extended development of  the

berthing area for ships and for handling of  cargo. The

proposed Vallarpadam container terminal is planned at

Vallarpadam Island, with bridges connecting one another.

Among Indian major ports, Visakhapatnam has highly well

demarcated inner and outer harbor fronts, with the

maximum number of  berths concentrated in the inner

harbour. Bulk of  the cargo handling is undertaken in the

inner harbour and the port activity is rapidly extending

into the outer harbour, which includes the proposed

development of  a container terminal in the multi-purpose

berth in the outer harbour. The outer harbor at

Visakhapatnam also enjoys a deeper approach channel

draft at 17.5 meters, compared to lower draft of  10.7

meters in the approach channel for the inner harbor.

Tuticorin port is also planning to develop an outer harbor

with an investment of  Rs 800 crore with a draft of  14.5

meters, as against 10.4 at present. The outer harbour at

Tuticorin will enable large ships to call on the port. As per

estimates, the dredging for the outer harbour is expected
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to cost Rs 400 crore; dredging being a major cost

component of  the project as the sea consists of  rock

formation, which makes dredging very expensive. Further,

width of  the approach path, which is about 180 meters

also would need to be widened to 230 meters with the

length going up to 5 kms into the sea.

Text Box  3.3

Marine Infrastructure Facilities in Indian Port Sector

                                                       Approach channel

Length from Minimum Width Minimum depth No. of  Berths Type of  Dock/

Harbour entrance (meters) (meters)        Port

(km)

Kolkata 232.0 200.0 3.5 33 Riverine with

impounded docks

& river side jetty

Haldia 115.0 467.0 6.7 14 + 2 BJ -DO-

Paradip 2.0 160.0 12.8 13 Artificial lagoon

part

Vizag           �IH 2.2 94-122 10.7 21 Natural harbour

                  �OH 0.4 200.0 17.5

Ennore 3.8 250.0 16.0 2 Artificial harbour

Chennai       �IH 6.7 244.0 18.6 20 Artificial harbour

                  �OH     19.2 with wet docks

Tuticorin 4.0 162.0 10.4 13 Artificial harbour

Cochin 10.5 185.0 11.8 15 Lagoon port

New Mangalore 7.5 245.0 15.4 9 + 1 VJ Artificial lagoon port

Mormugao 5.0 250.0 13.1 4 + 4 Open protected

Transhippers harbour

Mumbai 9.6 320.0 10.9 46 Natural harbour

with impounded

wet docks

JNPT 17.0 320.0 11.0 8 All weather tidal port

Kandla 25.0 200.0 4.6 16 Estuary port

          Vadinar 8.0 1,500.0 23.5 2 SBMs Single buoy mooring

GPPL - Pipavav

GAPL - Mundra 4

GCPTL - Dahej 1
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Dredging

The development of  new berths and deepening of  the

port�s approach channel require large volumes of  dredging

of  seabed and involve sizeable investment. While different

degrees of  technological sophistication, in terms of  the

requirement of  dredging vessels and other dredging

equipment are needed in different projects, bulk of  the

demand for dredging actually flows from two categories

of  dredging in the port sector, viz. capital dredging and

maintenance dredging. Ports provide the main stay of

demand for the dredging industry, accounting for bulk of

the turnover of  dredging companies. However, economies

of  scale in the dredging industry require support also in

terms of  many other non-port related dredging activities

such as dredging for inland waterways, reclamation of  sea

land, construction of  bridges etc.

The aggregate Indian market for dredging, mainly from

the port sector is estimated to be currently worth about

Rs. 6 billion, with a major market thrust coming from

development of  new as well as existing ports. A sizeable

demand is also expected to come from future development

of  inland waterway development and deepening of  draft

of  approach channels at some of  the major ports like

JNPT.  Dredging thus, constitutes one of  the major

continuous activities being undertaken in the port sector

and has a substantial cost component attached to it, out

of  the total port development project costs.

Broadly, the dredging market in Indian port sector can be

categorized into two segments:

� Capital Dredging

Dredging of  new or approach channels, construction of

new berths and other marine-side infrastructures like single

bouy moorings (SBMs), jetties and wharfs etc., require

artificial draft to be created at the time of  establishing the

facility, which can be termed as capital dredging. However,

most of  the Indian major ports have been established

several decades back and since existing drafts of  these

ports are often adequate for contemporary larger vessels

to call on them, capital dredging projects need to be

undertaken for deepening the existing draft of  the existing

approach channel and berths.

One of  the ambitious capital dredging projects currently

in the reckoning is the proposal for deepening and

widening of  the approach channel of  Jawaharlal Nehru

Port (JNPT), to pave way for mainline container vessels

to call on the port. The government has also been trying

to revive the Sethusamudram Canal project, which

promises to the largest ever project to be conceived in

India�s maritime history. Though the Sethusamudram

project has many in-built advantages for India, the vast

dredging volumes involved in the project is mind-boggling

and proponents of  the project have found it difficult to

justify the project on commercial terms.

Capital dredging projects in Indian major ports have

tremendous scope with most Indian ports seeking to

upgrade their marine infrastructure to attract larger vessels.

The proposed project for deepening of  the approach

channel to JNPT is one of  the most ambitious capital

dredging projects in pipeline, that is expected to open up

the Nhava Sheva port for mainline shipping operations.

The ports of  Ennore and Tuticorin have also undertaken

major capital dredging projects for deepening their

approach channels. With increasing emphasis on building

the port capability for handling ever larger ships, the port

sector�s requirement for deeper draft facilities is increasing

in all major ports.

� Maintenance Dredging

Maintenance dredging unlike capital dredging is a recurring

activity in ports, which is undertaken to maintain specified

draft levels due to problem of  high siltation. The

maintenance dredging is particularly quite intensive in

riverine ports of  Kolkata and Haldia in India, with annual

dredging volumes being as high as 20 million cubic meters

and involve expenditure that is disproportionately high

compared to the earnings of  the port from its cargo

operations. The dredging expenditure at Kolkata port,

which has one of  the longest approach channels extending

up to 232 kms going up from Kolkata Dock Complex

(KDC) to Sandheads, which forms the entry point for

ships.

Kolkata port, which requires regular dredging to maintain

its draft accounts for more than 20 million cubic meters

of  dredging every year, which is about 40 per cent of  the

total dredging undertaken in the major port sector. A recent

report* of  Comptroller Auditor General (CAG) has

however, pointed out that recurrent maintenance dredging

works being undertaken at Kolkata port were not being

planned properly resulting in ad hoc approach to solving

the problem of  draft and was not resulting in any enhanced

capability for handling more or large ships.

Conventionally, many ports have sought to own few

dredging vessels as a part of  the port fleet and have been

themselves undertaking maintenance dredging works.
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However, the dredging activity is now being increasingly

outsourced through periodic tendering of  dredging works

to outside parties. However, dredging projects, which are

assigned on tender system, prove to be quite costlier as

the project cost gets tied to the level of  dredging to be

undertaken.

Some of  the leading West European ports are however,

moving in the direction of  contracting out the maintenance

dredging works on turnkey basis with clear specifications

of  the draft levels to be maintained in the port area,

irrespective of  the level and volume of  dredging involved.

The dredging service provider entity thus, becomes a part

of  the overall port services superstructure, alongside other

support services with private operators under concession

agreement with the port also privatized.

Dredging Industry in India

The dredging activity in Indian port sector concurrent with

growth of  port capacities has steadily witnessed significant

growth over the years. As per data compiled by the Indian

Ports Association (IPA), the total dredging volumes in the

major ports sector stood at about 53 million cubic meters

in 2002-03 and mostly related to maintenance dredging

activities in ports. The dredging industry in India is also

characterized by the dominance of  Dredging Corporation

of  India (DCI) for a considerable length of  time, owing

to protected market, though a few smaller dredging

companies in the private sector have also come up. Under

the Cabotage protection provisions of  the Merchant

Shipping Act, the government until recently was not

permitting foreign or private players to enter the domestic

dredging sector for reasons of national security and as a

measure of  protection to DCI. The cabotage indirectly

gave DCI an almost exclusive access to dredging-related

projects. However, monopolistic market has not helped

the DCI grow in either size or technological sophistication

and with the increasing demand for dredging in the port

sector, the government had to eventually open up the

dredging projects to overseas dredging companies, though

DCI still enjoys certain privileges.

Some compelling reasons for opening up dredging sector

include:

� High degree of  siltation in certain ports like Kolkata

� Port expansion plans resulting in several new berths,

basins and channels

� Deeper and bigger ships being permitted requiring

deepening and widening of  channel needing extra

dredging on regular basis.

� Lower productivity of  ports� dredging fleet due to

labour problems

Dredging Corporation of  India (DCI) is a major player in

Text Box  3.4

Major Dredging Contracts completed by Dredging Corporation of  India (DCI) in 2001-2002

� Maintenance Dredging for Kolkata Port.

� Maintenance Dredging at Sand trap and channel of  Paradip Port.

� Maintenance Dredging of  Sogal channel of  Kandla Port.

� Maintenance Dredging at New Sand trap and its approaches of  VPT.

� Maintenance Dredging for Cochin Port.

� Maintenance Dredging of  outer channel and lagoon of  New Mangalore Port.

� Maintenance Dredging of  outer channel of  Jawaharlal Nehru Port.

� Dredging of  OHTB, OBI, OBIT, LPG Jetty, in front of  OSTT, inner and outer channels of  Visakhapatnam Port

New Dredging Projects Taken up by DCI in 2001-02

� Dredging at Taichung Harbour, Taiwan

� Dredging around POL Jetty of  M/s BPCL at JNPT, Mumbai

� Dredging in the turning circle and in the channel of  Okha Port.
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the domestic dredging market though over the last ten

years, a number of  private Indian and overseas dredging

companies have entered the Indian dredging market.

Consequently, the DCI�s market share has come down to

less than 50 per cent of the total dredging demand in the

country. Major beneficiaries in this process have been the

foreign majors like HAM, Jan De Nul, Dredging

International, Boskalis, Ballast Nedam and Van Oord et

al, which have also brought in more advanced dredging

equipment and technologies, cost competitive practices

and faster project turnaround times. The increased pace

of  activities in the port sector, especially development of

private ports and minor ports along the Gujarat and

Maharashtra coast have created ample market space for

mid-size and smaller dredging companies in the domestic

private sector. Domestic dredging companies like Amma

Lines, Maldar Dredgers & Salvagers, Ardeshir B. Cursetjee

and Dharti Dredging & Construction, have taken up

several projects across various locations and have been

aggressively seeking an increased share of  the domestic

demand for dredging.

The aggregate Indian market for dredging, mainly from

the port sector is estimated to be currently worth about

Rs. 6 billion, with a major business thrust coming from

development of  new as well as existing ports. A sizeable

demand is also expected to come from future development

of  inland waterway development and deepening of  draft

of  approach channels at some of  the major ports like

JNPT. Dredging constitutes one of  the major continuous

activities in the development of  marine infrastructure of

a port and has a substantial cost component attached to it

in the total port development costs.

While it is difficult to reliably forecast the future of  the

Indian dredging market, in terms of  size or value, past

trend projected over the next five to ten years indicate

that demand would be quite bullish. A major thrust for

growth in the dredging sector, is likely to be from new

port development in Gujarat with a likely demand for over

82 million CuM, mainly in the capital dredging segment

from new ports like Positra, Mundra, Hazira, Adani,

Umargaon and Pipavav, apart from captive prospects for

maintenance dredging work from existing major and minor

Table  3.1

Dredging Volumes in Indian Major Ports

              (million cubic meters)

Port 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03

(Proj)

Calcutta 11.21 13.02 24.70 20.99 21.28 21.28 20.00

Paradip 3.45 2.49 2.83 2.04 2.25 2.25 3.00

Visakhapatnam 1.01 1.27 0.73 0.52 0.10 0.10 0.70

Chennai 0.13 0.61 0.98 2.42 2.17 2.17 1.45

Tuticorin 0.00 8.61 0.00 2.30 0.09 0.09 0.42

Cochin 12.39 0.78 2.47 11.92 0.80 0.80 15.00

New Mangalore 4.98 5.61 6.25 6.14 5.30 5.30 5.56

Mormugao 1.52 2.57 2.22 2.97 3.75 3.75 3.75

Mumbai 6.96 5.65 3.39 2.37 8.32 8.32 0.86

JNPT 0.96 1.30 1.00 2.34 0.80 0.80 1.25

Kandla 3.50 3.67 2.74 4.35 3.56 3.56 4.04

Total 46.11 45.58 56.31 58.36 48.42 48.42 54.03

Source: Indian Ports Association (IPA) The data for the year includes the dredging carried out by respective ports

themselves, DCI and other agencies.
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ports. Besides, the massive Rs. 700 crore project for

deepening of  the main approach channel, proposed by

JNPT (for which detailed technical and financial studies

are currently in progress) can give a major quantum push

to the dredging industry. In fact, the JNPT project once

set rolling, will have widespread positive ramifications by

bringing in global scale technologies and practices into

market play.

The long-pending Sethusamudram canal project, which is

planned to link the Palk Straits with the Gulf  of  Mannar

and linking up the Tuticorin port with the rest of  the ports

on the East Coast is indeed, one of the most ambitious

dredging projects to be ever conceived in the Indian port

sector but a number of  environmental concerns and

relatively unattractive prospects of  commercial returns on

the project compared to large investment involved in

completing the project has kept it in abeyance. The

National Environmental Engineering and Research

Institute (NEERI) is cur rently doing a detailed

environmental feasibility study on the project.

3.4 Berth-side infrastructure in Indian ports

While marine infrastructure facilities at a port provide

primary capabilities to handle ships and cargo, the berth-

side infrastructure facilities is really what makes a port

truly capable of  offering its value-added services to its

customers. In fact, importance of  any port is quite directly

proportional to the level of  investments that have been

made in the development of  berth-side infrastructure

facilities and the manner in which these facilities are

optimally used at the port.

The berth-side infrastructure comprises mainly of  civil

and mechanical constructions and other cargo handling

installations, such as fixed cranage, rail sidings etc.

A major share of  the capital investment in berth-side

infrastructure is taken up by cargo-related facilities to be

established at a port and is increasingly being offered for

private sector investment.  With rapid growth in cargo

traffic in last ten years, demand for port�s cargo handling

capacity has been growing exponentially in Indian port

sector. While several new ports like Ennore, Mundra,

Pipavav etc have sought to add new port capacity, the

demand for additional cargo handling capacity basically

needs to be also approached in terms of  substantial

improvements in cargo handling infrastructure in the

existing ports.

The construction of  berths, jetties etc for cargo ships to

dock and load or unload cargo is an important port asset

that forms part of  the port infrastructure. The berthing

capacity of  the port, in terms of  number of  berths

available is indeed, a crucial measure of  the capacity of

the port to receive ships and cargo. However, the berthing

capacity at a port is now increasingly getting segmented

along the lines of the commodities being handled at the

port and the trend is quite explicitly in favour of  creation

of  specialized and dedicated berths and other innovative

offshore solutions for handling of  cargo.

While most general purpose multiple cargo ports have

conventionally concentrated on building general or multi-

purpose cargo berths, the role of  general purpose berths

have declined in favour of  dedicated berthing facilities.

However, creation of  dedicated cargo berths cannot in

themselves solve the operational problems in terms of

berthing efficiency and berthing productivity issues in the

port sector. The overall management of  berths along with

the operations of  cargo handling systems together decide

the productivity and efficiency levels of  berths and jetties.

The shore- based berthing of  vessels is also finding newer

forms of  substitution through various offshore floating

storage and deep sea transfer solutions both in respect of

liquid and dry bulk commodities.

Liquid Berths & Oil Jetties

Liquid cargo handling unlike other cargo is a specialized

operation, which requires deep draft berths with

capabilities for handling large tanker vessels and pipeline

network for handling movement of  liquid cargo from the

tanker vessels to tank storages before it is evacuated to oil

refineries in the vicinity. The trend towards deployment

of  large size vessels in Suezmax, Very Large Crude Carriers

(VLCCs) and Ultra Large Crude Carriers (ULCCs) is

relatively a new development, which has raised new issues

relating to capacity of  the existing berthing infrastructure

for handling large vessels in terms of  the draft and other

supportive infrastructure.

The limitations of  Indian ports in respect of  handling of

liquid cargo are fairly common across all the major ports,

both in terms of  the lack of  adequate draft for handling

large tanker vessels in the post-Panamax category and the

constraints arising out of redundancy of existing facilities

that have been developed in the past. The trend in liquid

handling is increasingly favouring setting up of  SBMs,

which essentially allow vessels to moor away from shallow

draft shore berths for loading or unloading cargo.

Currently, seven such SBMs are operational, including two

at Sikka under Reliance Ports and Terminals Limited, which

together handle about 40 million tonnes of  POL, and one
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smaller SBM at Hazira for handling naphtha. The West

coast also features two more SBMs off  Vadinar port

(Under the Kandla Port) which are handling about 30

million tonnes of  crude oil through VLCC deliveries for

Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) refineries. On the East

coast, there are currently two smaller SBMs, one off  the

port of  Ravva (operated by Cairn Energy), which handles

about 2.7 million tonnes of  crude oil movement for HPCL,

Visakhapatnam and one at Tirukkadaiyur (in the

Nagapattinam district of  Tamil Nadu) with capacity to

handle 4 lakh tonnes of  naphtha for a local power plant.

The offshore handling of  liquid bulk cargo is increasingly

becoming attractive compared to shore based handling,

which requires substantial changes in the existing port

infrastructure. The conventional shore-based oil berths

and jetties in all the major ports of  India have been mainly

designed and developed some two decades back when the

economics of  liquid bulk transportation favoured

deployment of  medium and small tanker vessels, mainly

to suit the fleet profile of  Shipping Corporation of  India

(SCI), which acted as the nodal agency for oil

transportation for Indian Oil Corporation (IOC). With

the termination of  the nodal agency status for Shipping

Corporation of  India (SCI) and end of  centralized

purchase of  crude oil through Indian Oil Corporation

(IOC). Following the abolition of  administered pricing

mechanism (APM) in April 2002 for all petroleum

products, the shipping pattern of  crude oil purchases is

undergoing change and many of  the bulk importers of

crude oil like Madras Refineries Ltd (MRL) at Chennai,

Cochin Refineries Limited (CRL) have been seeking SBM

facilities from Cochin and Ennore ports, which can handle

larger parcel sizes from VLCCs.

Dry Bulk Berths

Dry bulk cargo handling in commodities like coal, iron

ore, fertilizer, foodgrains, et al accounts for a large portion

of  the conventional operations of  the major ports like

Visakhapatnam, Paradip, New Mangalore, Mormugao and

Haldia. These ports have dedicated berths for handling

coal, fertilizer and iron ore but the methods of  cargo

handling for the larger part of  their existence have been

through conventional handling systems, basically using

geared ships and other equipments like mechanical slings

and grabs and derrick cranes, whose cargo throughput

levels are very low and operations time-consuming.

However, conventional handling of  dry bulk cargo still

accounts for a sizeable share of  the total dry bulk cargo

handled in the Indian ports. As per IPA data for 2001-02,

for the first time, the dry bulk cargo handled by mechanical

means has surpassed the dry bulk cargo otherwise handled

by conventional methods. Out of  the total dry bulk cargo

handled at major ports, 62.88 million tonnes have been

handled by mechanical means surpassing 56.5 million

tonnes of  dry bulk cargo still handled by conventional

methods.

The per day berth outputs of  mechanized iron ore

handling berths at port like Visakhapatnam, for instance,

are quite low compared to the performance of  dry bulk

loading rates in several other international ports, because

the performance levels of  cargo handling equipment in

the port is lower than their rated capacity, being aged. The

berth-side handling equipment in the dry bulk ports like

Vizag, Paradip and Murmugao are quite aged and need

modernization and updation for handling larger vessels

in the Capesize segments, instead of  smaller vessels in the

Handymax and Panamax segments it is mainly handling

at present. The draft levels at berth in these dry bulk ports

are capable of  handling larger vessels; these ports are

mainly handling Handymax vessels at present.

The labour-intensive, low throughput conventional

mechanical systems of  handling dry bulk cargo are

however, increasingly getting replaced with modern

conveyor-based handling of  dry bulk cargoes in modern

dry cargo ports. Lately, Ennore and Paradip ports have

come up with state of  the art mechanical coal handling

systems. The Paradip port has recently set up a new

mechanized coal handling berth, built with Asian

Development Bank (ADB) assistance, which is being

currently operated by Larsen & Toubro Ltd (L&T), which

was also associated with its construction and

commissioning. However, the port intends to enter into a

BOT-based three-year operation and maintenance contract

for the new coal handling facilities and the process is in

an advanced stage of  bidding.

Among some of  the other developments in the dry bulk

terminal operations include:

� The government-controlled Steel Authority of  India

Ltd (SAIL) has signed a 30-year pact with International

Sea Ports (India) Ltd (ISPL) for exclusive use of  the

new berth 4A at the Haldia Dock Complex (HDC) in

eastern India. The berth has been awarded to ISPL on

a build, operate and transfer (BOT) basis, is expected

to be ready for use by 2003.

� Sical Coeclerici Logistics Limited, a joint venture

between Italy-based Coeclerici Logistics and South

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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India Corporation Agencies Ltd (SICAL), under

contract from ISPAT, is planning to tranship iron ore

and coal at a floating terminal off  Mumbai. The floating

terminal concept the company expects will open up a

new future of  dry bulk logistics in India by way of

providing the entire spectrum of  activities related to

port and inland logistics.

Container Berths

The overall poor performance in the berth throughput in

India is also reflected in respect of  container handling

berths at the container terminals in different major ports.

However, unlike in case of  dry bulk berths, which have

adequate draft to support the larger vessel dockings, the

issue of  lower available draft at container berths and the

port entrance channel in the major ports is an issue that is

yet to be adequately addressed in Indian port sector. The

differences between the two terminals, operated by JNPT

and NSICT itself is quite striking, though comparisons

of  other ports with Nhava Sheva makes the scenario more

contrasting.

Based on the operating data for 2000, average per day

berth throughputs of  containers was 908 TEUs/ day for

JNP terminal, whereas it was 1,570 TEUs/day at the

NSICT terminal, with peak level performances showing

lesser variance at 3,654 and 3,955 TEUs/day respectively.

The performance of  other container terminals at Chennai,

Mumbai and Cochin in terms of  berth throughput was

lower at about one third of  the JNP�s performance levels,

which speaks of  wide gap in the performance standards

in Indian port sector itself. The gaps become even more

glaring when we take into account international benchmark

for container vessel turnaround time at 24, which is

reduced to 12 hours at ports like Singapore. The

corresponding container vessel turnaround time at NSICT

is 21 hours (comparable to international benchmark), 37

hours for JNPT terminal and whopping 145 hours for

Chennai port (Prior to P&O Port takeover of  the

management of  container terminal). With the privatization

of  the container terminal in 2002, there is however a

dramatic shift for the better and Chennai container

terminal�s vessel turnaround time for container vessels has

been brought down to less than 30 hours with similar

improvements in berth throughputs.

The growth of  containerized cargo trade in particular, has

brought about many far-reaching technological and

functional changes in the design of  port�s cargo-handling

infrastructure, making port development a highly capital

and machine-intensive operation. Cargo containers are

generally handled by large cellular ships, which make their

own demands on portside infrastructure, not only in terms

of  marine infrastructure facilities and other cargo handling

equipment but also in terms of  port service efficiency

parameters. With much of  conventional infrastructure

available at Indian major ports being unsuited for efficient

container handling, the current emphasis is on

development of  port infrastructure in India with

significant participation from private sector players,

including global MNCs with experience in operating

container terminals in major world ports.

3.5 Port Superstructure

A port system not only comprises of  marine and cargo related

facilities but also a number of  specialized basic services to

shipping lines and other users of  port facilities, which form

part of  what is referred as port superstructure. However,

several of  these services are now being increasingly

outsourced through a number of  other public and private

sector agencies, other than the port authority itself.

Especially under the �landlord� port model, the role of

the port authority is limited to mere ownership of  the

land and waterfront for which it collects a fixed rent while

all other port assets and services are developed, managed

and operated by private players.

Some of  the important components of  port

superstructure include services such as:

Port Conservancy

The port conservancy refers to functions performed by

Harbour Master or Port Captain, which include measures

aimed at ensuring the safety of  navigation in all its aspects

within port limits and its approaches. The effective

discharge of  port conservancy function requires, that a

port conservator is able to exercise his powers

independently and the port has under its control

appropriate marine infrastructures, such as approach

channels, break waters, dredging, obstruction/wreck

removal, locks for impounding water to necessary levels,

aids to navigation, marine communications such access

to meteorological information. The port authority

constituted under the relevant legislation is responsible

for all the conservancy-related functions. Under the Indian

Major Port Trusts Act 1963, the conservancy of  major

ports is vested with the trustees of  the individual port

trusts, while in case of  non-major ports, the conservancy

powers are vested with the respective state government

or state maritime boards (SMB�s).
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Some of  the functions that port authority performs with

respect to conservancy responsibilities include:

� Collection of  bathymetric/hydrographic data, tide

observations, tide predictions, current observations

etc.;

� Identification and removal of  obstructions, wrecks,

shallow waters and navigable channels;

� Establishing and operating port signal station/

port control stations and other communication

centers;

� Protection and conservation of  port land and

waterfront from environmental damage and misuse;

� Dissemination of  port-related information to national

and international community etc.

Across the world, the port conservancy activities are

considered to be basic function of  the port authority under

the national port laws, though some of  the conservancy-

centric functions, safety and fire fighting services, wreckage

clearance, regular environmental monitoring and shoreline

etc. may also be outsourced though undertaken by or

assigned to other public or private agencies. In non-major

ports of  India, the conservancy functions are a residual

responsibility of the State maritime board or the

department of  ports while actual powers and

responsibilities are vested with appointed captain of  ports

or harbour master.

The scope of  conservancy functions may be divided

between public port authority and private players need to

be more clearly defined, in the wake of  growing trend

towards privatization of  various port assets and services

in the Indian port sector, as any deficiency in discharge of

these functions is bound to have serious implications for

port and ship safety and larger public concerns about use

or misuse of  port assets and waterfront.

Pilotage

Pilotage is an essential part of  traffic management and

safe passage of  vessels through a port area. The port

Table 3.2

Port Infrastructure Efficiency Measures

Performance indicator Description

Average Ship Turnaround Time Total hours vessels stay in port (buoy-to-buoy time) divided by the total

number of  vessels

Average Waiting Rate Total hours vessels wait for a berth (buoy-to-berth time) divided by total

time at berth.

Gross Berth Productivity Number of container moves or tonnes of  cargo (for break-bulk and bulk cargoes)

divided by the vessels total time at berth measured from first to last line.

Berth Occupancy Rate Total time of  vessels at berth divided by total berth hours available.

Working Time Over Time at Berth Total time of  vessels serviced at berth divided by total hours at berth. Reasons

for non-working time may include labour agreements and work rules, rain,

strikes, equipment failure, port operating schedules and holidays.

Cargo Dwell Time Cargo tonne time days in port from time of  unloading until cargo exits the

port divided by cargo tonnes.

Ship Productivity Indicator Total number of  moves (for containers) or tonnes handled (for break bulk

and bulk cargoes) divided by total hours in port.

Tonnes per Gang Hour Total tonnage handled divided by total number of  gang hours worked

TEU�s Per Crane Hour Total number of  TEUs handled divided by total number of  crane-hours

worked.

Tonnes per Ship-day Total tonnage of  cargo handled divided by total number of  vessels in port.

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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authority provides the service to ships that need to be

guided in and out of  the port area. Trained and certified

pilots employed by the port authorities render the service,

which is compulsory under the Indian Ports Act 1908. As

per the provisions of  this act, no vessel of  the size of  200

GRT or above can enter, leave or moved in any Indian

port without the port authorized pilot, harbour master or

an assistant on board. However, the compulsory nature

of  pilotage service, while required in case of  certain large

ships calling on major ports is not consistent with the

physical conditions prevalent in certain smaller ports,

where pilotage may not be necessary.

Currently, pilotage charges are an important part of  the

vessel-related charges levied on the shipping lines by the

port authorities. Pilotage movements in ports, especially

in a port like Visakhapatnam, with three harbour fronts �

inner, outer and fishing harbours, consist of  wide range

of  activities related to berthing and unberthing of  ships,

their shifting, operations of  bunker barges etc. and

constitute an important source of  port earnings.

Monopoly of  public port authority in providing pilotage

services has however, discouraged improvements in

efficiency and bringing down the cost of  pilotage

operations. Pilotage charges are considered quite high in

Indian ports compared to many other international ports.

Public ports in India need to either substantially improve

the pilotage services themselves or privatize it. However,

this may require an amendment in law, which needs to be

taken up on priority basis.

As a part of  the port reforms process, the pilotage services

have been privatised in many ports of  the world. In many

countries, pilots, who constitute a closed group of

professionals (qualified master mariners) have formed

themselves into a specialized guild-type of  organizations

and have taken over the pilotage services in many ports

under contract with the port authority. For instance, in

1998, pilotage was privatized in Netherlands with the

creation of  Netherlands Pilotage Service, which became

an independent organization of  pilots acting as private

entrepreneurs. The objectives of  privatizing the pilotage

was to reduce the burden of  the governance

responsibilities of  the port authorities and further improve

the efficiency and adequacy of  pilot services.

These trends are likely to have impact on pilotage services

in Indian port sector as well, if  the port regulatory reform

could ensure that scope of  the existing port law on pilotage

is further relaxed to allow private operators. The port

regulation laws however, need to take care that privatisation

does not lead to qualitative deterioration of  this vital port

service and private agencies that enter this service segment

have proper and adequate credentials to operate the

service.

Towage

Towage service in ports basically comprise of  tug

assistance provided during the berthing/unberthing of

ships and though not mandatory under port law, most

major ports in India maintain their own fleet of  tugs and

also charter or hire tug vessels from private owners,

whenever required. The national shipping fleet, as on

beginning of  2002 comprises of  96 tug vessels with a

combined capacity of  24, 987grt and 6, 486 dwt, including

those owned by the port trusts. Several public ports like

JNPT, Kandla and New Mangalore have time and again

chartered tug vessels from private owners for operating

their towage services in the ports.

However, towage operations could be relatively easily

privatised being a contractual service offered by tug

operators to shipping lines and as it does not involve any

shift of  legal liability from the ship owner. Private operators

also provide tugboat operations, wherever the port tug

fleet and operations are considered to be inadequate. The

extent of demand for tugboat operations or the need for

more than a single tug services operator in a port also

depends on the volume of  vessel traffic.

In Mormugao port, the private parties have been licensed

to operate, as the tugs required for handling large Capesize

vessels were quite costly requiring higher bollard pull. Sea

Sparkle Harbour Services Pte Ltd, a joint venture between

PSA Marine and Ocean Sparkle Limited, has won a five-

year tender to provide a tugboat for assistance in vessel

and port related operations to Mormugao Port, which is

the first towage tenders to be awarded to a company with

foreign equity in the Indian port sector. The deal involves

deployment of  48-ton bollard pull tug � Sigma, deployed

at Mormugao, since February 2002. The port handles

about 50%, or 15 to 18 million tons of  India�s iron ore

exports annually.

Lighterage & Barging

Lighterage is the combination of  several independent

activities using small-sized barges or lighters for the

purpose of  carrying cargo discharged from an ocean-going

vessel in order to lighten or reduce its weight. On the

other hand, �Barging�, is an integral part of  the lighterage

activities, involves carrying of  cargo consignment in small
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vessels, where the intention may not be to lighten the

mother vessel but to transport cargo from one place to

another (e.g. silt barging or iron ore barging along the

Mandovi river in Goa) or carry potable water to the mother

vessel. Though lighterage and barging are quite different

activities, both have been considered together for purposes

of simplification.

Lighterage and barging in India confined mainly in four

regions viz. Gujarat, Goa, Mumbai Harbor and Calcutta.

The industry is highly fragmented with the presence of  a

handful of  service providers conventional aging vessels.

With the modernization of  ports and increased operating

cost of  lighterage and barging operations has emerged as

the single most serious threat to industry. The industry is

also saddled with different regulations like:

� The Coasting Vessels Act,  1838 applicable in

Maharasthra

� The Inland Vessels Act, 1917 pertinent to the states

of Goa and Gujarat

Both these laws have been framed long back and fail to

take into account the changing requirements. There has

been no systematic effort to change or amend these

legislations to further rationalize the operations. Lack of

co-ordination and poor quality of  market competition

among lighterage and barge operators themselves has

further added to the difficulties of  the industry.

The importance of  lighterage and barging cannot be

however, underestimated. Several minor and intermediate

ports active in Gujarat like Navlakhi, Veraval, Bedi and

others are dependent upon barges for loading and

unloading of  cargo and are acting primarily as lighterage

ports. The lighterage industry in Gujarat is highly

concentrated with few major players dominating the sector.

There are around a dozen major private players in

lighterage services with around 150 odd vessels in the range

of  around 200-1000 dwt. Many of  the lighterage vessels

are also operated between different ports carrying coastal

cargo. The lighterage operations in Gujarat is facing new

challenges with the emergence of  modern ports like

Mundra and Pipavav and the future of  the industry is very

much dependent on how far economies of  scale continue

to favour their operations.

On the East coast, lighterage and barging has been active

in Calcutta, primarily moving jute from the interiors of

the state to the Kolkata harbor through river navigation

for exports. Transportation of  POL cargo from Haldia

to Budge Budge has also boosted lighterage operations

leading to the involvement of  a significantly large number

of  barges. However, gradual decrease in jute exports has

made significant impact over the industry resulting in the

decline in the number of  barges as well as shifting of

activity for transporting other kinds of  cargo like logs,

pulses and other commodities. The shift in the oil

movement to pipelines has also made negative impact on

the growth of  the industry.

Stevedoring

Stevedoring, involves operations relating to loading and

discharging of  cargo to / from the vessels to docks in

the course of  import and export trade and form an

important part of  the port superstructure services. The

job of  stevedores primarily involves the supply of

equipment and labour, direction for the handling of  cargo

and loading and unloading of  vessels in the port.

However, there is a vital difference between the job of

�stevedoring� and �loading� operations as the job of

moving goods from ship�s side until they are safely stored

within the vessel is called �stevedoring�, while �loading�

refers to movement of  goods from berth to ship�s side.

Stevedores only handle dry cargo of  bulk, break bulk

and containerized type. With increasing mechanization

of  cargo handling facilities for handling dry bulk cargo

the scope of  conventional stevedoring has been getting

eroded.

Currently, the port authority in major ports of  Mumbai

and JNPT are offering stevedoring services and some of

non-major ports like Mundra, Pipavav are also undertaking

stevedoring jobs. Though several of  the private stevedores

agencies are active all over the country, only few leading

players have significant share of  the business in different

port locations. Indian stevedoring industry is highly

fragmented and dominated by private sector. Though

several stevedores are active throughout the country, few

leading players share major chunk of  the market. Among

these players, E.C. Bose & Co., T.P. Roy Chowdhury &

Co., Ripley & Co. dominates the Eastern region; while the

Southern region is mostly led by South India Corporation

(Agencies) Limited (Sical), Sarat Chatterjee & Co.,

Pratyusha Associates and others. In West Coast, J.M. Baxi,

ABC & Sons and DBC are the leading stevedores. The

stevedoring industry is currently faced with a number of

issues relating to engaging port labor and settlement of

payments. Mumbai port has recently banned the private

stevedoring services by taking over stevedoring operations

from 10-odd private operators, following persistent

complaints and charges of  non-payment of  dues to port

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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labour. The stevedore firms regularly hire several gangs

of  workmen from dock labour boards and pay them for

the services.

The legality of  the MbPT move has however, been

questioned by the Bombay Stevedores Association (BSA),

who have filed a petition with the Mumbai High Court.

Moreover, lack of  modern cargo handling equipment at

different ports is also an obstacle in the smooth operation

of  the industry since service is highly dependent on

infrastructure requirement and time management. The

continuous process of  change in the international maritime

industry has revolutionized the role of  stevedoring from

a segmented modal approach towards vertical integration

of  activities. Severe competition has resulted into a more

focused approach towards the job of  cargo handling and

stevedores are now coming up as an integrated logistics

service provider by consolidating other activities involved

in the handling of  cargo apart from stevedoring.

One of  the significant private sector logistics players -

Sical, has already come up as an integrated logistics service

provider for handling of  thermal coal, transported from

coal belts of  West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Andhra

Pradesh to Chennai and Tuticorin through coastal

movement on account of  Tamil Nadu Electricity Board

(TNEB). In a way, it arranges the transportation

requirement for moving coal from collieries to coal loading

ports of  Haldia, Paradip and Visakhapatnam and handles

the stevedoring job at loading and unloading ports and

re-transportation to TNEB power stations.

Globally, stevedore organizations like Stevedore Services

of  America (SSA) are also getting involved in other port-

related services like development of  development of  ports,

operating port terminals, etc.

Bunkering

Bunkering is a port-based specialized service, which

involves activities like supply of  fuel and water to ships

berthed in the port, using bunkering vessels. The bunkering

activity in Indian ports is however, limited due to high

costs of  fueling in India. Many large overseas ships entering

Indian ports do not take local bunkering services or limit

themselves to essential supplies. Nevertheless, bunkering

forms an important service conventionally offered by port

authority but also slowly coming under the sway of  private

operators. A large number of  feeder and coastal shipping

vessels do need bunkering services at ports, as they

generally operate with minimal inventories of  fuel and

water.

Recently, the Visakhapatnam Port Trust (VPT) has been

actively planning a foray into bunkering business in a

organized way and has asked Indian Ports Association

(IPA) with the task of  undertaking a feasibility study on

the venture. Indian Ports Association (IPA) has in its

interim study on the subject, highlighted interesting

commercial possibilities in the bunkering sector for Vizag

Port. It is estimated that the Port could well get a bunkering

opportunity of  over 3 lakh tonnes in four years, which

could make a significant contribution to VPT�s revenue.

VPT is thus blazing a new trail that some other ports may

follow. The port has been planning to take up bunkering

of  ocean-going vessels as part of  its programme to

broaden its revenue-earning base.

3.6 Land Access Infrastructure

The development policy towards creation of  port

capacities in India has conventionally encouraged

proximity to cargo hinterland, as one of  the key criterion

for developing a port location. Coupled with the

government�s long standing policy of  establishing a major

port in each of  the coastal states, the creation of  a multiple

port system has ensured that national cargo volumes get

distributed between different major ports and regions.

Historically, only Mumbai and Kolkata have actually served

as the national gateway ports for the landlocked hinterlands

of  Northern and Eastern India respectively, serving a

larger hinterland. This role has been now somewhat

appropriated by new ports like JNPT, Mundra and Haldia,

which been slicing up the cargo share of  these two major

ports as well. The multiple port system � comprising both

the major and minor ports, while seeking to bring down

the inland haulage distances, have however, resulted in less

than optimal scales of  economy for other land-access

infrastructures that need to be established.

Ports however, need to have strong land access

infrastructure to be in a position to offer efficient and

competitive services to their customers. Ports that have

strong and well-established inter-modal cargo evacuation

and entry modes and linkages tend to attract more ships

and cargo, compared to other ports that have weaker inter-

modal linkages. The issue of  land access infrastructure

also assumes importance while determining the relative

advantages and disadvantages of  various port locations

of  India, as loading or discharge port.

Especially, with increasing expectations about integrated

logistics, emphasizing on door-to-door seamless

connectivity and deliverability of  goods, the port�s
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competitive advantage vis-à-vis other ports now crucially

depends on how well-connected the port is with its cargo

hinterland, in terms of  inter-modal linkages and pipelines

and other means of  cargo evacuation and entry. The

principal modes of  inter-modal connectivity required for

ports include: railways, roads, pipelines (for transporting

moving crude oil petroleum products) and inland

waterways, especially in case of  riverine ports, like Kolkata

(Currently usage of  inland mode is limited to petroleum products

between Haldia and Kolkata/Budge Budge).

The inter-modal connectivity in India port sector also has

the additional dimension of  involvement of  multiple

agencies in the formulation of  administrative and

development strategies towards various land-access

infrastructure services � like the ministries of  railways,

surface transport, shipping, railways, civil aviation,

including the various autonomous and operational agencies

created under them. Besides, the different modes of

transport have also followed their own independent path

of  development, often lacking in coordinated planning

and thereby resulting in long-term problems and

inefficiencies, with inbuilt mismatch of  requirements,

capacities, efficient linkages. These problems have

particularly articulated themselves strongly in the port

sector, in case of  Greenfield port projects like Pipavav

and Mundra, impacting cargo growth and returns on

Port Infrastructure Development in India

Table  3.3

The Relative Commodity Shares of  Various Evacuation Modes (Forecasts)

Commodity                                     Railway Road Pipeline/ Coastal/Inland

Conveyors  waterway

Crude Oil � � 100 % �

Petroleum Products 25 % 25 % 50 % �

LPG 50 % 25% 50 % �

LNG � � 100 �

Thermal Coal 100 % (Loading port), 80% �

20% unloading (unloading)

Coking Coal 100 % � �

Iron Ore 20 % (Mormugao) 100 % 80 %

100 % (Tamil Nadu) (New Mangalore) (Mormugao)

100% (Andhra Pradesh)

100 % (Orissa, West Bengal)

Food grains 100 %

Fertilisers 70 % 30 %

Fertilizer Raw Materials 30 % 70% (IWT handles small

negligible quantities)

Other Dry Bulks 30% 70%

Other Liquid Bulk 20% 60% 20%

Containers 50 % (share of  the rail goes 50 %

up as traffic/distance

increases)

Break Bulk 30 % 70 %

Source: RITES Report
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investments, especially keeping in view private sector

investments in these port projects. Though currently most

of  the major ports are fairly well connected to their

hinterlands by rail-road linkages there are a number of

issues specific to each port relating to operational and cost

efficiency factors like speed, timeliness, and adequacy of

capacity of  the existing infrastructure that need to be

addressed at the level of  policy and implementation.

Among the important competing modes of  transport that

connect Indian ports to their hinterlands the following

three modes merit major attention:

Railways

The railways constitute one of  the principal modes of

domestic transportation of  goods and commodities in

country, including the movement of  export-import cargo

to various seaports. Railways play a major role in the

movement of  key bulk commodities like coal, iron ore,

pig iron and finished steel, cement, food grains, fertilizer

and petroleum products across the country, including

the movement in and out of  port locations, with the

total volume reckoned at about 460 million tonnes in

2001. Coal and iron ore movements (except for localized

iron ore barging in Goa) from mines to ports and from

mines to domestic consumption centres are almost

exclusively handled by railways, as they are most cost

competitive and offer necessary economies of  scale given

the volume of  commodity movement. With the increase

in containerisation of  export-import cargo, the railways

also started moving substantial volumes of  containerised

cargo, with the establishment of  Container Corporation

of  India (CONCOR) in 1988. CONCOR also has taken

up the responsibility of  managing and linking up various

Inland Container Depots (ICDs) and Container Freight

Stations (CFSs) to various ports and operates several

scheduled train services from ICDs to gateway ports such

as from Tughlakabad ICD to JNPT and between various

ICDs themselves for regional consolidation of  container

cargo.

The Indian Railways on the whole have a market share of

40 per cent in the movement of  various cargoes (including

container cargo) in and out of  the ports of  India, besides

large volumes of  other freight moved domestically between

various inland locations. The share of  the railways was

initially higher upwards of  60 percent in terms of  freight

movements, when the road networks were not developed

but subsequently have come down. The market share shift

towards road has occurred in spite of  the advantages

enjoyed by the railways due to its inherent technological

advantages. Currently, the existing share of  the traffic is

heavily weighed in favour of  dry bulk commodities like

coal and iron ore, besides container movements originating

and destined from ICDs to and from important gateway

ports.

A study undertaken by the Indian Institute of  Management

(IIM) and the Railway Staff  College, Baroda in 1996 cited

following reasons why shippers prefer road to railways

for their freight movement:

� Irregular supply of  wagons. Shippers are not often

sure of  the availability of  wagon stock on demand.

The variability in supply of  wagons complicates the

planning process for shippers and also increases

inventory costs.

� Irregular delivery at destination. Shippers are not

assured of  the arrival of  their consignments in a

specified time frame.

� Inflexibility of  service. While road transport provides

door-to-door service, a similar service is not provided

to the shipper by railways. All shipments by rail, which

necessarily have a component of  road transport at the

dispatch/destination ends, to be arranged by shippers

themselves.

The terms of  inter-modal competition between road and

rail are thus, weighed in favour of  road.

Pipelines

Pipeline is the preferred mode of  transport for the

petroleum products in all developed economies and

forms one of  the crucial land-access infrastructures

required for bulk handling of  liquid cargoes, especially

crude oil and other petroleum products. In the developed

countries, pipelines have been the primary mode of

transportation accounting for 60 per cent of  the

petroleum products transported. Pipelines forms an

important part of  the liquid bulk logistics and has several

unique advantages over other conventional modes of

liquid bulk transportation such as rail and road, though

the latter mode of  transport might still be used (especially,

in petroleum products) in those areas, where the traffic

volume may not be very large.

Most of  the major ports that handle large liquid cargo

already have established pipeline infrastructure linking

their oil jetties to tankages in the port area, though in

respect of  crude oil, the pipeline links are directly

extended to the oil refineries and account for 100 per

cent of  crude oil movement. Oil pipeline infrastructure
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in the country has however, been exclusively undertaken

by the oil companies themselves. For instance, Mumbai

port, whose oil jetty is located off  the shore in Jawahar

Dweep islands, has a 5.1 km pipeline from island to the

tankages in the shore, which are further connected to

the refineries.

With further diversification of  energy imports to new

substitutes like LPG and LNG, the demands on further

extending the pipeline infrastructure as also port-side

handling of  these products have increased. Petronet India

Ltd � which came into existence, with the joint

participation of  big three oil companies - IOC, BPCL and

HPCL � which jointly hold 50% stake in the company

and another 10% each from State Bank of  India, ICICI,

IL&FS, Reliance Petroleum Limited and Essar Oil, has

planned the development of  pipeline in the country in

two phases, the first phase involves projects worth over

Rs. 12 billion and Phase II, includes the ambitious Central

India Pipeline with investments over Rs. 44 billion. The

Petronet is also involved in the setting up of  a dedicated

LNG terminal at Dahej.

According to the report of  the Group on Hydrocarbons

Vision 2025, pipeline infrastructure forms one of  the

crucial requirements for evacuating the crude oil and other

petroleum products from refineries and ports and almost

all of  POL movement is sought to be accomplished with

the help of  pipelines. The Hydrocarbons� group has also

highlighted the need for adopting a common carrier policy

with respect to right of  access to oil pipeline network for

all players. Under the policy, the ownership of  existing

pipelines would remain with the present owners; while

the regulatory authority to be set up would regulate the

access.

Some of  the generic advantages of  pipelines include:

� Pipelines require no return load or empty movement

as in case of  rail-road modes.

� Losses due to spillage and evaporation are lower

compared to rail movement.

� Uniform continuous flow compared to road and rail

transportation alternatives, which helps in lowering

tankage and inventory requirements at ports.

� Energy consumption for transportation through

pipelines are lower and it is easier to meet the peak and

fluctuating demand, as compared to rail option.

� Capacity can be augmented easily quickly and cheaply

through additional pumping capacity

� Since pipelines are a dedicated facility, the demand

fluctuations in other commodities will not effect POL

movements.

With its many advantages, pipeline networks have

increasingly become the most prominent mode for bulk

movement of  crude oil from ports to existing and

upcoming oil refineries. The large scale need for oil

movement is also creating the need for building trans-
continental pipelines, being envisaged between India and

Iran, Turkmenistan, Bangladesh, and Myanmar. Indeed,

such large transcontinental pipelines pose a challenge to

tanker shipping industry itself  by trying to be a substitute

mode of  transportation between the oilfields in the

producing countries to refinery locations. Indeed, while

ports presently, do not themselves have any role in the

development of  pipeline infrastructure, their ability to

attract increasing liquid bulk traffic is very much related

to how they are advantaged in terms of  upcoming pipeline

networks in the country.

Text Box  3.5

Improving Port Connectivity � Upcoming Projects

National Highway Development Project (NHDP)

This project is seen as a major step towards improving road connectivity throughout India. It involves the

development of  around 13,150 kms road, chiefly national highways at a cost of  Rs 54,000 crores. The project is

divided into three parts as mentioned below:

Golden Quadrilateral (GQ) Project - This involves linking of  four metros (Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata)

with a road network of  length 5,851 kms. This project is scheduled for completion by 2003. As of  Jan 2002, 1063

km has been four laned; 4,129 km is under implementation; 144 km has been approved for award of  contracts and

515 km is scheduled for award. The World Bank and Asian Development Bank have already issued their funds

whereas the negotiations are going on for second tranche of  $700 million.

Port Infrastructure Development in India
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North - South and East West Corridor Projects � This North - South will link Srinagar (Kashmir) and

Kanyakumari (Tamil Nadu) whereas the East � West will link Silchar (Tripura) and Porbandar (Gujarat). This has

a net length of  7,300 km road and is due to be completed by 2007. Funding sources for this project are same as for

GQ project. The cost for this project is estimated to be around Rs. 30,000 crores.

Port Connectivity Project � The length of  road for this project is going to be around 363 km of  which 18 km

has been four laned; 137 km has been approved for award and 215 km is scheduled for award of  contracts. The

cost of  the project is estimated to be around Rs. 1,722 crores.

Stretches for development Length Cost Target for

(in kms) (Rs. in crores) completion

Paradip NH - 5A 74 350 Sep-05

Haldia NH - 41 53 220 Apr-05

Vizag State road 12 80 Dec-05

Chennai & Ennore Chennai-Ennore Expressway 6 140 Dec-05

Tuticorin NH - 7A 51 175 Sep-05

Cochin NH - 47 10 100 Jun-05

New Mangalore NH - 17 37 140 Sep-05

Mormugao NH - 17B 18 53 Sep-03

JNPT Package I    NH - 4B + NH4 30 143 Apr-04

Package II + Amra Marg 16 130 Apr-05

NH - 54+ Panvel creek bridge

Kandla NH - 8A 56 191 Completed

Total 363 1722

National Rail Vikaas Yojana

The project, which got the green signal, recently, envisages the following projects at a total cost of  Rs. 15,000 crores:

Strengthening of  the Golden Quadrilateral to enable Railways to run more long-distance mail/express trains and

freight trains at a higher speed of  100 kmph, (Rs. 8,000 crore);

Strengthening of  rail connectivity to ports and development of  multimodal corridors to hinterland, (Rs. 3,000 crore);

Four mega bridges and accelerated completion of  last mile and other important projects (Rs. 4,000 crores)

The port connectivity project envisages strengthening of  the existing routes and laying tracks along new alignments.

Further, there are plans to develop multi-modal corridors to facilitate running of  double-stack containers. To

improve inland container movement, Ministry of  Railways is expected to invite private operators including

international container lines operating from India to invest in the SPVs formed by the Ministry for executing the

port connectivity projects. Apart from investing in laying tracks which would be a common user facility, the

shipping lines would also have to procure their own wagons to carry the boxes using the locomotives belonging to

the Railways. This is expected to create competition for CONCOR in the near future.

The projects are expected to have significant impact on the Indian ports sector. By significantly reducing logistics

costs, a strong positive impact on growth of  trade is likely. As a result of  improved conectivity, the project would

improve the competitiveness of  major ports relative to existing or upcoming minor ports. However, by making

cost of  road transportation lower, one can expect shift in non-bulk traffic from coastal movement to movement

by roads and railways.
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The concept and process of  privatisation in the ports

sector is complex relative to the situation in other

core sector industries.

Privatisation in other industries means transfer of  shares

in a company from Government to either a strategic

investor or to public in general. Thus, privatisation of

Bharat Aluminium Company (BALCO), Videsh Sanchar

Nigam Limited (VSNL), and Modern Foods in recent past

was effected by transfer of  shares to strategic private sector

investors who eventually took up management control of

the company. In case of  HPCL, privatisation is expected

to be effected by sale of  shares to public at large, and not

to any individual strategic investors. The same approach

was adopted in case of  most British companies like British

Airways and British Gas, which were privatised in 1980s.

Comprehensive privatisation involves �complete� change

in shareholding. Usually, a majority shareholding is

transferred to the private investor thus effecting a change

in management, although Government may retain a sizable

amount, usually around 26% to guard public interests. Sale

of  a small shareholding to investors � sale of  around 19%

shares in Shipping Corporation of  India, are however not

examples of  privatisation because the Government

continues to retain majority ownership, and the companies

remain essentially public sector organization.

4.1 Defining �Privatisation� in Ports Sector

However, the process of  privatisation in ports sector is,

quite complex. The complexity arises due to following

reasons.

� Multiplicity of  activities within the ports sector

First, a seaport is not merely an organization that provides

a single service, but instead, seaports provide multiple

activities. In other words, it is a synergistic combination

of  multiple industries, with dynamics � commercial,

financial, and regulatory, quite distinct and independent

of  each other. Thus the towage operations are quite distinct

from terminal handling operations, both of  which are

different from the pilotage services.

Text Box  4.1

Why Privatise? � A Radical Viewpoint

According to Nobel-Prize winning economist Milton

Friedman:

When a man spends his own money to buy something

for himself, he is very careful how much he spends and

how he spends it.

When a man spends his own money to buy something

for someone else, he is still very careful about how much

he spends but somewhat less what he spends it on.

When a man spends someone else�s money to buy

something for himself, he is very careful about what he

buys, but does not care at all how much he spends.

And when a man spends someone else�s money on

someone else, he does not care how much he spends

or what he spends it on.

And that is government for you.

This gives rise to a range of  options for private sector

involvement in owning of  port assets and port operations,

implying different possible approaches to privatisation of

the sector. The most commonly adopted approach to

privatisation has been the unbundling of  various assets

and operations under a port, and privatising each of  these

separately. Certain components of  port infrastructure like

channels and breakwaters require long time frames for

Chapter  4
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cost recovery, and it is usually difficult to charge effectively

for use of  these assets.

Further, these infrastructures may provide secondary

benefits to the economy. Such assets are not expected to

attract private capital and need to be developed and

maintained by the state.

� Public monopoly to private monopoly

Ports, as other infrastructure sectors, are �natural

monopolies�, at least in the current economic environment

prevailing in India. In ports sector, the economies of  scale

are extensively relative to the size of  the market, such that

a few ports can provide the necessary infrastructure and

service required by the entire industry. Increase in number

of  competing ports would lead to duplication and raise

the cost structures.

Limited private sector involvement would lead to public

monopoly being replaced by private monopoly where there

are possibilities of  higher tariffs and lower quality service.

Extensive private sector involvement would lead to a

situation of  excess capacity and significant loss of  precious

capital. This raises questions of  extent of  private sector

involvement as well as type and ways by which

Government keeps checks and balances.

As the market size increases, the problem of  natural

monopoly falls. This has already been witnessed in the

telecommunications sector where explosive growth in last

one decade has led to a competitive market scenario, with

the active government regulation. Given the expected

growth rate in economy and trade, natural monopolistic

situation would not remain in the Indian ports sector in

future. However, in the intervening period, Government

needs to adopt a cautious approach to privatisation.

Text Box  4.2

Ports - Catalyst for Regional Development

� Investments in port infrastructure can promote regional development through effects on firm location decisions,

growth rates of  private capital, and agglomeration economies. Firms are attracted by better facilities for

movement of  raw materials and finished products, which in turn offer the possibility of  increased productivity,

lower costs and hence increased returns. Availability of  efficient port facilities also increase the potential

markets of  an industrial unit. Such regional industrialization and development could be public policy driven or

business driven.

� Setting up of  coast-based refineries like Madras Refinery (Chennai Port), Cochin Refinery, Haldia Refinery and

Visakhapatnam Steel Plant has been policy driven. Setting up of  Oswal Fertilisers (Paradip Port) and Coromandal

Fertilizers (Visakhapatnam) are examples of  industrialization driven by business goals. Similar cluster

development has been observed around the Port of  Colombo where a fashion goods and apparel industry has

developed around Colombo, which focuses on reliable, short transit container services to complete just-in-

time purchase orders. Port centered industrial clusters can be found across all major ports in the world �

Rotterdam, Houston, Yokohama and Antwerp to name a few.

� In addition to sectoral development, investments in ports could lead to social developments also. Industrialization

leads to greater employment opportunities, which in turn raises income and consumption. Further, lower

transportation costs leads to lower costs of  goods. It should be noted that world over per capita income levels

in coastal regions are higher than landlocked regions. In India, coastal areas consisting of  major ports and their

immediate hinterland of  around 500 km from the coast are today witnessing faster growth rates than entire

Indian growth rate.

� Such positive impact of  ports is referred to as �economic multiplier effect� or �externalities� of  investments

in ports (or other infrastructure sectors). This multiplier rationale has been used in the past 50 years to justify

government financing of  port sector assuming that the commitment of  public resources encourages private

sector investment.

� However, externalities need not always be positive. In Chennai and Visakhapatnam, the large populated cities

have grown around the port.  The ports handle such dirty cargoes as coal and iron ore, which leads to pollution

of  the city. Risks of  oil spillage and growth of  prostitution are other negative externalities of  ports.
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� Ports as catalyst for economic development

Unlike other industries, infrastructure sector including

ports, have considerable role in economic development

and growth. This led to direct government provision of

transport services in most nations till date. How will private

sector involvement in ports affect ports� role as catalysts

for economic development.

In recent past, while justification for private control of

operations and private ownership of  port assets has been

well established, need for state control of  port

administration is felt strongly. This is expected to retain

the balance between achieving efficiency gains through

private sector involvement, and safeguarding public

interests through continuing government role.

The above arguments lead to following points:

� What are the alternate approaches to Public Private

Partnerships (PPP)? What assets / operations of  the

port infrastructure need to be privatised? Which areas

require continued government involvement?

� The approaches to PPP would be governed by the

extent and type of  government involvement considered

necessary post privatisation?

It is pertinent to summarise the different approaches to

privatisation in the ports sector. The most commonly

accepted definition is the following by UNCTAD1

��Privatisation is the transfer of  ownership of  assets

from the public to private sector or the application of

private capital to fund investments in port facilities,

equipment and systems�� Some experts believe that this

definition is not comprehensive � Privatisation is more

aptly defined as any form of  private sector involvement

in Port ownership and operations. Thus leasing out of

Text Box  4.3

Skimming through various terms

Modernisation of  ports refers to improvement in port performance by application of  new working practices,

new equipment, etc. They involve only limited changes in existing regulations governing the sector. Nevertheless,

they could be highly controversial. As Indian ports move from labour-intensive to a capital-intensive scenario,

modernisation has been opposed by labour unions.

Liberalisation (also deregulation) means greater autonomy to port authorities in taking decisions and undertaking

capital investments and operations. The need for deregulation and greater autonomy to major port trusts is being

acutely felt amongst Major Port Trusts. Despite considerable degree of  operational powers, the port trusts suffer

from limitations on their power and authority. The port trusts need to compulsorily obtain the sanction of  the

government while taking decisions, involving use of  financial resources available with them as cash reserves.

Under the current regulatory guidelines, concurrence of  the Central government is mandatory in all decision-

making in major ports, which involve investment or expenditures more than Rs. 100 crore. There have been some

moves to empower greater autonomy to these Trusts. The lease period of  the port land rented out to private

parties by the Port Trust was earlier restricted 30 years. Under a recent directive from Ministry of  Shipping, Port

Trusts can lease the land beyond 30 years without taking Government permission.

Commercialisation refers to reorientation of  goals and objectives - from delivering social benefits to achieving

commercial goals.  The ports are expected to be more customer-oriented and profit driven. Indian ports are

definitely more customer-oriented than one decade back on face of  competition from private ports as well as

other major ports. If  number of  advertisements in newspapers in an indicator, then the new customer orientation

comes out strongly.

Corporatisation refers to change in legal status of  the port � from a parastatal body to a company registered

under Indian Companies Act 1956. All assets are transferred to this private company, including lease-land rights.

Corporatisation leads to adoption of  corporate accounting and governance, and a commercial orientation. Ennore

was the first major port to be privatised, and Government expects to follow this up with JNPT and Haldia.

Privatisation is defined as any form of  private sector involvement in Port ownership and operations. It includes

transfer of  ownership of  assets from the public to private sector or the application of  private capital to fund

investments in port facilities, equipment and systems. It could also include contracting out certain services to be

provided by the private sector.

1 Guidelines for Port Authorities and Government on the privatisation of  port facilities, 1998
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certain operations, without investment in building new

facilities or equipment could also be termed as

privatisation. In our discussion, we have taken the second

approach to define privatisation.

4.2 Port Organisation and Administration Structures

There are four different Port Organisation and

Administration structures, which are representative of

orientation of  ports � commercial versus public, as well

as the level of  private sector involvement.

Services Port

This model conventionally followed in many countries of

the world, mainly focus on the realization of  public

interests, by following a direct service provider role for

the government, which also owns all the port assets and

facilities. Many ports in developing countries like India

and Sri Lanka are still managed as �services� port, though

certain new policy initiatives are underway to move in the

direction of  �landlord� port model, through partial

privatisation of  port assets. In case of  such �service� ports,

the public port authority owns, maintains and operates all

port assets (both fixed and mobile) and cargo handling is

done by labour employed directly under the port authority.

The port authority undertakes to offer complete range of

services required for functioning of  the seaport system.

Major ports in India are increasingly taking to �landlord

port� model, by privatising a range of  port facilities and

services.

Tool Port

Under �tools port model� the port authority owns

develops and maintains the port infrastructure as well as

the superstructure, including cargo handling equipment

such as quay cranes, forklift trucks etc. The port authority

Table 4.1

Major Ports in the Region Grouped by Type of  Port

Tool Service Landlord Private Service-Landlord Tool-Landlord

Cebu Singapore Ennore Felixstowe Most Indian major ports Auckland

Davao Bangkok Laem Chabang Southampton Colombo Hong Kong

General Santos Tanjong Pusan Mersey Tianjin Karachi

Balikpapan Penang Rotterdam Cardiff Shanghai Manila

Banjarmasin Klang Chittagong Sydney

also directly employs workers who carry out all the port-

related cargo handling operations. However, port authority

does rent out its equipment and facilities to private parties,

who are also allowed to set up specific facilities and

services, which the port authority does not wish to operate

on its own.

Landlord Port

In this model, several of  infrastructure facilities is leased

to private operating companies like oil refineries, chemical

plants or private port operators. While each of  the

operators of  services is free to further develop and add to

the facilities operated by them, the basic ownership of

the leased assets including land, waterfront and other fixed

assets rest with the port authority, which acts as the

landlord. This model is highly compatible with the �Build

Own Operate� (BOT) route of  financing port projects

and is strongly recommended for moving out of  the

�services� port model that is less amenable to cooption

of  private sector in port development. Ennore is the only

Indian port, which has adopted this organisational model.

As the role of  private enterprise in the sector grows, other

Indian major ports will gradually get converted to landlord

ports.

Fully Privatised Ports

As a model of  port reform strategy fully privatised service

port model has had few takers, except few countries like

UK and New Zealand. It is considered an extreme form

of  port reform and suggests that State no longer any

meaningful role of  pursuing public interest in the ports

sector. In fully privatised ports, port land is fully privately

owned and involves risk of  being sold and re-sold for

non-port use, making it unavailable for maritime use. In

the absence of  a port regulator in the UK, privatised ports
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are essentially self-regulating. Safeguarding of  public

interests has been made possible by the existence of  high

levels of  competition � in United Kingdom no significant

city is more than 150 kilometres from at least 2 ports.

Service and tool ports mainly focus on the realization of

public interests. Landlord ports aim to strike a balance

between public and private interests. Fully privatised ports

focus on private interests i.e. interests of  the shareholders.

In a Service contract, the private sector performs a

specific operational service for a fee. In a management

contract, the private operator not only performs a specific

service, but is also responsible for maintenance of  the

relevant assets

Options for Private Sector Participation

Table 4.3

Options for Private Sector Participation in Infrastructure

Asset Operations & Capital Commercial Duration Areas where

Ownership Maintenance Investment Risk implemented

Service Public Public / Public Public 1-2 years Towage, Dredging,

contract Private equipment and crafts,

Management Public Private Public Public 3-5 years Canteen operations

contract

Concession Public Private Public and/ Private 10-30 years Terminals, Channels.

or Private Entire Greenfield port

Build Own, Public and Private Private Private Indefinite Terminals, Channels,

Operate (BOO) Private Entire port complex

Divesture Private Private Private Private Indefinite

Table 4.2

Public-Private Roles in Port Management

Public

service

Tool Port

Landlord

Port

Fully

Private

Port /

Activity

Port

Administration

Nautical

Management

Nautical

Infrastructure

Port

Infrastructure
Superstructure

Cargo

handling
Pilotage Towage

Mooring

service
Dredging

Private sector

Public sector

A Port concession agreement is a contract in which

government transfers specific operating rights to private

enterprise. The contract may include rehabilitation or

construction of  infrastructure by the private operator

(concession contract) or transfer of  assets built by the

port authority to the private operator (lease contract). In

some forms of  concession contracts, asset ownership gets

transferred to the private operator for a specific period of

time, after which ownership reverts back to port authority.

Divesture can be of  two forms - partial or complete

divestiture. A complete divestiture, like a concession, gives

the private sector full responsibility for operations,

maintenance and investment, but unlike a concession, a

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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divestiture transfers ownership of  the assets to the private

sector. A BOO contract is somewhere in between a

concession and a divesture.

Port concession is the most common form adopted world

over, including India, for getting private sector participation

in port development and operation. Within this, BOT

(Build-Operate-Transfer) is the mostly accepted form of

financing, and has been recommended by IDFC for

terminal privatisation in major ports. Prime examples of

BOT schemes are the development of  new container

terminal by P&O Ports at JNPT, leasing of  container

terminals at Chennai, Tuticorin and Visakhapatnam, and

dry bulk terminal being developed by Gammon India.

BOOT (Build-Operate-Own-Transfer) is an alternate

mode, where the operator is granted ownership of  the

assets during the concession period. This mode has been

adopted for privatisation of  two multi-purpose berths in

Mormugao port to ABG, and was also proposed for

development of  Dhamra Port in Orissa. It should be noted

that Government of  India has adopted the BOT route

for privatisation of  terminals in major ports, while Gujarat

Government has adopted the BOOT mode.

4.3 Privatisation Initiatives in the Indian Ports Sector

Economic liberalization and globalisation process started

in India since early nineties, however, first steps towards

private sector participation in infrastructure services were

taken up only in mid nineties, when infrastructure

bottlenecks seemed to almost abort all prospects of

opening up the economy. The history of  private sector

participation in the Indian port infrastructure sector is

thus, actually less than a decade old. The experiences of

private sector investment participation in port sector

projects and other port reform measures like

corporatisation of  port management and privatisation of

certain port services in public sector major ports is

therefore, limited and still to attain a critical mass.

However, private sector involvement and participation in

a multitude of  port sector projects has been catching up

in the last few years. The trend initially took off  with a

spate of  captive port facilities being offered for

development and operation to private sector participants

in minor and intermediate ports of  Gujarat. Subsequently,

major ports have come up with wide range of  development

and modernization activities, often involving private sector

involvement in setting up terminal facilities and operation

of  port services. The port reform process in the public

sector major ports has also witnessed the establishment

of  first-ever coporatised port of  Ennore, which has set

the benchmark for corporatisation of  other major ports

in the country.

The policy of  privatisation of  captive jetties in GMB ports

has helped substantially boost the traffic throughput at

minor and intermediate ports of  Gujarat and prompted

other States like Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu to go for

private sector participation in setting up various private

captive jetties. The micro-level privatisation through

licensing of  various private captive facilities was

subsequently supplemented with a policy of initiating joint

ventures with private sector for development of  common

user multiple-cargo ports such as Pipavav and Mundra in

Gujarat.

Apart from leveraging private sector investments, the

Gujarat Maritime Board initiatives in forming joint sector

ownership and management structures such as in case of

entities like Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited (GPPL), Gujarat

Adani Port Limited, Gujarat Chemical Port Terminal

Limited (GCPTL) has also resulted in introduction in

terms of  new corporate port management structures,

distinct from the existing regulator-driven organizations

like ports trusts and maritime boards

Rakesh Mohan Committee Report

Infrastructure-related economic policy reforms in India

were initiated following the release of  Rakesh Mohan

Committee Report on Infrastructure Development in

1996, which sought a fresh policy framework for involving

the private sector involvement in the development of

infrastructure-related services. The report has sought to

recommend radical policy measures to encourage private

sector investment in wide range of  infrastructure assets

and other facilities to help close the growing gap between

exponential growth in demand and supply of

infrastructure services in the country. The report has acted

as a major catalyst in the opening up of  a range of

infrastructure services like power, telecom, roads, ports

etc for private sector participation and market competition.

1996 GOI Guidelines on Port Privatisation

The first-ever policy guidelines on the private sector

participation in the Indian port sector were announced in

1996, which marked the onset of  a new chapter in the

development of  port sector. The objectives of  the new

policy guidelines were to attract new technology and

investment through joint ventures with overseas and

domestic private sector. Private participation was also
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expected to introduce better managerial practices leading

to improvement in efficiency of  ports and make India�s

trade more competitive in the world market.

The government�s policy guidelines cleared the ground

for a series of  privatisation initiatives in various segments

of  Indian port sector, including container terminals, liquid

cargo berths and terminals, solid bulk terminals, besides

other warehousing and logistics infrastructure facilities.

The Central policy on private sector participation in major

ports segment has also given a shot in the arm to several

minor and intermediate ports as well, especially the setting

up of  the Mundra and Pipavav ports on the Gujarat coast,

under joint sector initiatives.

Subsequently in 1999, Infrastructure Development

Finance Company Limited came out with a model BOT

concession agreement to be followed in case of

privatisation in major ports. Some of  the key features of

this model agreement are:

� For privatisation of  berths and terminals, whether new

or existing, two-stage procedure will be followed. Stage

one will involve qualification based on experience and

financial strength; and Stage two where qualified

bidders would submit Technical Proposal and Price

Bid. For other areas of  privatisation, only a single stage

comprising the Stage two should be followed.

� To qualify, the bidder should have experience of

managing a facility for similar cargo with average annual

volume for the last three years equal to at least 50 per

cent of  the proposed capacity of  terminal/berth under

bidding. Further, 20 per cent of  the net worth of  the

bidder (combined net worth in the case of  consortium)

should be at least equal to 50 per cent of the estimated

project cost.

� The fee structure includes an up-front fee, lease rent,

and royalty which would be a percentage of  total

revenue

� In case of  an existing berth getting privatised, the Port

Trust should indicate minimum throughput to be

guaranteed by the private operator. In case of  new

projects, there would be no throughput guarantee.

� Selection should be based on highest royalty quoted.

Text Box  4.4

Terminal Privatisation - Options

One of  the important components of  port privatisation is the �object� of  concession. The object could vary

from one case of  privatisation to other. We have listed out the following four broad options:

� Option 1: The water frontage and quay-wall with the undeveloped land area behind the quay-wall, Concession

contract;

Examples: NSICT container terminal, JNPT; and Dry bulk jetty to Gammon India, Visakhapatnam Port

� Option 2: The water frontage and quay-wall with the developed and surfaced (partly or fully) land behind the

quay-wall, combination of  Concession and Lease contract;

Examples: Visakha Container Terminal, Visakhapatnam Port; and TNEB coal jetty; TNEB

� Option 3: The water frontage and quay-wall with the developed and surfaced land area behind the quay-wall

and ship-to-shore handling equipment, combination of Concession and Lease contract;

Examples: Chennai Container terminal, Chennai Port;

� Option 4: The fully equipped terminal including the water frontage and quay-wall with the developed and

surfaced land area behind the quay-wall, ship-to-shore handling equipment, terminal handling equipment,

offices, maintenance facilities and the gate complex, Lease contract;.

Examples: Jawahar Dock 5 to ACT India, Chennai Port.

The level of  private capital investment, and risks taken up by the private operator decreases from Option 1,

(highest) to Option 4, where they are virtually non-existent. There could be variations also � in case of  bulk

terminal conversion to container terminal project at JNPT, the private operator will redevelop partly the quay wall,

and install new equipment. The operator will however use the existing office complex at JNPT.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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� The operator will have the freedom to set tariffs under

the ceiling defined by the Tariff  Authority for Major

Ports.

Privatisation of  Container Terminal Operations

The impact of  the government policy on privatisation of

ports in India has been immediate and quite marked in

the container terminal operations segment of  the Indian

port sector. In keeping with the global trend of

privatisation of  port terminal operations, the Indian port

sector has seen significant level of  participation, from

several internationally renowned container terminal

operators. Among the significant international players that

have been involved in the Indian ports sector include P&O

Ports (Australia), Port of  Singapore (PSA), Dubai Port

Authority, Maersk Logistics along with domestic

companies.  Some of  the significant port terminal projects

that have been established in the last five to six years

include:

� Nhava Sheva International Container Terminal

(NSICT), P&O Ports, Australia

The first-ever concession agreement in the Indian port

sector was awarded to P&O Ports (Australia) on 30-year

Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) basis for the development

and operation of  Nhava Sheva International Container

Terminal (NSICT).  NSICT set new standards of

operational performance, comparable with the best

international standards, and today handles nearly 45% of

total Indian container cargo.  The NSICT terminal operates

at a rate 22-24 moves per ship hour, against the adjacent

public terminal�s productivity of  16-18 moves per hour.

In case of  the nearby Mumbai Port, it is only 8-10 moves

per hour.

The success of  the terminal highlighted the positive

impacts of  inter-port competition between container

terminal facilities at various ports, as also inter-terminal

competition at the Nhava Sheva port itself. The terminal

Table 4.4

Overview of  Privatised Container Terminals

NSICT Tuticorin Chennai Visakhapatnam

Sponsor P&O Ports, Australia PSA, Singapore P&O Ports, Australia United Liner Agency
(57.5%) and SICAL, and Chettinad Group, (JM Baxi Group) and

India India Dubai Port International

SPV Nhava Sheva PSA SICAL Chennai Container Visakha Container
International Container Terminal Terminal Limited Terminal

Container Terminal

Year of April 1999 December 1999 November, 2001 July 2003
commissioning /

privatisation
Concession 30-year BOT 30-year lease 30-year BOT 30-year BOT

agreement

Royalty � basis Rs. / TEU Rs. / TEU Fixed %age of Rs. / TEU
Increases over the years Increases over the years revenue (37.12%)

Development Terminal, Backup Superstructure. Superstructure. Superstructure.

undertaken by SPV area, Superstructure Further development Further development Backup Area
of  backup area of  backup area

Investment by SPV Rs. 800 crores Rs. 100 crores Commitment for Rs. 100 crores

till date (estimated) USD 100 million
in 5 years

Quay length and 600, 12.0 370, 10.7 890, 12.0 449, 14.9

draft (metres)

Capacity of  terminal 1,200,000 TEUs 200,000 TEUs 400,000 TEUs 200,000 TEUs
Traffic (2001-02) 213,509 TEUs 344,528 TEUS �
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also brought into focus possible conflict of  interests when

a Port authority not only regulates a private terminal, but

also competes with it, thereby necessitating changes in

regulatory framework.

� PSA�SICAL Container Terminal at Tuticorin, PSA

Corporation, Singapore

Tuticorin Port was the second major port in India to have

concessioned operation of  its container terminal to a

consortium headed by PSA Corporation, Singapore, along

with South India Corporation Agencies Ltd. and Nur

Investment Pte Ltd. The PSA SICAL Container Terminal

has modern equipment and operating systems,

benchmarked with the standards followed by PSA in

Singapore port. However, container traffic volumes are

yet to build up substantially and are currently reckoned at

2.0 lakh TEUs. The future growth of  Tuticorin port and

of  the container terminal also rests considerably on the

proposed Sethusamudram project, which will provide a

strategic edge to the port both for coastal and Far Eastern

trade.

� Chennai Container Terminal - P&O Ports (Australia)

Chennai port, which was among the earliest to have

established a full-fledged container terminal in India as

far back as 1983, has in 2002 handed over to P&O Ports

(Australia), the management and operation rights over of

its container terminal operations. The entry of  private

sector has considerably helped streamline container-

handling operations at the port, which had faced endemic

problems of  congestion and labour problems. Apart from

operating existing facilities, P&O Ports is also committed

to further invest US $100 million in phases to enable the

terminal to start handling mainline container vessels at

the port.

Greenfield port projects developed in Public Private

Partnership

Two major port projects, which would qualify as greenfield

multi-purpose port projects, have been developed in

Gujarat as Public Private Partnership � Gujarat Pipavav

Port and Gujarat Adani Port. To effect these partnerships,

joint sector companies were incorporated with majority

ownership by the private sector participant, and minority

shareholding by the state Government through Gujarat

Maritime Board and Gujarat Industrial Investment

Corporation.

In comparison to privatisation in major ports, where the

exercise is restricted to a particular object � usually a

terminal and warehouse, joint sector port development in

Mundra and Pipavav includes development of  the port

on a comprehensive basis. This includes marine

infrastructure, port infrastructure and port superstructure.

In case of  Mundra and Pipavav, the port operators were

also involved in development of  hinterland access

infrastructure.

Greenfield projects involve greater project risk.  While

privatisation of  a terminal in an existing port, traffic risks

are lower because of  the following reasons:

The terminal is already operating and is only being leased

to the operator for redevelopment and operation as in

case of  Chennai Container terminal and Kakinada minor

port. The terminal is already handling some traffic.

In case of  new terminal development, as in case of  NSICT,

there are other terminals already providing services to

other users

Further, other infrastructure like breakwater, marine

channel, rail/road linkages, and ship agency and

stevedoring facilities already exist, hence investment

requirements on part of  private operator are limited. On

the other hand, a Greenfield project involves significantly

larger investments and carry large commercial risks because

potential users need to be attracted from competing ports

to the new facility. This could take a longer time implying

greater gestation period for the port. Further, given the

higher risk profile of  the project, cost of  capital increases,

thereby reducing profitability of  the venture.

Privatisation of  other terminals including captive

jetties

Although container terminal privatisation occupies the

limelight currently, privatisation of  other terminals in major

and minor ports has also been quite extensive. Most of

these terminals are captive jetties. Today there are around

35 captive jetties (including SBMs) throughout India,

handling nearly 90 million tonnes of  cargo, which

represents 25% of  total cargo handled in Indian ports.

Captive jetties are usually associated with coast based

plants, and have helped in substantial reduction in logistics

costs.

Privatisation of  Various Port Related Services / Assets

In addition to development / operation of  terminals,

private sector can be involved in various port operations

and services.

Study of  privatisation of  various allied port services

worldwide provides interesting lessons concerning varying

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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alternatives involving private sector. These alternatives

differ in terms of  extent of  private sector investments,

risk assumption by the private operator, and level of

competition. Nevertheless it has been observed in most

cases the port reduces operating costs and increases

efficiency by utilizing private companies to perform

specific services.

Service Contract: The port contracts the private sector

to perform specific services. For example, dredging activity

has been subcontracted to private dredging companies

across all major ports in India. Duration of  these contracts

are usually limited to a single year.

Management Contract / Equipment Leasing: Either

the port could lease out its assets to a private operator

responsible for their maintenance and operation, or the

port leases in equipment from a private party and operates

it on its own. At JNPT, the port has leased ABG�s gantry

cranes, which are operated by the port but maintained by

ABG. As per the agreement, the port will takeover the

assets at end of  10 years. The port has its own flotilla of

tugs which has been given out on 3-year contracts for

operation by a private parties. Duration of  these contracts

usually range from 3-5 years.

Stevedoring Operations

Traditionally, stevedoring operations have been in private

domain, although at JNP, stevedoring services are offered

by the port trust. To carry out operations in a major port,

private stevedoring companies have to hire labour from

the Dock Labour Board on a shift basis. Recently, in

Mumbai Port stevedoring operations were taken over from

the private stevedores following merger of  Dock Labour

Board with the port trust.

Dredging Operations

Till 1970s, all dredging activities in a major port were

undertaken by the port trust. With growing requirements

for both capital and maintenance dredging, Government

of  India set up Dredging Corporation of  India for

undertaking dredging in these ports. Subsequently, the

sector was opened up to global players - HAM, Boskalis,

Dredging International, Van Oord, Ballast Nedam have a

large presence in India.  There are also a few domestic

players like Dharti and Maldar.

Towage Operations

The major ports using their own captive fleet mostly

undertake towage operations. However, the increase in

traffic and cargo handling capacity in last few years has

not been matched with an equal increase in towage capacity.

Many ports like New Managalore and Kandla have started

hiring of  tugs from private players on a time charter basis.

In JNPT, although the port owns the tugs, maintenance

and operations have been contracted out. In Mormugao

port, Sea Sparkle Harbour Services, a joint venture between

PSA Marine, Singapore and Ocean Sparkle, has won a

five-year tender to provide a tugboat for assistance in vessel

and port related operations to the Port. This was the first

towage tender to be awarded to a company with foreign

equity.

Pilotage Operations

Pilotage, as per Indian Ports Act, is mandatory and

totally provided by the Ports themselves. As a part of

the port reforms process, the pilotage services have

been privatised in many ports of  the world. In India,

monopoly of  public port authority in providing pilotage

services has discouraged improvements in efficiency

and bringing down the cost of  pilotage operations.

Pilotage charges are considered quite high in Indian

ports, compared to many other international ports.

Public ports in India need to either substantially

improve the pilotage services themselves or privatise

it. However, this may require an amendment in law.

However, in some ports like JNPT, the pilotage crafts

are chartered from private owners.

In many countries, pilots, who constitute a closed group

of  professionals (qualified master mariners) have formed

themselves into a specialized guild-type of  organizations

and have taken over the pilotage services in many ports

under contract with the port authority.

Shiprepair Facilities

Shiprepair facilities also represent one area, which can

be easily privatised. Both Mumbai and Kandla Port have

their own dry docks. The ports do not carry out

shiprepair themselves, but rents the facilities to various

registered shiprepair firms. Currently, Mumbai port is

planning to privatise these dry docks on a 20-year lease

basis.  The port of  Kolkatta has leased its shiprepair

facilities, which includes two dry docks and various wet

docks to Chokhani Shipyard. In Mormugao, the port

has leased the necessary water front and land for the

dry dock facility that has been set up by Western India

Shipyard. Other ports like Paradip have their own repair

facilities.
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Non-core Functions

There are a large number of  non-core functions that could

be easily privatised � hospital, canteen, port building

management and administration, etc. Most major ports,

like other public sector undertakings in India, have their

own employees handling each of  these functions. It is now

widely accepted that quality of  service can be enhanced

as well as cost of  providing such services could come down

substantially by contracting them out to private parties.

New Innovative Areas of  Privatisation

World Bank2  has identified many new innovative areas

for involving private sector. For example, a private

company could be given concession to operate a ballast

water treatment plant in the port, with revenues derived

from receiving charges and resale of  recovered oil. This

concept has been adopted in the Port of  Portland, USA.

A private company could install and operate the vessel

management system in the port under a concession

agreement. Even the functions of  port state control could

be contacted under a management agreement to possibly

a classification society.

4.4 Case Studies

1 Nhava Sheva International Container Terminal

[NSICT]

NSICT promoted by P&O Ports is the first private and

most modern Container Terminal of  India developed at a

cost of  $ 270 million. The Terminal is located within

Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNP) across the island of  Mumbai.

The 30-year license was awarded on July 3, 1997 to

construct, operate, manage and maintain a 600 m

Container Terminal on �Build, Operate and Transfer�

basis.

Table 4.5

ADB's Distribution Schema of  Port-related Activities

2 World Bank Port Reform Tool Kit

PRIVATE SECTOR

Cargo handling and Storage

Consolidation and Packaging

Maintain and Operate Equipment

Maintain Superstructure

Procure Mobile Equipment

Terminal Security

Mooring Services and Bunkers

PUBLIC PORT

Port Planning and Development

Procure infrastructure

Technical Regulation

Bidding and Contracting

Land
Ownership

Vessel Traffic
Control

Aids to Navigation
Environmental Regulation

Safety Regulation

Economic Regulation

Customs

Vessel Clearance

Road and Rail Access

GOVERNMENT

Infrastructure

Construction

Towage

Procure Fixed

Equipment

Water Electricity

Area Security

Pilotage

Maintain Channel

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Initializing the Deal:

As the most modern port in India and also the port with

the fewest labour related hurdles, JNPT was the natural

choice as a test case in Indian Major Port privatisation

effort. Furthermore, the P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd.,

along with their Indian partner the RPG Group, openly

expressed their interest in managing the JNPT container

terminal. The Government of  India requested the World

Bank for a team of  international experts to do the

necessary groundwork for the tendering for operation of

the JNPT container terminal. The expectation was that

the expertise gained from this experience would serve as

a launching pad in the much wider and far more complex

privatisation efforts at the other major ports. The Group

of  Experts appointed by the World Bank submitted their

recommendations � General Notice Inviting Bids for

Licensing the Operations of  Port Terminals � the MoST

and the Ministry of  Justice.

Simultaneously there was a ministerial change that resulted

in the appointment of an ideologically pro�labour Minister

of  Surface Transport. The new Minister Rajasekara Murthy

did not favour privatising the existing container terminal

as that could jeopardize the fate of  existing JNPT labour.

Thus it was decided to privatise only the new container

terminal.

The JNPT Port Planning and Development Department

carefully prepared an extensive final bid document in

consultation with the MoST and other ministers. The port

issued a global tender for a new container terminal on

�Build, Operate, Transfer� basis for thirty years in

December 1995. The bid document was on sale from

December 26, 1995, to February 15, 1996 and specified

the qualifying criteria for responding to the bid invitation.

Thirty firms from India and abroad purchased the bid

document.

Text Box  4.5

NSICT: The Flow of  Events

1992 - The P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd., along with their Indian partner the RPG Group, openly expressed their

interest in managing the JNPT container terminal.

1993 - The Government of  India asks World Bank for a team of  international experts to do the necessary

groundwork for the tendering operation of  JNPT container terminal.

Jan 1994 - The Group of  Experts from World Bank submit recommendations � General Notice Inviting Bids for

Licensing the Operations of  Port Terminals � is issued.

Dec 1995 - �Notice Inviting Global Bids� for a new container terminal on �Build, Operate, Transfer� basis for

thirty years.

Dec 1995 - The bid document was on sale from December 26, 1995, to February 15, 1996.

Mar 1996 - A pre � bid conference that included clarification of  the bid terms and a visit to JNPT was held on

March 14 and 15, 1996.

Aug 1996 - The date for submission of  bids, originally scheduled for April 19, 1996 was extended to

August 16, 1996.

Nov 1996 - JNPT Board of  Trustees approved the recommendations of  the Evaluation Committee on

November 30, 1996.

Dec 1996 - The four responsive consortia bidders were informed that their financial bids would be opened on

December 10, 1996.

Jan 1997 - JNPT invites consortium led by P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd. for further negotiations that were held

on January 1 and 6, 1997.

Jan 1997 - On January 10, 1997, the Evaluation Committee reported their findings to the JNPT Board of  Trustees

and recommended granting the license to the consortium led by P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd.

Jan 1997 - On January 27, 1997, the MoST gave its approval for the project.
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Details of  the Bid for the New Privatised JNPT

Container Terminal:

� As per the bid, the licensee would construct, manage,

operate and maintain a new state of  the art two-berth

container terminal at JNPT subject to the conditions

specified in the bid document and subject further to

section 42 of  the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963.

� This included constructing a 600-meter long quay and

developing a new container yard measuring 20 hectares

all of  which was to be reclaimed form the sea.

� The ownership of  all the land, reclaimed sea and water

area in the licensed premises would always remain with

JNPT.

� On the expiration of the stipulated license period, all

the civil engineering structures, all equipments,

machinery, ancillaries, etc., would be handed over to

JNPT. If  JNPT were to terminate the agreement prior

to the thirty-year period, the license would receive the

depreciated cost of  permanent construction and other

assets as taken over. The document specified the life

span of  the assets for estimating depreciation.

JNPT�s Regulatory Responsibilities

� Scheduling entry and berthing of  vessels

� Pilotage and towage

� Maintenance of  entry draft of  10.7 m

� Provision and Maintenance of  general port

infrastructure not covered under the license

� Maintenance of  the dredged draft alongside

berths of  12.0 m tidal entry and 12.5 m tidal exit

� Waterside safety and safety of  navigation.

� Coordinating and overseeing the dock side safety

� Supply of  electrical power.

� Water supply to terminal and ships

� Monitoring of  pollution in air and water and

ensuring compliance of  Environmental

Protection Measures.

� The licensee would also invest in certain minimum

container handling equipments such as quay cranes,

gantry cranes, etc.

� The licensee was required to make necessary

arrangements for warehousing facilities for the new

terminal either through another agency or by

developing its own freight station. The port had set

aside twenty hectares of  land for this purpose that

could be leased by the licensee.

� The licensee would manage, operate and maintain the

facilities licensed on a common user basis and refrain

from any unfair or discriminatory practice against any

user of  the terminal or persons desiring to avail of  the

services offered by the terminal.

� The port on its part would provide the licensee with

six hectares of  additional developed container yard area.

� The port would also make available a fully developed

railway yard of  two hectares of  paved area for inland

container depot operations of  the licensee.

Pricing

With regard to pricing the licensee would collect prescribed

rates and charges not exceeding the minimum rates

published in the JNPT Port Tariff  Schedule and Scale of

Rates as approved by the Government of  India. The port

anticipated 20 � 25 percent increase in tariff  every three

years, with the next revision of  tariffs expected in early

1997. The licensee would bill the users of  the container

terminal for services, including terminal charges, container

handling and cargo related charges. As per the bid

document the successful bidder would guarantee handling

at least 90 percent of  the projected annual throughput

levels given in the table.

Year Total TEUs

(import, export

and transhipment)

1st year of Operation 150,000

2nd year of Operation 200,000

3rd year of Operation 260,000

4th year of Operation 330,000

5th year of Operation 410,000

6th year of  Operation and onwards 500,000

Royalty

The licensee would be liable to pay a royalty for the

guaranteed traffic in the event of  not achieving the

minimum traffic indicated unless the failure is attributed

to factors outside the licensee�s control.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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The bid document also specified a gross average

productivity of  quay cranes of  not less than 20 moves per

hour per crane every month. If  the license failed to achieve

the guaranteed throughput for two consecutive years the

license would be considered in default.

After signing the license agreement but prior to the

commencement of  construction, the licensee is to submit

a performance bond for an amount of  Rs. 10 crore ($ 10

million) (in favour of  JNPT) of  two reputable surety

companies or bank or banks (liable jointly and severally)

acceptable to JNPT. The bond is to be kept renewed for a

period of one year until after completion of the contract

period or license and for one full year thereafter. JNPT

would be entitled to enforce the liability of  the licensee

on the performance bond. The bond was to be supported

by an irrevocable bank guarantee, from Bombay branch

of  a nationalized bank of  India, in favour of  JNPT, for a

sum of  Rs. 10 crore ($ 10 million).

A pre � bid conference that included clarification of the

bid terms and a visit to JNPT was held on March 14 and

15, 1996. Potential bidders raised several queries during

the conference to which the port responded. The date for

submission of  bids, originally scheduled for April 19, 1996

was extended to August 16,1996, because of  national

elections. On that day, JNPT received bids form five

consortia consisting of  both Indian and foreign firms.

Each consortium submitted the requisite Rs. 10 million

earnest money deposit along with its bid.

As per the bid document, all consortia submitted their

financial bid separately from their technical bid. The

financial bids were sealed and deposited in the safe custody

of State Bank of India, to be opened only after the

technical proposals were fully evaluated. The JNPT Board

of  Trustees set up an evaluation committee for evaluating

the bids. The committee was headed by the JNPT

Chairman and included six members that consisted of

the four JNPT departmental heads and one expert each

from the ports of  New Mangalore and Madras. The

committee scrutinized the technical bids received and

sought clarifications where needed from the various

consortia. The clarification meetings were held on

November 4 and 5, 1996. The Evaluation committee

concluded that the technical proposals of  four consortia

were responsive, qualified and acceptable. The bid from

the consortia led by Stevedoring Services of  America

International was found non � responsive because of  the

inclusion of a conditional financial proposal in violation

of  bid guidelines. The JNPT Board of  Trustees approved

the recommendations of  the Evaluation Committee on

November 30, 1996. The four responsive consortia bidders

were informed that their financial bids would be opened

on December 10, 1996 and the other consortium was

informed of  the non � responsiveness of  its bid.

Accordingly the four financial bids were opened and

scrutinized by the Evaluation Committee.

As per the bid document JNPT invited the consortium

led by P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd. Further negotiations

that were held on January 1 and 6, 1997. During the

negotiations the winning consortium agreed to raise the

minimum guaranteed throughput form 550,000 to 600,000

TEUs per annum from the 15th year of  awarding the

license. As a result, NPV of  the consortium�s bid went up

to Rs. 235.4 crore ($ 78 million) and JNPT�s gross revenue

during the 30-year license period would exceed Rs. 4,000

crore ($ 1320 million). The consortium also agreed to

construct an additional approach bridge on the southern

extension at a cost of $ 1.5 to 2 million.

The Contenders���..

� A consortium led by Hutchinson International Port Holding Ltd., Hong Kong consisting of  Hutchinson

International Port Holding Ltd., ABG Heavy Industries Ltd., and Bank of  America International Investment

Corporation.

� A consortium led by Marubeni Corporation, Japan consisting of  Marubeni Corporation, Evergreen International

and ILFS, Mumbai.

� A consortium led by P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd. consisting of  P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd., DBC Port

Management and Konsortium Perkapalan Berhad.

� A consortium led by the port of  Singapore Authority consisting of  the Port of  Singapore Authority, Samsung

Corporation, Seletar Investment, Neptune Orient Lines Ltd., and Samrat Shipping.

� A consortium led by Stevedoring Services of  America Inc., USA consisting of  Stevedoring Services of  America

Inc., Larsen and Toubro Ltd., and Precious Shipping Ltd., Thailand.
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On January 10, 1997, the Evaluation Committee reported

their findings to the JNPT Board of  Trustees and

recommended granting the license to the consortium led

by P&O Ports Australia Pvt. Ltd. The Board of  Trustees

accepted the recommendation that was then sent to the

MoST for its approval. On January 27, 1997, the MoST

gave its approval for the project and the port issued a

letter of  intent to award the license to the winning

consortium on February 3, 1997. The consortium had to

register its company under the 1956 Indian Companies

Act, get the clearance from Foreign Investment Promotion

Board and also furnish the requisite performance

guarantees. On successful completion of  these procedures

a formal license agreement was signed between the JNPT

and the winning consortium. These formalities were

completed shortly and the construction work commenced

before the 1997 monsoon season i.e. July 1997.

S. No. Period Throughput (TEUs)

1 Calendar year 1999 226,252

2 Calendar year 2000 619,260

3 Calendar year 2001 887,887

4 Calendar year 2002 1,140,238

5 Dec-02 108,892

6 Jan-03 102,869

7 Feb-03 97,418

8 Mar-03 109,210

An attractive Proposition

The two-berth NSICT is attracting business from

the JNPT with a �Better service and turnaround

time�. Clientele include companies like Maersk-

Sealand, APL/NOL, P&O Nedlloyd and UASC,

Wan Hai, SCI, PIL, Dongnama, K Line, Contship,

CMA, COSCO, MISC, Evergreen and Relay

Shipping.

The Current Scenario:

The Nhava-Seva International Container Terminal

(NSICT) at Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT) is emerging as

a strong rival of  JNPT in container throughput.  While

JNPT handled 48,660 twenty-foot equivalent container

units (TEUs) in March 2000, NSICT handled 45,098

TEUs. JNPT operates three berths on a total quay length

of  680 meters; NSICT operates two berths on 600 meter

quay length which was constructed as an extension. The

total traffic comprising containers, bulk and other cargoes

at JNPT during 2002-03 was 15 mt against 11.72 mt in

the previous year, registering an overall growth of  27.75%,

the highest among all Indian ports

NSICT into JNPT�s Container Market Share:

In terms of  growth of  TEUs handled, NSICT fares better

than JNPT with 36 per cent increase over the previous

year, while JNPT registered a growth of  25 per cent. In

terms of  TEUs handled per month, NSICT stands on a

higher average than JNPT for two years in a row. In 2001-

2002, NSICT handled 77,616 containers as against 57,908

containers per month in 2000-2001, whereas JNPT

handled 51,027 containers per month in 2001-2002 and

41,240 containers per month in the year 2000-2001.

Physical Performance

In the first year of  operation, through construction,

NSICT signed up the world�s major shipping lines and

handled 491,192 TEUs. In its first 9 months of  operations

ending December 1999, NSICT handled 2,26,252 TEUs

although the throughput guaranteed to JNP was only

175,000 TEUs for the first year. In 2000, NSICT handled

6,19,259 TEUs exceeding the annual throughput

guaranteed in the 16th year of operation.

NSICT has proved that Privatisation � if  properly

managed � works in India. NHAVA Sheva International

Container Terminal (NSICT) handled 1.38 lakh TEUs

The Finalists���.

Rank 1: the consortium led by P&O Ports Australia

Pvt. Ltd., Sydney

NPV: Rs. 224.59 crore ($ 74 million)

Rank 2 : the consortium led by Hutchinson

International Port Holding Ltd., Hong Kong

NPV: Rs. 163.61 crore ($ 54 million)

Rank 3: the consortium led by the Port of  Singapore

Authority, Singapore

NPV: Rs. 133.44 crore ($ 44 million)

Rank 4: the consortium led by Marubeni

Corporation, Japan

NPV: Rs. 120.28 crore ($ 40 million)

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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during August 2002. The annualized output of  1.2 million

TEUs is the highest volume of  cargo handled by a private

port considering the size of  the terminal it operates.

The NSICT sets New Indian Benchmarks, also

Rated High on International Scale:

� Highest crane rate: 42.00 moves/hour on m.v.

Ingrid Oldendorf  on 26.5.02

� Highest ship rate: 162.56 moves/hour on m.v.

L B Shastri on 23.5.02

� Largest parcel size: 5293 TEUs on, Sealand

Mistral

� Highest berth productivity: 137.85 moves/

hour on APL Egypt on 9.4.02

� Longest vessel handled: 299.84 m MOL Mosel

2.4.02

� Net average crane rate:  Above 27 moves per

hour

The terminal is equipped with the state-of-the-art

equipment, efficient cargo handling, and

computerized ship planning and crane management
systems.

NSICT has created a new record in December 2002,

handling 108,892 TEUs, bringing the total number of

TEUs handled during the year 2002 to a record-breaking

1,140,232 TEUs, which is 40,232 TEUs above the target

set by it for 2002.

Reasons for Success

The better performance of  the NSICT is due to superior

productivity parameters. NSICT is a modern, hi-tech,

state of  the art facility in the region. It uses the newest

and latest technology for all its equipment�s to ensure

faster, quicker and more efficient handling of  cargo.

NSICT has made it possible that for the first time in

Indian shipping lines will have a choice to call at a

privately managed terminal and ability to offer day of

the week service.

NSICT is the first totally automated container terminal

in India. All the operations right from receiving the

vessel bay plans to invoicing are computerized. This

has allowed NSICT to manage the terminal more

efficiently and accurately. The world leading port

management software �Sparcs� and �Express� developed

by Navis LLC is installed for container management,

logistics, delivery and billing in order to maximize

terminal performance. The terminal operates REAL-

Name Crane Productivity Berth Throughput Avg Vessel Name Productivity

(moves per hour) (TEU per day) Turnaround Time (TEU per person)

JNPT 16.7 908 37 JNPT 330

26.5 3654

NSICT 25 1570 21 NSICT 733

35 3955

Table 4.6

JNPT: Charting Container Growth

Description Achievement Achieved in Growth

2001-2002 2000-2001 (%)

JNPT 5,99,462 4,94,881 25.34

NSICT 9,04,162 6,94,899 32.92

Total 15,03,624 11,89,780 29.77

Figures in TEU
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TIME tracking system by using Radio Data Terminals

in the yard. Vessel plan is received as an EDI document,

which is directly imported in the Oracle database

allowing the vessel, and yard planners to plan the yard

and vessel on their GUI interface - �Sparcs�. The

invoicing and billing is also done by the same system,

thus saving precious time and effort, and minimizing

errors. The whole company revolves around IT, and

hence the redundancy and reliability of  systems is given

due priority. The company also uses EDI, ERP, Email

and all the latest software and hardware.

Operate-Transfer (BOOT) as important piece of

legislation to serve as a framework for investment in the

infrastructure sector, particularly the ports. The BOOT

law adopted by the government sought to create a business

environment that emphasized timeliness of  infrastructure

creation, efficiency of  operation and operational autonomy

to the private sector and synchronization with the

development of  the industrial or cargo hinterland. The

port of  Mundra was among one of  the key specialist port

that was developed in the private sector by the State

government.

The Logistic Connectivity Advantage

The Mundra port is developed by Gujarat Adani Port Ltd.

The port has a draft of  16 metres and it can handle post-

Panamax vessels up to 200,000 DWT. Its 632 metre

container berth is set to become operational in middle

2003 and has been recently acquired by P&O Ports.

Mundra port has for the first time, been able to berth

alongside, a 1.51-lakh dwt Capesize vessel carrying 1.23

lakh tonnes of  coal. So far other Indian ports could

accommodate only the smaller 75,000-dwt Panamax size

coal vessels alongside their berths. Mundra port�s ability

to berth Capesize coal vessels will achieve marine freight

savings of  about $2 per tonne. Its location has been

astutely chosen to offer a clear and deep-water approach

with a natural draft of  16 metres at any state of  the tide.

The landmass of  Saurashtra acts as a barrier to the strong

South West currents and swells of  the Arabian Sea. The

surrounding Navinal Island protects the port from the

fury of  the South West monsoons.

Mundra is the nearest deepwater port for the vast

hinterland of  Northern, Western and Central India, which

contributes more than 42 per cent of  the country�s external

trade. The port is 150 km closer to its hinterland

destinations than Mumbai port or JNPT and is also the

closest Indian port on the international navigation route

leading to the West Asia, Europe, Africa and the Americas.

A dedicated rail link connects the port to the national

railway network via Adipur 57 kms away. The establishment

of  rail link has been an unique venture in that the project

was executed and implemented by GAPL, operated by

the Indian Railways and maintained by GAPL on a

revenue-sharing basis. At present a 14 km approach road

connects the port to two State highways. However, the

National Highway Authority of  India (NHAI) has

announced that NH 8A (Delhi-Kandla ) will soon be linked

to Mandvi via Mundra.

Graph  4.1

Traffic Handled at NSICT

The future

NSICT is poised to contribute in a big way to making JN Port a

regional container hub. Privatisation has helped to spell

prosperity and has also helped and will help in the coming

future to achieve operating excellence and world-class

efficiency.

Case Study 2 :

Mundra Port: From �Minor� to �Major� Port

Gujarat has been among one of  the most forward maritime

states in identifying the potential of  its ports and has been

a forerunner in introducing port reforms. The state took

a lead in forming a State Maritime Board for the all-round

development of  the port sector and adopted a Build-Own-

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Mundra is in fact, one of  the first port on the West Coast

of  India to have a fully mechanized handling system for

dry bulk cargo like coal, fertilizer, foodgrains etc and the

only port in India for Mechanized food-grain handling.

The system comprises two mobile harbour cranes, each

capable of  handling 750 tph (tonnes/hour)  and cargo

and a two-tier conveyor system of  1,500 tph capacity for

imports and 1,000 tph for exports (along with ship loader

of  1000 TPH). A 10,000 tonnes / day mechanised wheat

cleaning system comprising Vibro Feeder, Aspiration

System and motorised Doubled Deck Vibrating Screen is

synchronised with the export conveyor.

Container Terminal

Adani Container Terminal Ltd (ACTL), member of  the

Adani group, is developing a container terminal at Mundra

port which will bring to India modern, efficient cargo

handling systems, international port management expertise

as well as enhance safety and environmental consciousness.

The container yard at Mundra will have all facilities, which

are generally provided at any international terminal. The

Mundra International Container Terminal (MICT) is

positioned as a transshipment hub in India, with its unique

advantage of  16-metre natural draft, which is unavailable

at any other container terminals in the country. The MICT

can accommodate up to 8,000-TEU container vessels. The

container terminal will have the capacity for handling an

annual throughput of  around 2.0 million TEUs with the

aid of  1100  metres of  quay length, 10,800 ground slots,

super post-Panamax quay cranes, RTGs, RMGCs, reach

stackers, empty handlers, etc. The state-of-the-art systems

and equipment at the port is expected to provide

productivity and service standards that are at par with the

best in the world.

The first phase of  the container terminal envisages

development of  632m of  wharf   with concomitant

container yard of  24 Ha.  P & O ports of  Australia,

successfully managing India�s busiest container terminal

at NSICT and recently developed CCTL at Chennai, has

acquired the container terminal business at estimated cost

of US$ 195 million. It will spend another US$ 100 million

in acquisition of  equipment and development of  the

container terminal.

The deal involves transfer of  one lakh equity shares of

ACTL, from the Adani Group to a P&O Ports group

company registered in Mauritius, for $ 60 million. Once

the deal is signed, P&O Ports (Mundra), registered in

Mauritius, will own ACTL.

Table 4.7

Mundra Cargo Traffic 2001-02

(lakh tonnes)

  Import Export Total

Liquid Bulk 1.26 0 1.26

Liquid Chemicals 5.77 1.53 7.3

Clean Liquids 1.15 0 1.15

Dry Bulk 14.1 10.64 24.74

Agricultural Products 0.25 0 0.25

Total 22.53 12.17 34.70

Future Plans

Railway Link : Mundra Port will be connected to the broad

gauge railway network by March 2001, once the 57 kms

long Mundra-Adipur railway link is completed.

Container Terminal: It plans to set up dedicated facilities

for container handling. A contract for construction of

container berths with 18.5 metres draft to handle vessels

up to 8,500 TEUs has been awarded and is likely to be

completed by 2001.

Single Buoy Mooring (SBM)/Pipeline/Crude Oil Terminal

(COT) : Total 4 Nos. of  Single Buoy/Point Mooring

Systems with submarine / onshore pipeline are proposed

to handle Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs). Crude Oil

Terminal will be developed in the port back-up area.

Case Study 3

Ennore Port Ltd: India�s First Corporatised Port

The port reforms in India have sought to bring about a

policy shift in the management of  major ports from a

trust-based management to a board-driven exercise

through the corporatisation route. The Ennore port has

been among the first corporate major port in the country

to come into being from February 2001 with a capacity to

handle 16 million tonnes of  coal for the Tamil Nadu

Electricity Board (TNEB). Under the concept of

corporatisation, the Ennore port functions as a landlord

port and would not engage itself  in cargo handling.

Being a new port under construction, Ennore was not

notified under the MPT Act. It was straightaway put under
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the ambit of  the Indian Ports Act, 1908. Consequently,

Ennore Port Company Ltd was incorporated under the

Companies Act, 1956, which will initially be a wholly owned

Government company. Private investment of  Rs 4,000

crore was expected to flow in for its expansion.

Building up in two phases:

The first phase of  Ennore Port put up at a cost of  Rs

1,058 crore has two berths that would handle coal

exclusively for the TNEB. This phase has been completed.

In the second phase, 7 berths are planned to handle LNG,

fertilizers, POL products and chemical tankers. The

infrastructure investment on the seven berths in the second

phase, including dredging, is about Rs 650 crore.

Text Box  4.6

Ennore Port Limited is Supposed to Become

The Energy Hub of  Asia:

It provides the following benefits

� The first Corporatised Port in the Country

� Designed to be developed as Asia�s Energy Port

� All Weather Port

� Round the Clock Operations

� Strategic Location

� Vast Back-up Land

� Simple Documentation

� Number one destination for Liquid Bulk Cargo

� Eco Friendly environment

� State-of-the art infrastructure

� Modern Navigational Facilities

� Efficient Logistics Systems

� Excellent Transport Interface

� Access to quality human resources

� Positioned within today�s IT-Driven integrated

logistics chain

� Customer friendly approach

For the second phase, the Shipping Ministry considered

the possibility of  getting prospective end-users of  the

second phase of  the Ennore Port investing in the facilities

themselves. This option was suggested because of  the

feeling that it would be much easier for the companies to

make the investments themselves rather than the Ministry

going through the process of  obtaining various approvals,

which might result in delays. Also this idea was mooted

by some of  the companies themselves. In this phase the

government would only be a landlord while private parties

would take up the construction of  the berths. Private and

public sector companies like Larsen &Toubro, Reliance,

Chennai Petroleum Corporation and Madras Fertilizers

are showing interest in the development Ennore port.

Conversion of  Loan into Equity:

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) gave a loan of

$150.15-million to the Union Government for

constructing the Ennore port. Since corporatisation entails

drawing up a debt-equity structure for the new company,

one of  the proposals being considered by the Ministry of

Surface Transport was to convert the $150.15-million loan

given by the ADB for constructing the Ennore port into

debt and equity. Initially ADB said no to the loan

conversion. The Finance Ministry later agreed to the

proposal mooted by the Ministry of  Surface Transport to

convert the Rs 450.45-crore loan component of  the Asian

Development Bank (ADB)-funded Ennore port into the

corporatised Ennore port�s equity. The proposal formed

part of  Government�s plan to divest its equity in the

country�s new public sector ports, and also other major

ports planned to be corporatised. This step enabled the

Government to have a majority equity stake in the new

company.

Cost of  The Project:

The project cost of  Rs 593.90 crore, sanctioned in April

1993 for constructing the new port, increased to around

Rs 1058.42 crore according to the revised estimates of

the government. The increased cost estimate includes a

foreign exchange component of  Rs. 258.15 crores and

Interest During Construction (IDC) of  Rs. 261.10 crore

for completion of  the Ennore Port

Debt � Equity Structure:

Ennore Port Company Ltd (EPCL), formed to operate

the Ennore Port, started its operations with a 2.57:1 debt

equity ratio. Out of  the total investment of  Rs. 1058.42

crores during the first phase the Government�s equity, in

the new company, was Rs 200 crore, while that of  the

Chennai Port Trust was Rs 100 crore. The new company

had representatives from the Union Government, Tamil

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Nadu Electricity Board (TNEB), ChPT, financial

institutions and professionals.

Tariff  Regulation:

Being a corporate entity, the Ennore port will not come

under the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963 and thus would be

outside the purview of  the Tariff  Authority for Major

Ports (TAMP), the tariff  regulator for the major ports in

the country. The tariffs for the services rendered would

be negotiated between Ennore Port Ltd and the service

providers at the port.

The Ministry of  Shipping stated that the Ennore Port

Authorities would fix the coal handling charges in such a

manner that the project can be sustained commercially on

its own without any direct or indirect support from the

Government

Posing a Threat to Chennai Port:

Out of  the 12 Major Ports, only Chennai Port recorded

a negative trend in the year 2002. The port handled 11.36

million tonnes during the April-July period this fiscal, as

against 12.7 million tonnes handled during the

corresponding period last fiscal, registering a 11.07 per

cent fall. The port faced the downtrend in traffic flow

mainly on account of  the diversion of  thermal and coking

coal cargoes to the new port of  Ennore. Ennore Port,

which started operations last fiscal, recorded the highest

growth rate. From 3.24 lakh tonnes during the first four

months of  last fiscal, the throughput rocketed to 24.7

lakh tonnes during the same period in the current fiscal

recording a 664 per cent increase. Ennore Port recorded

the highest growth rate of  241 per cent in 2002, which

handled 4.2 million tonnes against 1.2 million tonnes

handled in the first seven months of  the last financial

year.

Business Potential:

EPL as a landlord port would retain the port infrastructure

and fulfill its regulatory function. EPL envisages the private

sector to provide all other services and own port

superstructure etc. Development, operations and

management of  specialized terminals dry/liquid bulk cargo

would be concessioned to captive/private terminal

operators for medium/long term durations based on

capital investment. Operators would be required to

construct the berth, install topside facilities and storage

facilities at their cost.

Scope for Private Participation:

EPL would provide scope for private participation in areas

such as:

� Marine Services

� Bunkering Services

� Periodic Surveys

� Maintenance dredging

� Construction of  additional assets: container terminals,

operating bulk, multipurpose and specialized cargo

berths; warehouses, container freight stations; storage

facilities and tank farms, cranage /handling equipment;

dry dock and ship repair facilities.

� Operation and maintenance of  berths

Privatisation Possibilities

� LNG Terminal Captive berth to handle LNG for

1850 MW power plant project - 2.50 MMTPA

expandable to 5.00 MMTPA

� Coal Berth Multiuser berths to handle coal for

users other than TNEB - 16 MMTPA

� Ore Terminal Multiuser berth to handle Iron Ore

- 8 MMTPA

� Multi-purpose berths Multi-user berths to handle

fertilisers, limestone, barytes and other dry bulk

cargo

� Liquid Terminals Captive tanker Jetty to handle

crude for refinery - 8MMTPA

� Multi-user tanker jetties to handle POL, LPG,

Chemicals

� Multi-user tanker jetties to handle edible oil and

other non-hazardous liquids.

� Tankage Farms Allotment of  Storage areas

The Future

Termed as �Energy Port�, it currently has two berths and

proposes to add five more in near future. In the next five

years, it plans to have a total of  22 berths, each costing

anything between Rs.50-70 crore. Ennore Port was

originally conceived as a satellite port to the Chennai Port,

primarily to handle coal to meet the requirement of  Tamil

Nadu Electricity Board (TNEB). The scope was expanded
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taking into account subsequent developments such as the

plan of  Government of  Tamil Nadu to set up a 1880 mw

LNG power project in association with a Private

consortium, a large Petro Chem. Park and a Naphtha

Cracker Plant.

4.5 Port Financing in India

Since independence till 1980s, the development of  port

sector was almost exclusively in the hands of  the Central

Government. Three factors were responsible:

� Infrastructure, including ports, was considered as a

public good, as in all other nations worldwide, serving

the collective interest of  the nation. As was noted in

the 2nd Five-year Plan ��Transport, in India, plays a

crucial role in ensuring sustained economic growth and

is vital for the development of  the various segments

of  the economy�� Investment in the sector was driven

by the neo-classical economic theory, which linked

regional development to availability and use of

productive factor Inputs. In the neoclassical framework,

infrastructure has two positive effects on regional

growth. First, its availability increases the productivity

of  physical and human capital. This results in lower

production and logistics costs, leading to increase in

demand for the output of the region. Second,

infrastructure also serves as a direct factor input. Higher

levels of  infrastructure provision should raise regional

output. Infrastructure was developed ahead of

(substantial) existing demand - on the part of  the

industry, agriculture and commerce - in the hope that

the latter activities would expand in the wake of  the

former (infrastructure).

� Political consideration, which led to development of

atleast one port in each littoral state.

� Finally, large investment requirements, long gestation

periods, underdevelopment of  the private sector as

well as the finance sector, made infrastructure

development the prerogative of  the public sector

during this period.

Most of  the major ports were commissioned either during

this period, or had already been developed in the pre-

independence era. Government funding was in form of

low-interest, long-tenure loans, grants and finally subsidies.

Repayment of  Government loans has also been an issue

� cases of  default on part of  various major ports for

payment of  interest and interest repayment have been

common.

International Financial Institutions

Since 1980s, the involvement of  International multilateral

organisations especially Asian Development Bank, and to

some extent World Bank Group, has gathered significant

momentum. As per our estimates, the total exposure of

these institutions to the Indian port sector is around USD

800 million.

The World Bank had provided a loan of  about USD 350

million to the Union Government in 1986 for developing

JNPT, which was then on-lend to JNPT. The entire

exchange rate risk was borne by the government which

had to bear increased liability due to depreciation in

exchange rate from Rs. 9 / USD in 1986 to Rs. 49/USD.

Asian development Bank has been most actively involved

in port development and financing in India. Some of  the

port projects financed by Asian Development Bank (and

the estimated loans) include:

� Greenfield Ennore Port project  (USD 150.15 million)

� Mechanised coal handling berth at Paradip Port (USD

134.85 million)

� Deep-water berths in Kakinada Port (USD 80 million)

� Modernisation of  port and shiprepair facilities at

Mumbai Port Trust (USD 50 million)

� Modernisation of  port facilities at Chennai Port (USD

15 million, ongoing)

Most of  these projects have been commissioned in the

second half  of  last decade.

Loans from these multi-lateral institutions are usually of

tenure of  15-25 years, with a moratorium period of  around

5 years and floating interest rates. Loans are usually given

to the central or state governments, who bear the exchange

rate risks. The loans, unlike commercial bank loans, are

sanctioned on the basis of  what is referred as economic

internal rate of  return (EIRR), which factors in growth

effects of  the infrastructure projects in terms of  multiplier

function of  the investments made. A higher EIRR is seen

as adequate basis to fund the infrastructure project though

the actual financial internal rate of  returns (FIRR) may be

relatively lower. Public infrastructure projects have been

generally the preferred targets for funding by multilateral

institutions though lately some of  the multilateral

institutions have started looking into possibilities of

funding public-private partnership (PPP) projects in the

port sector.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Because of  inherent sovereign guarantee in projects

undertaken by major ports, the concept of  debt � equity

ratio had little relevance. The Greenfield projects of  JNPT

and Ennore, at the time of  commissioning were fully

funded by debt funds.

Major Port Trusts

JNPT was partly financed by three port trusts � Mumbai,

Kandla and Chennai. In addition to the Rs. 325 crore

from World Bank, Mumbai Port Trust lent Rs. 343 crores,

Kandla Rs. 50 crores and Chennai Rs. 20 crores. Similarly,

Chennai Port has partly funded Ennore Port. A part of

Chennai Port�s loans has been converted to equity at time

of  corporatisation of  Ennore.

Project Financing

With rise in private sector participation in the ports sector,

two new sources of  funding have gathered significance in

the last one-decade.

Lending from Indian financial institutions and commercial

banks initially in the form of  corporate financing, and now

increasingly in form of  project financing, is gathering

momentum. As per our estimates, the total exposure of  Indian

FIs and banks to this sector is around Rs. 3,500 crores.

The second source that has emerged is investment by

private sector entrants in the port sector like Adani Group

and Seaking Infrastructure, or foreign players like P&O

Ports and PSA Corporation. There is no distinction

between foreign and Indian companies from regulatory

viewpoint. 100% Foreign Direct Investment is permitted

without specific approvals from the Government

authorities. In order to provide incentives to the projects

to enhance their viability/profitability, corporate tax

exemption has been provided for 10 years and the import

of  project and its component is permitted on concessional

import duty bases.

Some of  the key features of  funding from FIs / Banks

are listed below:

� Unlike experience in many developed countries,

financing by FIs in India in the initial years of  port

reforms was not strictly �project financing�. This is

because the limited recourse to the parent company

by the lending banks, a key feature of  project financing�

was absent in the initial deals. For example, in case of

NSICT, the Special Purpose Vehicle created by P&O

Ports to develop and operate the new container

terminal at JNPT; ICICI led consortium lent around

Rs. 190 crores with guarantee by P&O Ports, Australia.

Similar lending conditions existed in other projects like

Gujarat Adani Port Limited; the SPV created by Adani

Group and Government of  Gujarat, where IFCI was

the lead arranger of  funds.

� Guarantee was sought by FIs because of  lack of  any

track record on part of  Indian private port operators,

and lack of  experience in Indian port sector on part

of  foreign players. Limited experience of  Indian FIs /

Banks in appraising and financing port projects have

led to a more cautious approach.

� Guarantees may also be provided by a shipper using

the port facilities, especially when a new facility is being

built for exclusive use by the shipper. In case of  oil

jetty built at New Mangalore Port and funded by SCICI

(later merged with ICICI) and Canara Bank, MRPL

provided unconditional guarantee to the lending

consortium. Subsequently in 2001, when MRPL

augmented its refining capacity from 3 mtpa to 9 mtpa,

the new oil handling facilities in the port were also

funded in a similar way.

� Nevertheless, some of  the port projects have been

funded by the project financing route. The key ones

are Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited, Pipavav (IDBI-led

consortium), and Gujarat Chemical Port Terminal

Limited, Dahej (ICICI-led consortium).  Similarly, the

shelved Dhamra Port project was expected to be

funded by the project-financing route (ICICI-led

consortium).

Financial Institutions Commercial Banks

ICICI (erstwhile Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of  India, State Bank of India (SBI)

now merged with ICICI Bank),

Industrial Development Bank of  India (IDBI) Dena Bank

Infrastructure Development Finance Company (IDFC) Bank of Baroda

IFCI (erstwhile Industrial Finance Corporation of  India)
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Text Box  4.7

Mergers and Acquisition in the Port Sector

� Mergers and acquisitions rarely occur between

port authorities. Nevertheless, in last few years

many port operators have adopted this route to

expand or improve competitiveness.

� In 2001, the ports of  Copenhagen (Denmark)

and Malmö (Sweden) merged. Also in 2001, PSA

Corporation, Singapore, took over Belgian port

management and operations company Hesse

Noord, which operates a total of  22 terminals

including 6 container terminals. Hesse Noord was

itself  formed by merger of  two competing port

operators � Hesse Natie and Noord Natie in 1998.

In 1999, the two German container handling

competitors, Eurokai (located in Hamburg) and

BLG Bremer (Bremen), merged to form

Eurogate, one of  the leading global container

terminal port operator.

� There are talks of  merger between the Malaysian

port operators Klang Container Terminal and
Klang Port Management, both of  which operate

in Klang Port. There are also talks of  merger

between two other Malaysian ports � Johor Port

and Tanjung Pelapas. In Taiwan, the government

is planning to merge the four ports of  Taichung,

Hualien, Kaohsiung and Keelung to form a single

large port authority.

� Similar plans by the Indonesian government to

merge the four major ports of  the country into a

single entity was however, rejected by the national

Parliament. The merger would have replaced the

country�s current port organization, where all

commercial ports are allocated among four port

companies on a geographical basis. Voters in the

state of  Texas, USA recently rejected a proposal

to merge the port authorities of  Houston and

Galveston.

� Looks like the practice of  �working together� and

�getting larger� common in most other industries,

is being increasingly adopted in the ports sector.

� Unlike annuity-based road projects or power projects,

Government bears limited commercial risks in port

projects. This could impact the port project in three

possible ways. Firstly, projects have a lower debt equity

ratio in the range of  1.6:1 or lower, although the model

concession agreement prepared by IDFC, and accepted

by GOI, recommends a debt equity ratio of  1:1. In

projects where a substantial portion of  commercial

risks is borne by the government, the ratio can be even

higher than 2:1. Secondly, the lenders demand

guarantees from other project sponsors, as has been

mentioned before.

� Lastly, the cost of  capital could be higher and tenure

of  loans lower. Cost of  loans, with guarantees from

the parent company, is currently in the range of  10-

12%. In case of project financing, costs are usually

higher by around 1.5%-2%. Cost of  capital rises as the

proportion of  equity, which is always costlier than debt,

is greater due to lower debt equity ratios. Loans from

these institutions are usually in the range of  8-12 years,

which includes moratorium of  3-4 years.

Over the last one-decade, with implementation of  number

of  port projects by the private sector, and experience of

Financial institutions in financing such projects, interest rates

have been relaxed and loan tenures have increased from the

usual 8-10 years to 10-12 years.  Relaxation of  interest rates

has been further helped by the structural changes in the

interest rate regime in India over the last few years.

The figures given above are broad estimates and may vary

from project to project. A captive port, where traffic is

dedicated, the risk profile of  the project is lower. On the

other hand, in a multi-user port like a container port, the

risk profile is higher, resulting in lower debt equity ratios

and higher cost of  funds.

Public Offerings of  Shares and Debentures

Public offerings of  shares and debentures are very rare

world over. In the road sector, The Noida Toll Bridge

Company, a project company that implemented a road

project between Delhi and Noida, made a public issue of

Deep Discount Bonds and Fully Convertible Debentures

to raise Rs. 70 crores in 1999.  Internationally, bond issues

by port operators are rare. Three recent examples of  the

use of  debentures are those issued by HIT to finance the

development of  the Delta Ports in PRC, the Samurai bonds

issued by the Korean Container Terminal Authority to

finance construction of  Kwangyang Bay Phase II and the

dollar-denominated bonds issued by the Singapore Port

Corporation to fund overseas expansion.

Public issue of  shares are even more rare. The process

involves sale of  shares in corporatised port operating

companies, joint ventures, terminal operating companies

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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or the companies that hold equity in the terminal operating

companies. Some of  the UK ports utilized this mechanism

for management buyouts. Large terminal operators such

as Hutchinson Whampoa and ICTSI have used this

mechanism to raise capital for expansion. Klang Container

Terminal in Port Klang Malaysia is listed in the Malaysian

Stock Exchange. A similar issue of  shares and hence

privatisation of  Ennore Port Limited, as well as other

major ports as they get corporatised in future, was

examined by RITES in its study Vision 2020.

4.6 Private Terminal Operators in India

P&O Ports, Australia

P&O Ports based in Australia is a subsidiary of  P&O

Shipping. The operator manages more than 20 ports

worldwide and handles about 6 million TEUs annually. It

is also the largest private container terminal in India,

handling around 1.3 million TEUs in 2001-02 at the

container terminals at JNPT (NSICT) and Chennai.

P&O Ports led consortium, Kutch Container Terminal,

had won the bid for redevelopment and handling of  the

container terminal at Kandla Port, Gujarat, beating

International Sea Ports and ABG, a leading shipyard in

India. However, disagreement between P&O Ports and

KPT on some of  the key issues in the concession

agreement, led to subsequent cancellation of  the bid.

The failure of  the project led to a key change in tender

process adopted by Major Ports for inviting operators to

develop and operate terminals. In the prevailing system,

the draft concession pact was finalised by the individual

port trusts after identifying the successful bidder at the

end of  a competitive bidding process. As per the new

system being adopted, private operators bidding for

projects at major ports will be able to scan the draft

concession pact for the project before submitting their

price bids. Currently, Kandla Port Trust is planning to

come up with a fresh invitation for bids.

Similarly, in Cochin, P&O Ports was the sole bidder for

development of  the Vallarpadam International Container

hub, which is being planned to compete with the nearby

hub port of  Colombo. However, given that P&O Ports is

also one of  the terminal operators in Colombo gave rise

fears of  possible conflict of  interests. Subsequently, the

bid was cancelled and Cochin Port Trust is planning to

come up with a fresh invitation for bids.

Recently, P&O Ports is supposed to have agreed to take

over container terminal for further development and

subsequent operations at Mundra Port, GAPL for a

consideration of USD 190 million.

JNPT has barred participation of  P&O Ports in

participation for bids calling for redevelopment and

operation of  the bulk terminal being converted to a

container terminal. This step has been taken to avoid a

monopoly situation since P&O Ports operates the NSICT

terminal at JNP.

Maersk Sealand, Denmark

Maersk / AP Moller Group has recently taken up a stake

in Gujarat Pipavav Port, where PSA, Singapore is also an

investor. Maersk Sealand manages 33 container terminals

worldwide and is involved in another 36 terminals operated

by Sealand. Some of  the major global container hub

terminals operated by Maersk Sealand include Algeciras

and Salalah.

PSA Corporation, Singapore

PSA operates the Tuticorin container terminal and is also

a stakeholder in Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited. The

company which has experience of  building and operating

Singapore port, embarked on global terminal operations

since mid-1990s and now has presence in Yemen, Portugal,

China, Italy, Brunei and India. It handles over 15 million

TEUs in Singapore alone and plans to handle another 10

million TEUs, through its global operations in other

countries in the next ten years.

Stevedore Services of  America (SSA), USA

SSA is an equity holder in India Seaports Private Limited,

which operates the deep-sea port in Kakinada. It has also

been awarded the concession for handling a general cargo

berth in Haldia Dock Complex. ISPL was also planning

to develop the deep-water multipurpose port of  Dhamra

in Orissa, although the project was shelved.

SSA is a Seattle-based port operator, which has been in

port business operating several facilities for over past 50

years in the US has expanded its operations globally and

operates terminals in Panama, Vietnam, South Africa,

Indonesia and Mexico.

Dubai Ports Authority, UAE

The Dubai Port Authority has set up a new company to

seek out overseas opportunities for setting up container

terminal operations and already has operating terminals

in Beirut, Jeddah and Djibouti, besides its base facilities in
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Operator Ports

P&O Terminals,

Australia

PSA Corporation,

Singapore

Stevedoring

Services of

America

Maersk Sealand

Dubai Port

Authority

Hutchinson Port

Holdings, Hong

Kong, China

ICTSI, Philippines

Neptune Orient

Lines /  APL

Evergreen

Ceres Terminal

Global presence

Various terminals in China (including Qingdao), various terminals in

Australia, Southampton and Tilbury (UK), Cagliari (Italy), Derince

(Turkey),  Buenos Aires (Argentina), Qasim (Pakistan),  Colombo (Sri

Lanka), Manila (Philippines), Surabaya (Indonesia), Gulf  Services

(USA) and South Asia Ports (Malaysia)

Aden, Genoa, Dalian, Fuzhou, Singapore, Nandong, Venice

Manzanillo (Panama), Manzanillo (Mexico), Various US ports including

terminals in Seattle (with Cosco), Tacoma, Oakland, San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Charleston, Savannah, Jacksonville.

Tacoma, Oakland, Long Beach, New Jersey, Norfolk, Charleston and

Jacksonville (USA), Algeciras (Spain), Gioao Tauro (Italy), Rotterdam

(The Netherlands), Kaohshiung (Taiwan), Yokohama and Kobe (Japan)

Jabel Ali, Port Rashid (UAE) Beirut, and Jeddah

Balbao and Cristobal (Panama), Freeport (Bahamas), Thamesport,

Felixstowe and Harwich (UK), Rotterdam (The Netherlands),

Hongkong, Yantian and Shanghai (China), Rangoon (Myanmar),

Tanjung Priok (Indonesia)

Varacruz, Ensenada and Manzanillo (Mexico), Buenos Aires

(Argentina), Damman (Saudi Arabia), Karachi (Pakistan), Laem

Chabang (Thailand), Manila (Philippines) and Dares-salaam (Tazania)

Karachi, Oakland, Seattle, Los Angeles, Kaohsiung, Yokohama, Kobe,

Ho Chi Minh.

Los Angeles, Charleston, Tacoma, Coco Solo (Panama), Kaohsiung,

Laem Chabang.

Montreal, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston,

Savannah, Houston, New Orleans, Odessa, Amsterdam.

Presence in India

JNP (NSICT), and

Chennai. Talks in

Mundra (GAPL)

Tuticorin,  and

Pipavav

Kakinada.

Dhamra (Shelved)

Pipavav (through AP

Moller, parent

company of Maersk)

Visakhapatnam,

Gangavaram

No

No

No

No

No

Table 4.8

Major International Port Operators

Source: Asian Development Bank, i-maritime
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Jabel Ali and Port Rashid, both in United Arab Emirates.

DPA is also currently involved as consortium partner in

two port projects in India:

� Visakha Container Terminal, in JV with JM Baxi for

operating the container terminal at Vishakapatanam

port, Andhra Pradesh

� Development and operation of  the deep-water

Gangavaram port, also in Andhra Pradesh

The former is currently being commissioned while for

the latter the concession agreement is being finalised.

Adani Group

The Adani Group, which is the largest trading houses in

India, has developed the greenfield Mundra port project

in Gujarat in partnership with Gujarat Government. The

deep-draft port has currently a single jetty and handled

3.46 million tonnes of  cargo, chiefly edible oil, fertiliser

and coal, in 2001-02. The port is also developing a

container terminal and tied up with various public sector

oil majors for setting up their SBMs.

The group has recently signed an agreement with Petronet

LNG for development and operation of  a multipurpose

berth in Dahej adjacent to the LNG terminal being

implemented by Petronet.

Seaking Infrastructure

The company was promoted, in joint venture with Gujarat

Government, Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited. GAPL is the

first major attempt towards privatisation in the Indian

Ports sector. Subsequently, the company was planning to

develop a port as well as an Special Economic Zone at

Positra, although this project has lost steam now.

4.7 Issues in Privatisation of  Terminals in India

As port privatisation picks up further momentum, it is

necessary to review the experience gained so far in order

to understand the strengths and weaknesses of  India�s port

privatisation policy and determine what national-level

policy correctives need to be introduced.

The experience of  private sector operators in developing

and operating the container terminal facilities in Indian

ports has in its wake, brought up a number of  strategic

business and regulatory issues that are of  key concern to

future of  privatisation in port services in the country.

These experiences should also help in the formulation of

a comprehensive regulatory policy framework that can

integrate interests of  various stakeholders and help create

a healthy competitive atmosphere. A significant

development in this connection has been the draft BOT

agreement prepared by the Infrastructure Development

Finance Company (IDFC), which has been adopted by

the government as the standard module for allocating all

port concessions.

Positive Developments

Some of  the key positive developments in the wake of

introduction port reforms since mid-nineties can be

summed up as follows:

� Repositioning of  port services as an essentially market-

driven, cost sensitive and operationally standards-driven

activity that needs to be benchmarked as per globally

accepted norms of  market competition and efficiency,

resulting in a shift of  emphasis from the �services�

port model to a �landlord� port model based on public-

private partnerships.

� The institutional framework, in which port services

are being organized in the country, is undergoing

important changes in terms of  corporatisation of  port

management structures. Corporatisation is now being

accepted as the core module for institutional reforms

in the public port sector ports in India and has already

resulted in the creation of  corporatised Greenfield port

of  Ennore. A number of  other corporate port

management structures have come into being through

the setting up of  joint sector companies like Gujarat

Adani Port, Gujarat Pipapav Port, Gujarat Chemical

Port Terminal Company Limited, Reliance Port

Terminals Ltd. etc.

� Port privatisation process resulted in increased

opportunities for greater induction of  port-related

technology and equipment. With port privatisation of

container terminals there has been an increasing trend

towards induction of  capital-intensive cargo handling

equipment technology in terms of  high throughput

gantry cranes, and other terminal equipment used in

container handling. There have also been major changes

in the terminal operations management practices,

incorporating use of  advanced Management

Information Systems (MIS), which enable systematic

monitoring and evaluation of  all operating systems at

the container terminal.

With privatisation of  container terminal operations, there

is now a greater degree of  market competition in the Indian
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port sector, with each major port seeking to optimise its

traffic from its cargo hinterland, instead of  loosing out to

some other port. Consequently, both inter-port and inter-

terminal competition, especially in container handling

segment, has been activated. A strong reason why ports

like Tuticorin, Vishakapatanam and Cochin, that have

hitherto mainly handled bulk cargoes are now aggressively

moving in the direction of  capturing a greater share of

container cargo business. There are also good chances of

market competition developing between a public sector

port like JNPT and private sector Mundra port in the near

future.

Issues to be Addressed

While privatisation of  terminal operations, especially

container terminal operations, has brought about a number

of  long-term positive benefits in the Indian port sector,

the circumstances and the manner in which the

privatization has been allowed to take place, have also raised

some critical questions that impinge on the future direction

of  port regulatory policy. Apart from issues arising at the

transitional phase of  implementation of  port reforms, the

regulatory framework that will eventually form the basis

for government policy towards the port sector in the long-

term also needs to be formulated based on a mix of

ownership and operational structures likely to be

introduced in the port sector.

Some of  the key issues can be enumerated as under:

� Are the private sector investments in the port sector

really contributing to overall development of  port

services, in terms of  maximizing the returns on

investment and efficiency of  assets already in existence

or merely represents a consolidation trend in port

terminal ownership and operational control, leading

to re-distribution of  existing port revenues and cargo

traffic from public to private hands?

� The effects of  privatisation of  port services, especially

in the existing public sector ports can be

disadvantageous to large number of  workers, likely to

be displaced by private operators or subjected to

unfavourable terms of  employment. This could lead

to build up of  overall unrest and recurrent strikes, such

witnessed in the United States recently. The port

regulatory policy has to ensure that process of

transition to privatisation in port services is made less

painful to labour and there are adequate safeguards

against anti-labour practices. Cumulative unrest among

port workers could have crippling consequences,

besides subverting the positive effects of  private sector

investments in the port sector.

Text Box  4.8

World Bank Guidelines of  Port Labour Reforms

As per recommendations of  the International

Transport Workers� Federation (ITWF) following are

someof  the key areas of  interest for port labour that

need to be kept in purview, while undertaking port

reforms, including privatisation:

� Obtaining commitment from the port labour unions

to active participation in the port reform process.

� The ability to unify the short-term and long-term

interests of  the port labour.

� The need to build the expertise within the trade

union, which would help integrating the interests

of  the labour with the larger issues relating to

developments in shipping, ports and international

trade.

� Discourage multiplicity of  trade unions and strive

towards unification of  trade unions and enable

efficient structures for internal debate and

consistency of  approach in their dealings with

government and port management.

� Acceptance of  privatization as a part of  the

culture of  competition, which demands flexibility.

� Despite several international port developers showing

interest in port privatisation projects in India, the

market competition is still highly skewed. In the last

five to six years, the P&O Ports (Australia) has emerged

as the lone successful private sector container terminal

operator in India and is already been operating two

major terminal facilities at Nhava Sheva and Chennai.

P&O Ports has also acquired the private sector

container terminal being build by Gujarat Adani Port

at Mundra. The success trail of  P&O Ports has raised

fears of  existing public monopoly in port services being

replaced by private monopoly. While such fears are

unfounded and unduly alarmistic, the regulatory policy

can however, ensure that bidding processes are

transparent and fair to all participants and there are

adequate safeguards against restrictive and unfair trade

practices and ensure healthy competition in the port

sector. While regulatory policy has to allow economies

of  scale to have its free play in the port sector it has to

also safeguard against creation of  new monopolies.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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� Lack of  adequate experience in port privatisation

projects available with the regulators (port privatisation

projects are less than a decade old in India), protracted

processes of  legislative and regulatory reforms, the

legacy of  strong public sector control in the port sector,

with the �regulator� also acting as the �operator� et al,

have vitiated the complex processes of  negotiation and

bargaining for fixing the terms of  concession. The

government has only lately come up with a model BOT

agreement, drawn up by IDFC as common benchmark

for signing up concession agreements.

� With State governments, especially Gujarat,

Maharashtra and Kerala pursuing regional level

privatisation of  minor and intermediate ports, in

addition to the Central government programme of

privatisation of  major port terminals and services, there

is need for proper co-ordination in terms of  a planned

national port development, which can ensure balanced

development of  the port infrastructure and avert

possible misinvestment and creation of  unproductive

port assets. The proposal of  the Kerala government

for international transhipment container terminal at

Vizinjam alongside the Vallarpadam container terminal

project is one such instance of  lack of  clarity on port

development policy.

There are a number of  other questions - How much

management and operational autonomy will be granted

to the private operators? What will be the role of  port

trusts in regulating practices of  private operators? Who

will be responsible for common area maintenance and

upgradation, and how will the cost of  these activities be

recovered from the private operator? Will the port trust

continue to have a marketing function after privatisation,

or will this be left to the individual service providers?

4.8 Global Experiences in Port Privatisation

Port Klang, Malaysia

Privatisation of  the 100-year old Port Klang, initiated in

1985 and carried out in three phases, is an ideal test case

for port privatisation in India. There are four key aspects

of the entire process:

� Shift from service model to landlord model of  port

regulation and operations. Separation of  Port

regulation and port operation.

� Privatisation of  various terminals and port services

� Wide participation of  all stakeholders including labour,

and

� Public shareholding and stock market listing of  one

of  the port terminal operators (SPVs). Public listings

of  such SPVs in the transport sector are very rare.

The institutional structure of  ports sector in Malaysia is

similar to India. The Ministry of  Transport is the overall

regulatory authority of  ports sector in Malaysia. There

are 6 Federal Ports (similar to Major Ports in India)

managed by separate Authorities (Trusts in case of  India).

The ports essentially followed the Service model where

the Authority was involved in development, governing as

well as operating the port. Klang Port was under the Klang

Port Authority (KPA). The various steps of  privatisation

have been detailed below:

Step I: Creation of  Klang Container Terminal

� A 100% subsidiary, Klang Container Terminal (KCT)

of  KPA was incorporated. KPA entered into a

concession agreement with KCT for transfer of  the

entire business of  container terminal including movable

assets and goodwill to KCT. The lease period is for 21

years, with the provision for renewal for another 21

years

� As per terms of  agreement, 801 employees related to

the container terminal operations were offered

employment by KCT, with guaranteed employment for

period of  5 years.

� In 1985, KPA sold 51% shares in KCT to Konnas

Terminal Klang (KTK) which is a joint venture between

Kontenna, a Malaysian container haulage company, and

P&O Ports, Australia.

� In 1992, KCT applied for further issue of  equity as

well as divestment of  shares by existing shareholders.

The company got listed in Kuala Lumpur Stock

Exchange. Currently, public holds 35% shares,

employees 5%, KTK 40% and the remaining 20% is

held by KPA.

Step II: Creation of  Klang Port Management (KPM) and

West Port

� In 1992, KPA privatised the remaining operating

facilities and services to which included conventional

cargo handling facilities, second container terminal,

marine services, fire services, etc. Transfer of

employees was carried out in a similar way as before.

The lease was again for a period of  21 years.

� In 1998, KCT and KPM entered into a operational

collaboration under the North Port logo.
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� During the process of  creation of  KCT and KPM,

KPA was building new port facilities on the offshore

island of  Pulau Indah. These facilities were privatised

to Klang Multi Terminals, better known as West Port

in 1996. The lease was for a period of  30 years.

� Post-Privatisation role of  KPA - Post privatisation,

the KPA has restricted its role largely to monitoring

of  the private operators, environmental safeguards,

etc. Based on consultation with the privatised entities,

KPA has come out with 23 operational Performance

parameters with targets set on an annual basis. KPA

monitors closely these targets on a monthly, quarterly

and yearly basis. It should be noted that various port

services like dredging and pilotage have been

privatised.

� Benefits of  the Privatisation - Privatisation of  Klang

Container Terminal in 1985 generated substantial

benefits. In its detailed analysis, the World Bank found

that divesture benefited the government, shippers,

investors as well as employees, and called the divesture

an �unqualified success�. By 1990, 4 years after the

divesture, KCT Terminal compensation rates were 83

per cent higher than their public sector counterparts

at KPA. This was accompanied by dramatic rise in

labour productivity and led to support from labour

unions for subsequent privatisation of  other facilities

under KPA. Further, real unit costs under management

control � repair, maintenance and administration, were

more than halved within 4 years of  divesture, i.e. by

1990.

World Bank identified following factors to explain

increased labour productivity:

� More labour input into decision making. This led to a

new feeling of �belongingness� resulting in less

absenteeism and loitering

� Incentive bonuses

� Work force restructuring and flexibility

� Improved marketing

� New technology

Associated British Ports (ABP)

ABP operates 21 ports in UK and handles more than 120

million tonnes of  cargo. In 1983, British transport Dock

Board (BTDB) which governed around 19 public ports

across the country, was corporatised and renamed as ABP.

BTDB�s management formed the first management of

the new company. All assets, including land, were

transferred to the new port company. Subsequently,

through a two-stage public offering of  shares, the

government sold its entire stake to public at large rather

than to a single or group of  strategic investors. Special

incentives were given to employees to subscribe to the

public offering. Employees share ownership played a vital

role in securing employee cooperation in privatising the

port as well as providing strong incentives to improve

productivity.

Comprehensive privatisation, which includes sale of  all

port assets including land, combined with transfer of

traditional public port tasks like safety and environment

oversight, has probably only been attempted in Britain

and New Zealand. In the absence of  a port regulator,

privatised ports are essentially self-regulating. Safeguarding

of  public interests has been made possible by the existence

of  high levels of  competition � in United Kingdom, for

example, no significant city is more than 150 kilometres

from at least 2 ports. Such privatisation is considered to

be of  extreme form.

The difference between ABP�s privatisation and that of

KCT, Malaysia, is at the levels of  comprehensiveness as

well as asset ownership. KCT had �concession� rights for a

single terminal. ABP had �ownership� of  19 complete ports

with their entire infrastructure including land and

waterfront.

In case of  KCT privatisation, regulatory functions

continued to be carried out by the port authority. In case

of  ABP, various regulatory functions like pilotage,

pollution control, etc were also transferred to the new

company, essentially making it self  regulatory. The form

of  privatisation adopted for ABP, gave the company high

levels of  flexibility with respect to investments and port

operations. Ownership of  land enabled market oriented

port development and allowed ABP to broaden its scope

of  activities. Today around 10% of  ABP�s revenues comes

from property development and investment.

However, multilateral institutions like World Bank and

Asian Development Bank have discouraged this system

of  comprehensive privatisation on the following

grounds:

� The government (be it national or regional) looses its

ability execute a long term economic development

policy with respect to port business

� There is a serious risk of  speculation with port land by

private owners
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� Transfer of  port regulatory functions to the private

body raises fears of sacrificing public interests

� A public monopoly can easily become a permanent

private monopoly.

A Few Failures

There are many examples worldwide of  privatisation

failures. Indonesia introduced private management in 1995,

transfering the Koja container terminal at Tanjung Priok

Port. The project ran into difficulties amid the political

and economic turmoil of  the financial crisis, and the state-

owned port company, PT Pelabuhan Indonesia, cancelled

the concession contract and took over the facility in 1998.

Currently, the terminal has been concessioned to

Hutchison Ports. In Italy, Europe Combined Terminals,

which had taken over operation of  the container terminal

in Port of  Trieste in 1998, withdrew from the contract

after 18 months. International Container Terminal

Services, which took up operation of  the container

terminal in Port of  Rosario, Argentina in 1998, had to

cancel the contract within 6 months following severe

labour conflicts. In Port of  Montevideo, Uruguay, attempts

of  privatisation has failed following legal challenges and

court challenges.

4.9 Tariff  Regulation in Indian Port Sector

The need for tariff  regulation in the Indian port sector

was for the first time felt when the government decided

to allow the private sector port developers to enter into

port sector and invest in the development of  cargo

terminals in major ports. The Major Port Trust Act of

1963, was subsequently amended in 1996 - giving effect

to the government policy to reign in the private sector

players in to the port sector and paved the way for creation

of  a separate Tariff  Authority for Major Ports (TAMP) in

1997 with the objective of  maintaining certain parity in

the port tariff  levels between public and private port

terminals and moderate the eventuality of  future market

competition in the port sector.

The TAMP�s credo has been to enable an arbitrage process,

wherein port users, public and private port operators and

providers of  various port-related services are able to

participate in the process of  formulating government�s

tariff  policies and sensitize port pricing with emerging

competitive market environment. Under the Major Port

Trust Act, TAMP was however, only empowered to fix

the cap on various port-related dues and charges, based

on what it considered to be fair and equitable after

reviewing representations made to it by the individual port

trusts and private terminal operators. The actual tariffs

charged by the port operators would however, be lower

than the cap set by TAMP. As of  July 2001, TAMP had

passed more than 255 orders, notified in the Gazette of

India, relating to various tariff  issues.

Evolution of  Tariff  Regulation In Indian Port Sector

The government, which wholly controlled the port sector

all along, had been basing its own tariff  policy on �cost

plus� formula, with individual port trusts merely acting as

administrative extensions of  the government for tariff

administration. In fact, during the regime of total public

monopoly in the port sector, neither the shippers had any

incentive to consider paying higher port tariffs against the

promise of  improved service nor did the public port

authorities feel the need to improve the delivery standards

of  port services for incremental revenue realization.

Lacking in commercial orientation, the phenomenon of

public monopoly in port sector thus, only nurtured a

service inefficiency and high costs of  operations, to the

disadvantage of  shippers.

Against this backdrop, opening up of  the port sector to

private sector participation sought to introduce an element

of  competition and improved financial accountability and

rationalization in the public port sector, based on

introduction of  differential pricing mechanisms and

service capability and delivery standards. TAMP�s implicit

mandate was to also essentially facilitate this market

transition through discretionary rulings on tariff  related

issues based on detailed hearings of  the representations

made to it by the port operators - both public and private

- and issue orders that would invite mandatory compliance.

Several such orders have already been issued by TAMP

over the past several years, which taken together form an

important part of  the tariff  regulatory practice in the

Indian port sector.

The government of  India�s policy on tariff  fixation in the

port sector however, still remains as one of  the weakest

links in ongoing port reforms. There is obviously

tremendous amount of ambiguity as to what should be the

scope and powers of  TAMP and nature of  tariff  regulation

in the new maritime regulatory dispensation. One strong

view that has emerged is that TAMP should be wound up

in its present form and restructured as an appellate body

with adjudicating powers for settlement of  grievances of

port users. An equally strong view shared by some of  the

erstwhile regulators, is that TAMP should be further
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empowered to more comprehensively regulate the port

tariffs to ensure that emerging competition in the port sector

does not have a crippling effect on existing ports and avert

possibilities of  long-term instability in the sector, so vital

to realization of  national economic objectives. This school

of  thought is particularly sensitive to �public monopoly�

in the port sector being turned into a �private monopoly�

under the dispensation of  ongoing market-driven port

reforms. They argue that experience of  overall deregulation

and price decontrol in other core sectors like telecom and

power have not necessarily yielded commensurate positive

results and could result in hyper-competition and bad

investments that eventually may have a crippling effect on

the port sector.

Notwithstanding a final verdict on the nature of  future

of  port tariff  regulation, the tariff  regulatory regime as it

prevails at present has some gaping holes that have crippled

the regulatory body in terms of  its ability to regulate. This

is particularly evident from the fact that TAMP�s regulatory

jurisdiction currently does not apply to 180-odd minor

and intermediate ports, which are free to fix their tariff

independently. They together significantly account for

nearly 100 million tonnes of  cargo handled or about 25

per cent of  the total cargo handled by the port sector in

the country. It is however, unrealistic to expect that

TAMP�s tariff  fixation mandate could ever be extended

to all the minor and intermediate ports in the country.

Tariff  regulation policy has to in fact, essentially find its

application and relevance outside the purview of  tariff

fixation function per se and as such must grow in the

direction of  setting the common norms of  market

governance and as a tribunal that acts as a conflict

resolution mechanism addressing the concerns and

interests of  a range of  players and users in the port sector.

Yet another major lacuna of  the tariff  policies currently

pursued by port authorities relate to a highly complex

system of  levying port charges, which often fail to make

sense to the shipping lines. The structure of  port tariff,

comprise of  multiple incidences of  dues and charges -

including approach channel fees, mooring charges, pilotage

charges, berth hiring charges, cranage, stevedoring etc. that

need to be rationalized, as per international benchmarks.

For instance, wharfage charges collected from shipping

lines by different port authorities not only varies from

port to port but makes no sense for the shipper to pay.

The government also needs to review the basic

methodology followed by TAMP in determination of

tariff  based on �cost plus� method, which is unacceptable

to the private port developers and operators, who would

rather favor market-determined tariff  rates.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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But letting in a reign of  free market forces in tariff

determination in ports while sounds attractive may not

however, augur well for the port sector taken as a whole.

Quite arguably, an attempt at total tariff  decontrol could

in fact, have a cascading effect of  bringing down the port

tariffs levels in both public and private ports to a point

where it will have little or no effect on restructuring of

cargo market shares, while at the same time squeezing

margins of  port business making it unattractive for fresh

incremental investments.

Currently, port sector in India is rife with speculation about

government actively considering dismantling of  Tariff

Authority for Major Ports (TAMP) and turning it into a

tribunal for adjudicating settlement of  grievances of  port

users, but so far no final decision has yet been taken. The

offices of  TAMP have meanwhile, been moved from New

Delhi to Mumbai, ostensibly with the intention of

facilitating the conversion of  TAMP into a tribunal set

up. The tariff-related reforms anticipate that scope of

TAMP and tariff  regulation be extended beyond largely

fixing the ceilings for various port dues and incorporate a

whole range of  operational issues connected with

accountability and rationalization of  port sector.

Approaches To Port Tariff  Fixation

There can be broadly alternative approaches to tariff

determination � cost-based and market-based.

Table  4.9

Structure and Components of  Port Income and Expenditure

CARGO RELATED INCOME

Berth-hire

Cargo Dwell Time

Crane charges

Port Railway Haulage

Priority Berthing

Storage

Cargo Shifting

MISCELLANEOUS INCOME

Dock Permit Fees

Dry Dock Charges

Electricity Charges

Estate Rentals

MARINE-RELATED INCOME

Night Navigation

Wharfage

Pier Charges

Anchorage

MISCELLANEOUS

EXPENDITURE

Port Safety & Security

MARINE-RELATED

EXPENDITURE

Maintenance Dredging

Port & Dock Facilities

Anchorage

CARGO RELATED

EXPENDITURE

Salaries & Wages

Stores & Warehousing

Cargo Handling & Storage

PORT

EXPENDITURE

PORT

INCOME
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Cost-based Pricing: This system is followed by all major

ports in India, where tariffs are set by a Central

Government body - Tariff  Authority for Major Ports

(TAMP). TAMP was established in 1997 and falls under

the Ministry of  Shipping.

Salient Features of  Tariff  Regulation by TAMP are:

� Pricing is cost-based, which takes into account

operating costs incurred by port operator for providing

services as well as the operator�s cost of  capital.

Considering that operating costs are quite high in most

Indian public ports, the port tariffs are comparatively

high. High maintenance dredging costs and pilotage

costs in Kolkata port for instance, have made it

uncompetitive compared to other ports. The NSICT

terminal in Nhava Sheva port on the other hand, which

has brought in state-of-the-art technology

improvements in time and cost efficiencies have

resulted in lower operating costs and higher cargo

throughput. However, cost structures of  private port

projects and of  the public ports have shown

considerable variances and have become a key issue to

be resolved by TAMP.

� TAMP generally fixes optimal tariff  levels in respect

to various port dues and actual port tariffs cannot

exceed the specified upper limit. However, TAMP itself

Text Box  4.9

European Union�s Green Paper on Port Pricing

The financing of  ports and maritime infrastructure and the pricing policies pursued by various port operators on

charging their users vary from one country to another, reflecting the considerable differences in the approach

taken towards their ownership and organization. Ports may be owned by the state, regional or local governments

or by private enterprises. In the past, ports were seen mainly as suppliers of  services of  general economic interest

to be provided under public sector and financed by the taxpayer. The trend has moved towards considering ports

as commercial entities, which ought to recover their costs from port users, who benefit from them directly. The

port industry can therefore, be seen as an industry in transition.

The EU Green Paper assesses the EU�s current position, in particular with regard to State aid to the maritime

transport sector. The paper highlights the lack of  transparency of  port accounts, transparency being an essential

condition for the effective and fair application of  State aid provisions and suggests that stock be taken of  public

aid granted to the major ports handling international traffic and of  current port charging practices. It shows the

need for a new direction in EU policy and proposes a common Community-wide framework for port charging.

The paper states that a step-by-step approach is required, accompanied by a general approach to the pricing and

financing of  infrastructure for all modes of  transport. Other factors should be taken into account when establishing

this framework, in particular the fact that a certain number of  European ports are located in less developed and

peripheral areas or on islands. The framework should therefore be flexible enough to meet their needs.

In the port area, the Commission advocates a general framework requiring charges to be linked to costs. The most

frequent port charges are: charges for the provision of  services and facilities to enable a ship to enter safely and

use the port; charges for specific services or supplies rendered; rents or charges for the use of  land or equipment

owned by the port. Depending on the individual port, these charges reflect to varying degrees the use of  services

and facilities, both of  which should be addressed in a future-charging framework.

Different approaches are possible with regard to infrastructure costs: 1) Average cost pricing; 2) Charging for

operating costs only and 3) Marginal cost pricing. According to the EU paper, the long-term objective of  an

infrastructure pricing policy should be to charge for marginal social costs (capital, operating, environmental and

congestion costs) of  infrastructure use. This would ensure that investments are demand-driven and would also

ensure fair competition in the port sector in the longer term. Outside the port area, the EU advocates a user-pays

policy for all modes of  transport, which would make for fair competition and affect the distribution of  cargo

flows among European ports. The Commission is particularly interested in maritime access to ports: it suggests

applying with caution the polluter-pays principle to ports which, owing to their location, are subject to silting and

hence to substantial dredging expenses; navigational aids (lighthouses, buoys, radio-navigation systems, maritime

traffic organization systems, etc.).

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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has no mandate to regulate tariffs, apart from merely

passing orders on specific representations made by the

port authorities/operators. TAMP thus, effectively only

provides price arbitrage advantage for public sector

ports by enforcing parity in pricing of  various services

in ports.

� The scope of  jurisdiction of  TAMP is restricted to

major ports. TAMP has no powers to regulate tariffs

in minor and intermediate ports. There is also some

ambiguity as to whether corporatised ports like

Ennore should come under the purview of  TAMP.

Primarily inter-port and intra-port competition in

Indian port sector is emerging between major public

ports and minor private ports and public and private

operators within a single port. Lack of  a common

approach to tariff  regulation within this competitive

environment is likely to only make tariff  regulation

highly anomalous. For example, in Nhava Sheva

port, JNPT doubles up its role as both regulator

and operator of  container terminal and is in

competition with container terminal operated by

NSICT, leading to possibilities of  unfair competition

between the two.

� A recent World Bank report noted that �...with limited

powers vested in TAMP by law, inadequate definition

of  its role and functions as a regulator of  tariffs, and

limited professional and industry-specific resources,

this regulator faced significant challenges in discharging

its primary responsibility of  ensuring fair prices and a

level playing field for all users and service providers at

the major ports...�

Market Pricing: Market-based pricing is essentially the

practice of  correlating the port tariffs to demand-supply

dynamics of  port services market. Pricing strategy in this

instance is primarily aimed maximizing the returns on

investment by optimizing the utilization of  various port

facilities. Market-based pricing strategy is focused on

maximizing the returns on investment through constantly

increasing the volume of  traffic handled and contributing

other value added features to their services. Many of  the

private ports are already using this approach for fixing

tariffs and have been able to substantially increase their

share of  the cargo handled. There is no reason why a

public port cannot adopt a similar market-driven

approach to its pricing policy. In fact the corporatisation

process in the public port sector is precisely aimed at

bringing about this change in perspective. There is

inherently no negative co-relation between public

ownership of  ports and market-determined pricing

practices. In many countries of  the world, such as

Singapore, United Arab Emirates, Germany, and USA

etc.  many ports continue to be either directly

government-owned or controlled by a public port

authority, they nevertheless follow the practice of  market-

driven pricing. The model of  Port of  Singapore Authority

(PSA) or Dubai Por t Authority, thus have many

instructive lessons for reorganizing the Indian public port

sector both in terms of  corporate structures of

governance as well as market-friendly operational

practices that have helped them emerge in the global trade

map.

Making a Choice: Regulated or Market Driven

Pricing?

When inter-port or intra-port competition is muted or

absent, a monopolistic/oligopolistic scenario is a natural

outcome. This leads to high tariffs and low service delivery

standards - a scenario that is familiar in many of the

government-controlled sectors before onset of

liberalization in 1990s. India is yet to witness levels of

competition where market really becomes self-regulatory.

Though congestion port scenario of  the decade of  eighties

and early nineties have now receded into the background

with substantial addition of  port capacity, the approaches

to marketing and pricing have not changed radically in the

public port sector.

As per a report by TERI �...inter-port and intra-port

competition in India are still very weak. The port user

does not in practice have the option to shift his goods

from one port to another or between service providers

within the same port except in JNPT where there are two

competing port terminal operators handling container

traffic...�. Similarly, most of  the private ports in Gujarat

are captive jetties and not multi-user facilities. In fact,

fearing replacement of  �public monopoly� by �private

monopoly�, there are talks of  extending TAMP�s

jurisdiction to minor ports as well. From abolishing all

forms of  tariff  regulation to reinventing the tariff

regulatory authority for all ports - major and minor - the

range of  policy options before the government seem highly

complex. Lacking in terms of  long-term policy vision for

the entire port sector, there is further a marked tendency

in the ongoing port reform process towards � misplaced

concreteness�, resulting in highly divergent and often

expedient positions on, depending on which viewpoint

serves immediate vocal interests.
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Text Box  4.10

Economics of  Port Pricing

The physical and economic characteristics of  port infrastructure and their implications for ownership and

investment require the application of  specific pricing principles, which would allow for the most efficient and

optimal utilization of  the assets created for the purpose. In most of  the ports of  the world, the tariffs practices

followed for the use of  infrastructure facilities and the supply of  port services by the port authorities have

evolved historically in an ad hoc manner with little regard for the costs actually incurred. In more recent years,

the private operators and suppliers of  services have however increasingly been allowed into the ports but

competitive pricing practices are still not widely in vogue. Most of  port pricing practices throughout the world

are still largely government determined or regulated, although competition between ports is increasingly beginning

to influence the price fixation process.

A particular difficulty when applying pricing principles in ports stems from the bundled use and ownership of  the

basic port infrastructure and other related superstructure, which are offered by common port authority. While the

revenue derived from the use of  non-basic infrastructure should at least cover the marginal opportunity cost or

direct cost of  such use, charges for the use of  the basic port infrastructure can be assigned to users, only on the

basis of  the value of  the service which they obtain or what the traffic can bear. When, for example, the revenue,

which can be earned from the use of  a berth by a ship, is equivalent to the avoidable costs of  that use (i.e. the

saving which would accrue to the ship if  it did not use the berth), then it is worthwhile accommodating the ship.

The costs of  maintaining the basic port infrastructure nevertheless need to be recovered and this can be achieved

only by taking account of  the elasticity of  demand for the use of  the port and charging users a tariff  they are

willing to pay.

Basis for Differential Pricing: In practice, this requires an added methodological element to provide for the

costs associated with the common availability of  the basic infrastructure, to be added to each charge for the use of

an asset for which the costs incurred can specifically be determined. Such an additional element must be determined

according to the value of  the service or what the traffic will bear, which is inherently discriminatory. The

approximation of  a charge according to the value of  the service is evident, for example, in the determination by

some port authorities of  port dues according to the length of  the voyage completed by the ship entering the port.

The port authority or port operator need not necessarily provide port superstructure services distinct from the

basic infrastructure. There could be, for example, two or more operators competing against each other in providing

such services.

While differential tariff  practices by multitude of  operators are understandable in respect of  wide range of

superstructure services, such differential pricing for the use of  the basic port infrastructure would however be

unsustainable. The latter circumstance requires calculation of  user charges, which are essentially cost-related and

which take into account the relationship between use (over time and according to intensity) and costs. They also

requires an analysis of  the joint and common costs of  the structures/appliances comprising the superstructure,

because such costs may also have to include an element for the joint use of  the basic port infrastructure.

All port assets can be classified according to their degree of  permanency and specificity of  use. The range will

stretch from those assets, which are permanent and serve a single purpose to assets, which need to be renewed

often and have a multiplicity of  uses and thus a market value, which can readily be determined. The appropriate

pricing of  those assets will also range from value of  service pricing to competitive pricing. Also an issue to bear in

mind is that some of  the costs of  providing port services are scalable to price or revenue possibilities but this does

not apply to all categories of  port assets. It would also be highly unrealistic to apply principles of  replacement cost

to existing port assets for arriving at any pricing methodology.

Costing of  Infrastructure Use: Although economic principles, which should apply to the pricing of  the use of

port infrastructure, can be identified and explained, the difficulties of  the costing render pricing strategy based on

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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accurate cost recovery infeasible. The difficulties particularly stem from the existence of  joint and common costs.

At best, prices can cover the costs directly attributable to the use of  infrastructure plus a share of  the common

costs as apportioned according to defined criterion, which invariably is discriminatory (because common costs,

per definition, are inseparable). The implication is that whatever contribution a price makes towards recovery of

the common costs of  infrastructure use, the method of  calculating such contribution cannot be challenged in

terms of  economic theory.

A Relationship between Price and Cost can be met only if: (a) factor use can be varied to enable plant size to

be adjusted more or less perfectly to any level of  demand in the long run; (b) the product is either homogeneous,

or its heterogeneity is such that all costs could be unambiguously assigned to each homogeneous product class (c)

cost functions are reasonably continuous.

However, in practice, cost-price balance cannot be achieved because ports contain permanent or non-renewable

single purpose assets e.g. break-waters, navigational channels and lighthouses, which have almost unlimited capacity;

bundling of  common and joint costs in the functioning of  ports; role of  large initial investment usually required

in creating basic infrastructure of  a port and the extensive capacity, which that creates. The only method of

recovering costs, which are non-separable over time or because of  the common or joint use of  assets is then to

determine a price according to the value of  the service or according to what the traffic would bear. The relationship

between prices and costs for jointly produced services, which is to �imitate� the relationship as determined in a

highly competitive market, is thus in two parts. The first is the separable cost component, which serves as the

lower limit to price. The second is the non-separable component, for which price is determined by what the traffic

will bear.

Value of  Service Pricing:  In practice, the value of  the service is determined according to what the traffic will

bear, which obviously constitutes what users are willing to pay. In most ports where an uncompetitive environment

with joint and common cost exists, it is important to know what the traffic will bear. Asking what the traffic will

not bear solves the difficulty. Provided the revenue derived from prices based on the value of  service does not

exceed the total income needed to cover all direct and common costs, there can be no objection to the application

of  those prices (which simulate market pricing). The pricing by port authorities for the use of  port infrastructure

should consequently be based on the value of  service as constrained by a lower limit (marginal cost) and upper

limit (what the traffic will bear).

Value of  service pricing in practice usually implies differential pricing with the goal of  maximizing traffic throughput

and not maximizing profits, because it requires market monopolization and is typically applied by all public utilities.

Thus, to the extent that ports are able to price according to the value of  the service rendered, they constitute

natural monopolies, which in accordance with economic theory should be required to function as public utilities.

Value of  service pricing or �charging what the traffic can bear� is often based on the value of  the commodity in

practice. In ports, the value of  the cargo, or more often the ratio of  the port charge to the value of  the cargo, is

regarded as the decisive factor in determining the elasticity of  demand for the port service. This is referred to as

demand based pricing and reflects what the service or facility is worth to a user. In view of  the generally inelastic

demand, by both primary and secondary port users, competition is probably unimportant in Indian ports when

estimating the value of  the service or what the traffic will bear.

In recent years, as part of  the global ports reform strategy, the World Bank and other international financial

institutions have been increasingly favouring a wide range of  unbundling exercises, which would help in creating

competitive asset ownership wherever possible so that it would help in development of  ports and bring in

competitive price determination mechanisms to have their play in the port sector. How the regulatory policy

would cope with these new imperative remains to be seen and would largely decide the future course of  public

private partnership in port development.
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Table 4.10

Stakeholders in the Port Tariff  Determination Process

Asian Development Bank (ADB)�s prescription of  �Best

Practices� for private sector participation sums up the

complexity of  tariff  regulatory policy more eloquently in

its all-inclusive policy recipe. It says �...the best form of

tariff  regulation is market regulation; the second best is

through the (clear articulation of) terms of  the contract

that identify the non-competitive services requiring

regulation; state the maximum rates, the formulae for

escalating these rates over time, and the arbitration

procedures for discriminatory behaviour in excess of  that

justified by commercial pricing. The third best (option) is

the establishment of  a regulatory agency outside the port,

which would apply a pricing formula related to cost

recovery. (Any one or) all of  these are preferable to a vague

procedure for negotiating future changes in tariffs...�

Regulatory policy frameworks, that depend more on self-

regulatory discipline in the industry, cannot be expected

to be in place overnight. Only by establishing clear-cut

advantages for their customers, can the port services

industry � be it public or private hope to change the old

rules of  the game.

Government

Port Planners/Economists

Tariff  Regulator/TAMP

Public Ports

Individual Shipping Lines

Freight Forwarders

Shippers/Exporters

Private Port Developers/Operators

Industry Associations

Shipping Association/Conferences

Dock labour Boards/Unions

Customs House Agents

Inter-Modal Operators

Text Box  4.11

TAMP ruling on Container Handling Charges at NSICT

The port tariff  fixation process - whether under regulated prices or under market self-regulation - is indeed a

complex inter-play of  wide range of  institutional forces and is largely determined historically. However, these

institutional forces - federal and state (or provincial) governments, port planners, economists and financial regulators,

public port authorities and private port operators, shipping lines, freight forwarders, the shippers, the port labour

unions - often with conflicting, competitive and divergent economic and commercial interests - play a crucial role

in how the price levels are actually determined and re-negotiated. While the price arbitrage mechanisms in the

Indian port sector in India, prior to the formation of  TAMP in 1997 were totally under the sway of  the government,

which held monopoly ownership of  all port assets, it was only with the emergence of  private sector container

terminal operators such as NSICT, which had to raise capital through private equity and debt that need arose for

consideration of  alternative methods and for inclusion of  new cost heads to be considered for computation of

tariff  levels. The widely accepted method of  marginal cost pricing followed by TAMP in respect of  the public

port sector in India has however, been followed by many other countries in the world. However, regulator�s

acceptance of  commercially driven pricing strategies have however; become expedient if  the pace of  port reforms

are to be maintained with greater degree of  privatization of  ports.

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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With private sector participation in the port sector and need to raise private equity and debt towards financing of

the port projects, there is thus, a growing pressure from the private port developers to review the basic tariff

fixing mechanisms in the port sector. This has important bearings on the future public-private partnership (PPP)

contracts to be signed in the port sector and also on the commercial success of  the projects already in operation.

The NSICT terminal at the JN port, one of  the first private sector container terminal to be set up in the country

has indeed, been interesting case study in how the government, the regulator and the private port developer have

differently approached the crucial strategic issue of  pricing - both prior to the licensing of  the terminal and after

the terminal has become operational.

At the outset, while the NSICT chose to operate with the same levels of  tariff  as was followed by JNPT shortly

thereafter within less than a year of  operation, it went into an appeal to TAMP for upward revision of  tariff. More

importantly, the NSICT representation and the presentations made by other interested parties brought up a

number of  critical issues relating to established methods for deciding on tariffs. While TAMP in its final order on

November 7, 2000, allowed for admissibility of  some of  the NSICT arguments in its representation and indeed,

approved a 16 per cent upward revision in the then existing tariff  levels, it did however, resist modification of  its

basic approach to price fixation from cost-based calculation to returns on capital employed (ROCE) method, as

proposed by NSICT. A year later, the NSICT thus, once again revived its proposal with TAMP for a review.

The NSICT proposal for review highlighted following main issues:

� Return on capital employed (ROCE) as the basis for arriving at tariff  rather than cost of  capital employed.

� Application of  uniform criterion for determining tariff  for different port operators.

� Inclusion of  tax as cost element for tariff  determination.

� Allowability of  technical service fee for inclusion under costs.

� Basis of  allowing foreign exchange losses.

The NSICT in its review proposal strongly sought to modify the basic methodology of  arriving at port tariffs on

the modified in favor of  return on capital employed (ROCE) being taken as the determining criteria for tariff,

instead of  � cost-plus� method followed over the years. The NSICT proposal sought to put forth the argument

that all infrastructure sector projects have the same fundamentals and need large investments. It argued that

unless returns on such investments, which were spread over a long period, were linked to methods of  price

determination, it would be difficult for the investors to justify the high volume of  investment. The NSICT

proposal also distinguished between commercial and operational challenges faced by new port terminal operators

and raising fresh equity and debt as against capital investments that have been made in public ports in the past,

emphasizing that incremental opportunity costs of  fresh project investment must be reflected in pricing

The TAMP after hearings on the subject accepted that pricing methodology would have to be suitably modified in

the context of  the ongoing changes in the port sector, however it did not accept the NSICT argument that it was

indeed time to actually do so, in the light of  the current status of  the port sector.  The sum and substance of

TAMP stand was that even under the prevailing method of  calculating the cost of  capital, it had already allowed

for 19.50 per cent returns through existing tariff  levels (i.e. 13.5%  (government lending rate +3% (contribution

to Renewal Fund)+3% (contribution to development fund). TAMP�s recognition of  the problem of  private port

investors, who have to raise capital from the open market, however is still an indication of  increasing acceptance

of  the fact that regulators have to in future consider the interest of  the new port investors rather than merely

balance out their fortunes with that of  public ports.
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Port Type of  Port Facility Private Developer / Operator Current Status

Calcutta / Haldia Berth no. 5 SAIL Under consideration

Berth no. 8 TISCO Under consideration

Multipurpose berth no 12 TISCO & IQ Martrade Allotted for 30 yrs

Berth no. 4A ISPL Under implementation

Paradip Fertiliser berth I Paradip Phosphae limited In operation

Multi-purpose cargo berth (MPB - I) Oswal Chemicals & Fertiliser In operation

Vizag Visakha Container Terminal Dubai Port Authority Under Implementation

2 bulk cargo berths in northern arm of  IH Gammon India Ltd. Under Implementation

Ennore Coal jetty TNEB In operation

Chennai Jawahar Dock 1 Ege Seramik(Malaysia)  & T.

Arumaidurai & Co. In operation

Jawahar Dock 5 ACT India Ltd. In operation

Container Terminal P&O ports, Australia In operation

Tuticorin Container terminal PSA SICAL Terminal Ltd. In operation

Berth no. 7 (to be operated as container terminal) PSA SICAL Terminal Ltd. Agreement signed

Mormugao 1 coal & general cargo berth ABG Goa Port Ltd. Being implemented

1 Berth & waterfront (Ship Repair) Western India Group In operation

Mumbai Berth at Pir Pau Tata Electric company Shelved

JNPT Twin berths for handling POL products BPCL, IOCL, PSOC In operation

Container terminal P&O Ports, Australia In operation

Kandla Berth No. 6 Geepee Corporation, Thailand In operation

Virtual jetties IOCL & HPCL In operation

Oil jetty Essar Oil Agreement signed

Oil jetty IFFCO To be commisioned

Annexure  4.1

Privatisation of  Berths / Terminals in Major Ports

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Annexure  4.2

Privatisation in Minor Ports

Port Type of  Port Facility Private Investor Current Status

Hazira Sponge Iron Jetty Essar Steel Industries In operation

Second Gas Jetty Essar Steel Industries In operation

General Cargo Jetty KRIBHCO In operation

Ethylene Jetty Reliance Industries Ltd In operation

EDC/Ro/Ro Jetty Reliance Industries Ltd In operation

Gas Jetty Reliance Industries Ltd In operation

SPM - POL Reliance Industries Ltd In operation

Deep Water LNG & Solid Cargo Terminal Shell-Essar Consortium Under Implementation

Magdalla GMB jetty 1 GSFC/GNFC/GACL In operation

GMB jetty 2 Narmada Cement Co. Ltd. In operation

Captive jetty & LPG jetty Essar Steel Industries In operation

Captive jetty & SPM Reliance Industries Ltd In operation

Captive jetty Larsen & Toubro In operation

Captive jetty KRIBHCO In operation

Sikka Ammonia Jetty Gujarat State Fertilizer Ltd In operation

SBM-Crude Reliance Petroleum Ltd. In operation

Product Jetty Reliance Petroleum Ltd. In operation

Tanker berths-4 nos. Reliance Petroleum Ltd. In operation

Light wharf Shree Digvijay Cement Ltd. In operation

Navlakhi 101 mtrs RCC Jetty United Shipping Ltd. Commissioned

Jetty Dharamsi Morarji Chemicals Ltd. In operation

200 mtrs waterfront Binani Indl. Ltd. Feasibility stage

200 mtrs waterfront VK Esteco. Feasibility stage

100 mtrs waterfront Jaydeep Associates Feasibility stage

Bedi (Rozi) 100 mtrs RCC Jetty JM Baxi & Co Commissioned

100 mtrs. RCC Jetty Ruchi Infrastructure Ltd. Commissioned

90 mtrs Waterfront Shakthi Clearing Agency Pvt Ltd. Commissioned

50 mtrs RCC Jetty Shantilal Co. Commissioned

Dahej LPG Gas Jetty Indian Petrochemical Ltd In operation

General Cargo Jetty Indo Gulf  Fertilizer In operation

Chemical port terminal GCPTCL In operation

Deep Water LNG & Solid Cargo Terminal Petronet LNG Under implementation

Okha Agri Products Jetty Sunrise Services Ltd Commissioned

200 mtrs Waterfront Wimco Petrogas Feasibility Stage

Jetty VK Industry Ltd. Under implementation

GPPL, Pipavav Cement Jetty Larsen & Toubro In operation

Captive Jetties Larsen & Toubro Commissioned

Porbandar Deep Water Berth IMS Petrogas Commissioned

Cement jetty Saurashtra Cement Co. Commissioned

Mandvi 120 m jetty Ashapura Minechems Pvt. Ltd. In operation

120 m jetty Halar Maritime Agencies In operation

Jafrabad Clinker jetty Narmada Cement Co. Ltd. In operation

Mul Dwarka Cement Jetty Gujarat Ambuja Cement Ltd. In operation

Mundra 60 mtrs Waterfront Ashapura International Commissioned

GAPL, Mundra 4 Berths Gujarat Adani Port Ltd. In operation

Dharamtar Captive Jetty ISPAT Industries In operation

Revdanda Captive Jetty Vikram Ispat In operation

Ulwa Belapur Captive Jetty Gujarat Ambuja Cement Co. In operation

Ratnagiri Captive Jetty Finolex Industries In operation

Dabhol Captive Jetty Dabhol Power Co.

Kakinada Three berths Kakinada Seaports(ISPL) In operation

Rawa One SBM Cairn Energy In operation
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Annexure  4.3

Major Investments in Port Sector in last five years

Port name Project Estimated project Project status

cost (Rs. crores)

Kandla Fifth oil jetty (IFFCO)                              22 Commisioned on April 1998.

Oil jetty (IOC)                              90 Commisioned on March 2001 and awarded to IOC.

Oil jetty and related facilities 1,400 Currently held up due to enviromental

at Vadinar by Essar non-clearance as well as problems with Essar refinery

Virtual Oil jetty (HPCL)                              18 Decommissioned

Construction of  8th berth                              47 Being implemented

Construction of  9th & 10th cargo berth                           100 Being implemented

GCPTCL Chemical terminal                            100 One jetty commissioned. Further facilities being implemented

GAPL, Mundra Multi Purpose                            700 Commissioned in 1999. SBM and container terminal being implemented

GPPL, Pipavav Multi Purpose                            600 Under implementation

Sikka Captive port (including SBMs)                            800 Commissioned

Mumbai Modernization of  Mumbai port including 252 Being commissioned. Project was ABD funded

replacement of  submarine pipelines

JNPT Container terminal (NSICT-P&O ports)                           800 Commissioned in April 1999.

Liquid cargo berth (BPCL/IOC)                            200 Commissioned in end 2002.

Construction of  shallow water berth 90 Commissioned in 2002

Implementation of post-panamax RMCQs 44 Commissioned in 2003

at public berth

Mormugao Multipurpose general cargo berths 5A & 6 A 250 Being implemented by ABG Goa port ltd.

New Mangalore Port facilities for MRPL refinery                            213 Commissioned in 1996

Port facilities for MRPL refinery extension 236 Commissioned in 2002

Virtual jetty                              15 Will be soon decommissioned with implementation of

new oil jetty for MRPL

Tuticorin Container terminal (PSA SICAL)                            100 Existing Terminal leased on December1999 and is in operation

Capital dredging                            206 Completed.

8th cargo berth                              30 Commissioned in 2002. Dredging being undertaken to increase

 depth. Equipment to be fitted later on

Dredging at 8th cargo berth                              45 Being implemented

Chennai Container terminal (P&O Ports)                            400 Existing Terminal leased on 2000. In operation. Investment to

 be made in next 5 years

Further extension of  contaier terminal 53 Commissioned in 2002. Operated by P&O Ports

Modernisation / Extension of  Dr. Ambedkar Dock 93 Being implemented. ADB Funded

Ennore Construction of  new port                         1,058 Completed and in operation.

Equipment by TNEB at Coal berth 100 Completed and in operation.

Kakinada Construction of  3 berths                            380 Funded by ADB. Leased to ISPL / Kakinada Seaports Ltd.

Visakhapatnam Multipurpose berth in Outer Harbour 24 Completed in 2001

Conversion of  the above for container handling 100 Awarded to Visakha Container Terminal. To be commissioned by 2003

Construction of  dry cargo berth                            175 Implemented by Gammon India by 2004

Construction of  LPG berth                              24 Commissioned in 2001

Paradip Captive berth (Oswal Fertilisers Ltd.) 100 Commissioned in 2002

Mechanised Coal Handling Facilities, ADB funded 825 Commissioned in 2002

Construction of  oil berth                              49 Being implemented

Western Quay - Bulk cargo                              25 Commissioned in 2000

Haldia Multipurpose berth no. 12                              40 Exisitng berth commissioned in 2000 was leased to Tata Martrade

for further development at a cost of  Rs. 20 crores

Berth No. 4B                              60 Commissioned in 2000

Third Oil jetty                              42 Commissioned in 1999

Multipurpose berth no. 4A                            160 Awarded to ISPL To be commissioned in 2003 / 2004

Captive jetties in various states (around 30) 1,000

Privatisation in Indian Port Sector
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Over the past ten years of  economic reforms, the

seaport sector in India has emerged to be one

of  the central themes of  the ongoing debate on

development of  infrastructure in the economy. The

importance of  the development of  port-related

infrastructure and the need for improving the quality of

port services has particularly gained serious attention and

focus, since the Government of  India (GOI) initiated the

port reforms in 1996.

With the experience gained in implementation of  port

reforms over the years, it is however, becoming increasingly

apparent that despite many positive policy steps in the

direction of  solving long-standing issues in the port sector,

a number of  policy and implementation glitches continue.

These primarily arise are owing to lack of  adequate long-

term planning and absence of  a time-bound strategic plan

of  action. While 1996 GOI guidelines have tried to deal

with some of  the strategic objectives of  the port reforms,

the guidelines are more in the nature of  statutory and

procedural aspects of  reforms rather than objectives and

roadmap of  reforms.

5.1 The Port Reforms Process

Port reforms in India saw its genesis in micro-level

privatisation experiments in various berths and jetties

allocated on a dedicated basis to large captive users in

minor ports of  Gujarat, since the early nineties. However,

it was only mid-nineties that the port reforms process got

the necessary push when the Government of  India (GOI)

came out with a policy on private sector participation in

major ports, followed by the license for first-ever major

container terminal at Nhava Sheva port to P&O Ports

(Australia) on Build-Own-Operate (BOT) basis.

The 1996 policy, inter alia included measures to allow private
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sector participation in the ports, including investments by

overseas port developers in building various port-related

assets and lease-based operation of  port services. The GOI

policy also sought to institutionalise various modalities of

public-private partnership (PPP) initiatives in the major

ports, in a clear departure from past four decades of

complete public ownership in ports. However, much as

1996 policy reforms opened up new business opportunities

in the Indian port sector and encouraged new investments

in various port projects there is still a considerable lack of

clarity with respect to long-term strategic direction for

development of  ports in India.

For instance, the government�s policy on ports is still largely

ambivalent as to what areas of  public interests it should

keep under its own regulatory jurisdiction and what areas

it should assign to private sector and market forces at large.

The port policy of  the government is also not sure about

how it wants to tackle the problem of  surplus labour in

ports, which acts as one of  the weak links in the

privatisation process. There is also a great deal of

uncertainties on account of  the environmental legislations

particularly the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) rules,

whenever any port related projects have to be undertaken.

Inability to obtain environmental clearances on time have

killed many a potential port projects.

The implementation of  port reforms have thus, befuddled

many port investors who are wary of  the long-term

direction of  the reform process and port development.

Some of  the key macro-level issues that have engaged the

attention of  port investors and users are:

Inducing Competition

The competitive landscape of  Indian port sector is highly

skewed in favour of  existing major ports, which enjoy
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�natural monopoly� in existing ports. The major ports of

India together account for 75 per cent of  the total traffic

handled in the country, while remaining 180-odd ports

only handle 25 per cent of  cargo. Among the �minor

ports�, a dozen ports of  Gujarat alone account for over

80 per cent of  the total traffic handled by all the minor

ports. This signifies poor level of  development of  minor

ports, outside Gujarat. With the policy of  allowing

privatisation of  new cargo terminals in existing major

ports, intra-port competition has started developing

between the private and public-owned cargo terminals

within a port, such as in JNPT.

Integrated Logistics

The port sector in India has still a long way in meeting the

global benchmarks in the working of  multi-modal

transport and logistics value chains. Though all the major

ports have rail and road connectivity linking them to cargo

hinterlands, the cargo carrying capacity of  the railroads

and existing roadway networks are not optimised for

efficiency and in many cases, grossly inadequate to meet

requirements. Many of  the Greenfield port projects like

Pipavav and Mundra have also had to face problems due

to prolonged delays in setting up of  basic rail and road

linkages. Lack of  synchronisation and time lags in the

development of  various types of  logistics infrastructure

required in a multi-modal transport system has serious

operational problems with investment in port assets fail

to yield optimal returns.

Logistics infrastructure support in terms of  other services

like customs facilitation, standardised Electronic Data

Interchange (EDI) systems, Inland Container Depots

(ICDs) and Container Freight Stations (CFSs) also need

to be substantially ramped up to match the requirements,

especially in terms of  more competitive pricing for

shippers.

Labour Rationalisation

The Indian ports have inherited a numerically large and

highly unionised labour force from pre-reform era, without

commensurate and sustainable advantages in port

productivity. The total labour force in the twelve Indian

major ports alone is about 72,000 with Mumbai port alone

employing 22,000 persons, against total cargo handling

of  mere 26 million tonnes. Since initiation of  port reforms,

there has been no significant policy move by the

government to reduce workforce to more realistic levels.

Consequently, several private investors in ports have been

wary about involving themselves in port projects, which

require them to absorb and sustain existing work force.

While labour reform measures, especially voluntary

retirement schemes (VRS), often have strong political

overtones, the process of  negotiated settlement for

reducing the workforce in major ports has to be jointly

driven by the government along with port labour unions.

Failing labour reforms in the port sector, it would be

difficult to accelerate the pace of  private investments to

required levels. There has already been considerable

resistance by port labour to setting up of  new modern

terminal facilities and moves towards corporatising the

ports fearing adverse consequences. Such fears need to

be set to rest by  a tripartite process of  negotiations

between the port labour union, port managements and

government.

Corporatisation of  Ports

The public sector ownership of  the port assets in India

directly under the administrative control of  the Central

government has resulted in poor standards of  financial

and operational accountability in the functioning of  ports.

Under Major Port Trust Act of  1963, the powers of  the

port trusts to decide on new capital expenditure projects

are limited (up to Rs. 100 crore) and this also applies also

in respect of  how internally accrued cash surpluses

available with ports are to be deployed in new development

projects.

The Cornell Report (1999) commissioned by GOI, has

proposed a strategy of  corporatising the existing major

ports and introduces corporate governance norms, with

respect development and investment plans in ports,

financial and accounting practices and other operational

practices. However, despite of  government�s commitment

to bringing about corporatisation in the major ports, the

process has not gained much pace except for creation of

a greenfield corporatised port of  Ennore.  Greater degree

of  autonomy for existing port management structures and

decentralisation of  decision making powers, through

corporatisation needs to be expedited.

Commercialisation Of  Public Ports

Public ports in India have in the past    been ostensibly set

up with objectives of  catalysing the overall economic

development of  the country and were essentially managed

as non-profit undertakings, under budgetary support.

However, such an approach is not only unrealistic but

unsustainable in the contemporary economic environment.
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Therefore, public ports need to be reoriented to operate as

commercial entities with an objective to maximise returns

on the investment made in the port sector and adopt more

market-friendly approach to operations. Corporatisation of

major ports is one of  the prerequisites to this necessary

reorientation in the outlook of  public ports.

Despite privatisation in the port sector, the public ports

are still likely to remain as important players in the port

services industry and need to be on a even playing ground

vis-à-vis private sector counterparts.

5.2 Key Business Drivers for Port Development

Process

The port reforms, while making pioneering beginnings is

still faced with many complex issues untouched by a

strategy of  affirmative action. However, ten years of  post-

economic liberalisation has thrown up dynamics of  its

own which need to be factored into port strategy. In fact,

genesis of  1996 port reform process must be primarily

seen in the backdrop of  following forces of  change:

� Rapid Build-up of  Cargo Traffic: Since the opening

up of  the economy to global market forces, India�s

export-import trade has gone up substantially, resulting

in rapid build-up of  cargo volumes. This in turn has

created an unprecedented pressure on the existing port

capacity giving rise to the need for expanding existing

terminal operations and other cargo handling

infrastructure and tone up operational service efficiency

levels. Several international port developers are seeking

to get involved in India�s port sector and are looking

Text Box  5.1

Traffic Forecasts For The Indian Port Sector

� Past growth in traffic

Period Traffic Volumes 10-yeargrowth CAGR

(million tonnes) (million tonnes)

1950-51 22.5

1960-61 44.0 21.5 6.9%

1970-71 66.0 22.0 4.1%

1980-81 90.5 24.5 3.2%

1990-91 165.6 75.1 6.2%

2000-01 367.8 202.2 8.3%

� Forecasts for 2011-12

Alternative Traffic Volumes Growth over 2000-01 Expected

Parameters (million tonnes) (million tonnes) CAGR

 - Trend (Past 50 yrs growth) 680.1 312.3 5.7%

 - Trend (Past 10 yrs growth) 884.8 516.9 8.3%

 - Trend (Increasing) 978.9 611.1 9.3%

 - Worst-case scenario 520.3 152.4 3.2%

 - Trend (commodity-wise, 973.1 605.3 9.2%

   Past 10 yrs growth)

 - Trend (commodity-wise, 988.3 988.3 9.4%

   Past 5 yrs growth)

 - RITES (Vision 2020)+ 895.8 528.0 9.3%

+ Projections for�Low scenario�
Source : i-maritime

Roadmap for India's Port Sector
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forward to a proactive government policy towards

private participation.

� Need to Mobilise Private Investment: Expansion

of  cargo handling capacity in the existing ports and

modernisation of  facilities and enhancement of  multi-

modal linkages have created the need for massive capital

investment, beyond the means of  the budgetary and

Plan resources, which have more and competing

demands. This made it imperative for bringing in private

sector investments into the port sector, in line with

larger global phenomena of  privatisation of  ports.

� Commercialisation of  Port Industry:

Commercialisation of  ports begins with the

introduction of commercial accounting systems and

financial objectives, e.g., self-sufficiency and

profitability, and extends to client-oriented

management behaviour. The commercialisation would

also enable improved access to long-term capital such

as commercial loans, debentures and project finance.

The port services in India have however traditionally been

conceived as playing developmental role at an early stage

of  economic development. The public investment in the

port sector was aimed at supporting regional development,

creation of  employment and enabling imports of  canalised

commodities like coal, oil, foodgrain and fertilisers etc.

However, with increased levels of  economic development,

the role of  the State in the economy has gradually shrunk,

while role of  market forces have progressively expanded.

A shift from supply-led development strategies of

yesteryears when basic infrastructure itself  was seen to

promote economic development to contemporary

demand-led infrastructure development strategies, which

emphasise on value-added services end of  infrastructure

has led to enhanced role for private sector involvement. It

has also introduced a range of  new stakeholders in the

port services industry like - international shipping lines

and port developers, dredging companies, cargo equipment

suppliers, container leasing companies, warehousing

companies and logistics and supply chain networks and

agencies et al - entering the port services industry.

While many of  the conventional concerns of  port

regulatory policy remain relevant, it is now increasingly

realised that public policy interests need not necessarily

be pursued through public ownership or operations of

port facilities. Rather many governments are finding it

prudent to co-opt market forces to play their legitimate

role in the port services market, with increasing

competition helping in bringing down the costs.

Developments in Port Technology & Markets

In the era of  intensive State regulation, economy and trade

were insulated from the impact of  global market forces.

Now they are increasingly exposed to influence of  global

market and technological forces. Indian ports, which are

key trade enablers have a major role in making India�s

overseas trade more cost competitive by making maritime

logistics operations efficient and cost-effective.

This would require that ports increasingly benchmark

themselves against the best of  technologies in port

infrastructure. The process being highly capital-

intensive and a market-driven is not possible without a

reigning in private sector participation in various layers

of  port operations. Besides, technology absorption also

mandates radical changes in the way new technologies

are deployed to meet specific developmental objectives

in the port sector and the ability to cope with new

systemic imperatives that it introduces into the

operations.

5.3 Building Blocks for India�s Port Development

Strategy

Port reforms of  1996 and various steps initiated towards

its implementation, broadly inform the strategy already

adopted by the government towards port development.

However, several dissonances still persist in how this policy

is being implemented and how it is interpreted by various

agencies in various port projects. One of  the primary reasons

for this dissonance is that, the role of  a port regulator and

a port operator in India is identical because of  the

overwhelming public ownership of  all port assets, with the

port authorities themselves often simultaneously acting as

operators of  various port services. A certain degree of

divergence in the interests of  various stakeholders, especially

between public port authorities and private port developers

is to be thus, only expected. These can only be overcome

through attempts at re-drawing the line of  distinction

between the port regulators and port operators.

Creating Independent Regulatory Framework

Separation of  the port regulatory authority from the port

operator (public and private) is a necessary step towards

creating an impartial and even playing ground between

public and private port operators. Presently, the business

and operational environment in the port sector is vitiated

by convergence between the regulatory administrative

concerns and operator interests in the public port sector,

which accounts for major share of  the cargo traffic.
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A common regulatory framework that applies to public

as well as private operators in the port sector will have a

far-reaching impact in building a new level of  cooperative

relationship between public and private sector ports. To

accomplish this objective it requires clarity on the nature

of  continued government�s involvement in the port sector

and anticipated scope of  such involvement in the long

term. So far, the Central government�s policy guidelines

on ports apart from removing certain basic statutory and

legal barriers to private sector entry into port services

industry, have not sought to amplify on broader objectives

of  the port reforms policy. For instance, there is as yet no

explicit policy commitment; on the part of  the government

whether it wants to progressively exit from the port sector

operations or wants to merely restrict itself  to more of  a

regulatory role in future.

In fact, while the government policy envisages enhanced

private sector involvement in the major ports, it does not

explicitly pursue the need for market-driven institutional

reforms in the port services industry. This is a lacuna that

needs to be urgently addressed. Arguably, opening up of

the port sector to private sector investment is bound to

generate its own competitive pressures for further

privatisation, which may not be seen to be compatible with

the role played by public sector operators in the port sector.

Unless the policy of  the government seeks to explicitly

encourage market-oriented reforms in the port sector and

delimit the role of  public sector ports and regulatory

authorities, private sector operators are bound to remain

somewhat ambivalent about investing in the port sector.

The regulatory reforms in the maritime domain also have

to ensure that there is considerable decentralisation of

decision-making, to allow a greater level of  autonomy at

the regional and local levels. India�s constitutional set-up

provides for ample role for State government in

development of  minor and intermediate ports on their

coastline. However, few States have actively pursued the

development of  minor ports, due to lack of  effective

coordination between the Central and State governments.

The government has initiated a study on constituting a

National Maritime Regulatory Authority, which will

integrate various regulatory and administrative agencies

like the Tariff  Authority for Major Ports (TAMP), Director

General of Shipping, Director General of Lightships and

Lighthouses and Major Port Trusts; independently look

after all regulatory matters pertaining to working of  ports

and other maritime activities like shipping, ship building

and ship breaking. Based on the study, the government

must initially establish a national maritime regulatory

commission, which must be empowered to draft a

comprehensive Maritime Regulatory Bill for adoption and

creation of  a �National Maritime Regulatory Authority�,

with central and state-level administrative structures for

maritime administration.

Demand-Supply Dynamics of  Port Services Market

The volume of  total sea borne cargo traffic handled by

the Indian ports has consistently doubled in 9-10 year time

frame over the last fifty years. The traffic volumes would

further double to a level of  800 million tonnes by 2010-

11, and the trade intensity of  India�s GDP composition,

is likely to further go up to about 18-20 per cent with

increasing integration of  the economy into global market.

This requires port sector�s cargo throughput levels to be

doubled in roughly the same timeframe. This is a

stupendous task, considering that it has taken almost more

than fifty years to build the existing capacity of  ports while

capacity of  ports will have to double in just another 10

years. It is however, misleading to assume that such a

massive build-up of  additional cargo handling capacity

could materialise through new upcoming ports alone. On

the contrary, it is plausible that additional handling capacity

would have to be created through improvement of  facilities

and higher productivity yields from existing ports

themselves.

The strategy for port development has to essentially address

long-term issues involving creation of  additional port

infrastructure and upgradation of  existing facilities. The

market dynamics of  port services industry - the demand

for cargo handling at ports and their ability to supply

adequate cargo handling capacity and quality service �

require that investment in ports should match the demand

based on reliable estimates of  growth in cargo traffic

volumes. The level of  accuracy with which cargo demand

can be forecast would help minimise the risk profile of

investments in a port project. However, the relationship

between growth in trade turnover, often measured in value

terms and growth of  cargo volumes, as handled at ports in

tonnage terms, is a complex one. The port traffic dynamics

in particular, is often also a function of  shipping dynamics

in terms of  the ship sizes carrying the cargo, the parcel

sizes in which commodity trade takes place and other related

trends in ocean freight market and the distribution of  cargo

among trade origination and destinations.

However, unlike in the past, when port capacity was

exclusively measured in terms of  the port�s physical

infrastructure, in terms of  available draft of  the approach

channels and number of  available berths, modern advances

Roadmap for India's Port Sector
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in port and cargo handling technology now try to factor

in higher throughput efficiency from existing berth

infrastructure, through use of  sophisticated cargo handling

equipment and systems. Besides, performance and growth

of  port capacities and efficiencies is also to be seen as

function of  how the competitive dynamics of  port

business models work themselves out, in terms of

investment deployed in port projects, economies of  scale

to be achieved, favourable institutional and regulatory

environment and distribution of  cargo market shares

among various regional ports and hinterland demand and

transhipment possibilities.

Text Box  5.2

Lessons from Port Sector Development in China

In a recent report by Nirupam Bajpai and Vanita Shastri of  Harvard Institute for International Development,

Harvard University (Port Development in Tamil Nadu: Lessons from Chinese Provinces, November 1999), the

authors studies the ports sector in China, and came out with a number of  learnings that are relevant in the Indian

context. Some of  these are summarized below:

� One of  the most important lessons that can be learnt from China is the ability to decentralize policy-making.

This by itself  would have a far-reaching effect. The institutional changes and transferring port management to

local municipal authorities had a tremendous impact in the development and modernization of  China�s ports.

It has created a competitive spirit between the ports of  various provinces.

� China spent a number of  years coming out with a Maritime Policy that was consistent with international

standards and the WTO.

i. The introduction of  Parity in Port Dues for similar vessels and cargo.

ii. Private participation in other port activities like cargo handling, storage, warehousing, packing and unpacking.

iii. Attracting FDI and allowing joint ventures for port activities listed in (b) and other construction and

modernization projects.

� The emphasis on integrated development of  ports and its surrounding hinterland for improving port

performance. In China this is done by providing links to railroads, riverways, and roads to major ports. As a

result even remote and land locked areas of  the interior have been provided access to a minor or major port.

Major rivers, like the Changjiang, which provide access to the interior from Shanghai have been deepened and

developed so that larger coastal and riverboats can provide link service from the ports to the interior. The

development of  the riverways is a major aspect of  the future development in China�s water transportation.

� China made good use of  International institutions, like UNCTAD, ESCAP, the ADB and the World Bank to

organize short training courses for the employees of  port authorities and other government and semi-

government organizations. The dissemination of  such technical training can be very useful for exposure to

systems in practice around the world.

� A number of  ports have been built in the past decades. These have now adopted the latest software and

computer aided systems to navigate ships and hence these ports have access to the most modern technology.

This is imperative if  Indian ports have to compete with other international ports and become competitive

globally. Older ports like Shanghai that were not equipped with these technologies have also been proactive in

adopting new technologies to remain competitive.

� Since 1978, when China embarked on its economic reform there has been a constant review of  the situation in

the ports. Such review and research has led to the adoption of  �Action Plan� which have been sought to be

implemented in a timely fashion. This is most obvious in the case of  Hong Kong, which is one of  the most

efficient and modern ports. But the Chinese authorities realized from recent review that Honk Kong would be

facing problems in the next century and are preparing for it now by implementing development plans, which

will allow Hong Kong to retain its premier position among global ports.
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While there is scope for improving existing physical

infrastructure, strategic emphasis needs to be focus on

the issue of  how existing port assets and investments made

in the past can be upgraded to yield optimal efficiency

and productivity. There is vast scope for improving cargo

handling infrastructure facilities and other inland logistics

infrastructure facilities for evacuation of  cargo from

existing ports to hinterland locations, which demand a high

degree of  investments in a range of  specialised value-added

services, with attractive returns for the private sector.

Policy-level facilitation for increased private sector

participation in establishment and operation of  new cargo

terminals and setting up of  high throughput cargo

handling equipment would certainly go a long way in

modernising the Indian port sector.

Defining Competition Policy for the Port Sector

Ports are no more mere physical loading and discharge

points for ships- they are rather focal points of  several

contending and competing business interests � from

shipping lines, port regulatory authorities, terminal

operators to freight forwarders and logistics operators,

including the shippers whose cargo is being handled.

Taken together, ports thus, emerge to be rather a complex

mosaic of  regulatory,  contractual and business

relationships, which in turn give rise to maze of  operating

routines and regulatory procedures. The competitive

framework in which ports actually operate is thus, largely

derived from the level of  development of  institutional

and market forces in the port industry and this often

manifests initially in terms of  contest for primacy

between regulatory jurisdiction (to restrict or induce

competition in ports) and independent market-driven

forces that seek to enlarge the scope of  their activities.

Inter-port competition between various regional ports

and intra-port competition between various terminal and

port service operators at a single port location further

signify a more developed port services market, where

the role of the regulator is to rather monitor compliance

level with existing rules and ensure that competition does

not result in disruption of  port operations or unfair

consequences for port users. The port regulatory

framework in India must currently focus itself  on

enlarging the scope of  market forces in the port services

sector and provide a level playing ground between the

public and private operators.

The evolution of  the port sector in most countries of  the

world has followed a uniform pattern of  a dominant role

for the government in the initial phase of  development

of  ports, followed by gradual commercialisation of  all port

operations, involving a range of  private players and

withdrawal of  State to more pressing socio-economic

domains. The transition from a �natural monopoly� status

held by public ports to a situation where a mixed pattern

of  ownership of  assets and operation of  services,

involving both public and private sector interests, however

does not take place by isolated actions of  individual public

ports. The process has to be rather defined in modular

terms at the level of  macro policy and initiated through

regulatory policy action, which in turn builds up real

potential for private sector participation.

However, removing the statutory entry barriers on private

sector entry into ports would not in itself  be adequate to

attracting large scale private participation in the Indian

port sector. The government�s regulatory policy must

instead seek to actively limit the scope public port

operations to certain clearly demarcated areas (marine-

access infrastructure such as approach channels, break

waters, port basins, quays and berths) and by policy

mandate transfer of  all other port-related activities (cargo-

handling facilities and operations, logistics infrastructure

services) to private sector players. The regulatory policy

must also ensure that public port authorities implement

the policy in a time-bound plan of action.

5.4 Co-opting New Stakeholders into Indian Port

Sector

A comprehensive strategy for developing the port sector

in India is a multi-faceted challenge with key implications

for the national economy, export-import trade, overseas

and coastal shipping and surface transport operators like

railways, and roadways, the government�s current

regulatory and operational interests in the port sector,

global and local private sector players already involved in

port sector operations and a host of  other players in the

maritime domain. Reconciling the interests and priorities

of  all these stakeholders under a common strategic policy

framework is however, not only a complex task but a

contentious one as well. A well-balanced strategy of  port

reforms in India therefore, requires a skilful separation

of  the public and private interest domains in the port

sector, a task that is bound to prove to be tightrope walk

for all the stakeholders in the port sector.

However, drawing on the policy perspectives developed in

the course of  implementation of  economic reforms such

as � disinvestments, privatisation and corporatisation �

undertaken in other core sectors like telecommunications,

Roadmap for India's Port Sector
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road and power sectors, where the issues and problems have

somewhat similar, it should be possible to outline a long-

term course of  action in the Indian port sector as well. The

world over, the path of  port reforms has indeed, been full

of  serious political and market risks, especially in countries

that have sought to transit from a highly regulated public

port sector to various forms and degrees of  privatisation.

While there is arguably no conclusive model of  port reform

that can be simply emulated in India, there are nevertheless

many lessons to draw from experience of  countries like

China, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea et al, which have

within a relatively short span of  time brought about a radical

transformation in the maritime industry, including creation

of  world-class ports.

The optimal methodology for arriving at a coherent

regulatory strategy for the port sector in India requires

that interests of  various stakeholders in the development

of  port sector to be clearly identified under a hierarchy of

policy objectives, which mutually reinforce one another.

The government through various stakeholders, who

otherwise would be interested in pursuing their commercial

and market-driven interests, can pursue its larger national

and public policy interests. Rather than taking to

dichotomous approaches of  �devil or deep sea� kind that

pit �major ports� against �minor ports�, �public ports�

against the �private ports�, �Greenfield ports� against

�existing ports�, the port policy thus, needs to steer a

middle ground by clearly delineating the scope and role

of  each of  the available policy options.

Text Box  5.3

India�s Competitiveness � Bottlenecks To Future Growth

Future growth in Indian trade and hence demand for port services, is dependent upon a host of  macroeconomic

and microeconomic parameters. These parameters will also define the level of  investments in the ports sector in

future.

World Economic Forum�s �Global Competitiveness Report� tries to capture these parameters to determine a

country�s economic potential, and compare this with 80 other economies. The Report employs two approaches to

analyze competitiveness. The Growth Competitiveness Index, ascertains an economy�s growth potential in the

medium and long term based on performance in technology development, performance of  public institutions,

and macroeconomic management. The Microeconomic Competitiveness Index indicates an economy�s effective

utilization of  its current stock of  resources based on degree of  sophistication in the corporate sectors operations

and strategy, and the quality of  business environment.

The comparison with other nations is meaningful, because they define the direction of  Foreign Direct Investment,

an important element for economic growth and prosperity. Global investors have a multitude of  potential locations

to choose from, and are sensitive to the relative incentives offered by different locations. The following table

summarizes, India�s rankings for 2002 relative to few other developing countries:

Country Global Competitiveness Index Microeconomic Competitiveness Index

(Relative Ranking) (Relative Ranking)

India 48 (57) 37 (36)

China 33 (39) 38 (43)

Malaysia 27 (30) 26 (37)

Thailand 31 (33) 35 (38)

Indonesia 67 (64) 64 (55)

Note: Figures in brackets refer to 2001 rankings
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Though India ranked quite low in 2002, it has shown considerable improvement over 2001 largely because of

stable macroeconomic management. The Report validated India�s lead over China in terms of  technology and

quality of  national business environment. But in respect of  all other criteria including operations and strategy of

companies, institutional governance and macroeconomic environment, India lags way behind China. The above

table also indicates that India lags behind most other nations it is competing with for foreign investment.

A joint study held by World Bank Group and Confederation of  Indian Industries (Improving the Investment

Climate in India, 2002) tried to identify the areas of  relative weaknesses of  the Indian economy. While India�s

competitiveness on such parameters as local market size and labor cost and quality is well recognized, there are

certain areas that demand immediate attention of  policy makers and regulators.

India has excessive regulation of  entry and exit, in terms of  requirements for the number of  permits. It requires

significantly longer median number of  days to start a firm in India than almost all countries. As per the Report,

starting a business in India requires 10 permits compared to 6 in China, and the median time is 90 days in India

relative to 30 days in China. A typical foreign power project needs to obtain 43 clearances at the central government

level and 57 at the state level. For mining projects the numbers are 37 and 47, respectively. Such a system not only

introduces enormous delays, it also opens the door to possibilities for corruption.

In India managers spend around 16% of  their time dealing with government officials, compared with 9% in

China, 11% in Latin America, and 12% in transitional Europe. Similarly, India ranks poorly in customs administration.

It takes 50% longer time to get customs clearance in India vis-à-vis Korea and Thailand. The report notes that the

longest delay in 2002 for a typical firm in India was 21 days, compared to only 12 in China.

The above facts are reflected in the low level of  Foreign Direct Investment. India attracts an annual FDI of  any

around USD 3 billion compared to USD 50 billion in China. In terms of  FDI as a percentage of  1999, it is only

around 0.5% of  GDP, compared to 3.9% in China, 4.5% in Brazil and 5% in Thailand. Poor sovereign ratings

from S&P and Moody�s, have also not helped much.

The report recommends substantial reforms in customs and bankruptcy procedures, land and labour regulations,

improvement in the financial sector to improve access and reduce cost of  capital.

Roadmap for India's Port Sector
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Chapter  6

Ports in India

India has been rightly called a country of  sub-continental

proportions. This statement is true not only in terms

of  the vast geographic expanse of  the country but also

its maritime trade, which serves a vast land-locked

hinterland that extends into Jammu & Kashmir in the

North to landlocked countries like Bhutan, Nepal and

Tibet (China) and North Eastern regions. The vastness

of  India�s Northern Gangetic plains, which encompass

large agriculturally prosperous states like Madhya Pradesh,

Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, and Haryana coupled

with long peninsular coastline of  over 6,000 kilometres  �

shared by nine littoral states of  Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa,

Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and West

Bengal � form part of  a formidable natural endowment,

impregnated with the possibilities of  economic growth

that can push up India as a significant global maritime

trading nation.

Quite remarkably, some of  India�s states, given the length

of  their coastline and many natural deep harbours have a

maritime economic potential, which is comparable to some

of  the most favoured maritime nations of  the world. The

latent potential however, needs to be largely tapped in

terms of  building extensive coastal shipping networks,

inland waterway linkages to hinterlands, coastal ferry

services, cruise industry and other marine and offshore-

based industries. As borne out by the experience of

maritime development being witnessed in case of  states

like Gujarat, with about a dozen bustling ports and rapidly

growing cargo traffic volumes, the potential for

development of  several under-developed ports along the

coastline are immense, though some of  the coastal states

have been not very aggressive in pushing the development

of  their coastline port industry and trade. Often major

ports in the state have tended to dominate market share

of  trade cargo originating from the regional hinterland,

leaving little market space for the smaller regional ports.

Despite significant growth of  several captive minor ports,

the gap between the inherent potential for development

and actual performance of  regional ports still remains to

be bridged as one reviews the performance of  the various

major and minor ports.

6.1 Major Port Profiles

Kandla Port

The Kandla Port was incorporated in 1955 after the loss

of  the Port of  Karachi to Pakistan, following partition of

India. The port is among one of  the largest major ports

in India and has occupied the numero uno position for three

consecutive years in terms of  the cargo handled during

1997-2000. The port handled around 37.85 million tonnes

of  cargo in 2001-02. The port of  Kandla also incorporates

the oil handling terminals at Vadinar in addition to the

main port in Kandla creek, both separated by a distance

of  around 30 nautical miles.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

� The port is a natural harbour situated at the eastern

end of  the Gulf  of  Kutch and Western bank of  Kandla

creek on the West coast of  India. The port provides a

safe shelter to ships even in cyclonic weather and has a

humid climate, suited for handling of  rice, wheat, salt,

etc. which also form the key commodities traded

through this port. The port has ten along-side dry cargo

berths in a straight line with a length of  1,987 metres,

which can accommodate nine large sized or 11-12

medium sized vessels. The berths are equipped with

electric level luffing cranes. The port also has six oil

jetties for handling POL, LPG and chemicals. Besides,
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Map  6.1

Hinterland Area for JNPT, Tuticorin, Haldia/Kolkata
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Map  6.2

Hinterland Area for Mumbai, Mormugao, Cochin, Visakhapatnam

Ports in India
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Map  6.3

Hinterland Area for Kandla, Mangalore, Chennai, Paradip
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and North-West India covering the states of  Punjab,

Rajasthan, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Western Uttar

Pradesh, and Uttaranchal. The hinterland is highly

developed agriculturally, besides being the largest food

grain producer and exporter in India. Kandla has

however, witnessed a substantial drop in cargo handled

in last two years � from a high of  46 million tonnes in

1999-00 to only 37.85 million tonnes in 2001-02, mainly

on account of  fall in imports of  petroleum products

at Kandla � from 10 million tonnes to 1 million tonnes

in the same time period. This is line with the overall

drop in import of  petroleum products in the country,

as a result of substantial build-up in refining capacity

in India from around 60 million tonnes in 1997-98 to

more than 100 million tonnes today. The dry bulk cargo

handled through the port has however, witnessed an

increase from 4.30 million tonnes in 2000-01 to 5.71

million tonnes in 2001-02, a growth of  33 per cent.

� Crude oil imports of  around 21.55 million tonnes in

2001-02 through the two SBMs at Vadinar represent

the main cargo of  Kandla Port. The port serves the

crude requirement of  the Koyali, Panipat and Mathura

refineries of  India Oil Corporation, all situated in

Northern India, through a well-established pipeline

network.

� Kandla port, which still has conventional container

handling facilities, has also handled around 92,000

TEUs (1.3 million tonnes) in 2001-02. Attempts in the

past for licensing of  the multipurpose berth on a BOT

basis to a private terminal operator in-order to develop

it as a dedicated container berth has been hanging fire

for the last four years. P&O Ports had in the first round

emerged as the successful bidder. However, various

the port has two single buoy moorings (SBMs) to

handle very large crude oil carriers (VLCCs) for import

of  crude oil at Vadinar near Jamnagar, with pumping

capacity of 5,000 tonnes per hour and 20 million tonnes

per annum.

Table  6.1

Overview of  Kandla Port

1 Location Gujarat,

Western India

2 Total Cargo (million tonnes)* 37.85

3 Growth of  traffic

 - Growth in 2001-02 2.70%

 - CAGR 10 years 6.03%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid bulk: POL

5 No. of  berths 16+2SBM�s

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 25.0

- min. depth (m) 4.6

- width (m) 200.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                             4,179

- fall over previous year 132

- tonnes / person                          9,021.3

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 3.39

  Source:   IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� In terms of  the cargo hinterlands, Kandla port serves

besides Gujarat, a vast land-locked hinterland of  North

Graph  6.2

Kandla Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic � 37.86 million tonnes]

Graph  6.1

Kandla Port : Growth in Traffic
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controversies stalled the process, especially the KPT�s

unwillingness to accept P&O Ports demands for

revising the concession agreement, proposed by KPT

after the price bids were finalised. Subsequent to the

Kandla experience, the government has now taken the

view that it would henceforth first come out with the

concession agreement document detailing the contract,

before inviting pre-qualification and price bids.    The

Kandla port has meanwhile, re-invited the tender bids

for the container terminal project, on August 29, 2002,

for the container terminal project to be developed with

private participation on a build-operate-and-transfer

(BOT) basis. A significant change this time being that

instead of  berth no 7, the port authorities have now

offered berth no. 9 and 10 to the successful bidder for

developing the container terminal. In the intervening

period, the P&O Ports has already entered into an

agreement with Gujarat Adani Port Ltd. for the

development and operation of  a container terminal at

Mundra port.

� Other major bulk commodities handled at the Kandla

port include fertiliser raw material imports, primarily

phosphoric acid (1.5 million tonnes), and timber logs

(1.2 million tonnes), and exports of  foodgrains (1.5

million tonnes).

Hinterland connectivity

The port is quite well connected to its hinterland by a

network of  roads, railways and pipelines.

The gauge conversion of  313 km Gandhidham-Palanpur

rail track at a cost of  Rs. 360 crore, is expected to reduce

the distance between the port and its northern hinterland

by 130 kms. However, it should be noted that Kandla�s

competitors in the region, notably Mundra, are also

expected to benefit from the track conversion.

Due to congestion between Kandla and nearby

Gandhidham, the road connection between Kandla and

Kharirohar has been upgraded to four lanes at a cost of

around Rs. 40 crores.

Challenges

The port faces some unique challenges, which could affect

its fortunes in future:

� Western India has seen significant investment in port

projects in the last decade. Mundra and Navlakhi, also

situated in the Gulf  of  Kutch compete for the port�s

primary hinterland in the dry bulk as well as liquid

segment. The expected development of  container

terminal by P&O Ports at Mundra raises questions

about future of  container traffic at Kandla. In addition,

numerous minor ports dotting the coastline of  Gujarat

also pose a serious threat to Kandla for traffic from

secondary hinterland.

Table  6.2

Kandla : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- crude 10.30 12.51 18.95 19.99

POL- products 6.65 8.07 2.16 0.92

Containers 0.10 0.06 0.53 0.65

FRM (liquids) 0.33 0.70 1.44 1.86

Others 3.06 4.53 5.07 5.10

Loaded      

Food grains 0.40 2.03 1.18 2.57

(rice+wheat)

POL- products 0.94 0.55 0.04 0.21

Containers 0.25 0.06 0.85 1.23

Others 0.81 1.84 2.77 3.76

Transhipment 0.00 0.00 3.85 1.57

Total 22.85 30.34 36.83 37.85

� The port suffers from a low draft; it can handle ships

up to 35,000 dwt without tide and 45,000 dwt with

help of  tides. This is largely because of  the sand bar in

the Kandla creek.

� In the last three years, the port has faced two severe

natural calamities � the cyclone in 1998 leading to

damages of  around Rs. 200 crores, followed by the

earthquake in 2001. The port is located in a cyclone-

prone area and experts do not rule out possibilities of

similar devastating cyclones in future.

� The Gujarat Government�s proposal of  de-linking the

Vadinar terminals from the limit of  Kandla Port Trust

and developing it as a minor port under the control

of  the Gujarat Maritime Board has created conflicts

between the state government and Kandla Port

authorities. Though the Union government has rejected

the proposal of  the state government on the basis of
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Vadinar being the integral part of  Kandla Port, the

issue has put the relationship between the Kandla Port

Trust and the Gujarat government under strain.

Future Plans

� Construction of  the fourth oil jetty, and eighth and

ninth cargo berth at Kandla.

� The port has plans to increase the draft of  the channel

to 14 metres. However, given that the length of  the

channel is around 25 kms, the project cost is expected

to be quite high.

The ninth and tenth berths under development are

being now offered for setting up container terminal

berths in the recent tenders invited by KPT for the

second time.

JNPT, Nhava Sheva

Among one of  the most ambitious container port project,

ever taken up in India�s public port sector, the Jawaharlal

Nehru Port (JNP) was commissioned in May 1989, the

second youngest major port to be established before

setting up of  the corporatised major port of  Ennore. The

JN port was initially planned to be a �satellite port�, to

Mumbai, mainly with a view to decongest traffic at Mumbai

port but has eventually ended up being a competitor to

Mumbai port, drawing on its traffic volumes. The port

has one of  the most modern cargo handling facilities

among the Indian major ports, besides having a huge

backup area for cargo handling and future development

of  various facilities.

The Jawaharlal Nehru Port is well connected by rail and

road to its hinterland by direct linkages. The primary mode

of  container cargo movement is through road, which

accounts for about 65 per cent of  the total movement.

The port is also well connected to rail network both to

Western and Central Railway and about 33 per cent of  the

total container cargo movement is through railways,

operated through CONCOR. There is also small

movement of  about 3 per cent of  the containers handled

at the port through coastal transhipment from Kandla

and also by way of  barges from Mumbai port.

Ports in India
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Table  6.3

Overview of  JNPT Port

1 Location Maharashtra,

West Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 22.5

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 21.24%

- CAGR 10 years 23.20%

4 Major commodity handled Container Cargo

5 No. of  berths 11

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 17.0

- min. depth (m) 11.0

- width (m) 350.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                              1,836

- fall over previous year �3

- tonnes / person                          12,254.9

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 1.15

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02; + only employees on payroll

Future Developments

The JNP as a port would be affected by the changing trends

in the shipping industry, which includes technological

changes resulting in larger container ships, faster ships

and increasing role of  Information Technology (IT) in

shipping and logistics industry. The port has planned

following major projects for further development, which

are at various stages of  finalisation.

Dredging project for deepening of  the approach

channel: The Mumbai harbour channel is presently

maintained up to a depth of  only 10.7 metres to 11 metres

below chart datum. The JNP approach channel, which is

an extension of the Mumbai Harbour Channel, also has a

draft of  11 metres. The port is now considering deepening

of  the draft of  the approach channel to 14 metres to enable

larger ships to call on the port and has drawn up a

development plan for undertaking capital dredging at an

estimated cost of  Rs.700 crores.

Conversion of  the existing bulk terminal into a third

container terminal: The JNP has planned conversion

of  the existing bulk terminal into a third container berth,

under BOT contract, the pre-qualification bids for which

have been already invited.

Table  6.4

JNPT: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- products 0.00 0.14 1.49 1.28

Containers 0.81 0.25 7.14 8.79

Others 1.28 3.93 2.07 2.11

Loaded        

POL- products 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.47

Containers 0.90 0.33 8.03 10.36

Others 0.01 2.21 0.42 0.18

Transshipment 0.00 0.03 0.29 0.91

Total 3.01 6.87 19.76 24.09

Source: IPA

Graph  6.4

JNPT : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 24.10 million tonnes]

Graph  6.3

JNPT : Cargo Traffic

Growth in Traffic
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1 � Mumbai

2 � Nasik

3 � Pune

4 � Aurangabad

5 � Nagpur

6 � Vapi

7 � Ahmedabad

8 � Indore

9 � Bangalore

10 � Hyderabad

Map  6.4

Major ICD Locations for JNPT

11 � Varanasi

12 � Kanpur

13 � New Delhi

14 � Panipat

15 � Amritsar

16 � Jalandhar

17 � Ludhiana

18 � Faridabad

19 � Moradabad

CONTAINER
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Development of  Integrated Chemical Terminal: The

port has planned for development of  an integrated

chemical terminal for handling all grades of  chemicals

including refrigerated/pressurised-liquefied gases. The

terminal will comprise five offshore berths with about 200

hectares of  reclaimed area for tank farms. The liquid cargo

will be evacuated from the storage area through pipelines

and road/rail modes. The capacity of  the terminal is

anticipated to be 19 million tonnes per annum, including

a throughput of 5 million tonnes to be handled at one

additional liquid cargo berth, proposed to be developed

as southern extension of  the existing bulk terminal of

the port. The liquid cargo berth and the five-berth terminal

is being developed through private investment on BOT

basis. The cost of  the five-berth terminal is anticipated as

Rs. 1,700 crores. The liquid cargo berth project is estimated

to cost Rs. 200 crores. The work for construction is in the

final stages of  completion. Liquid cargo handling facility

have two berths and is being developed by Bharat

Petroleum Corporation Limited and Indian Oil

Corporation Limited on BOT basis.

Mumbai Port

Port of  Mumbai, with its 126 years of  chequered history

has long since been a principal trade gateway of  India.

Over the years, the port has played a important role in

developing the country�s trade and commerce, also thereby

catalysing the development of  Mumbai as the commercial

capital of  India. The port�s rise to eminence was largely

due to its strategic location, situated almost mid-way along

the West coast of  India and being gifted with a natural

harbour providing ample shelter for shipping throughout

the year.

Against the background of  emergence of  several new

ports on the West coast, particularly the JNP, the port of

Mumbai has however, begun to face new challenges for

survival amidst competition for traffic share and heavy

financial pressure due to excess labour. Besides, the port

being located in the heart of  Mumbai city has begun facing

several logistical problems, for cargo evacuation due to

problems of  congestion both on road linkages from the

port.

The port has three enclosed wet docks namely Indira,

Prince�s and Victoria Docks, besides four liquid jetties at

Jawahar Dweep, a nearby island in the Mumbai harbour

for handling crude and petroleum products and a

chemicals jetty for handling chemicals and products at

Pir Pau.

Hinterland connectivity

Mumbai port is well connected to most places in the

country by road, rail and air. Both Central and Western

Railways links, which connect to Western and Northern

parts of  the country are actually headquartered in Mumbai

city, and are well connected to the port railway network.

However, with declining traffic at the Mumbai port, the

rail-based evacuation of  cargo has declined considerably

and there are at present no regular Concor operated

services from the port to any ICD. Most of  the general

and container cargoes received at the port are mainly

destined for the Mumbai region only and are destuffed

locally. Outbound cargo is mainly evacuated by road. The

liquid cargo, comprising crude oil and chemicals handled

at the port is evacuated through pipelines to nearby

refineries of BPCL and HPCL.

Graph  6.6

Mumbai Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 26.69 million tonnes]
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Table  6.5

Overview of  Mumbai Port

1 Location Maharashtra,

West Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 26.4

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 -2.32%

- CAGR 10 years -0.29%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk: POL ;

Container Cargo

5 No. of  berths 46

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 9.6

- min. depth (m) 10.9

- width (m) 366.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                            22,369

- fall over previous year                              1,422

- tonnes / person                           1,180.2

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 3.18

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02  + only employees on payroll

Traffic handled

From a numero uno position in terms of  the cargo traffic

handled in the past, the traffic performance of  the Mumbai

port has witnessed a virtual stagnation in the last ten years.

The aggregate traffic handled by the Mumbai port, which

stood at about 29 million tonnes at the onset of the decade

of  nineties, initially showed signs of  picking up small

volumes when it went up to about 34 million tonnes in

the mid-nineties but subsequently started slipping and is

about 26 million tonnes in 2001-02. The decline has been

particularly sharp in case of  crude oil and petroleum

products, which has decreased from 19.6 million tonnes

in 1990-91 to about 15.7 million tonnes, a fall of  nearly 4

million tonnes.

A sharp decline is also seen in respect of  containers

handled through the Mumbai port, especially in the last

five years, when it slipped from a peak of  about 6 lakh

TEUs to about 2.5 lakhs, ceding a large part of  its container

traffic to the newly constructed terminals of  NSICT and

JNP at Nhava Sheva. The Mumbai port has held a lead

over JNP as late as 1997-98 in the numbers of  containers

handled, where after the JNP took the lead, never to look

back again. The aggregate traffic of  containers to the

Mumbai region has nearly doubled from about 1 million

to 2 million TEUs in the last five years alone, (JNP

emerging as a major gainer) with an annualised growth of

about 13 per cent, while Mumbai port in the same period

has seen its share of  the container traffic slip by over 50

per cent in 1997-98 to just about 12 per cent in 2001-02.

Table  6.6

Mumbai : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- crude 4.41 4.55 5.97 7.08

POL- products 4.82 4.98 2.90 2.40

Containers 1.88 0.51 2.78 2.65

Others 4.34 7.28 4.31 4.01

Loaded        

POL- crude 9.26 9.99 4.98 4.58

POL- products 1.50 1.61 1.78 1.61

Containers 2.01 0.42 1.89 1.26

Others 0.75 4.57 1.61 1.76

Transshipment 0.00 0.00 1.21 1.38

Total 28.97 33.92 27.42 26.71

Source: IPA

The Mumbai port has however, seen a marginal

improvement in traffic volumes in respect of  general cargo

from about 5 million tonnes in 1990-91 to about 6.5 million

tonnes. The volume of  general cargo is however far below

the rated capacity of  the port, which has nearly 42 multi-

cargo berths. Considering that Mumbai port alone at one

point of  time was handling almost 60 percent of  the

aggregate sea borne traffic of  India through the major

ports, the current traffic performance, which is less than

11 per cent share, is a major cause of  concern. While some

critics have been strongly advocating closure of  the

Mumbai port, it does not however, seem implausible that

with major cutback in the existing labour force and more

aggressive privatisation policies, the port could revive its

prospects.  Indeed, the port is trying to revive its prospects

by trying to privatise many of  its berths and other facilities.

The most important project for the port�s future is the

proposed setting up of  the deeper draft offshore container

Ports in India
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berths, the global tenders for which have been already

floated.

Future development plans

� Construction of  offshore container terminal: The

Mumbai port has floated tenders inviting expression

of  interest by parties for construction of  a offshore

container terminal

� Modernisation of  jetties 1, 2 & 3 at Jawahar

Dweep: This project covers replacement of  on-shore

pipelines from Jawahar Dweep manifold up to Marine

Oil Terminal   jetties, replacing hoses by marine sub

loading arms, upgrading fire-fighting facilities,

examining adequacy of  ballast water treatment plant

as per IMO requirements and safety audit and review

of  environmental safeguards.

� Replacement of  wharf  cranes at Indira Dock: The

project comprises replacement of  Wharf  cranes in

Indira Dock by 8 nos. 10 tonne capacity Electric level

Luffing cranes.

� Construction of  second liquid chemical berth: The

port is developing second liquid chemical/specialised

grades of  POL berth at Pir Pau pier at an estimated

cost of  Rs.75 crore.

� Replacement of  two harbour tugs: The port has

procured two new tugs of  45 plus tonne Bollard pull,

to replace older tugs available with the port.

Mormugao Port

Mormugao is a specialist commodity loading port,

originally commissioned in 1888 by the Portuguese rulers

of  Goa. The port was incorporated as a Major Port under

Indian Major Ports Act in 1963, after the accession of

Goa in 1962 into the Indian Union.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

The hinterland of  Mormugao port consists of  primarily

the Goa and the adjoining regions of  South-west

Maharashtra and North-west Karnataka:

� Mormugao is the largest iron ore exporting port of

India, accounting for 40 per cent of  the total volume

of  iron ore exported from the country. Iron ore mines,

mostly located in about 50 km periphery of  the port,

are mined by various private companies like Sesa Goa,
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Chowgules, V.M. Salgaocar, and V.S. Dempo and

transported by small barges through the Zuari and

Mandvi rivers to Mormugao port for eventual loading

to large sized Capesize and Panamax vessels. MMTC

(Metals and Minerals Trading Corporation), a public

sector undertaking also exports non-Goan iron ore

through Mormugao port.

Table  6.7

Overview of  Mormugao Port

1 Location Goa, West Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 22.9

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 16.81%

- CAGR 10 years 4.27%

4 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk: Iron ore

& coal

5 No. of  berths 4+Transshippers

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 5.0

- min. depth (m) 13.1

- width (m) 250.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                            3,749

- fall over previous year 716

- tonnes / person                          6,108.3

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 3.75

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� Exports from Mormugao are carried out either by

loading the vessel directly at Berth No.9 or by utilizing

transshipment process for loading the vessels at the

anchorage point. The iron ore export industry has led

to growth of  a large barging industry with more than

150 barges of  average size of  around 1,200 dwt. Most

of  the exports are to Japan, South Korea and China.

� The iron handling system at the Mormugao port is

however, more than 30 years old and consequently,

the port is able to achieve a loading throughput rate

of  only around 25,000 tonnes per day, which could be

substantially enhanced by introducing modern bulk

handling methods.

� Conventional patterns of  dry bulk handling in major

ports is undergoing change and as a result the existing

traffic patterns are beginning to see some degree of

restructuring. For instance, efforts to focus on

containers and auto exports at Chennai port has led to

shift dry bulk cargo like coal and iron ore to other

ports like Ennore. Coal is getting almost entirely shifted

to Ennore. While most of  the iron ore from the Bellary

� Hospet is also expected to shift to Ennore in future,

part of  the cargo is planned to be shifted to Mormugao.

The recent conversion of  the Hospet-Hubli section

on South Central Railway has linked Goa to the regions

of  North Karnataka via the Londa-Vasco broad gauge

line and opened up new opportunities for Mormugao

to increase its traffic volumes. The new rail link has

also opened up the prospects of  cargo movement from

hinterland of  South Central India for the Mormugao

port.

� The Mormugao port also imports around 2 million

tonnes of  coking coal for steel plants at Bhadravati

Graph  6.8

Mormugao Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 22.39 million tonnes]
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(SAIL) and Hospet (Jindal) in Karnataka.  The port

earlier used to handle only small amounts of coking

coal prior to 1999-2000.

Table  6.8

Mormugao Port : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- products 1.04 1.91 0.97 1.13

Coal 0.00 0.56 1.31 2.02

Others 0.61 0.35 1.29 1.45

Loaded        

Iron ore 13.57 14.92 15.46 17.91

Others 0.35 0.35 0.48 0.40

Transshipment 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.02

Total 15.57 18.10 19.63 22.93

Hinterland Connectivity

The present road exit from the port enters directly

the city of  Vasco-de-Gama. An 18 km four-lane road

by-passing the congested areas is under construction

and expected to considerably ease the restriction to

road approach.

Future Plans

The ports is planning modification of  the existing

mechanical ore handling facility, and acquire new

stackers and reclaimers at a total cost of  Rs. 28 crores.

This is expected to increase iron ore handling capacity

from 9 million tpa to 12 million tpa.

� Mormugao is also planning construction of  an outer

harbour to cater to future development.

� As per RITES report, availability of  land is a major

restriction for the port since one side of  the port is

bounded by a hill, the other side being water. Goa being

a tourism intensive location with beaches / resorts,

there are environmental regulations including the type

of  industries that could be developed. This is expected

to restrict future growth in demand for port services

from the primary hinterland.

New Mangalore Port

New Mangalore Port is an artificial lagoon port

commissioned in 1974. It is located between the ports of

Mormugao to the north and Cochin to the South.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

� Iron is the main commodity exported from the port by

public sector Kudremukh Iron ore Company Limited

(KIOCL) in form of  ore concentrate and pellets

primarily to Japan, China and Iran and Bahrain. Iron

ore, of  iron content 33 to 38 percent, is mined at the
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Kudremukh National Park and transported via a 110-

kilometre slurry pipeline. The company has its plant

within the New Mangalore Port for producing iron ore

concentrates and pellets for exports to the tune of

around 6 million tonnes, chiefly in Panamax vessels.

Table  6.9

Overview of  New Mangalore Port

1 Location Karnataka,

West Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 17.5

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �2.13%

- CAGR 10 years 7.78%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk: POL,

Dry Bulk: Iron ore

5 No. of  berths 9

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 7.5

- min. depth (m) 15.4

- width (m) 245

7 Labour

- total no.* +                           2,274

- fall over previous year 147

- tonnes / person                        7,695.7

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 5.59

Source:   IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� KIOCL has been exporting iron ore since 1980s.

However, the future of  the plant is currently under

question given fierce opposition on environmental

grounds to the continued mining of  ore at Kudremukh

National Park. Concern over environmental

degradation caused due to mining as well as leakages

in the slurry pipeline have gained substantial political

and social dimension. The Supreme Court is currently

hearing the petitions on this issue. There is a fair

possibility of  Supreme Court ruling against the

company, which could lead to discontinuation of  iron

ore mining and hence exports from the port.

� The port also imported around 5.5 million tonnes of

crude oil for the Mangalore Refineries (MRPL). The

refinery has recently completed an expansion exercise

increasing its capacity from 3 mtpa to 9 mtpa. The

port has currently two jetties for handling crude

imports and products exports. The first jetty was

funded by loans from financial institutions and banks

with corporate guarantee from the MRPL as well as a

second pari passu mortgage / hypothecation or other

charge on all MRPL assets.

� The new jetty built at a cost of  nearly Rs. 130 crores,

was commissioned in 2002. Around Rs. 20 crores was

lent by MRPL to NMPT for this project. Most of  the

remaining amount was raised from Financial

Institutions with corporate guarantee from MRPL.

Both the jetties can handle vessels up to 87,000 dwt.

The jetties are used by MRPL for POL coastal exports

to the tune of 0.6 million tonnes in 2001-02.

Graph  6.9

New Mangalore Port : Growth in Traffic

Graph  6.10

New Mangalore Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02
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Table  6.10

New Mangalore: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- crude 0.11 0.16 6.38 5.56

POL- products 0.52 0.79 0.21 0.58

Others 0.90 0.93 2.61 2.63

Loaded        

POL- products 0.00 0.00 3.37 2.76

Iron ore 5.08 6.64 5.11 5.78

Others 0.48 0.36 0.22 0.21

Transshipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 7.09 8.88 17.89 17.51

Source: IPA

Nevertheless, it should be noted that MRPL is facing

substantial financial problems resulting from the present

glut in refining capacity in the country. The fall in crude

imports from 6.4 million tonnes in 2000-01 to 5.6 million

tonnes in 2001-02, is partly as a result of  this.

� Additional petroleum products to the tune of 2.7

million tonnes were imported by various public sector

oil companies primarily Indian Oil Corporation (IOC)

for local distribution.

� Private sector undertaking L&T has built a storage and

bagging unit inside the port. Bulk cement to the tune of

0.4 million tonnes were imported from Gujarat for

packaging and subsequent distribution in the hinterland.

Around 0.25 million tonnes of  Fertilisers and 0.2 million

tonnes of  FRM are imported primarily on behalf  of

Mangalore Chemicals and Fertilisers Limited.

The port also handles small volumes of  container traffic.

Hinterland connectivity

� Almost the entire cargo handled in New Mangalore

Port originates from or destined to coast based

industrial units/mines.

� The port is currently connected by metre gauge to the

hinterland in Karnataka. The conversion of  Mangalore-

Bangalore rail link to broad gauge is currently underway

and likely to be completed by end 2003. The new railway

link will connect New Mangalore port directly with

Concor�s container depot Bangalore and could result

in shift of  a portion of  the containerised cargo

movements from Bangalore to Chennai and Cochin

to New Mangalore Port.
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� The Port is connected with the broad gauge Konkan

Railway that connects to Goa/Maharashtra.

Future Plans

� A captive coal-handling jetty to be built by Nagarjuna

Power Corporation for their proposed 1000 MW coal-

fired power plant nearby. However, given the current

problems in power sector, snags are likely in

implementation of  the project in near future.

� The port is also looking for opportunities to build a

dedicated container berth given the new container

terminal projects along the West Coast of  the

country.

� As per RITES� Vision 2020, any further development

of  the port such as a proposed outer harbour will not

only prove expensive but will also be hamstrung by

lack of  land and rail links. Also, provision for SBM is

not considered since it is independent of  the port

configuration and will affect the existing oil berth

capacities.

Cochin Port

Cochin Port is a natural harbour, which primarily handles

crude oil and petroleum products. There are plans to

establish an international container hub on the lines of

nearby Colombo Port in Sri Lanka.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

� The port primarily serves the crude oil imports and

petroleum exports of  the 7.5 mtpa Cochin Refinery.

Around 7.5 million tonnes of  crude was imported by

Aframax vessels in 2001-02 and 1 million tonnes of

products loaded for costal exports. The port also

handled 1.2 million tonnes of  coastal imports on behalf

of  other public sector oil companies like HPCL and

IOC.

� The Cochin Refinery is planning to set up an SBM at

the minor port area of  Manakkodam, outside the port

limits. This will allow the refinery to handle larger crude

oil tankers, which would lead to substantial cost savings.

The port is however opposed to this move since it

would lead to loss of  more than 60% of  its cargo. The

port has offered to increase the draft of  the channel

and at the existing oil berths to 14 metres from existing

11.7 metres at a cost of  Rs. 40 crores.

� The port handled imports of  around 0.5 million tonnes

of  FRM on behalf  of  public sector undertaking

Fertilisers and Chemicals Travancore Limited (FACT).

� Cochin handled container traffic of  152,000 TEUs in

2001-02. Chief  exports include marine products, coir

products, tea and garments, while the main

commodities imported are dry fruits, paper, and metal

scrap. Containers are currently handled at the existing

Rajiv Gandhi terminal.

Hinterland connectivity

� The port is well connected to its primary hinterland

by roads and a broad gauge rail link. The road link to

the port was previously passing through the Ernakulum

town.

� A new direct link to the national highway was recently

commissioned and is expected to ease congestion. A

road connecting the port to the international airport

at Cochin has also been implemented.

Graph  6.11

Cochin Port : Growth in Traffic

Graph  6.12

Cochin Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 12.21 million tonnes]
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Table  6. 11

Overview of  Cochin Port

1 Location Kerala,

Southern India

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 12

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 -8.08%

- CAGR 10 years 4.89%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk: POL

5 No. of  berths 15

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 10.5

- min. depth (m) 11.8

- width (m) 185.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                         4,439

- fall over previous year 875

- tonnes / person                      2,703.3

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 15.74

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

Future Plans

� The port plans to develop an international container

hub at the nearby Vallarpadam island at a cost of  Rs.

2,000 � Rs. 3,000 crores. The terminal, located close

to the east-west international main line, is planning to

initially target the Indian traffic currently being

transhipped through Colombo. In the meanwhile, the

Central and Kerala governments are planning to set

up an export-oriented Special Economic Zone near

Cochin, which can give a further boost to the

international hub port project.

Table  6.12

Cochin : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded

POL- crude 5.4 7.58 7.45 6.82

POL- products 0.1 0.13 1.19 1.02

Containers 0.04 0.08 0.82 0.75

Others 1.34 1.33 1.64 1.56

Loaded

POL- products 0.73 1.7 1.03 0.75

Containers 0.28 0.09 1.11 1.3

Others 0.11 0.59 0.02 0.02

Transshipment 0 0 0 0

Total 7.98 11.5 13.26 12.21

Source: IPA
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� The port recently called for tenders for development

of  the terminal with private participation on a BOT

basis. Meanwhile, the connectivity of  Vallarpadam

island is being looked into. The National Highway

Authority of  India and Indian Railways are conducting

feasibility studies for providing road and rail linkage to

these islands. Construction of  bridges linking the

Vallarpadam and Puthuvypeen Islands is under

implementation, and are expected to be operational

by 2004.

� Proposal for development of  a 2.5 mtpa LNG terminal

by Petronet LNG.

Tuticorin Port Trust

Tuticorin Port is an artificial deep-sea harbour formed

with rubble mound type parallel breakwaters projecting

into the sea for about 4 km. The port was commissioned

in 1974 as the 10th major port. In 1979, the already existing

Tuticorin minor port was merged with the Tuticorin Port.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

The Port is located at the southern extreme of  India. Its

hinterland consists primarily Central and Southern Tamil

Nadu, and Kerala.

Dry Bulk

� In 2001-02, the port handled around 5.2 million tonnes

of  coastal imports of  thermal coal for TNEB�s coal-

fired thermal power plants in Tuticorin. The imports

are made in Handymax vessels from the ports of  Haldia

and Paradip at two dedicated coal berths.

� Imports are also made private cement manufacturers

like Madras Cements and India Cements with their

production facilities in Tamil Nadu. Madras Cements

sources its coal requirements from South Africa.

� The port imports around 0.3 million tonnes of  finished

fertilisers, primarily MOP, and 0.5 million tonnes of  FRM,

primarily Rock phosphate and sulphur. Imports are made

on behalf  of  Tuticorin-based Southern Petrochemicals

Industries Corporation. It should be noted that SPIC is

the parent company of SICAL, one of  the JV partners in

the private container terminal at the port.

Containers

� The port has leased a berth to a JV between PSA,

Singapore and SICAL, India, for development,

maintenance and operation of  the seventh berth as a

container terminal on a 30-year BOT basis. The terminal

commenced operations in December 1999 and has

handled 0.2 million TEUs in 2001-02. Growth till date

can be mainly accounted by temporary shift of  container

cargo from Chennai, which was facing congestions and

labour problems. With P&O now taking over operations

at the Chennai container terminal, the �push� factor is

likely to recede into the background.

� Most of  the containerised exports consists of  textiles

and garments originating Tirupur, Tamil Nadu.

Imports are mainly dominated by raw cotton, and paper

pulp and waste paper.

� The future prospects for container traffic growth at

Tuticorin does not appear to be very impressive, that

Tuticorin�s cargo hinterland dynamics is still largely

Graph  6.13

Tuticorin Port : Growth in Traffic

Graph  6.14

Tuticorin Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 13.23 million tonnes]
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undefined. Further, there is expected to be intense

competition from Cochin and Chennai.

Future Plans

� Sethusamudram Ship Canal refers to the proposed

canal connecting Gulf  of  Mannar with Palk Bay, so

that ships planning to go from Western India and

Tuticorin to any Eastern Indian port do not have to

go around Sri Lanka, as is the current requirement.

The depth of  the sea in this portion is very shallow

and is hardly about 11 feet. There have been plans by

Government of  India since independence for

construction of  this canal. Current estimates of  cost

range from Rs. 900 crores to 1,600 crores.

Table  6.13

Overview of  Tuticorin Port

1 Location Tamil Nadu,

East Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 13

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 5.96%

- CAGR 10 years 8.29%

4 Major commodity handled Coal & Container

5 No. of  berths 13

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 4.0

- min. depth (m) 10.4

- width (m) 162.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                           2,952

- fall over previous year 305

- tonnes / person                        4,403.8

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 0

Source:  IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� The port is planning to develop a second container

terminal in the newly built Berth No. 8. As per

concession agreement for the first container terminal

signed with PSA, the port offered the terminal to PSA.

The terminal is expected to have a capacity of  150,000

TEUs. PSA is expected to take up the operation of

this terminal through an SPV where it will have 74%

stake, the remaining 24 percent being held by the port

trust. Simultaneously, it is planning to deepen the areas

in front of  Berth No.8 from existing 7 metres to 11.9

metres at a cost of  around Rs.45 crores.

� Recently, the Port sought Government assistance of

Rs.100 crore for improving the draught at the port from

the present 10.7 to 12.8 metres. It may be added that

in 1999-2000, the port spent nearly Rs.230 crores on

capital dredging to improve the draught to 10.7 m. The

project was funded by the Japan Bank for International

Co-operation.

Table  6.14

Tuticorin : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- products 0.51 0.43 0.40 0.37

Coal 2.95 5.62 5.59 5.19

Containers 0.07 0.06 0.71 1.02

Others 1.89 1.84 3.22 3.33

Loaded        

Containers 0.21 0.06 1.02 1.39

Others 0.59 1.27 1.51 1.93

Transshipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 6.22 9.29 12.44 13.23

Source:  IPA

� The port has signed an MOU with PSA to go in for a

JV to develop the outer harbour at Tuticorin Port. This

project construction, management and operation of

new Container Terminals within the Harbour Basin

inter-alia developing all the required storage,

transportation, electrical and mechanical ancillary

facilities. The joint study was completed in February,

2000 and the total cost of the project is to the tune of

Rs.1000 crores.

As per RITES� Vision � 2020, any further development

of  the port would be require extension of  the breakwaters

further in deeper waters beyond the existing 4 kms. This

will be a very expensive proposal and will take the new

berths very far from the shore.
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Chennai Port

The artificial harbour of  Chennai Port is the third largest

port in the country. The port has 3 wet docks

accommodating 24 berths.

Over the years, the city of  Chennai has grown around the

port, and there was little scope for further expansion by

addition of  land areas. Further, dry bulk cargoes like

thermal coal, iron ore and coking coal comprised the bulk

of the traffic and their handling resulted in pollution of

the densely populated city. As a result, the satellite port of

Ennore was commissioned in 2001 with funding from

Chennai Port Trust and Asian Development Bank.

However, the new port is an independent entity and does

not come under the Chennai Port Trust. This is in contrast

to the Haldia Port, which was also built as a satellite port

of  Kolkata, and comes under the Kolkata Port Trust.

Currently, only thermal coal unloading is being gradually

diverted to the Ennore port. As new facilities are built,

iron ore and coking coal would also be diverted. Chennai

Port on the other hand will concentrate on container,

general cargo and auto exports.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

The hinterland of  Chennai port covers the highly

industrialized regions of  Tamil Nadu, South Andhra

Pradesh, and parts of  Karnataka and Pondicherry.

Dry Bulk

� Around 6 million tonnes of iron ore produced in the

Bellary-Hospet mines of  Karnataka were exported in

2001-02 by MMTC, a Government of  India

undertaking. Exports are carried out in capesize vessels
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primarily to Japan, China and South Korea. The

mechanized iron ore handling facility is quite old, it

was commissioned in 1977, leading to poor loading

rates.  The traffic is being planned to be diverted to

Ennore and Mormugao. The iron ore berth, which is

adjacent to the existing container terminals, is being

planned to be converted to a container terminal.

� The port handled 7.2 million tonnes of  thermal coal

imports in handymax vessels from the ports of

Visakhapatnam, Paradip and Haldia. This is a significant

fall of  over 11.2 million tonnes handled in 2000-01, as

around 3.4 million tonnes of  coal diverted to Ennore.

In 2002-03, bulk traffic is expected to fall further to

around 3 million tonnes, and in the subsequent year, it

is expected to stop completely. The port is planning to

convert the three existing coal berths into dedicated

berths for auto exports.

� The port saw imports of  0.7 million tonnes of

finished fertilizers and 0.5 million tonnes of  Sulphur

and Rock Phosphate. Primarily, the Southern

Petrochemical Industries Corporation (SPIC) has

made the imports.

� In 1998, two of  the general cargo berths in the Jawahar

Deep Harbour were licensed to private operators for a

period of  20 years.

Crude oil and petroleum products

� The port imported 6.2 million tonnes of  crude oil for

the 6.5 mtpa oil refinery plant of  Chennai Petroleum

Corporation Limited at Manali in 2001-02. Imports

are primarily in Suezmax tankers and there is a direct

pipeline from the terminal to the refinery

� The port also handled around 2.2 million tonnes of

petroleum products representing 1.3 million tonnes of

unloading for distribution in the hinterland and 0.9

million tonnes of  loading for coastal movements.

Container traffic

� In 2002, the port leased the container terminal to a

subsidiary of  P&O Ports, which was already operating

the NSICT, JNP container terminal. This represented

the third container terminal amongst major ports to

be privatised.

� Recently, Chennai Port completed an extension of

additional 290 metres to the north, thereby increasing

the total length of  the terminal to 890 metres. The

concession is for a period of  30 years during which

P&O Ports will share around 37.12% of  their revenue

with Chennai Port as royalty. This is different from

the per TEU royalty agreed upon at JNPT. As per the

agreement, P&O will have to invest minimum USD

100 million on the terminal.  P&O will also operate

the iron ore berth post conversion to a container

terminal.

� Prior to privatisation, the port was suffering from

congestion and labour problems leading to shift in

traffic to Tuticorin, where the terminal has been

privatised to PSA, Singapore. This is reflected in the

fall in containers handled from 352,000 TEUS in 2000-

01 to 345,000 in 2001-02. During the same period,

Tuticorin experienced growth from 157,000 TEUs to

214,000 TEUs.

� The main exports from the port are granite stones and

other building materials, food items and leather

products. Imports are primarily metal scrap, paper

products and chemicals.

Table  6.15

Overview of  Chennai Port

1 Location Tamil Nadu,

South-East India

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 36.1

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 -12.40%

- CAGR 10 years 3.73%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid bulk: POL;

Dry bulk: Coal

5 No. of  berths 20

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 6.7

- min. depth (m) 18.6 IH; 19.2 OH

- width (m)                                  244.00

7 Labour

- total no.* +                                  10,289

- fall over previous year �411

- tonnes/person                                 3,508.6

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 0.36

Source:   IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

IH- Inner Harbour, OH= Outer Harbour
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Auto exports

The hinterland of  Chennai port has some of  the largest

state-of-art auto-manufacturing units � Ford�s Rs. 1,700

crores plant and Hyundai�s Rs. 2,000 crores plant, both

near Chennai, and Mitsubishi and Volvo�s plants near

Bangalore. The port is currently exporting automobiles

either through ro-ro vessels or through containers.

Table  6.16

Chennai : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded

POL- crude 6.79 9.13 6.29 6.19

POL- products 0.03 0.04 1.47 1.28

Coal 5.51 7.14 12.49 7.72

Containers 0.54 0.2 3.14 3.28

Others 2.81 3.92 5.35 4.75

Loaded

POL- products 1.06 1.4 0.77 0.93

Iron ore 4.84 4.95 7.05 7.44

Containers 0.72 0.2 2.98 2.92

Others 1.83 3.74 1.67 1.85

Transshipment 0 0 0.37 0.1

Total 24.12 30.72 41.57 36.46

Hinterland connectivity

� The port is located inside the main city of  Chennai

and road access to the port is quite congested. National

Highways Authority of  India (NHAI) is currently

implementing projects to improve connectivity of  the

port to the national/state highway network.

� As per RITES� Vision 2020, the rail approach is also

saturated and ��needs to be rationalized by allocating

to various cargo��

Future Plans

� The port plans to shift dry bulk dirty and hazardous

cargo like thermal coal, iron ore and coking coal to the

newly set up port of  Ennore. A complete shift of

thermal coal traffic is expected by 2003-04. Shift in iron

ore traffic is also expected to take another 2-4 years.

� The port is currently implementing a project to deepen

the draft availability in the inner basin (Ambedkar

Dock) from existing 8-9.5 metres to a uniform draft

of  11 metres. Most of  the berths are currently handling

general cargo, fertilizers and FRM as well as passenger

vessels. The project is being partly funded by ADB

and partly through internal resources of  the port.

Ports in India
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� The port plans to become a major hub for container

and auto exports in the region. Towards this end, it

plans to convert the iron ore berth to a container berth

and the thermal coal berths to dedicated berths for

automobile exports.

Ennore Port

Ennore port, located to the north of  Chennai port, is the

12th major port of  the country commissioned in February

2001. The port was developed as a satellite port of  Chennai

at a cost of  Rs. 1,058 crores, to handle the dirty cargo,

especially coal and iron ore, handled at Chennai which is a

populous metropolis.

There are two areas in which the port stands apart from

other major ports:

� It is a company registered under the Companies Act,

thus differing from other major ports which are

parastatal bodies.

� Secondly, it is the only major port developed with under

the Landlord model, unlike other major ports which

are either pure Service Ports or a combination of

service and landlord functions.

The port is a test case for corporatisation of  other ports.

The port has been partly funded by Asian Development

Bank, which has provided a loan of  USD 115 million.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

In the first year of  operation, 2001-02, the port handled

3.4 million tonnes of  thermal coal. This represents the

shift of bulk coal traffic from Chennai, in addition to

coastal coal movement from Eastern Indian ports for the

coal-fired power plants of  TNEB. The traffic was handled

at the two dedicated berths fitted with cranes to unload

coal at 2000 tonnes per hour from vessels upto 70,000

dwt. The berths have been leased to TNEB which has set

up a 2.5 km long conveyor system and further appointed

SICAL for setting up and operating the crane system for

unloading of  coal on a BOT basis, involving a further

investment of  Rs. 50 crores.

� The two berths have a capacity of  16 million tonnes,

while the total coal handled by both Chennai and

Ennore in 2001-02 is 10.6 million tonnes. In 2002-03,

around 6 million tones of  thermal coal traffic for the

power plants of  Ennore, Mettur and North Chennai

thermal power plants are expected to shift to Ennore

Port with the remaining 4 � 4.5 million tones being

handled at Chennai. In 2003-04, we expect the entire

coal traffic to shift to Ennore.

Table  6.17

Overview of  Ennore Port

1 Location Tamil Nadu,

East Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 3.4

3 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk: Coal

4 No. of  berths 2

5 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 3.8

- min. depth (m) 16.0

- width (m) 250.0

6 Labour # �

Source:  IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� As per Asian Development Bank, the total logistics

cost of  coal transportation would drop by nearly 12%,

as a result of more efficient handling at the loading

port of  Paradip and the unloading port at Ennore.

Further, both the ports have capability of  handling

Panamax vessels, against the present norm of

handymax / handysize vessels. ABD has funded both

Paradip�s new mechanized coal loading facility as well

as the Ennore Port. ADB is also the lead lender to the

North Chennai power plant.  The landed cost of  coal

is expected to fall by Rs. 250 per tonnes from the

current levels of  Rs. 1,250 to Rs. 2,300 per tonnes.

Future plans

� Capacity expansion is being planned at the North

Chennai Thermal Plant, as a result Ennore Port is

planning to develop two more coal berths.

� The Port is also targeting the 8 million tonnes iron

ore, mined at the Bellary-Hospet region and exported

through Chennai. These exports are expected to rise

to 12 million tonnes in near future. Ennore plans to

have a berth that can handle capesize vessels of

2,25,000 dwt capacity and more. The iron ore berth

would be developed on a BOT basis at an estimated

cost of  Rs. 500 crores.

� The Port is also planning to invite private participation

for development of  crude oil handling facility for the

Madras Refinery. Currently, the refinery imports crude

oil through Suezmax tankers at the Chennai Port from

where it is transported to the refinery through a 30-
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year old pipeline, that is in urgent need of  replacement.

The new facility is expected to be able to handle

VLCCs. In order to be able to handle vessels of  such

large size, the port is planning to undertake dredging

at a cost of  Rs. 300 crores to increase the draft to 26

metres from 16 metres currently.

� The port is examining various options to undertake

the dredging. It could either do it on its own, funded

by debt, or adopt the BOT route where the private

players would fund the dredging and Ennore port will

pay a levy to the private player for every tonnes that

passes through.

� There are plans for a LNG terminal. This is tied to the

proposed 1,880 MW LNG-fired power plant near

Ennore, to be developed with private participation.

However, given the current problems in power sector

in India, any development on this front in near future

will depend on how power policy shapes up.

Visakhapatnam Port

Visakhapatnam Port, a natural harbour port  of  Eastern

coast of  India with deep draft is ideally located almost

midway between Kolkata and Chennai at a latitude of

17deg 41�N and Longitude 83deg18�E in the north-east

of  Andhra Pradesh state.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

� Vizag with overseas linkages to Japan and China sources

iron ore from Bailadila mines in Chattisgarh for export.

The mine is located 250 kms away from the port. The

port exports the iron ore in form of  raw & pellets

through the OB-1 and OB-2, located in the outer

harbour capable of  handling capsize vessels. It also

exports iron ore from the mines at Ongole (A.P).

Table  6.18

Overview of  Visakhapatnam Port

1 Location Andhra Pradesh,

Eastern Coast

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 44.3

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 -0.80%

- CAGR 10 years 7.50%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid bulk: POL;

 Dry bulk: Coal

5 No. of  berths 21

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 2.2 IH; 0.4 OH

- min. depth (m) 10.7 IH; 17.5 OH

- width (m) 94-122 IH; 200 OH

7 Labour

- total no.* +                                           6,020

- fall over previous year 699

- tonnes / person                                          7,359

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 0.73

  Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

IH - Inner Harbour; OH � Outer Harbour

� Almost 40 percent of  the total coking coal imported in

India is handled at this port for catering the needs of
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SAIL at Bhilai and RINL at Vizag. The port handled

around 5.7 million tonnes of coking coal in 2001-02.

The port imports coal in handymax vessels but SAIL is

planning to utilize the capsize vessels at the outer harbour

of  the port in order to achieve the economy of  scale.

� There is also a coastal movement of  iron ore from

this port to the minor ports in Gujarat & Maharashtra

for catering the requirements of some of the steel

plants located nearby which include Essar Steel, Ispat

industries and Vikram Ispat.

� NALCO exports alumina to USA through this port.

� Coromandel Fertilizers imports FRM (fertilizer raw

materials) for its plant through this port. However the

import of  FRM is declining due to increasing demand

of  imported finished fertilizer. There are several other

fertilizer plants located nearby which import FRM

through this port. These include Godavari Fertilizers

& Chemicals Limited, Hind Lever Chemicals Limited,

India Potash Limited, Indo Gulf  and RCFL at

Trombay.

� SAIL, Bhilai exports its steel product through this port

to USA, EU and Middle East. RINL also exports steel

to EU, USA through this port only.

� Crude oil is imported at this port to cater the needs of

HPCL, Visakhapatnam. There is also the coastal

movement of  crude from Vizag to Orissa.

Vizag port is well connected to its hinterland through road

and rail.

Table  6.19

Visakhapatnam : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded        

POL- crude 4.02 6.93 6.49 6.49

POL- products 1.17 2.02 1.29 1.29

Coal 3.45 5.10 4.73 5.69

Others 2.92 3.57 4.50 4.40

Loaded        

Coal 2.50 3.04 5.40 3.92

Iron ore 4.96 5.68 9.25 8.96

POL- products 0.14 0.42 1.29 1.15

Others 2.39 6.06 2.26 2.88

Transshipment 0.00 0.00 9.49 9.57

Total 21.55 32.82 44.71 44.37
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Traffic Analysis

The port handled approximately 44 million tonnes in 2001-

02 which was highest among the various major ports in

India. The traffic handled at this port is continuously

increasing except in the year 2001-02 where it came down

by a marginal amount. The decline was due to decrease in

the amount of  coal and iron ore exported through this

port.

Future Plans

� Plans for strengthening of  the East Quay berths to

accommodate vessels of  deeper draught requiring upto

(�) 12 mtrs is going on which also include dredging of

inner harbour including harbour basin, entrance

channel, etc. The project cost is estimated Rs. 100

crores.

� Plan to develop the Fishing Harbour for storage and

handling of  cargoes is also under consideration, which

will cost nearly Rs. 100 crores.

� Talk of  installation of  single buoy mooring system

facility at outer harbour for handling crude oil is

going on and the cost is estimated about Rs. 150

crores.

Paradip Port

Established in 1965, Paradip Port is an artificial lagoon

port and currently handles around 21 million tonnes of

cargo, mostly dry bulk. The port has witnessed substantial

growth in cargo in last two years � from an average of

around 13 million tonnes till 1999-00, the traffic has

jumped to 21 million tonnes by 2001-02.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

Dry Bulk

� The Port was initially constituted as a gateway for

exports of  iron ore mined in the Kendhujhar belt of

the state of  Orissa. In 2001-02, iron ore exports,

primarily to China have jumped to 3.5 million tonnes

from only around 1 million tonnes in 1999-00. In 2002-

03, the traffic is expected to cross 4 million tonnes.

This has resulted from abolition of  all quantity

restrictions by India under WTO rules. The port

exports iron ore in Panamax vessels, unlike Capesize

vessels in other ports. Further loading rates are only

15,000 tonnes per day, nearly half  of  the rates achieved

in other Indian ports. Shift of  thermal coal traffic to

the newly built ADB funded coal berths, provided the

additional capacity.

� The Port handles around 9 million tonnes of  thermal

coal � coastal exports to Tuticorin, Chennai and Ennore

for the coal-fired power plants of  Tamil Nadu State

Electricity Board. In September 2001, the port

commissioned the Rs. 800 crore ADB funded

mechanized coal handling berth that has increased the

thermal coal handling capacity to 20 million tonnes.

The coal is mined primarily at the Talcher and IB River

mines in Orissa.

� It should be noted that currently the total coastal

movement of  thermal coal is to the tune of  16 million

tonnes. With Ennore capable of  handling gearless

Panamax vessels, preference is expected to be given to

Paradip since the new facility can handle such vessels.

As per ADB, coal movement between Ennore and

Graph  6.19
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Paradip would lead to a savings of  around 12% in

logistics costs, vis-à-vis other possible linkages.

Nevertheless, possibility of  shift of  entire coal traffic

from Visakhapatnam and Haldia to Paradip seems

remote. This is primarily because the Railways is

opposed to suspension of  thermal coal shipments

through Visakhapatnam. The wagons which carry

thermal coal to Visakhapatnam port for coastal

shipments for TNEB, carry coking coal imported for

the steel plants in their return journey.

Table  6.20

Overview of  Paradip Port

1 Location Orissa, Eastern India

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 21.1

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 6.18%

- CAGR 10 years 11.22%

4 Major commodity handled Dry bulk:

Thermal coal,

 iron ore & FRM

5 No. of  berths 13

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 2.0

- min. depth (m) 12.8

- width (m) 160.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                       3,661

- fall over previous year 423

- tonnes / person 5,736.1

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 2.25

  Source:  IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

� The port imports around 1.5 million tonnes of  coking

coal � around 0.7 million tonnes for the integrated steel

plant of  SAIL at Rourkela and 0.8 million tonnes for

TISCO for their plant at Jamshedpur.

� The primary hinterland of  the port has two large

fertliser plants producing phosphatic fertilizers �

Paradip Phosphates Limited,  and recently

commissioned Oswal Chemicals and Fertilisers

Limited, both of  which have their captive jetties for

importing Fertilisers and FRM. With the

commissioning of  Oswal plant in 2000, FRM imports

have jumped from 1.4 million tonnes in 1999-00 to

2.85 million tonnes in 2001-02.

Table  6.21

Paradip : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

 Unloaded        

 POL- products 0.00 0.69 1.24 1.17

 Coal 1.09 1.68 1.69 1.42

 FRM 0.15 0.37 2.65 2.85

 Others 0.99 1.47 1.26 1.22

 Loaded        

 Coal 3.33 4.23 8.21 8.95

 Iron ore 1.35 1.69 2.99 3.55

 POL- products 0.00 0.38 0.96 0.82

 Others 0.51 0.76 0.90 1.16

 Transshipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

 Total 7.41 11.26 19.90 21.13

There are another 6 general cargo berths used for handling

of  varied commodities as chrome ore and foodgrains.

Crude Oil and POL

The port imports around 2.0 million tonnes of  petroleum

products on behalf of HPCL for distribution in the

hinterland. The products are imported at Visakhapatnam

and then transhipped to Paradip. Previously, IOC was

planning a 9-12 million tonnes refinery at Paradip. The

project also envisaged a captive jetty in Paradip for import

of  crude as well as exports of  petroleum products. Given

the current glut in refining capacity in the country, the

project has been put on hold. We are quite optimistic about

renewal of  the project in future given the substantial

investment already made. However, it is difficult to predict

a future date, and would depend largely on oil sector

dynamics.

Hinterland connectivity

The port suffers from poor rail connectivity.

� The rail connecting the port to South Eastern Railways

(SER) is single line, which leads to substantial problems
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in availability of  rakes and fast movement of  goods

from and to the port. This is further compounded by

the nature of  soil � black cotton soil, over which the

line has been built. The nature of  the soil leads to need

for constant repair of  the line, further slowing down

traffic many times in a year.

� SER has already initiated doubling of this line � from

Cuttack to Paradip, a distance of  around 100 kms. Also

being implemented is the doubling of  line from Talcher

to Cuttack at a cost of  Rs. 90 crores, which could

substantially increase thermal coal exports to South

India.

� Iron ore exports from the port is also affected because

the mines are located at a rail distance of nearly 650

kilometres � a factor that significantly reduces the

competitiveness of  iron ore exports from Paradip. A

new rail line project expected to nearly halve the

distance, has been significantly delayed; some players

opine that it would take another 2-3 years for

completion, although SER has set a target of

December 2003.

Future Plans

� In addition to the oil refinery, there are talks of  IOC

shifting its crude oil imports of  around 4.0 million

tonnes at Haldia to Paradip due to draft restrictions in

the former, for its refinery in Haldia. Given the

proximity of  the refinery to Haldia port, possible cost

savings by shift in this cargo, are not likely.

� There are plans for a Special Economic Zone around

Paradip Port with focus on exports of  marine products,

pharmaceuticals, etc. However the project is in very

preliminary stages of  discussion.

� The Port is also planning to enter container trade, and

currently carrying out a Detailed Techno-Economic

Feasibility Study for the same. As per our initial

assessment, we are not very optimistic about this

project, especially so after the possible implementation

of  container terminal at Visakhapatnam. The low level

of  industrialization in the hinterland generates a very

small amount of  container traffic, insufficient to justify

significant investments.

Ports in India
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Kolkata Dock system

Kolkata Port is India�s only riverine port with two dock

systems:

� Kolkata Dock System (KDS) at Kolkata established in

1870, includes the oil wharfs at Baj Baj, 20 kms

downstream of  KDS.

� Haldia Dock Complex, 104 kms downstream of

Calcutta, established in 1977.

Although the two facilities come under a single port

authority, we have treated them separately as two individual

ports. It should be noted that Central Government is

planning to create an independent identity for HDC

followed by its corporatisation. In the following section,

we have dealt with KDS. HDC is analysed in the

subsequent section.

The 232 km channel along the River Hooghly suffers

from poor draft, strong tidal currents, several sandbars

and sharp bends. The average pilotage time to KDS is

around 36-48 hours. Each year, more than Rs 1 billion is

spent on river training works, which involves dredging

of  10-18 million cubic metres to keep the channel

navigable. The cost of  dredging the river is borne by the

Central Government but accounts for a significant

portion of  annual grant to the port. Notwithstanding

this huge annual expenditure, the channel offers a low

draft implying that ships of size less than 25,000 dwt

can only be serviced.

Another major burden faced by the Kolkata Dock System

is the problem related to excess manpower and strong

unions. KDS has a manpower strength of  around 9,500

in terms of  cargo handled per person, the port's

performance is low compared to other major ports.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

� The port serves Eastern India and also the land-locked

Himalayan kingdoms of  Nepal and Bhutan. KDS

handled 5.4 million tonnes in 2001-02.

� Container traffic represents bulk of  the traffic handled

in the port. In 2001-02, the port handled around 100,000

TEUs representing exports of  jute products, tea, and

marine products, and imports of  metals and machinery.

� Petroleum products of  around 0.8 million tonnes move

from Haldia to KDS by product carriers of  size ranging

from 15,000 to 25,000 dwt vessels. The commissioning

of  Haldia � Baj Baj product pipeline by Indian Oil

Corporation in October 1999 resulted into a substantial

decline in the liquid barging volume along the river

route and hovering at around 0.15 million tonnes per

annum, the remaining 0.65 million moving by the

pipeline.

Previously the port used to handle significant volumes of

fertiliser and FRM imports. However, currently imports

are negligible.

Hinterland connectivity

� The port has serious problems with connectivity to

hinterland by road. The traffic has to pass through the

populated city of  Kolkata, which makes it impossible

for fast movement of  large volume of  cargo. Similarly,

the railway network is quite saturated.
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Graph  6.21

Kolkata Port : Growth in Traffic

Graph  6.22

Kolkata Port : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 5.48 million tonnes]
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Table  6.22

Overview of  Kolkata Port

1 Location W. Bengal,

Eastern India

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 5.4

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �24.90%

- CAGR 10 years 2.60%

4 Major commodity handled Containers

Liquid Bulk:POL

5 No. of  berths 33

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 232.0

- min. depth (m) 3.5

- width (m) 200.0

7 Labour

- total no.* +                             9,084

- fall over previous year 699

- tonnes / person 594.5

8 Dredging volume (million m3)* 22.32

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

Table  6.23

Kolkata : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded

POL- products 1.71 2.50 1.12 0.87

Edible oil 0.04 0.15 0.42 0.39

Containers 0.42 0.11 1.28 0.96

Others 1.51 1.49 1.73 0.49

Loaded        

POL- products 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.22

Containers 0.59 0.11 0.87 0.55

Others 0.85 1.74 0.20 0.14

Transshipment   0.00 2.79 1.86

Total 5.16 6.12 8.51 5.47

� Substantial portion of  KDS traffic moves by inland

waterways system. Around 400 private barges move

imported pulses, logs, edible oil etc. along the rivers of

Hooghly and Ganges to upcountry destinations like

eastern and western Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

Jute and jute products originating from jute mills along

the river also move by barges to the port for exports.

Future Plans

As per RITES� Vision 2020, ��it is therefore prudent

not to propose any additional facilities�� at KDS. There

are also plans to modernise the dry dock facilities at the

port.

Haldia Dock Complex

Haldia Dock Complex (HDC) as an extension of  Kolkata

Port Trust (KoPT) started operation in 1968, when its

first oil jetty was commissioned for the Indian Oil refinery.

However the importance of  HDC, which was originally

planned to be satellite port of  the Kolkata Dock System

(KDS), has gradually increased because it does not suffer

from some of  the inherent problems afflicting KDS. Over

the years, HDC has become a higher revenue earner than

KDS for KoPT.

The impounded dock system of  Haldia Dock, like KDS,

suffers from poor draft. The riverine port needs to carry

out significant maintenance dredging in addition to the

annual Union Government expenditure of  nearly Rs 100

crores for dredging the River Hooghly. The unpredictable

nature of  the riverine channel makes the pilotage difficult,

although the situation is better than KDS. HDC is only

115 kms away from the pilot station in contrast to 232

kms for KDS. Pilotage is available even at night as the

short river channel is equipped with night navigation

facilities, enabling Haldia for two sailing facilities per day

against one sailing per day for Kolkata Dock, enabling the

dock to maintain better arrival and sailing schedules.

Traffic and hinterland analysis

� Crude imports of  7.3 million tonnes for IOC refineries

in Haldia, Barauni and Bongaigaon. Crude tankers

bound for Haldia are currently anchored at a suitable

place in the mid-sea (Sandheads), due to draft

restrictions, from where the crude is offloaded at oil

jetties in Haldia through smaller vessels, rendering the

exercise costlier. There is a well established pipeline

network for offload of  oil from the jetty to the refinery.

Ports in India
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� The hinterland of  the port has four large integrated

steel plants - Tata Steel at Jamshedpur, SAIL plants of

Durgapur, Bokaro and IISCO. Around 4 million tonnes

of  coking coal are imported for these plants. The port

also serves a small portion of  the imported coking

coal requirements of  Rourkela Steel Plant, SAIL,

although much of  its requirements are met through

Paradip Port. Both SAIL and TISCO have leased a

berth each at Haldia for a period of  10 years.

� SAIL has also taken on a 30-year lease the new berth

developed on a BOT basis by International Seaports

Private Limited (ISPL) for handling of  coking coal

imports and iron and steel exports. Tata Steel imports

coking coal in Panamax vessels which are partly

unloaded in Paradip and then subsequently at Haldia.

Although Haldia is closer to its plant at Jamshedpur, it

cannot handle fully laden Panamax vessels. However,

railway freight from Paradip to its plant is around Rs.

550 per tonnes, twice the rail freight from Haldia. As

per our information, the company is exploring ways

to shift entire imports to Haldia through Handymax

vessels.

� Around 3 million tonnes of  thermal coal is exported

from Haldia to the South Indian ports in Tamil Nadu

for the coal-fired power plants of  TNEB. There has

been a fall of around 0.7 million tonnes vis-à-vis 2000-

01 because of  shift of  cargo to Paradip where the new

mechanized coal handling facility has been

commissioned. The thermal coal traffic originates

primarily from the various mines in the neighboring

state of  Jharkhand as well as the Raniganj mines in

West Bengal.

� The port used to handle iron ore traffic till 1980-81.

Since 2000-01, various private firms have started using

the facility to export iron ore, and traffic in 2001-02

was 1.7 million tonnes. In 2002-03, the iron ore traffic

is expected to cross 2.4 million tonnes.

� The port also provides the gateway for imports and

exports of  landlocked countries of  Nepal and Bhutan.

Table  6.24

Overview of  Haldia Port

1 Location W. Bengal,

Eastern India

2 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 25

3 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 9.57%

- CAGR 10 years 7.77%

4 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk: POL,

Dry Bulk: Coal

5 No. of  berths 14

6 Entrance channel

- distance from harbour (Km) 115.0

- min. depth (m) 6.7

- width (m) 467.0

7 Labour

 - total no.* +                           4,664

 - fall over previous year 147

 - tonnes / person                        5,360.2

8 Dredging volume(million m3)* 2.25

Source: IPA

* All the data is for 2001-02, + employees on payroll

Graph  6.24

Haldia : Traffic Break up : 2001-02

[Total Traffic - 25.11 million tonnes]

Graph  6.23

Haldia Port : Growth in Traffic
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Future Plans

� The Haldia Dock Systems is third in list of  ports

targeted to be corporatised, after Ennore and JNPT.

However, KoPT is opposed to the delinking of  HDS

from KoPT. The hurdle to corporatisation of  Haldia

dock is the need to protect the interest of  KDS having

11,000 employees and 26,000 pensioners on its roll.

KDS is almost entirely dependent on Haldia�s earnings

for its survival.

� The port has recently given on a 30-year lease the newly

built Berth Number 12 to a JV between Tata Steel and

German based Martrade.

� KoPT is planning to set up a floating storage offloading

facility (FSO) at Sandheads, the mouth of  river

Hooghly, with private sector participation. This would

enable big crude tankers to come and offload the crude

cargo into the very large crude carrier (VLCC) moored

at Sandheads as an FSO from where it would be further

evacuated through dedicated daughter vessels ferrying

between Sandheads and Haldia.

� The JV between Tata and Martrade to undertake

loading/unloading of  the bulk materials such as iron

ore, coking coal and limestone at the Sandheads, is

mooting a similar plan.

� The essence of  the proposed operation is that the large

capesize vessels will arrive at the Sandheads with full

load of coking coal and limestone and unload the

cargoes there in 15,000 dwt barges. The barges will

then call at Haldia for the second round of  discharge.

In case of successful implementation of this project,

we expect significant increase in iron ore exports from

the port as well as shift in coking coal imports at Paradip

for Tata Steel to Haldia.

Table  6.25

Haldia : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2000-01 2001-02

 Unloaded        

 POL- crude 3.22 3.60 6.38 7.29

 POL- products 3.10 3.47 3.77 3.40

 Coal 2.09 2.80 3.98 3.98

 Containers 0.04 0.00 0.16 0.59

 Others 0.79 0.99 2.98 3.24

 Loaded        

 Coal 2.97 3.12 3.67 2.93

 Iron ore 0.00 0.00 0.37 1.78

 POL- products 0.87 1.15 0.43 0.50

 Others 0.11 0.26 1.14 1.41

 Transshipment 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01

 Total 13.18 15.40 22.89 25.12

Ports in India
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6.2 State-wise Minor Port Analysis

Minor Ports in Gujarat

Gujarat with a coastline of  1,600 kms, is undoubtedly the

most developed among all coastal states of  India in terms

of  the regional port infrastructure network. The state also

has relatively high ranking in terms of  other related

supportive infrastructure facilities like roads, and railway,

as well as level of  industrialisation. The Gujarat Maritime

Board (GMB) was in fact, one of  the pioneering maritime

regulatory agencies to have recognized the long-term

potential for port development in the State and took an

early lead in privatising the development of  ports.

In fact, much prior to the initiation of  port privatisation

policy by the Central government, the GMB was among

the first-ever government body to have sought active

private sector investments in the development of  captive

jetties, waterfronts and wharfs at various locations in the

state, especially to captive user industries. The Gujarat

government was also one of  the first state governments

to formulate a comprehensive BOOT (Build, Own,

Operate & Transfer) policy as a part of  its strategy to

develop private sector initiatives in port construction,

operation and maintenance.

The BOOT law of  the State sought to provide a systematic

legal framework for undertaking all types of  port

infrastructure projects in the state and has been widely

acclaimed to be a test case for other states to emulate.

Table  6.26

Overview of  Indian Port Sector

                                    Cargo Handled: 2001-02

               No. of  Ports                         (in million tonnes)

State Major Minor Major Ports Important Minor Major Minor Total

Ports Ports Ports

West Bengal 2 1 Kolkata and Haldia � 30.40 � 30.40

Orissa 1 2 Paradip Gopalpur 21.13 0.02 21.15

Andhra Pradesh 1 12 Vizag Kakinada, Rawa 44.34 5.10 47.85

Tamil Nadu 3 14 Ennore, Chennai PY - 3 Oil Field 52.53 0.54 53.07

& Tuticorin

Kerala 1 16 Cochin Kozhikode 12.06 0.13 12.18

Karnataka 1 9 New Mangalore Karwar 17.51 0.70 18.21

Goa 1 7 Mormugao � 22.93 2.97 25.90

Maharashtra 2 48 JNPT and Mumbai Dharamtar, Revdanda, 48.95 4.98 53.93

Ulwa Belapur,

Ratnagiri, Dahanu

Gujarat 1 48 Kandla (Vadinar) Sikka, Mundra, 37.73 82.55 120.27

Pipavav, Magdalla,

Bedi, Jafrabad,

Okha, Dahej,

Navalakhi, Bhavnagar

Others � � � � � 0.91 0.91

Total 13 157     287.6 97.9 385.6

Source: IPA; Ports of  India (Economic Times)
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Map  6.4

GMB Ports

Traffic handled

Over the past ten years, since the GMB initiated port

reforms in the state, the total traffic has grown from

7.5 million tonnes in 1990-91 to more than 83 million

tonnes in 2001-02, representing an annualised growth

of 24 percent, the highest among all other maritime

states of  India. Taking into account the traffic handled

at the major port of  Kandla, the state of  Gujarat has

handled nearly 120 mill ion tonnes in 2001-02,

representing over 30 percent of  the total Indian traffic.

The minor ports of  Gujarat taken together also exceed

the total traffic share of  Kandla port, which is merely

about 20 per cent of  the total. Sikka port is the largest

liquid bulk port in India is terms of  volume of  traffic,

handling 47 million tonnes of  crude oil and petroleum

products in 2001-02.

Of  the total traffic handled on the Gujarat coastline,

bulk of  the cargo traffic � around 90%, is actually captive

cargo handled through around 30 captive jetties of

various companies having their plants close to the ports.

The Reliance Group, with its world class oil refinery in

Jamnagar accounts for nearly 60 per cent of  the total

cargo traffic, with 30 million tonnes of  crude oil imports

and another 15 million tonnes of petroleum product

exports and coastal movement handled through Sikka

port.

Port classification

The ports in Gujarat can be broadly classified under three

heads:

� All weather ports with direct berthing facilities

� All weather lighterage ports

� Fair weather lighterage ports

Almost the entire traffic of 83 million tonnes is handled at

12 ports, all of  which fall in the first two categories. The

ports of  Porbandar, Okha and Sikka have direct berthing

facilities and come in the first category. Also included in
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Table  6.27

Port-wise Share : Minor Port Traffic of

Maharashtra (2001-02)

Port Traffic Volume % share of  total

(lakh tonnes)

Dahanu 3.49 7%

Vijaydurg 0.20 0%

Jaigarh 0.18 0%

Belapur 7.79 16%

Dabhol 0.75 2%

Ratnagiri 4.89 10%

Revdanda 7.87 16%

Dharmtar 24.55 49%

All Ports 49.76 100%

Source: Maharashtra Maritime Board

this category are the ports of  Mundra and Pipavav, which

are common user deep-sea ports, developed by private

operators. Following shelving of  various captive jetties

because of  procedural delays in obtaining necessary

environmental clearances, GMB�s policy focus has moved

away from development of  captive ports to general-purpose

common user deep-sea ports. Around seven ports including

ports of  Magdalla, Navlakhi, Bedi etc. are all weather

lighterage ports.  The residual 29 ports are predominantly

used for fisheries and handle minor volumes.

New Port Projects

Among new port infrastructure projects, LNG and

container terminal projects have taken the centre-stage,

signifying a new stage in the development of  the port

sector in the state. The 5.0-mtpa capacity LNG terminal

at Dahej is currently being constructed and expected to

be commissioned in next 2-3 years, by Petronet, a

consortium of  public sector oil majors. Also on the anvil

is yet another LNG terminal at Hazira by Shell. Recently,

the container terminal project at Mundra port is being

taken over by P&O Ports.

The process of  growth of  the ports sector in Gujarat has

been largely aided by huge investments that have taken

place in various industrial sectors, especially oil refining,

cement, and fertilisers.

Minor Ports in Maharashtra

Maharashtra has a coastline of  720 kms, which has two

major ports of  Mumbai and Jawaharlal Nehru Port and 48

other minor and intermediate ports. However, barring

Dharamtar port, which accounts for half  the total traffic

handled by the minor ports of  Maharashtra, most of  other

ports have been non-starter till date. The state government�s

attempt to attract investor interest in seven minor ports

(Alewadi, Dighi, Vijaydurg, Ganeshgule, Redi, Jaigad, and

Anjanvel) has failed to elicit interest and a counter proposal

by P&O Ports-led consortium to develop a deep-water port

at Vadhavan rather than Alewadi also failed to come up due

to environmental problems and had to be eventually shelved.

The proposed LNG terminal at Dabhol also did not take

off  the ground following Enron fiasco.

The Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB), which was

formed in 1996, has identified 48 minor ports along the

coastline for development. Of  these 48 ports, only five

ports, including Dharamtar, Belapur, Revdanda, Ratnagiri,

Dahanu and Dabhol, have a sizable traffic, while others

are mainly used in local trade and fishing activities. Private

captive users have primarily handled traffic in these five

ports at their respective jetties. Total traffic in minor ports

in Maharashtra grew from 0.93 million tonnes in 1990-91

to 4.98 million tonnes in 2001-02, an annualised growth

of around 16.5 percent.

New Port Projects

The Maharashtra government has recently awarded the

Rewas-Aware port project, near Mumbai Harbour, for

development on a 50-year BOOST basis to Amma Lines,

while another such concession agreement for development

of  Dighi port has been signed with the Balaji Group.

Unlike in case of  Gujarat, where the Gujarat Maritime

Board (GMB) played an articulate developmental role for

a considerable period of  time by undertaking significant

capital investment in the port sector, the Maharashtra

Maritime Board (MMB) is yet to undertake any significant

capital investment programme for development of  various

port locations. Besides, MMB has been lately following a

policy of  exclusively involving the private port developers

themselves in all types of  investments, including a marine-

related activity like dredging, which makes the job of

private port investors more difficult.

Minor Ports in Goa

Goa with a coastline of  105 kilometres, which is intersected

by seven rivers viz. the Tiracol, the Chapora, the Mandovi,

the Zuari, the Sal, the Talpona and Galgibaga. The five
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minor ports of  Goa include Chapora, Panaji, Tiracol, Betul

and Talpona. All these minor ports are however, riverine

ports with an average depth of  about 2 metres (except for

Panaji, where the depth is deeper at 4 metres). These ports

mainly serve the fishing trawlers and local tourism industry.

The minor ports also support local barging industry, which

accounts for movement of  around 2.8 million tonnes iron

ore loaded from the nearby mines for transportation to

the major port of  Mormugao. The Department of  Inland

Waterways, Government of  Goa, is responsible for the

administration, management and development of  the ports

in the state.

New Port Projects

Mormugao Martina Ltd. has proposed the development of

a Offshore Stockyard and Berth (OSB) in 2000. The OSB

was to be declared as a minor port, with a proposed depth of

23 metres to accommodate Capesize, Super Cape and large

bulk carriers for export of  iron ore to Japan, China, South

Korea and Taiwan and for importing coal from Australia,

Indonesia, South Africa and China, with a projected annual

throughput of  7 million tonnes.  The construction was to

begin in January 2000, with the OSB�s commissioning

estimated by December 2002-January 2003.The project has

been appraised both by IDFC and IFCI both having approved

financing for it. The project has however failed to take off  so

far in absence of clarity on the nature of concession and the

terms on which it was to be offered. The OSB would have

introduced better efficiency in iron ore logistics, a factor critical

in the export trade. Political volatility and absence of  business

vision have been pointed out to be key factors that have

ensured that the proposed OSB structure, 12 km away at sea

and providing 2,81,048 cubic metres of  storage space still

remain a dream project.

Minor Ports in Karnataka

Karnataka has a 320-kilometre long coastline, which has

only one major commercial port to handle all its cargo,

the New Mangalore Port. Among the minor and

intermediate ports Karwar port is the only other main

coastal service provider. The State has nine notified minor

ports of  which only two � Karwar and Old Mangalore

port have any significant traffic. Others are primarily

fishing harbours and used for small local trade. Total traffic

handled in minor ports is around 0.6 million tonnes and

this has remained stagnant in absence of any major

enhancement of  port capacities. Traffic in the two minor

ports consists of  granite, foodgrains, building materials

and other general cargo primarily meant to cater to the

needs of  Lakshadweep islands. Administration of  these

minor ports is under the Department of  Transport, and

is looked after by the Captain of  Ports based in Karwar.

The state government came up with a port policy in

December 1996 to bring in private sector participation in

the port sector, but the policy has so far failed to yield

significant results. Consequently, a significant share of  the

export cargo generated from within the State such as iron

ore and coffee in particular � continues to be handled by

ports at Mormugao, Kochi and Chennai.

New Port Projects

During 1997, the government identified nine potential

locations for port development, including Karwar, Belekeri,

Tadri, Honavar, Bhatkal, Kundapur, Hangarkatta, Malpe and

Old Mangalore, which presently operate as small coastal

and fishing activities � into all-weather, multi-cargo and

multi-user ports of  international standards. However, based

on RITES feasibility report, the number of  sites to be

developed has been brought down to three - Karwar, Old

Mangalore and Belekeri. In November 1997, the State

government invited bids for BOOST-based development

of  these ports, following which a lone offer for Tadri was

received. Tadri is a Greenfield location, 50 kms southeast

of  Karwar port and could handle iron ore exports from

Bellary-Hospet region, if  rail connectivity through Hubli-

Ankola railway line is developed.

A consortium of  Hanjin Engineering and Construction

of  South Korea and Mumbai-based Zoom Developers

has obtained in-principle clearance for developing Tadri,

40 km south of  Karwar, as a multi-purpose minor port

with about a dozen berths. The consortium plans to

develop about 1,000 acres of  land for the port in two

phases. The Rs. 755-crore Phase 1 will handle cargo of  7-

32 mtpa including general type, iron ore and coal. The

investments are expected to grow to Rs 3,000 crore over

the years. The consortium is now conducting surveys for

a detailed techno-economic feasibility study of  the project.

Of  late, the demand creation of  port capacity at Tadri has

increased in view of  heavy ore shipments from the Hospet-

Bellary belt. If  Tadri port is developed it could possibly

help in decongesting the New Mangalore Port and lessen

the dependence of  users on other ports.

The Indian Navy is commissioning a naval base at Karwar

at an estimated cost of  Rs. 1,300 crores. Spread over an

area of  8,000 acres, the project entails creation of

operational base facilities to handle a large number of

warships and aircraft, along with a dockyard for repair,

refit and modernisation of  ships and submarines, and is

expected to be commissioned by 2005.

Ports in India
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Minor Ports in Kerala

Kerala has a coastline of  640 kilometres, which has a major

port of  Cochin and 13 other minor ports, which include

Alappuzha, Vadakara, Kannur, Kasorgode, Kodungallore,

Ponnani, Thalasserry, Thiruvananthapuram, Quilon,

Kozhikode/Beypore, Neendakara, Azhikal and Kovalam/

Vizhinjam. The 13 minor ports of  Kerala handled only

0.13 million tonnes in 2001-02, most of it coming from

two ports of  Beypore and Neendakara, both having nearly

equal share. Most of  these minor ports are currently

operated as fishing harbours and are administered under

the Director of  Ports.

The state government is currently planning to develop

Vizhinjam port, near Thiruvananthapuram into an

international container transhipment hub and is in the

process of  appointing consultants to undertake a detailed

project feasibility (DPR) study. The port is located about

20 km south of  Thiruvananthapuram, which has a natural

draft of 25 metres within a nautical mile from the coast.

It should be noted that the major port of  Cochin, situated

nearby, is also planning to develop a similar transhipment

hub. The State government is promoting the Vizhinjam

port, while Vallarpadam port project, near Cochin, is being

developed by the Central government through the Cochin

Port Trust (CPT).

New Port Projects

Kerala government has signed MoU with Mobil Peeves

for developing Beypore minor port for handling LPG and

other petro products. Kerala has also signed MoU with

Saurashtra Cement Company and Gujarat Ambuja Cement

to develop captive jetties at Munambam and Thangassery

ports respectively in Kerala for import of  cement/clinker

from Gujarat. Another port, which may be developed, is

Mangaeswaran, where NTPC is planning to set up a

thermal power plant. The State government has also been

in the news lately for aggressively taking up the cause of

inland waterway development using extensive inland

estuaries and backwaters to connect hinterland locations.

Minor Ports in Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu with a coastline of  992 kilometres has three

major ports of  Tuticorin Ennore and Chennai and two

intermediate ports of  Cuddalore and Nagapattinam and

seven other minor ports, which include the ports of

Rameshwaram, Pamban, Kolachal, Kanyakumari and

Valinokkam. The State is known for high level of investment

under implementation in various industrial and

infrastructure projects, which signify good prospects for

port development in the coming years. The Tamil Nadu

Maritime Board (TNMB) constituted in 1995 is responsible

for development and regulation of  the ports sector in the

state. The TNMB is conducting a detailed study for

formulating a master plan for port development in the State.

Total traffic handled at all the minor ports in Tamil Nadu

grew from 0.2 million tonnes in 1990-91 to 0.5 million

tonnes in 2001-02, representing an annualised growth rate

of  11%. Two of  the liquid bulk handling SBM jetties of

Thirukkadaiyar and PY-3 oil fields has handled significant

cargo volumes. Currently, around 0.35 million tonnes of

crude oil, produced at the PY-3 oil fields, are loaded for

coastal exports to Chennai Port for Chennai Oil Refinery,

while Thirukkadaiyar handles naphtha imports for a

captive power plant.

New Port Projects

The port of  Thiruchopuram was to be developed for

handling of  6.5 million tonnes of  annual crude imports

and 2.8 million tonnes of  products exports. The project

was tied to the 6.0 mtpa refinery project of  Nagarjuna Oil

Corporation. However, given the current glut in refining

capacity in the country, the project is unlikely to come up

in the near future.

There are some proposals for setting up of  captive facilities

at few locations, such as the proposal of  Chennai

Petroleum Corporation Limited (CPCL) to set up a

permanent jetty facility at Nagapattinam for receiving

crude oil for its Cauvery basin refinery.

Minor Ports in Andhra Pradesh

The State of  Andhra Pradesh has a coastline of  nearly

1,000 kilometres, which has the major port of

Visakhapatnam besides two intermediate ports of

Kakinada and Machilipatam and 10 minor ports of

Bhavanapadu, Calingapatanam, Bheemunipatanam,

Vodarevu, Nizamapatanam, Krishnapatinam,

Gangavaram, Mutyalammapalem and Rewa (oil field). The

department of  ports, functioning under the Buildings,

Roads and Transport group of  the State Secretariat of

the Andhra Pradesh state government is responsible for

the development and conservancy of  the State ports. There

are around 12 minor ports in Andhra Pradesh, which

handled around 5.5 million tonnes in 2001-02, up from

1.1 million tonnes in 1990-91 representing an annualised

growth rate of  16 percent.

Bulk of  the traffic is handled in two ports � Kakinada and

Rawa. Kakinada includes the public owned and operated
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anchorage port, and a deep-water port operated by

International Seaports. The port handled nearly 3 million

tonnes of  cargo in 2001-02, which included edible oil,

iron ore as well as containers.

At Rewa (or Reeva), the Cairn Energy led consortium

produced around 2.7 million tonnes of  crude oil,

which were loaded in Panamax-sized tankers through

an SBM for coastal exports to HPCL refinery at

Visakhapatnam.

New Port Projects

Krishnapatnam in Nellore district is the first state port to

be awarded to a private party for which agreement was

executed in January 1997. The NATCO Pharma Limited

formed the Krishnapatnam Port Company Limited for

the development of  Krishnapatnam Port. Nellore is an

agriculturally rich and industrially developed district in

Andhra Pradesh. 

The government has awarded the concession for

developing the deep-water Gangavaram port on a 30-year

BOOST basis to a consortium led by DVS Raju with

participation of  Jurong Port, Singapore. The project is

expected to cost around Rs. 2,300 crores and can handle
large sized capsize and VLCC vessels because of  18-20

metres draft availability. The port once commissioned is

expected to pose serious competition to the major port

of  Visakhapatnam, situated only 15 kms away.

The Government has signed an MOU with Kakinada

Indian Oil LNG Consortium (KIOLC) for development

of  LNG terminal with integrated power plant at Kakinada.

The consortium has submitted the detailed project report

(DPR) and the investment planned (including power plant)

is about US$ 3,900 million.

The Government is also planning for the development

of  deepwater port at Machilipatnam. The project is partly

linked to the coal-fired power plant being planned at

Machilipatnam as well as the existing power plant at

Vijayawada. Other potential cargoes comprise mainly of

food grains, fertilizers, cement/clinker etc.

Vodarevu has been identified for development into a

specialized port for ship breaking. The state government

has awarded the concession agreement to Andhra Sea

Ports. An investment planned is about Rs 350 crore. Under

the agreement for Vodarevu Port, the consortium

consisting of  Indian Barytes & Chemicals Limited, Vam

Management Services Limited and Ship Steel India Limited

will develop the port for ship-breaking and lighterage

operations. The project is expected to speed up the

economic development of  Prakasam and adjacent districts

with potential for large-scale employment.

Minor Ports in Orissa

Orissa has a 480-kilometre coastline, which has the major

port of  Paradip and two minor ports of  Gopalpur and

Dhamra,  the latter under the state government

administration. The Orissa State Port Department,

functioning under the Department of  Buildings, Roads

and Transports, is responsible for the development and

conservancy of  the state ports.

Dhamra port was proposed to be developed as a deep

draft dry bulk port, with a approach channel of  16.5 metres

and was financially backed by ICICI with ISPL playing

the lead role in the consortium. The project was estimated

to cost Rs. 1,200 crore and was awarded on a 30-year BOT

basis. However, despite achieving financial closure, the

project could not take off  due to environmental objections

and withdrawal of  project sponsors.

Gopalpur port, the only other minor port, which handled

0.15 million tonnes of  cargo, mainly finished fertilisers in

2000-01, has lost its market share with traffic declining to

negligible levels in 2001-02.

Minor Ports in West Bengal

The State of  West Bengal has a coastline of  650 kilometres,

which has the Major port of  Kolkata, including the Haldia

Dock System (HDS) and the proposed minor port of

Kulpi, for which Kolkata Port Trust has signed a MoU

with the West Bengal Transport Department for

development of  the port. A tripartite agreement has also

been signed between the West Bengal Industrial

Development Corporation (WBIDC), the Mukund Group

and the State Industry Department.  The Kulpi port

project was the first project to be conceived in the post-

liberalisation era in West Bengal.

Kulpi is conceived as a medium-sized port with related

facilities like ship breaking / repairing - on river

Hooghly, 98 kms downstream of  Kolkata falling under

the district of  24 Paraganas - South. The initial planned

capacity at Kulpi is about 1 million tonnes per annum

(mtpa), comprising two berths - one for container and

one general, which would be expandable to 4.5 MTPA,

in due course of  time. The port facilities would be

spread over the area of  1,500 hectares and an additional

1,500-hectare of  additional land is earmarked for

expansion. The port is expected to have draft of  about

12 metres.

Ports in India
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6.3 Minor Port Profiles

Gujarat Adani Port Limited (GAPL) Mundra

GAPL, Mundra is an all-weather port, with a natural draft

of  18 metres, enabling larger vessels up to 1,30,000 dwt

to berth alongside, resulting in economies of  scale of

operations. The port is the nearest point of  contact in

the Indian sub-continent to reach Middle East and

through Suez Canal to Europe and USA.  Located in the

Northern Gulf  of  Kutch on the western coast of  India

in the state of  Gujarat, the port is at a distance of  58

kms from Kandla and 350 kms from Ahmedabad, the

capital of Gujarat.

Table  6.28

Overview of  GAPL

1 Location Northern Gulf  of

Kutch (Gujarat)

2 Type All weather

direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 3.48

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 66%

- CAGR 10 years �

5 Major commodity handled Agri products,

Edible oil, FRM,

Coal, Coke, Clinker

6 No. of  berths 4

Source:  GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

The Gujarat Adani Port Ltd. (GAPL), a joint venture of

the Government of  Gujarat and the Adani Group, which

has set up this new port, which is a fully commercial and

professionally managed multi-purpose port, among the

few ports, which offers all port services, including

stevedoring, storage and cargo transfer (mechanised cargo

handling), etc. under one umbrella. The port is among

one of  the most successful private sector port projects to

be developed in India.

Traffic Handled

Among the major commodities being presently handled

at the port include: coal, clinker, minerals, bauxite, fertilizer,

steel plates and crude palm oil. The total traffic handled

by the port in 2001-02 was 3.48 million tonnes of  which

import was 2.25 million tonnes and export was 1.22 million

tonnes.

Table  6.29

GAPL: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded

Coal & Coke � 0.43 0.91

Fertiliser 0.12 0.13 0.34

Edible Oil 0.37 0.11 0.33

Loaded

Food Grains � 0.08 0.46

Minerals � � 0.23

Bauxite 0.06 0.14 0.11

Total 1.22 2.25 3.48

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

Hinterland connectivity

Proximity to the land-locked northern hinterland and to

international navigational channels as well as highly

sophisticated cargo handling systems and ability to berth

next generation vessels are plus points in Mundra Port�s

favour. The port is well connected by both rail and road

networks offering a comprehensive transport facility. The

port is already connected to the National Highway

through two State Highways�S.H. 50 via Anjar and S.H.

6 via Gandhidham. National Highway Authority of  India

(NHAI) has already announced the connectivity of

National Highway 8 A, ie. the Delhi-Kandla link-up up

to Mandvi via Mundra.

The Ministry of  Railways have signed an agreement with

the Gujarat Adani Port Limited (GAPL) for operation

and revenue sharing for a 54 km long broad gauge rail

line between Adipur (near Gandhidham) to Mundra Port

(near Kutch) in Gujarat under the North-Western

Railway. This railways line has been constructed by

GAPL. The agreement signed covered two areas �

permission agreement to Build, Own and Maintain, the

Adipur-Mundra railway line and operation agreement of

this line.
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The newly constructed railways line will be owned and

maintained by the GAPL under a Build Own and Maintain

Agreement. Indian Railways will operate this line under

an operation agreement to ensure seamless operation. This

model is the first of  its kind in the creation of  railway

infrastructure and could promote more such joint ventures

in the future.

Future plans

The construction on the 1100-metre long Container

Terminal with a draft of  18.5 m is currently in progress.

The draft of  the container berth is capable of  handling

8,000 TEU vessels including even the �future generation

container ships� with a potential to emerge as a hub port.

The first phase of  the terminal covering a total length of

about 600-metre berth is likely to be operational by the

second quarter of  2003. Work on the 30-metre wide

container quay is under way.

The backup area consists of  108 acres of  container

yard with other ancillary facilities. Locations for

container freight stations (CFSs) have also been

identified and are in the final stages of  clearance.

Mechanised handling systems for a dedicated container

terminal, viz. rail mounted quay cranes (RMQCs), rail

mounted gantry cranes (RMGCs), rubber tyred gantrys

(RTGs), reach stackers, fork-lifts, tractor-trailers, etc.,

will result in quick turnaround for mother vessels

touching the coast of  Mundra Port. All productivity

and operational norms will be as per international

standards, as per GAPL.

A draft of  32 metres suitable for berthing of  very large

crude carriers (VLCC) is available in the port limits. A

Single Point Mooring (SPM) system, with sub-marine/

on-shore pipeline network is proposed to cater to the

existing and upcoming refineries. A total 4,000 metres of

berthing length is to be developed by 2025. Approximately,

5,000 acres of  land have been earmarked to develop

backup, storage and other infrastructure facilities in a

phased manner.

Navlakhi Port

The Lighterage port of  Navlakhi is situated in the Gulf

of  Kutch. The port is situated in the island of  Navlakhi

and is connected with the mainland by a causeway.

Navlakhi is well connected by broad gauge rail line to its

hinterland in Rajasthan and Punjab.

Table  6.30

Overview of  Navlakhi Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Kutch),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 1.74

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 6.96%

- CAGR 10 years 16.93%

5 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk:

Coal & salt

6 No. of  jetties 3

Source: GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Traffic and hinterland analysis

Most of  the traffic is non-captive.

� Around 1.6 million tonnes of  coal is imported every

year for power plants of  Gujarat Electricity Board,

North India, as well as various cement plants in Gujarat

and Rajasthan. The imports, being made in large size

Panamax vessels, and mostly handled by United

Shippers at their own jetty.

� Concessions have been given to to other traders �

Esteco V K Exports and Jaydeep Associates for

building their own jetties. However, construction is yet

to commence in these two jetties.

� Dharamshi Morarji Chemicals is developing a captive

liquid / LPG terminal in the port.

Table  6.31

Navlakhi : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coal 0.00 0.00 1.64

Others 0.34 0.18 0.04

Loaded      

Salt 0.08 0.13 0.05

Others 0.00 0.35 0.00

Total 0.42 0.65 1.74

Ports in India
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The port competes with both Mundra and Kandla for the dry

bulk commodity. Currently, a part of  the PSEB coal imports

are routed through Mundra and the remaining through

Navlakhi � the choice of ports being determined by MMTC.

Bedi Port

The lighterage port of  Bedi is situated close to city of Jamnagar

(Sikka). The port includes the single jetty at Rozi, which was

developed due to greater distance between anchorage point

and Bedi. Four of  the jetties are privatised to traders / shipping

agents. The entire cargo volume at Bedi port is handled at the

anchorage point, located around 11 Kms away from the port

with the help of  lighter vessels or barges

Traffic and Hinterland analysis

� Most of  the traffic is non-captive. With the

commissioning of  jetty at Rozi, traffic has shifted

significantly from the older facilities at Bedi.

� Imports chiefly constitute of  Fertilisers and Fertiliser

raw materials for nearby fertilizer plants of  GNFC and

GSFC.  Edible oil, especially palm oil, imports for local

distribution also constitutes a major import.

� The chief  exports are oil cakes and petroleum cakes.

Table  6.32

Overview of  Bedi Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Kutch),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage and

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 3.12

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �4.52%

- CAGR 10 years 3.12%

5 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk:

Coal, Food grains

& oil cakes

6 No. of  jetties 6

Source:  GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Future Plans

The Gujarat Government is currently examining the

feasibility of  importing thermal coal from Australia for

use by power plants of  Gujarat Electricity Board.

Table  6.33

Bedi : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coal 0.00 0.00 0.19

Edible oils 0.01 0.01 0.18

Others 0.49 0.36 0.18

Loaded      

Food Grains 0.00 0.56 0.27

Oil Cakes 2.01 1.87 0.57

Others 0.10 0.04 1.72

Total 2.61 2.85 3.12

Sikka Port

Sikka / Jamnagar is located at the northern side of

Saurashtra Peninsula in Gujarat. Having handled 48 million
tonnes of  cargo in 2001-02, the port has become the

largest port in India in terms of  traffic.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

� Traffic has grown from 0.61 million tonnes in 1992-93

to 48 million tonnes in 2001-02. The hinterland is based

on a few coast based industries adjacent to the port.

Table  6.34

Overview of  Sikka Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Kutch),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage and

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 47.92

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 17.6%

- CAGR 10 years 57.85%

5 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk:POL

6 No. of  jetties 6 + 2 SBMs

Source: GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02
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� Reliance Industries� 27 mtpa refinery at Jamnagar,

imports around 29 million tonnes of  crude and exports

13 million tonnes of  products through its two SBMs.

The SBMs are capable of  handling VLCC vessels. The

refinery which was commissioned in 1999, is planning

to augment its capacity by 10 million tonnes. This is

expected to lead to traffic growth by 12-15 million

tonnes.

� Gujarat State Fertiliser Corporation imports 0.6 million

tonnes of ammonia, phosphoric acid and LPG for its

fertiliser plant close by. Digvijay Cement imports coal

and clinker for their cement plant through Lighterage

operations. The company also loads cement for coastal

exports. Both Digvijay Cement and GSFC have their

own captive jetties.

Table  6.35

Sikka : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

POL- crude 0.00 0.00 29.42

POL- products 0.00 0.00 0.91

Others 0.47 0.81 1.45

Loaded      

POL- products 0.00 0.00 12.94

Others 0.14 0.28 3.20

Total 0.61 1.08 47.92

Okha Port

Okha, situated on the north west coast of  Saurashtra

peninsula, operates through both direct berthing and

Lighterage operations.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

� The port imports thermal coal for the nearby power

plant of Gujarat Electricity Board.

� Indian Oil Corporation has storage tanks for furnace

oil in Okha. The port used to import significant

volumes of  furnace oil in the past, however these

volumes have decreased in last two years.

Table  6.36

Overview of  Okha Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Kutch),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage and

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 1.25

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �9.81%

- CAGR 10 years 15.20%

5 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk: Coal &

Bauxite

6 No. of  jetties 7 wharfs

Source: GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Table  6.37

Okha : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coal 0.00 0.00 0.52

Others 0.38 1.18 0.04

Loaded      

Bauxite 0.04 0.17 0.62

Others 0.13 0.54 0.06

Total 0.55 1.88 1.25

   Source: GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

Future plans

Petroelum Infrastructure Limited, a joint venture of  BPCL

and Gujarat Gas plan to import petroleum products

through the port for local distribution.

Porbandar Port

Porbandar is a direct berthing port situated on the West

coast of  Saurashtra facing the Arabian Sea. Port�s current

capacity is 1.3 million tonnes.

Ports in India
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Hinterland and Traffic Analysis

� The port traffic has grown with a CAGR of  6.13 percent

over last 10 years to 1.048 million tonnes in 2001-02.

� The companies dealing through this port are Saurashtra

Cement & Chemicals and HMP Cements through their

captive jetties.

� It is connected to rest of  India through broad gauge

railway and to Rajkot through road and National Highway.

Table  6.38

Overview of  Porbandar Port

1 Location West coast of

Saurashtra (Gujarat)

2 Type All weather

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (million tonnes)* 1.048

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 78.84%

- CAGR 10 years 6.13%

5 Major commodity handled Coal, Clinker

6 No. of  Wharfs 7

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Future Plans

Planning is being made for:

� Making Eastern breakwater facilities.

� Extending the existing berth and also the finger jetty.

Table  6.39

Porbandar: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coal & coke 0.05 0.38 0.49

Others 0.10 0.01 0.42

Loaded      

Cement/clinker 0.20 0.20 0.28

Others 0.47 0.42 0.23

Total 0.83 1.01 1.42

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

Veraval Port

This lighterage port is situated in the Southwest coast of

Saurashtra. Anchorage point is about 1.5 Kms offshore

with draft availability of  3 meters.

Table  6.40

Overview of  Veraval Port

1 Location Southwest coast of

Saurashtra (Gujarat)

2 Type Fair weather

lighterage port

3 Total Cargo (million tonnes)* 0.04

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �22.64%

- CAGR 10 years �13.7%

5 Major commodity handled Cement, Limestone.

6 No. of  jetties 8

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Hinterland and Traffic Analysis

� The traffic here has gone down from 0.18 million

tonnes in 1991-92 to 0.04 million tonnes in 2001-02.

The decline in traffic can be attributed to the lesser

draft availability and also to the navigational problem

occurring during handling of  traffic because of

frequent fishing activities at the port.

� Gujarat Siddhi Cement exports cement & limestone

through this port.

� This is directly connected to coastal highway and

narrow gauge rail.

� The region near Veraval is under consideration to cater

to the industrialization taking place on the Jafrabad-

Veraval coastal belt.

Future Plans

Planning is been made for development for port at

Simar, which is situated 90 km East of  Veraval. It has

been identified as deep-draft port where the draft

availability is 20 meters within 2 km distance from

shore.
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Table  6.41

Veraval: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded

Fertilizers 0.05 0.06 0.00

Others 0.20 0.00 0.00

Loaded  

Cement 0.05 0.05 0.02

Others 0.05 0.13 0.02

Total 0.35 0.24 0.04

Jafrabad Port

Jafrabad is a direct berthing port for small ocean-going

vessels. It is situated in the Gulf  of  Cambay on the

Southwest coast of  Saurashtra, inside the Jafrabad creek

on the West coast of  India.

Table  6.42

Overview of  Jafrabad Port

1 Location SW coast of

Saurashtra (Gujarat)

2 Type All weather

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 4.036

4 Growth of  traffic  

- Growth in 2001-02 2.64%

- CAGR 10 years 17.61%

5 Major commodity handled Coal, Coke,

Clinker, Salt

6 No. of  jetties 2

Source:   GMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Hinterland and traffic analysis

The traffic at this port has grown to 4 million tonnes in 2001-

02 with a CAGR of  17.6 percent over traffic in 1991-92.

The port handles clinker (export) and coal & coke (import)

on account of  Narmada Cement, Jafrabad through its

captive jetty.

Future Plans

The Port authority is planning to have a RoRo vessel and

also to expand the current pier.

Table  6.43

Jafrabad: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coal & coke 0.00 0.28 0.21

Others 0.00 0.00 0.00

Loaded      

Clinker 0.71 0.99 3.82

Others 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0.71 1.27 4.04

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited (GPPL)

The Port of  Pipavav is one of  the first Greenfield port

projects to be developed under the private sector initiative.

The port is protected by islands Shial Bet and Savai Bet,

which act as a natural breakwater making the port safe in

all weather conditions. The presence of  these islands also

leads to the tranquility in the harbour as well as ensures

the wave height is less than 0.5 m most of  the time. The

port has a natural draft of  10.5 metres that it proposes to

increase in the near future.

Table  6.44

Overview of  GPPL, Pipavav

1 Location Northern Gulf  of

Kutch (Gujarat)

2 Type All weather direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 1.54

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �18%

- CAGR 10 years �

5 Major commodity handled Coal, Iron ore,

Steel Coils

6 No. of  berths �

Source: EXIM Yearbook 2002
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Hinterland Connectivity

The port is presently connected by meter gauge, the nearest

railheads being Rajula City 17 Kms away from the port and

Dungar, which is 22 Kms from the port. Pipavav Railway

Corporation Limited (PRCL) has been set up as a Special

Purpose Vehicle (SPV) between Ministry of  Railways and

GPPL to execute the most important linkage to the port

which will connect Pipavav broad gauge rail network of  the

Indian Railways, of the total stretch of  268 kms project length

between Surendranagar and Pipavav, which includes gauge

conversion from Surendranagar to Rajula (250kms) and a

new line from Rajula to Pipavav (18 kms), the entire Meter

Gauge line of  250 kms has already been dismantled and 175

kms of  length has already been track linked with Broad Gauge

line on the Project route. Surendranagar � Pipavav Broad

Gauge Rail Project of  Pipavav Railway Corporation Limited

has achieved a great milestone with the running of  the BG

diesel engine on the Surendranagar and Botad block section

(measuring 77 km) out of  the above 175 kms of  linked track.

The engine test-run was successfully completed within 3 hours

by the Western Railway authorities on 21st January 2003. The

track linking of  the entire length of  the Project Railway is

scheduled to be completed by 2003.

Traffic Performance

The principal commodities handled through the Pipavav

port currently include coal, cement and steel, besides many

other commodities, including small quantities of  LPG. The

total traffic handled through this port stands at about 1.5

million tonnes as on March 2002.

Table  6.45

GPPL: Cargo Traffic Handled

(million tonnes)

  1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded

Coal & Coke 0.452 0.836 0.516

Iron ore 0.003 0.071 0.216

Steel coils 0.001 0.266 0.115

Loaded

Cement 0.123 0.335 0.205

Iron ore fines 0 0 0.144

Steel coils 0.001 0.264 0.115

Total 0.670 1.877 1.536

Source: GMB

The Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited (GPPL), which had

plans for setting up jetties for crude oil, has since dropped

the plans and instead has decided to focus on containers

and other cargo. It had earlier floated the tenders for the

construction of  two jetties and had planned to complete

the construction in 18 months.

Future Plans

� The draft in the channel and alongside the berth will

be increased to handle the new generation of  super

post-Panamax container vessels.

� The container terminal to be further developed to

incorporate the current dry cargo berths, through

upgradation by increasing the overall length and width

of  the existing dry cargo berths. 440 metres of

container quay length would be however, developed

to handle containers in Phase 1.

� Four super post Panamax Quay Cranes to be deployed

at the berths supported by ten rubber tyred gantry

cranes (RTG�s) at the container yards in phase 1. It is

envisaged that the operations at the rail yard would be

handled by reach stackers in phase 1 and by rail

mounted gantry cranes in subsequent phases of

development.

� A Container Freight Station (CFS) to be developed on

a 18 hectares of  land which will have four large

warehouses to store the cargo, a smaller warehouse

for hazardous goods and an open paved area equipped

with reach stackers.

Alang Port

This ship-recycling yard one of  the largest in the world is

situated on the Western coast of  Gulf  of  Cambay near

Alang at a distance of  about 50 kms. from Bhavnagar.

This is directly connected to the Bhavnagar-Veraval

highway.

Hinterland and Traffic Analysis

Alang has almost 30 per cent of the share in the total

world ship-breaking business.

IMO�s recent regulation (13G of  Marpol) calling for

accelerated scrapping of  single hull tanker would mean

further increase in business opportunities for this ship

breaking yard in next few years.
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Table  6.46

Overview of  Alang Port

1 Location Western coast of

Gulf  of  Cambay (Gujarat)

2 Type Ship breaking yard

3 LDT broken 24.68 million tonnes

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 40.93%

- CAGR 10 years 17.07%

5 Total ship breached 3377 (till March 2002)

6 No. of  plots 175 having area of  plots

1350-3600 sq.m. and 10 plots

 specially for VLCC

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Dahej Port

Dahej is situated on the east coast of  Gulf  of  Cambay,

Gujarat and has direct berthing facilities as well as

lighterage operations. The port handled around 26,000

tonnes of  cargo up-to 1996-97. The main spurt in traffic

started only after that.

Table  6.47

Overview of  Dahej Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Cambay),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 3.18

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 77.57%

5 Major commodity handled Liquid Bulk: POL;

 Dry Bulk: Coal

6 No. of  jetties                                                   3

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Traffic and Hinterland Connectivity

The hinterland of  Dahej chiefly consists of  numerous

chemicals and fertilizer industries based in Dahej and

Bharuch. Also served is the petrochemical plant of  IPCL

at Vadodara.

� The IPCL Petrochemical plant at Vadodara imports

naphtha, ethylene and propylene at its jetty at Dahej.

The plant is connected to the jetty by a 180-km pipeline.

� Indo Gulf  Fertilisers import copper at their captive

jetty for their copper smelter plant at Dahej.

� Gujarat Chemical Port Terminal Company, a JV

between IPCL, GMB and various other chemicals and

fertilizers companies with their plants in Gujarat, is

investing Rs. 850 crores to set up a modern chemical

handling facility at Dahej. The port currently has

commissioned a single jetty that handled around 1

million tonnes of  petroleum product imports, along

with large storage facilities. The jetty can berth vessels

up to 60,000 DWT and store over three lakh cu. m. of

products

Table  6.48

Dahej : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded    

Coal 0.47 1.22

POL- product 0.61 0.77

Others 0.85 1.16

Loaded    

Others 0.01 0.03

Total 1.94 3.18

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

Future Plans

� Petronet LNG, a JV between various public sector oil

and gas companies, and various financial institutions is

implementing a 5.0 mtpa LNG terminal facility at Dahej.

Petronet has recently signed an agreement with the Adani

Group, developers of  Gujarat Adani Port in Mundra

for development and operation of  a multipurpose berth

in Dahej adjacent to the LNG terminal.

GCPTCL, Dahej

The GCPTCL�s chemical terminal at Dahej, the largest of

liquid chemicals port in Asia is located in what is termed

the �Golden Corridor� of  the Indian chemical industry.

The industrial development of  the area had received a

Ports in India
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major boost when sizeable reserves of  gas and oil were

found in the area, culminating in the setting up of  IPCL�s

Gas Cracker complex at Gandhar / Dahej.

Table  6.49

Overview of  GCPTCL

1 Location Northern Gulf  of

Khambhat (Gujarat)

2 Type All weather berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 0.37

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 23%

- CAGR 10 years �

5 Major commodity handled Chemicals,

Petrochemicals,

Vegetable oil

6 No. of  berths 1

7 Draft 16 metres

Source: GCPTCL

The development of  cluster of  chemical manufacturing

industries near Dahej region provided the impetus for the

formation of  Gujarat Chemical Port Terminal Company

Limited (GCPTCL). The project for setting up of  the

chemical terminal was jointly promoted by Indian

Petrochemical Company Limited (IPCL), Gujarat Narmada

Fertilizer Corporation (GNFC) and Gujarat State Fertilizer

Corporation (GSFC) and other major users in the region

like Reliance Industries Ltd., BASF (Styrenics) Ltd. Godrej

Industries Ltd. Arvind Mills Ltd. Bayer ABS Ltd. Apar

Industries Limited and Birla International Marketing

Corporation. The terminal was developed on the basis of

Build Own Operate Transfer (BOOT) concession

agreement with the Gujarat Maritime Board (GMB). The

total investment in the project was about Rs.940 crore and

ICICI Bank Ltd. was among the major funding agency.

The chemical cargo facilities at GCPTCL include seven

loading-unloading arms on the jetty, which are assigned

to different chemicals. These unloading�loading arms have

their dedicated pipelines for carrying cargo. This enables

simultaneous handling of  more than one type of  cargo

from a ship, thereby speeding up the processes of

unloading-loading of  liquid gaseous cargo substantially.

The present GCPTCL jetty has a provision for erecting a

finger jetty, capable of  handling larger vessels, which could

be set up at a lesser cost and time as and when required.

Traffic handled

Commodities handled through the jetty include: naphtha,

SKO, LDO, cryogenic gaseous cargoes like propane and

other hazardous chemicals like benzene, methanol, styrene

(CPS) fatty acids and alcohol. The total cargo handled

through the jetty was about 1.25 metric tonnes till August

2002. The terminal is aiming at reaching an annual traffic

target of  3 million tonnes. Besides the traffic handled by

GCPTCL, the jetty of  Dahej Harbour Infrastructure

Limited (promoted by Birla Copper) handles solid cargo

such as copper concentrate, coal, copper ore, phosphate

and other commercial solid cargo. The IPCL also has a

jetty that is mainly used for handling small parcels of

chemicals, like ethylene, naphtha, caustic and MEG. Dahej

is also witnessing setting up of  a dedicated LNG terminal

by Petronet LNG, alongside a multi-purpose cargo berth

for handling of  various dry bulk commodities.

Hinterland Connectivity

The chemical terminal is 55 kms away from National

Highway No 8, which passes through Bharuch city. The

port also has the benefit of  connectivity through the

proposed Expressway between Mumbai and Ahmedabad,

through Bharuch, which will further add to the logistics

advantage of  the port. Some of  the salient advantages of

the location of  the terminal include:

� Chemical terminal was conceived to ease congestion

at Mumbai, Kandla and other ports.

� GCPTCL terminal is convenient for handling of

hazardous chemicals by road from Mumbai, Kandla

and minimize wastage and leakages.

� The chemical terminal has been acting as a catalyst

helping further promotion of  chemical industries near

Dahej and in the vast hinterland.

� Tap abundant feedstock from neighbouring countries,

being strategically located in the �Golden Corridor of

Indian Chemical Industry�

� Proximity to Gulf  Countries - a Reservoir of  Oil, Gas

& Petrochemicals and major shipping routes.

� Deep draught & direct berthing facility, dedicated to

handle liquid hazardous chemicals, under �A�, �B� &

�General� class categories including petroleum products.

Future Plans

At present, GCPTCL has no plans for further taking

up fresh investments in the terminal development.
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However, as the cargo traffic volumes goes up,

GCPTCL plans to take up construction of  second jetty,

capable of  handling larger ships & various other

products. Provision of  pipe trestle for the future jetty

is already made in the present facility. However, GCPCL

is committed to expansion of  storage facility to cater

to additional products is likely to be taken up based on

demand growth. Expansion of  the existing terminal

facilities could also take shape by utilizing the available

spare land of  about 40 hectares by interested parties

from outside on sub-concessional basis for storage of

their import-export consignments.

Magdalla Port

The Lighterage port of  Magdalla is situated about 23

kilometres inside the river Tapi in South Gujarat. The port

also includes the captive jetties at Hazira located around

50 kilometres from Magdalla. After Sikka, Magdalla is the

second largest minor port of  India. The port is operational

only 8 months a year.

Table  6.50

Overview of  Magdalla Port

1 Location Gujarat (Southern),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage and

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 8.91

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �9.93%

- CAGR 10 years 13.34%

5 Major commodity handled POL, Iron ore

& cement

6 No. of  jetties 5

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Hinterland and traffic analysis

The port mostly serves the coast based industries located

nearby.

� Essar Steel import their raw material i.e., iron ore,

sponge iron, scrap, pig iron, lime stone, etc. and export

of  iron and steel products from their captive jetty at

Hazira.

� Reliance Industries have their   petrochemicals plant

at Hazira. The company imports various chemicals and

gases like butane and propylene, and export ethylene

and benzene from their 4 captive jetties at Hazira. They

also have a SPM for import of  naphtha. Indian Oil

Corporation Ltd. also uses the SPM for import of

petroleum products. The SPM has two dedicated

pipelines, one for gas and one for chemicals and allows

vessels upto 50,000 dwt.

� Cement manufacturers, GACL and Narmada having

their plants in Hazira and Magdalla respectively. GACL

imports bulk cement through their captive jetty at

Hazira. Narmada uses GMB jetty at Magdalla for

import of  cement and clinker.

� Fertiliser manufacturers like GSFC and GNFC import

FRM (rock phosphate) at the other GMB jetty at Magdalla.

The jetty is also used for import of  thermal coal for

distribution of  cement plants in Gujarat by private traders

� L&T exports machinery products and ODC cargo

from their captive jetty in Hazira.

Table  6.51

Magdalla : Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

POL- products 0.00 0.00 2.37

Iron ore 1.61 1.67 2.42

Cement 0.41 0.66 0.56

Others 0.40 1.31 2.21

Loaded      

POL- products 0.00 0.00 0.38

Iron & Steel 0.16 0.09 0.02

Others 0.21 0.78 0.95

Total 2.80 4.51 8.91

Source: GMB; ET-Ports of  India

Future Plans

Shell is planning to implement a 2.5 million tonnes capacity

LNG terminal at Hazira for distribution of  natural gas to

nearby industrial units, including Essar Power and Essar

Steel plants.

Ports in India
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Dharamtar Port

The lighterage port of  Dharamtar is located around 125

kilometres from Bombay, Maharashtra.

Table  6.52

Overview of  Dharamtar Port

1 Location Maharashtra, West Coast

2 Type Lighterage berthing

3 Draft (m) 2

4 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 2.46

5 Growth in traffic (2001-02) �9.54%

6 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk: Iron ore,

coke & clinkers

7 No. of  jetties 2

Source: MMB ; ET-Ports of  India

* All the data is for 2001-02

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

� Ispat Industries having its steel plant at Dolvi imports

around 1.3 million tonnes of  iron ore at its captive

jetty at Dharamtar moved from Visakhapatnam. A

conveyor system transports the ore from the jetty to

the steel plant nearby. The company also exports iron

ore fines through its jetty.

� Tata Power, with its coal-fired power plant at Trombay,

imports around 150,000 tonnes of  thermal coal

through the other jetty of  Dharamatar. Coal is initially

moved by road to Nagothane, from where it is moved

by rail to the power plant.

� Associated Cement Companies, with its clinker plant

at Khapoli, imports around 0.25 million tonnes of

clinker at Dharamtar, from where it is moved by

road.

Future Plans

Tata Power has signed a concession with Mumbai Port

for building a captive jetty at Pir Pau for handling imports

of  coal. This could have led to shift in coal traffic from

Dharamtar. However, the project has run into rough

weathers.

Table  6.53

Dharamtar:  Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

2000-01 2001-02

Unloaded    

Iron ore 2.08 1.23

Coal 0.19 0.31

Cement (Clinker) 0.20 0.26

Others 0.09 0.43

Loaded    

Iron ore 0.13 0.13

Bauxite 0.00 0.07

Others 0.02 0.02

Total 2.71 2.46

Source: MMB ; ET-Ports of  India

Kakinada Port

The port of  Kakinada, in Andhra Pradesh, consists of

two ports, the older anchorage port operated by the

Government, and the newer deep-water port operated by

Kakinada Seaports Limited (KSL, also called Cocanada

Port), a subsidiary of  International Seaports (ISPL)

The deep-water port consists of  3 berths developed at a

cost of  Rs. 300 crores by the AP Government with lending

from Asian Development Bank. The port was

concessioned to ISPL in April 1999.

Traffic and Hinterland Analysis

� The port handles around 1.0 million tonnes of  edible

oil, making it one the largest edible oil importing ports

in India.

� The deep water port is also making a foray into crude

oil transshipment. Crude is trans-shipped from VLCCs

to smaller vessels for coastal movement to Chennai

and Haldia on behalf  of  Indian Oil Corporation.

Future Plans

� Kakinada Seaports plans to build a fourth jetty and

deepen the channel depth from current 12 metres to

14.5 metres.
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� Indian Railways and KSL are jointly developing a

railway line at a cost of  Rs. 15 crores connecting the

existing port station to the deep-water port. The

restoration of  defunct Kakinada Kottipali line currently

being implemented at a cost of  around Rs. 65 crores,

is expected to improve the port�s connectivity to its

hinterland. Further, Indian Railways is looking into the

proposal for development of  Kakinada Pathapuram

rail line which will connect the port to the main

Southern Railways.

� There are plans to establish a 2.5 mtpa LNG terminal

by a JV between public sector Indian Oil Corporation,

and Petronas, Malaysia. The project is largely linked to

the 1,000 MW LNG-powered power plant being

planned in Kakinada.

Table  6.55

Kakinada: Cargo Traffic handled

(million tonnes)

1992-93 1995-96 2001-02

Unloaded      

Coke 0.00 0.00 0.5

Others 0.38 1.18 0.04

Loaded      

Bauxite 0.04 0.17 0.62

Others 0.13 0.54 0.06

Total 0.55 1.88 1.25

Table  6.54

Overview of  Kakinada Port

1 Location Gujarat (Gulf  of  Kutch),

Western India

2 Type Lighterage and

Direct berthing

3 Total Cargo (mn tonnes)* 1.25

4 Growth of  traffic

- Growth in 2001-02 �9.81%

- CAGR 10 years 9.55%

5 Major commodity handled Dry Bulk: Coke &

Bauxite

6 No. of  jetties 7 wharfs

Source: Kakinada Seaport Ltd.
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Average Output per berthday                                 (�000 tonnes)

POL Iron ore                       Fertiliser                      Coal Other Dry Other Liquid General Containers Total

Finished FRM Thermal Coking Bulk Bulk Cargo

Kolkata 8.01 - - - - - - 2.13 0.56 2.26 2.22

Haldia 19.66 12.27 1.33 1.63 12.47 5.61 2.37 4.94 0.94 2.38 6.21

Paradip 8.36 15.18 - 16.25 9.69 8.30 3.25 7.63 0.90 0.55 8.83

Vizag 23.54 39.81 4.15 3.93 9.55 10.38 6.37 4.62 1.59 2.15 10.77

Chennai 19.01 28.06 1.95 2.27 8.79 - 2.42 3.89 1.17 6.21 7.03

Tuticorin 6.19 - 2.88 2.82 10.48 8.80 3.17 3.84 1.21 9.35 3.90

Cochin 16.18 - 1.87 2.93 2.56 - 1.27 3.80 1.07 3.24 5.98

New Mangalore 19.23 40.10 1.78 1.97 - 4.10 4.22 6.43 1.42 1.37 12.53

Mormugao 7.29 23.03 3.13 7.27 8.71 3.58 7.03 2.01 1.69 13.58

Mumbai 23.08 - 1.28 1.42 - - 1.03 2.73 1.06 3.29 3.99

J.N.P.T - - - - - - 3.29 5.73 1.47 10.51 8.31

Kandla 60.54 - 4.27 5.76 - - - 7.41 2.63 5.30 9.21

Average Parcel size ('000 tonnes)

POL Iron ore                       Fertiliser                      Coal Other Dry Other Liquid General Containers Total

Finished FRM Thermal Coking Bulk Bulk Cargo

Kolkata 19.28 - - - - - - 3.74 2.86 5.82 6.86

Haldia 21.49 30.16 13.70 13.59 29.32 28.31 19.07 6.33 5.74 4.32 16.17

Paradip 10.23 39.49 41.61 29.89 27.04 14.03 11.95 1.60 0.60 23.62

Vizag 37.17 89.21 21.85 18.50 35.85 32.62 27.02 6.21 5.02 2.70 28.14

Chennai 30.80 75.06 25.72 11.62 34.98 - 19.59 5.98 3.90 20.27 22.33

Tuticorin 12.37 - 23.95 18.34 37.64 35.70 13.75 5.17 4.05 4.51 9.20

Cochin 29.44 - 14.36 12.80 31.23 - 6.14 4.40 2.72 4.38 12.31

New Mangalore 27.81 50.91 13.93 4.79 - 25.86 13.30 4.51 5.09 0.59 22.99

Mormugao 8.22 80.11 14.41 45.59 43.68 16.43 8.45 8.01 1.08 38.27

Mumbai 35.15 - 16.89 10.70 - - 17.65 4.14 6.92 8.04 15.13

J.N.P.T - - - - - - 16.83 10.59 0.55 10.96 10.61

Kandla 71.20 - 27.66 16.55 - - 17.99 9.07 9.72 6.66 21.64

Source : Major Ports of  India (IPA)

Annexure   6.1

Port Performance Indicators (Major Ports, 2001-02)
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Calcutta ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  1035 1062 1748 1623 2040 2524 2488 3765 5252 5622 3666 2688

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 299 335 198 156 98 119 42 45 1 14 0 0

Raw 0 0 142 76 45 88 50 65 46 61 0 0

Coal Thermal 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Container Tonnage 664 804 1009 1399 1761 1814 1951 2122 1971 2117 2011 1419

TEUs 49 58 74 96 112 121 133 141 132 147 138 98

Others  2113 1956 2060 1915 1860 1579 1492 1955 1893 2499 1481 1276

Break Bulk 1262 1643 1385 1927 1036 827

Total  4126 4157 5157 5169 5804 6124 6023 7952 9163 10313 7158 5374

Growth percentage 0.75% 24.06% 0.23% 12.28% 5.51% -1.65% 32.03% 15.23% 12.55% -30.59% -24.92%

Haldia ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  6222 6628 7192 7073 7691 8218 8493 10572 10496 10851 10571 11257

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 374 1780

Fertilizer Finished 286 247 115 68 52 43 31 21 118 122 202 264

Raw 0 0 205 141 179 276 240 281 295 351 457 390

Coal Thermal 4119 4597 2965 3427 3556 3117 3628 4136 4020 3224 3674 2927

Coking 0 0 2089 2001 2285 2626 3188 2980 3051 3264 3982 3977

Container Tonnage 316 116 95 87 83 51 118 383 427 434 806 1522

TEUs 22 9 7 6 6 4 9 28 28 51 93

Others  171 255 519 530 514 530 1403 1832 1817 2447 2776 2899

Break Bulk 266 451 616 932 658 675

Total  11114 11843 13180 13327 14731 15391 17101 20205 20224 20713 22842 25016

Growth percentage 6.56% 11.29% 1.12% 10.54% 4.48% 11.11% 18.15% 0.09% 2.42% 10.28% 9.52%

Annexure  6.2

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
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Paradip ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  0 24 195 345 380 1066 1693 1738 2007 2219 2199 1993

Iron* ORE   1748 1524 1346 1518 1881 1691 1382 1435 797 1025 2992 3546

Fertilizer Finished 100 87 142 256 125 163 128 116 0 0 0 0

Raw 195 75 152 - 343 335 147 1132 421 643 2651 2848

Coal Thermal 3614 3954 3325 3594 4118 4232 5006 6081 6370 5953 8207 8944

Coking 0 0 1218 1252 1517 1833 1507 1508 1390 1498 1691 1424

Container Tonnage 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 3

TEUs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Others  1227 1630 1229 1362 1757 1939 1717 1292 2122 2298 2153 2373

Break Bulk 64 1 14 132 58 34

Total  6884 7297 7607 8327 10121 11259 11580 13302 13108 13636 19901 21131

Growth percentage 6.00% 4.25% 9.46% 21.54% 11.24% 2.85% 14.87% -1.46% 4.03% 45.94% 6.18%

Visakhapatnam ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  5597 6384 7593 8905 11237 12535 13378 12116 12843 15288 18336 18582

Iron* ORE   5496 6161 4960 5231 5550 5710 5741 5668 7009 7520 9270 9199

Fertilizer Finished 459 504 484 683 791 1132 490 1038 1635 2172 828 987

Raw 1043 948 946 835 906 846 789 889 884 805 696 666

Coal Thermal 4889 5648 2501 2551 2851 3055 3709 3978 3833 4011 5398 3924

Coking 0 0 3447 4029 4873 5099 5196 5429 4249 4104 4730 5692

Container Tonnage 82 79 85 81 126 94 166 146 172 262 278 32

TEUs 8 8 9 9 11 8 13 13 14 20 20 22

Others  1855 1798 2750 3280 3695 4356 5029 6750 5028 5348 5150 4974

Break Bulk 2267 1858 2069 1370 1351 1092 1063

Total  19421 21522 22766 25595 30029 32817 34498 36014 35653 39510 44685 44344

Growth percentage 10.82% 5.78% 12.43% 17.32% 9.28% 5.12% 4.39% -1.00% 10.82% 13.10% -0.76%

Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
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Ennore ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Raw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3401

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Container Tonnage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TEUs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Others  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Break Bulk - - -

Total  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3401

Chennai ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  9826 10081 9734 10944 11966 11568 12448 11586 10784 10054 8895 8509

Iron* ORE   5549 5406 4838 4536 5094 4905 4656 6232 5475 6188 7049 7442

Fertilizer Finished 501 544 584 856 893 954 542 946 679 686 460 489

Raw 351 298 271 288 406 387 353 429 446 472 466 325

Coal Thermal 4493 5052 5503 5791 5920 5122 6588 8615 9558 9231 11859 7193

Coking 0 0 5 83 339 475 334 370 353 415 631 623

Container Tonnage 1132 1003 1253 1606 2019 2308 2564 3002 2942 3977 5769 5857

TEUs 109 106 127 162 200 227 256 293 284 322 352 344

Others  2666 2662 3142 2438 2826 5001 4363 4351 4964 6420 6091 5777

Break Bulk 1833 1304 4024 1230 1299 1444

Total  24518 25046 25330 26542 29463 30720 31848 35531 35201 37443 41220 36115

Growth percentage 2.15% 1.13% 4.78% 11.01% 4.27% 3.67% 11.56% -0.93% 6.37% 10.09% -12.38%

Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
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Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
Tuticorin ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  472 496 510 463 418 441 433 416 388 461 461 430

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 7 0 1

Fertilizer Finished 288 302 378 205 221 412 259 512 413 423 332 284

Raw 226 304 283 138 335 241 255 221 334 446 417 495

Coal Thermal 2371 3116 2948 3812 4386 5465 5351 5578 4487 3580 5594 5190

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0

Container Tonnage 119 202 277 405 653 758 901 1115 1213 1633 1570 2199

TEUs 20 28 35 48 57 69 89 102 100 137 157 214

Others  1599 1448 1819 1677 2027 1952 1975 2132 3298 3443 3910 4418

Break Bulk 1076 1164 1292 1665 1894 2099

Total  5075 5868 6215 6700 8040 9286 9174 9974 10150 9993 12284 13017

Growth percentage 15.63% 5.91% 7.80% 20.00% 15.50% -1.21% 8.72% 1.76% -1.55% 22.93% 5.97%

Cochin ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  5804 5881 6222 6047 6599 9356 9233 9767 9860 9947 9668 8587

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 181 148 136 53 95 225 194 160 77 52 28 107

Raw 434 464 415 385 409 338 344 301 388 359 457 420

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 107 177 62

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 137 145 49 0 0

Container Tonnage 275 295 315 426 700 796 967 876 977 1247 1790 1899

TEUs 49 52 56 71 86 96 112 122 129 130 143 152

Others  581 693 890 708 828 767 885 931 1218 1036 997 982

Break Bulk 278 257 455 588 628 314

Total  7275 7481 7978 7619 8631 11503 11742 12172 12665 12797 13117 12057

Growth percentage 2.83% 6.64% -4.50% 13.28% 33.28% 2.08% 3.66% 4.05% 1.04% 2.50% -8.08%
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New Mangalore ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  612 622 630 646 742 956 4915 6514 6454 8318 10918 9897

Iron* ORE   6125 6492 5082 7061 6052 6639 5945 6535 5335 6387 5112 5783

Fertilizer Finished 83 141 241 106 87 205 222 242 175 172 198 248

Raw 0 0 0 55 42 16 29 37 11 18 8 14

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 99 61 117 220 233

Container Tonnage 10 16 16 15 8 0 0 0 0 0 20 37

TEUs 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 4

Others  1203 1003 1119 748 1074 1068 1323 1855 2170 2589 1415 1289

Break Bulk 574 659 560 605 554 500

Total  8033 8274 7088 8631 8005 8884 12453 15282 14206 17601 17891 17501

Growth percentage 3.00% -14.33% 21.77% -7.25% 10.98% 40.17% 22.72% -7.04% 23.90% 1.65% -2.18%

Mormugao

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  1369 1864 1784 2099 1938 1911 1226 1134 1047 1143 1089 1153

Iron* ORE   12986 12517 13602 15748 15693 14923 14635 18700 15101 14831 15663 17966

Fertilizer Finished 166 127 244 141 70 56 38 43 86 112 124 159

Raw 148 251 0 0 0 0 0 225 0 0 0 0

Coal Thermal 34 31 0 0 412 268 28 139 155 474 420 0

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 153 209 892 2018

Container Tonnage 0 0 5 10 13 19 34 30 37 50 44 58

TEUs 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

Others  208 309 679 719 755 918 1235 911 1441 1407 1396 1574

Break Bulk 90 123 488 373 170 89

Total  14911 15099 16314 18717 18881 18095 17312 21182 18020 18226 19628 22928

Growth percentage 1.26% 8.05% 14.73% 0.88% -4.16% -4.33% 22.35% -14.93% 1.14% 7.69% 16.81%

Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
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Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
Mumbai ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  19670 19758 20051 20621 20093 20151 18712 16732 16671 16785 15641 15710

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 46 37 39 52 64 78 50 60 96 140 139 108

Raw 621 457 928 876 865 730 673 818 806 749 561 552

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Container Tonnage 4285 3462 3884 5413 6268 6748 7632 8097 7098 6157 4363 3684

TEUs 324 280 315 428 487 518 583 601 509 429 321 254

Others  4955 3477 4122 3783 4757 6341 6658 6390 6299 6581 6359 6379

Break Bulk 5326 5163 4487 4761 5058 5437

Total  29786 27213 29024 30745 32047 34048 33727 32097 30970 30412 27063 26433

Growth percentage -8.64% 6.65% 5.93% 4.23% 6.24% -0.94% -4.83% -3.51% -1.80% -11.01% -2.33%

JNPT ('000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 681 1173 1414 1811 1747

Iron* ORE   0 0 0 0 645 649 686 657 554 132 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 516 623 588 855 1187 1716 984 881 796 627 246 265

Raw 850 820 106 23 125 179 302 0 93 164 148 68

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Container Tonnage 657 1314 1712 2077 2929 4069 5078 6050 8029 10679 14277 18484

TEUs 55 112 145 177 244 339 423 504 669 889 1190 1573

Others  4 38 601 433 122 260 1019 626 1078 1960 2093 1957

Break Bulk 61 52 46 147 31 79

Total  2027 2795 3007 3388 5008 6873 8069 8895 11723 14976 18575 22521

Growth percentage 37.89% 7.58% 12.67% 47.82% 37.24% 17.40% 10.24% 31.79% 27.75% 24.03% 21.24%
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Annexure  6.2  (Continued)

Port-wise Commodity Traffic in Indian Major Ports
Kandla

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  15061 16503 17951 18157 19047 22339 25061 29017 30469 34612 25094 22710

Iron* ORE   0 0 2 34 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fertilizer Finished 308 365 448 824 705 676 366 732 588 1020 471 611

Raw 316 261 334 370 452 399 651 660 594 496 255 265

Coal Thermal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coking 32 54 35 45 52 23 69 343 736 829 624 382

Container Tonnage 502 333 358 730 798 961 1179 1299 915 1134 1287 1752

TEUs 43 28 28 51 51 65 77 84 64 79 92 126

Others  3466 3487 3781 4340 5446 5940 6404 6850 7335 8212 9010 12008

Break Bulk 2087 2784 3114 2944 2745 3654

Total  19685 21003 22909 24500 26502 30338 33730 38901 40637 46303 36741 37728

Growth percentage 6.70% 9.07% 6.94% 8.17% 14.47% 11.18% 15.33% 4.46% 13.94% -20.65% 2.69%

All Major Ports

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

POL  65883 69303 73610 76923 82151 91432 98080 104038 107444 116714 108348 103264

Iron* ORE   31904 32100 29830 34128 34917 34517 33047 39227 34288 36090 40460 45717

Fertilizer Finished 7262 7109 3797 4255 4388 5779 3346 4796 4664 5540 3028 3522

Raw 0 0 3582 3187 4107 3835 3833 5058 4318 4564 6116 6043

Coal Thermal 19567 22451 17242 19175 20831 20981 24310 28527 28423 26580 35329 31642

Coking 0 0 6794 7410 9066 10073 10548 10866 10138 10505 12770 14249

Container Tonnage 8042 7627 9009 12249 15358 17606 20590 23120 23782 27690 32222 37229

TEUs 681 683 799 1052 1257 1449 1698 1892 1932 2185 2470 2885

Others  20196 19008 22711 21933 26444 31103 33503 35875 38663 44240 42831 45899

Break Bulk 14775 15670 17851 16655 15223 16215

Total  152855 157598 166575 179260 197262 215326 227257 251507 251720 271923 281104 287565

Growth percentage 3.10% 5.70% 7.62% 10.04% 9.16% 5.54% 10.67% 0.08% 8.03% 3.38% 2.30%
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Annexure  6.3

Minor Port Traffic in Gujarat, Maharashtra and AP
(million tonnes)

Commodities 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99

GMB MMB AP Total GMB MMB AP Total GMB MMB AP Total

POL 0.24 0.00 0.72 0.96 1.94 0.01 1.77 3.71 2.55 0.14 1.33 4.02

Iron ore 2.52 2.97 0.00 5.49 3.21 1.46 0.00 4.67 2.17 2.77 0.00 4.94

Coal 1.63 0.38 0.00 2.01 2.45 0.00 0.00 2.45 3.66 0.46 0.00 4.11

Fertilisers 0.45 0.00 0.32 0.77 0.83 0.00 0.52 1.35 0.64 0.00 0.39 1.03

FRM(Sulphur, Rock,

Phosphate, Phos. Acid) 1.21 0.00 0.04 1.25 0.98 0.00 0.06 1.04 1.07 0.00 0.05 1.12

food grains 0.57 0.00 0.23 0.80 0.19 0.00 0.38 0.57 0.07 0.00 0.29 0.36

Edible Oil 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00

Cement/ Clinker 2.23 0.72 0.00 2.95 3.09 0.62 0.00 3.72 3.46 1.00 0.00 4.46

Iron/Steel 3.27 0.00 0.00 3.27 3.23 0.01 0.00 3.23 3.87 0.03 0.00 3.90

Others 4.82 0.10 0.92 5.84 5.19 0.07 0.80 6.07 4.27 0.23 0.26 5.10

Total 16.96 4.16 2.23 23.35 21.11 2.17 3.54 26.82 21.75 4.63 2.66 29.04

(million tonnes)

Commodities 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99

GMB MMB AP Total GMB MMB AP Total GMB MMB AP Total

POL 9.99 0.00 1.90 11.89 40.16 0.43 2.41 43.01 46.98 0.06 1.75 48.79

Iron ore 2.91 0.00 0.00 2.91 2.41 3.50 0.00 5.91 3.08 2.13 0.00 5.21

Coal 5.83 0.00 0.00 5.83 7.03 0.39 0.00 7.43 7.10 0.16 0.00 7.26

Fertilisers 1.13 0.00 0.56 1.69 0.63 0.00 0.71 1.34 0.70 0.02 0.52 1.24

FRM(Sulphur, Rock,

Phosphate, Phos. Acid) 1.42 0.00 0.06 1.48 1.04 0.00 0.08 1.12 1.13 0.01 0.06 1.20

food grains 0.02 0.00 0.41 0.43 0.39 0.00 0.52 0.91 0.88 0.00 0.38 1.26

Edible Oil 0.26 0.00 0.65 0.26 0.57 0.00 0.67 0.57 0.30 0.00 0.71 0.30

Cement/ Clinker 5.99 0.00 0.00 5.99 8.07 1.37 0.00 9.44 8.11 1.43 0.00 9.54

Iron/Steel 3.77 0.00 0.00 3.77 3.68 0.05 0.00 3.73 3.74 0.01 0.00 3.75

Others 17.51 0.00 0.22 18.38 9.19 0.29 0.43 10.59 10.53 0.77 0.08 12.09

Total 48.80 0.00 3.80 52.60 73.18 6.04 4.82 84.04 82.55 4.60 3.50 90.64

Source: ET, Ports of  India; IPA; I-maritime

Total includes ports under GMB, MMB and Andhra Pradesh (Kakinada) only.
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In the past ten years, the overall cargo traffic volumes

(at 385.59 million tonnes in 2001-02) handled by Indian

ports has seen an impressive growth at a compounded

average growth rate of  8.43 percent. The decadal

performance of  the Indian port sector has also most

notably witnessed a dramatic emergence of  minor ports

in a big way, with the overall traffic handled at minor and

intermediate ports going up from a mere 13.25 million in

1991-92 to 97.9 million tonnes in 2001-02, a share of 25

per cent of  the total cargo traffic handled at the Indian

ports in 2001-02.  Quite significantly, about 80 per cent

of  the commodity traffic handled by these minor and

intermediate ports is from the ports of  Gujarat alone.

The commodity traffic volumes handled at 12 major ports

has nearly doubled from 157.60 million tonnes in 1991-

92 to 287.57 million tonnes in 2001-02 at a CAGR of

6.20 percent. The major ports in the country (including

the corporatised Ennore port) accounted for 75 per cent

of  the total sea borne cargo movement in the country.

Last four years has however, seen a certain deceleration in

the growth of  traffic volumes at major ports, primarily

owing to minor and intermediate ports gaining a larger

share of  the incremental growth in overall cargo traffic

and partly also owing to shift of  a portion of  cargo earlier

handled by major ports to minor and intermediate ports.

While bulk of  the growth in traffic at minor and

intermediate ports has come from absolute growth in the

cargo traffic volumes, the shift in cargo traffic in respect

of  thermal coal from JNPT and Mumbai to Dharamtar

and of  fertilizer raw materials from Visakhapatnam to

Kakinada port   The growth in the cargo traffic at minor

and intermediate ports has been dramatically high in the

last four years going up from a level of  36.4 million tonnes

handled in 1998-99 to handling of 97.9 million tonnes in

2001-02. The performance of  the major ports in terms

of  the traffic volumes handled during 2001-02 has been

rather subdued, indicating a mere 2.3 per cent growth,

compared to nearly 4 per cent growth seen during last

fiscal year.

The commodity-wise growth performance of  major port

traffic, in fact, has mainly come from growth in the

container cargo traffic. Major ports of  India almost

exclusively handle the container cargo, though some of

the upcoming private ports like Mundra and Pipavav are

actively proposing to set up container handling facilities.

Minor and intermediate ports have also emerged as

substitute destinations for handling of few select bulk

commodities like coal, crude oil and petroleum products

imports. The trend if  further sustained is likely to bring

about far reaching structural changes in the Indian port

sector.

Trends in Bulk Traffic and Non-bulk Commodity

Traffic

The overall pattern of  the sea borne cargo traffic shows

that more than 70 per cent of  the cargo handled is

mainly in respect of  bulk commodity movement, while

remaining 30 per cent of  the traffic is by way of  general

cargo movement. Looking at the trends in relative

performance of  bulk cargoes, the growth performance

in the last ten years has been at a compounded average

growth rate of  about 4-6 per cent compared to about

15.5 per cent growth in container cargo and over 8 per

cent growth in other break-bulk and miscellaneous

cargo. The general cargo, including container cargo

traffic have shown a higher growth rate in the last ten

years, compared to increase in liquid and dry bulk

commodity trade. While container cargo growth has

Chapter  7
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been the mainstay of  growth in general cargo, bulk

commodities like crude oil, petroleum products, iron

ore, coal, fertilizer and fertilizer raw material are among

some of  the key bulk commodities that account for

major portion of  bulk cargo traffic.

Liquid Bulk Traffic

The cargo movement in liquid bulk, mainly comprises of

imports of  crude oil, other petroleum products, edible oil

and chemicals, it also includes some export movement of

petroleum products from Reliance Petroleum refinery in

Jamnagar. Overall, the liquid bulk cargo share in the total

cargo moved through Indian ports, singularly occupies

the highest share of  about 39 % out of  the total cargo

handled at major ports. The liquid bulk traffic in crude oil

and petroleum products through major ports has however,

come down by about 5 million tonnes in 2001-02 though

it continues to account for 92 percent of  the total liquid

bulk handled at the Indian ports.

With the ongoing deregulation in the oil sector and oil

refineries entering into independent purchase and

transportation arrangements, the trend towards handling

Table 7.1

Commodity Traffic Trends at Indian Ports

(million tonnes)

1991-92 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 CAGR (%)

Major Ports

Crude & POL 69.30 104.00 107.44 116.71 106.83 103.26 4.07

Dry Bulk 61.66 88.59 81.83 83.28 97.69 101.16 5.08

    �  Iron Ore 32.10 40.73 34.29 36.09 40.46 45.71 3.60

    �  Fertilizer & Raw Materials 7.11 8.91 8.98 10.10 9.14 9.56 3.01

    �  Coal 22.45 38.95 38.56 37.09 48.09 45.89 7.41

Container (million TEUs) 0.68 1.89 1.93 2.18 2.47 2.88 15.49

Container (tonnage) 7.63 23.30 23.78 27.69 32.22 37.22 17.17

Others/ Miscellaneous Cargo 19.01 35.77 38.66 44.24 45.90 42.83 8.46

Total Traffic at Major Ports 157.60 251.66 251.72 271.92 281.11 287.57 6.20

Total Traffic of  Minor Ports 13.25 38.61 38.06 62.35 86.89 97.90 21.95

Total Port Traffic 170.85 290.27 289.78 334.27 368.00 385.60 8.43

Minor Port share to Total Traffic 8% 13% 13% 18% 24% 25% �

Source : Indian Ports Association

of  the crude imports, in terms of  larger parcel sizes and

handling through SBMs is likely to gain greater acceptance.

Two new SBM projects are in the pipeline in Cochin and

Chennai, besides a floating platform storage (FSO),

planned off  Haldia port. It is significant to note that the

dedicated single buoy mooring (SBM) facility operated by

Reliance off  Sikka port alone is estimated to have handled

about 40 million tonnes of  crude oil and petroleum

products in 2001-02.

Dry Bulk Cargo Traffic

India�s dry bulk cargo trade comprises dry bulk

commodities like coal, iron ore, fertilizer and other

minor bulks like food grains, cement, iron & steel, sugar

and newsprint etc. The dry bulk cargo traffic at major

ports have grown from a level of  61.66 million tonnes

in 1991-92 to 101.16 million tonnes in 2001-02, at a

CAGR of  5 %, against overall 6.2 % growth in total

cargo traffic handled at major ports.

Together with the dry bulk handled by the minor and

intermediate ports, the total dry bulk cargo traffic in Indian

port sector can be estimated at about 134 million tonnes
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Table 7.2

Liquid Bulk Handled at Indian Ports

(million tonnes)

  1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Major ports  

Crude Oil and POL 69.30 98.08 104.03 107.44 116.71 106.82 103.26

Edible Oil and Chemicals � 8.16 8.46 10.20 12.62 13.06 11.41

Total Liquid Bulk at Major Ports 69.30 106.24 112.49 117.64 129.33 119.88 114.67

Minor ports

Crude Oil and POL � � � � � 41.21 48.21

Edible Oil and Chemicals � � � � � 1.57 2.6

Total Liquid Bulk at Minor Ports 42.78 50.81

Total 69.30 106.24 112.49 117.64 129.33 162.66 165.48

Source : Indian Ports Association

or 35 percent of  total commodity traffic at Indian ports

in 2001-02. Of  this, minor and intermediate ports handled

33 million tonnes (13 million tonnes of major bulk

commodities and 20 million tonnes of  minor dry bulk

commodities in 2001-02). Out of  the total dry bulk traffic

of  134 million tonnes in 2001-02, the West coast ports

together handled about 55 million tonnes, while the East

coast ports handled the remaining 79 million tonnes.

However, unlike on the West coast, where minor and

intermediate ports have acoounted for 50 per cent handling

of  the dry bulk traffic; on the East coast, the major ports

have almost handled the entire dry bulk cargo, except for

small small volumes handled at Kakinada port.

The dry bulk cargo traffic handled at major ports has been

growing at a CAGR of  5 per cent in the last ten-year period,

however the growth rates vary sharply among major ports.

Visakhapatnam and Mormugao handle 20 million tonnes

each, followed by Paradip and Chennai with about 16

million tonnes of  dry bulk traffic each as in 2001-02.

Among other major ports, with sizeable presence in the

dry bulk cargo include Haldia Dock System (HDS),

Tuticorin and New Mangalore ports, with less than 10

million tonnes of  dry bulk traffic each. Paradip port has

the highest CAGR of  12 per cent in the last ten years,

while two other dry bulk handling ports of  Haldia and

Tuticorin have 7 per cent and 5 percent CAGR respectively

in the same ten-year period. The newly established port

of  Ennore has, in the first year of  its operation, handled

3.4 million tonnes of  thermal coal and promises to emerge

as an important dry bulk port in the near future. Among

all major ports, Paradip is the fastest growing dry bulk

port.

The trend towards incremental dry bulk cargo traffic by

minor and intermediate ports is quite pronounced in

Gujarat. These have been handling a wide range of  minor

dry bulk commodities like cement, clinker, food grains

and dry chemicals both for overseas and coastal

movement. The minor ports of  Gujarat have invited

significant private sector interest, with companies like

Reliance Industries Ltd, Indo Gulf  Fertilizers, Gujarat

Ambuja, Larsen & Toubro; Essar Steel etc investing in

setting up captive port facilities.

Container and Break Bulk Traffic

India�s national container traffic handled in various major

ports over a ten-year period � 1991 to 2002 - has quite

impressively grown at a compounded average growth rate

(CAGR) of  14 per cent. The container traffic volume

during this period has gone up from 7.62 million tonnes

to 37.22 million tonnes in 2001-02 or in TEU terms from

0.68 million to 2.88 million TEUs in the same time period.

The growth in container traffic is at 15.5 per cent is higher

than the overall growth of  aggregate cargo traffic in the

port sector (including minor and intermediate ports),

which stands at 8.43 per cent in the same period. During

this same period the break bulk cargo has grown at a

CAGR of  7 per cent from 7.95 million tonnes to 15.22

million tonnes.

Commodity Analysis
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Table 7.3

Dry Bulk Cargo Handled at Indian Ports

(million tonnes)

Major Ports 1991-92 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02    CAGR (%)

Kolkata 0.34 0.11 0.05 0.08 0 0 �

Haldia 4.84 7.42 7.48 6.96 8.69 9.34 6.80

Paradip 5.64 10.27 8.98 9.12 15.54 16.76 11.50

Visakhakapatnam 13.26 17.00 17.61 18.61 20.92 20.47 4.40

Ennore 0 0 0 0 0 3.40 �

Chennai 11.30 16.59 16.51 16.99 20.47 16.07 3.60

Tuticorin 3.72 6.31 5.23 4.45 6.34 5.97 4.80

Cochin 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.57 0.66 0.59 �0.30

New Mangalore 6.63 6.91 5.58 6.69 5.54 6.28 �0.50

Mormugao 12.68 19.11 15.5 15.63 17.10 20.14 4.70

Mumbai 0.52 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.66 0.70 3.00

JNPT 1.44 1.54 1.44 0.92 0.52 0.33 �13.70

Kandla 0.68 1.74 1.92 2.35 1.35 1.26 6.40

Total 61.66 88.48 81.81 83.26 97.79 101.31 5.10

Minor Ports N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 26.26 32.52

Total Dry Bulk Cargo 61.66 88.48 81.81 3.26 124.05 133.83 8.10

   Source : Indian Ports Association

Increasing levels of  containerization have aided the

container traffic growth over the last ten years. The level

of  containerization considered as a ratio of  total general

cargo (i.e. container and break bulk cargo) together with

cargo categorized as �Others� (comprising items like over-

dimensional cargo, project cargo, etc) of  cargo has moved

up from 22 per cent in 1991-92 to 35 per cent in 2000-01.

The trend towards increasing containerization has also

historically brought down the share of  the break bulk cargo

from 50 per cent of  the total general cargo in 1992 to a

level of  32 per cent, in the same time period. However, it

must be pointed out that while containerization has been

one of  the important drivers of  container traffic growth

over the past ten years, the overall growth of  container

traffic during this period has been mainly driven by other

macro economic and trade-related developments of

economic liberalization and globalization of Indian

economy, which saw the economy open up itself  to world

market, both in terms of  a policy thrust on value-added

exports and liberalization of  imports, through reduction

in imports tariffs and scrapping of  import licensing regime.

Presently the minor ports in India do not handled

containers due to non-availability of  such a facility, but

with the proposal to set up container terminals by Gujarat

Pipavav Ports Ltd at Pipavav and the Adani Ports Ltd. at

Mundra, non-major ports could well emerge to be the

new competitors in this sector.

Are India�s �minor� ports becoming major? In the

rapidly changing scenario of  Indian port sector, it is a

misnomer to treat India�s minor ports as really  �minor�.

They are really neither small in size or in traffic volumes

handled by them. With private sector ports like Mundra

and Pipavav getting ready to compete with the major

ports, India�s so-called �minor and intermediate ports�

together now aggregate an estimated traffic turnover of

nearly 98 million tonnes, out of  the total traffic of

385.59 million tonnes, handled during 2001-02. This
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Table 7.4

Container Traffic at Major Ports

(�000 TEUs)

  1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02  CAGR

Calcutta 58 133 141 132 147 138 98 5.39 %

Haldia 9 9 29 28 28 51 93 26.3 %

Paradip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �

Visakhapatnam 8 13 13 14 20 20 22 10.65 %

Chennai 106 256 293 284 322 352 344 12.49 %

Tuticorin 28 89 102 100 137 157 214 22.56 %

Cochin 52 112 122 129 130 143 152 11.32 %

New Mangalore 2 0 0 0 0 2 4 7.18 %

Mormugao 0 3 3 3 4 4 4 �

Mumbai 280 583 601 509 429 321 254 �1 %

J.N.P.T. 112 423 504 669 889 1190 1573 30.24 %

Kandla 28 77 84 64 79 92 126 16.23 %

Total 683 1698 1892 1932 2185 2470 2885 15.49 %

    Source : Indian Ports Association

accounts for nearly 25 per cent share of the total sea

borne traffic movement.

Ports along Gujarat coast account for almost 85 per cent

of  the total minor and intermediate port traffic. Proximity

to northern hinterland and international trade routes and

private sector involvement has given a tremendous boost

to the development. The �Gujarat Model� of  port

development has emerged to be a role model for maritime

boards of  other states in many ways.

In Gujarat, the Reliance Petroleum Corporation Ltd.

(RPCL) alone handles nearly 30 million tonnes of  crude

oil and another 10 million tonnes of  petroleum products,

through Sikka port, off  Jamnagar. The share of  dry bulk

cargo in minor and intermediate ports has also been going

up substantially mainly driven by new cargo demand.

Involvement of  private sector industries, most notably

large manufacturing and processing companies like

Reliance, L&T, Finolex Industries Ltd, Ispat Industries,

Vikram Ispat Group, Gujarat Ambuja, etc. in setting up

their captive port facilities like dedicated berths, jetties,

storage etc at various locations have played a catalytic role

development of  minor ports and redistribution of  traffic

that were earlier only handled through major ports.

Receding Ports : While the port sector in India on the

whole has witnessed a positive growth, the trend is not

uniformly applicable to all ports.  The long-term decline of

some of  the major ports can be discerned looking at some

of  the older ports in the country, like Kolkata which has

seen a sustained decline loosing about 50 per cent of its

traffic share in the last three years alone. Kolkata port traffic

has come down by 25 per cent from 7.2 tonnes last year to

5.3 tonnes, showing sustained decline across all freight

segments. during 2001-02. There was a similar decline in

traffic movement at Kolkata last year, when it slid to 7.2

million tonnes from 10.3 million tonnes in 1999-2000.

Mumbai port is yet another old major port showing

sustained decline in traffic in the last three years, though

the rate of  decline is much smaller compared to Kolkata.

The Mumbai port traffic has come down from 30 million

tonnes in 1999-2000 to about 26 million tonnes in 2001-

02, a decline of  about 12 per cent. Among the Southern

ports, Chennai port has also registered a decline in traffic

of 12.38 per cent from 41.2 tonnes last year to 36.1million

tonnes this year. The performance is however, expected

to improve with the privatization of  its container terminal,

which is being now managed by P&O Ports.

Commodity Analysis
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Growth Oriented Ports : JNPT has emerged as the key

gateway port, which accounts for over 50 per cent of  the

total container traffic handled in the country both in terms

of  tonnage and TEUs.  JNPT also accounts for a major

portion of  the aggregate growth in traffic cargo (4.2 million

tonnes out of  the aggregate increase 6.5 million tonnes of

cargo for all major ports). In the dry bulk commodity

segment, Mormugao and Haldia ports account for a major

share in the 5 million tonnes increase in iron ore movement

� 2.7 and 1.3 million tonnes respectively, with ports like

Paradip, Visakhapatnam, Chennai and New Mangalore

sharing the remaining 1 million tonnes between them.

With many of  the coast-based industries, like Ispat Steel,

Finolex, Gujarat Ambuja Cement, Reliance etc., opting for

setting up their own captive ports for handling export-

import and coastal cargo movements, the trend towards

growth of  traffic share of  minor and intermediate ports is

only likely to gain further prominence.  The role of  private

sector ports like Mundra and Pipavav are likely to become

important in the years to come in restructuring of  the market

for sea borne cargo traffic, especially in respect of  container

cargo.

Among major ports, newly established Ennore port, India�s

first corporatised major port has handled 3.4 million

tonnes (comprising thermal coal) during the first year of

its operation. Considering that Chennai port is still

handling over 7 million tonnes of  thermal coal imports,

Ennore share of  thermal coal imports is likely to only

increase because of  its dedicated handling capacities, which

is capable of  handling up to 8 million tonnes. Among

other growing ports, the Haldia Dock Complex (HDC)

has handled 25 million tonnes of  cargo during 2001-2002,

as against traffic of  22.8 million tonnes during last year,

showing a growth of  10 per cent.

7.1  Crude Oil and Petroleum Products

Highlights

� World over the economics of  oil transportation is heavily tilted

in favor of  sea transportation accounting for over 60 percent

of  total world oil trade (2,159 million tonnes) in 2001.

� The average cost of  transporting a unit of  crude oil works out

to be inversely proportional to the parcel size of  a shipment on

a single voyage basis. Consequently, the worldwide trend in

crude oil transportation has been towards engagement of  larger

and larger tankers, such as ULCCs & VLCCs.

� Crude Oil and petroleum products at 152 million tonnes (39

percent of  total cargo handled at Indian ports) constitute the

single largest commodity.

� Increase in India�s crude oil imports from 34 million tonnes in

1997-98 to 79 million tonnes in 2001-02 has necessitated

demand for larger vessels to generate newer economies of  scale

and lower costs of  transportation.

World Oil Overview

The world crude oil demand experienced modest growth

in the last decade growing at the rate of  1.1 percent

annually from 3,138 million tonnes in 1991 to 3,511

million tonnes in 2001. Asia has shown relative increase

in consumption whereas Former Soviet Union (FSU) has

shown considerable decline in the consumption. The

growth rate in the developed nations at 1.4 percent was

relatively lower compared to the growth rate in the

developing nations. This declining trend is likely to

continue largely due to the increased usage of  natural

gas as fuel. The highest growth of  oil demand occurred

in the developing nations of  Asia at 5.6 percent annually

from 356 million tonnes in 1991 to 613 million tonnes

in 2001.

The world crude oil production also experienced a

modest growth rate of  1.2 percent annually from 3,155

million tonnes in 1991 to 3,585 million tonnes in 2001.

From the above graph it can be interpreted that for the

period 1997-2001 the production and consumption

trends across regions has been nearly stagnant which

could be attributed to global slowdown and partially to

fuel switching.

World Oil Trade

North America, Europe and Asia consumed nearly 80

percent of the total oil consumption1 at 3,511 million

tonnes in 2001 but major oil producers are located in

Middle East, South America, West Africa and FSU. This

indicates the scope of  global oil trade, which stood at

approximately 62 percent (2,159 million tonnes) of

world oil consumption in 2001.  This oil is transported

mainly by two methods: Oil tanker ships and Oil

pipelines. More than 60 percent of  the oil movements

take place through sea while rest takes place through

pipeline, for transcontinental movements. Major trade

volumes and their movements are indicated in the table

below.
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                                          To

From USA Europe Japan Other Asia Others# Total Imports Exports

Pacific

Canada 88.0 0.5 � 0.2 0.2 88.9 USA 573.7 43.6

Mexico 70.8 9.8 1.1 1.0 10.09 92.8 S. & Cent. 54.3 154.5

America

S. & Cent. 126.3 13.8 0.4 5.6 8.4 154.5 Europe 569.9 95.3

America

Europe 46.2 - 0.1 5.2 43.8 95.3 FSU 5.5 230.1

FSU 4.3 181.2 0.7 8.7 35.2 230.1  Middle East 8.6 946.6

 Middle East 138.0 176.2 208.8 316.7 106.9 946.6  West Africa 10.7 158.3

 North Africa 13.7 96.9 0.5 7.0 16.1 134.2  Japan 257.2 4.5

 West Africa 68.1 34.9 0.8 36.9 17.6 158.3  Other Asia 423 104.8

Pacific

 Other Asia 9.4 2.3 34.2 10.8 48.1 104.8  Others@ 256.4 421.6

 Pacific

 Others* 8.9 54.3 10.6 30.9 - 153.8  Total 2,159.3 2,159.3

 Total 573.7 569.9 257.2 423.0 335.5 2,159.3

Table 7.5

World Oil Trade Movements 2001

Table 7.6

Imports & Exports 2001

Others@ include Canada, Mexico, N.Africa, E & S Africa, Australasia, China.

Others* include USA, East and Southern Africa, Australasia, China, Japan

Others# include Canada, Mexico,

S&C America, Australasia, China,

Japan, RoW

The use of  pipelines for transcontinental oil movements

at certain locations and for intra-regional trade is gaining

prominence, primarily due to its relatively lower cost vis-

à-vis other alternatives. Globally, pipelines are an

important mode of  transportation in mainland Europe,

between United States and Canada, around 100 million

tonnes (annually) of  oil movements from Russia to

Eastern Europe and some parts of  Western Europe takes

place through pipeline system. Also, approximately 125

million tonnes of  oil annually is transported through

Sumed Pipeline from Egypt to parts of  Europe and

United States.

Graph  7.1

World Oil Consumption (1997-2001)
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Table 7.7

Major Oil Trade Routes

Channels  Location million Sea Route Destination

tonnes

Bab el-Mandab Djibouti, Yemen 164.3 Connects the Red Sea with the Europe, United States,

Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea Asia

Bosporous / Turkey 99.6 Connects Black sea Western and

Turkish Straits with Mediterranean sea Southern Europe

Panama Canal Panama 30.5 Connects Pacific ocean with the United States

Caribbean sea and Atlantic Ocean

Strait of Oman / Iran 647.2 Connects the Persian Gulf  with the Japan, United States,

Hormuz Gulf  of Oman and the Arabian Sea Western Europe

Strait of Malacca Malaysia/Singapore 512.8 Connects the Indian Ocean with the Japan, S.Korea, China,

South China Sea and the Other Pacific Rim

Pacific Ocean Countries

Suez Canal  Egypt  64.7 Connects Red sea and Gulf  of  Suez Europe, United States

with Mediterranean sea

India Oil Overview

Oil meets almost 33 percent of  India�s energy requirement.

India�s share of  world oil demand in 2001 stood at 6

percent and is expected to grow further mainly due to

increase in consumption in transportation sector. This is

heavily skewed in favour of  diesel fuel as approximately

80 percent of  India�s motor vehicles consume diesel.

Presently, India imports 73 percent of  its crude oil

requirement, which has grown from 34.5 million tonnes

in 1997-98 to 74 million tonnes in 2001-02.  Growth in

refining capacity especially commissioning of the 27.5

million tonnes refinery by Reliance Industries Limited at

Jamnagar, Gujarat, in particular, accounts for increased

imports. This has led to high traffic at ports on the West

coast of  India. However the production of  indigenous

crude oil during the above period has remained stagnant

at around 32 million tonnes annually.

The production of  POL products increased from 61

million tonnes in 1997-98 to 100 million tonnes in 2001-

02 due to increase in indigenous output.

Indian Ports: Traffic Handled

The crude oil & products traffic share in the total cargo

moved through Indian major ports, occupies the highest

share of  about 36 per cent, at approximately 103 million
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tonnes out of the total 288 million tonnes handled during

2001-02. Minor ports in India handled approximately 48

million tonnes of  crude oil & products in 2001-02, mainly

by Sikka and Vadinar (Minor ports in Gujarat).

Among major ports, Haldia, Visakhapatnam, Mumbai and

Kandla have been among the main ones, each handling

over at least 10 million tonnes of  crude oil imports.

However, one of  the most significant points of  demand

aggregation is on the West coast, through the Kandla port,

using Vadinar�s Single Buoy Mooring (SBM), which has

handled over 25 million tonnes in 2000-01. Together with

about 30 million tonnes imports of  crude oil and other

products through the Reliance�s captive SBM, off  the

Jamnagar coast, well over 50 per cent of  India�s total crude

oil and petroleum product imports are handled along the

Gujarat coast alone. Most of  the movement in crude oil

here is through VLCCs, which have found an effective

deployment given the large demand from refineries of

hinterland region. IOC refineries at Panipat, Mathura and

Koyali, fed with crude oil supplies from Vadinar, have a

combined throughput capacity of  over 26.5 million tonnes

while Jamnagar refinery has a throughput of  yet another

27.5 million tonnes.

Kandla lost its first position and witnessed significant

fall in the traffic handled. This drop was primarily on

account of  fall in imports of  petroleum products at

Kandla � from 10 million tonnes to 1 million tonnes in

the same time period. This is in line with the overall drop

in import of  petroleum products in the country as a result

of substantial buildup in refining capacity in India from

around 60 million tonnes in 1997-98 to more than 100

million tonnes today.

The high volumes of  liquid bulk handling at Vadinar and

Sikka at Jamnagar has been mainly possible because of

the setting up of  the SBMs. However, volume pay-offs in

terms of  cheaper landed cost is only limited to crude oil,

which is imported in large parcel sizes using VLCCs and

Suezmax class-vessels and do not apply to product imports

or exports (Reliance refinery has commenced exports of

gasoline), which are handled by Handymax to Aframax

class vessels, in relatively smaller parcel sizes ranging from

25,000-90,000 tonnes.

Indian Ports: Infrastructure Upgradation

While the economies of  scale have seen phenomenal

increase in terms of  ship sizes, especially in the tanker

vessel segment, in a relatively shorter period, the per tonne

landed cost for liquid bulk have become inversely

proportional to vessel sizes. ULCCs and VLCCs can

handle very large parcel sizes in excess of  300,000 tonnes

Table 7.8

Major Port-wise Growth of  Crude Oil & Products Traffic

(million tonnes)

Ports 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Haldia - 4.46 6.22 8.49 10.57 10.50 10.85 10.57 11.31

Vizag 1.67 2.39 5.60 13.38 12.12 12.84 15.29 18.34 18.58

Chennai 2.70 4.53 9.83 12.45 11.59 10.78 10.05 8.90 8.51

Cochin 3.57 3.96 5.80 9.23 9.71 9.86 9.95 9.67 8.59

New Mangalore - 0.31 0.61 4.92 6.51 6.45 8.32 10.92 9.90

Mumbai 8.45 9.00 19.89 18.71 16.73 16.67 16.79 15.64 15.71

Kandla 0.88 7.21 15.06 25.06 29.04 30.47 34.61 25.09 22.71

Others 1.68 1.72 2.88 4.74 7.74 9.87 10.85 9.23 8.01

Total Major 18.94 33.58 65.88 98.08 104.00 107.44 116.83 106.83 103.31

Total Minor 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.96 3.71 4.02 11.89 43.01 48.79

Grand Total 18.94 33.58 65.88 99.04 107.71 111.46 128.72 149.84 152.10

Source: Indian Ports Association (IPA)

Commodity Analysis
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Map  7.1

Pipeline Infrastructure and Status of  Pipeline Projects in India
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per voyage and undertake multiple discharge of  crude at

several port destinations, reducing the number of  voyages

otherwise required with smaller ships. These large tanker

vessels however, require deep drafts in the region of  25-

30 metres, which means that these vessels cannot ply

through any of  the Indian ports, except calling on SBMs.

Port Partnership

Since the Reliance�s foray into setting up one of  the largest

SBM off  Sikka for the Jamnagar refinery, there has been

an impetus for involvement of  even private sector ports

in entering into logistics partnerships with oil companies.

The corporatised port of  Ennore is also planning to go

forward with setting up deep-draft berths for handling

VLCCs for use by Chennai Petroleum Corporation

Limited, under the Build-Own-Operate (BOT) scheme

and is initiating measures for taking up capital dredging

on its own. Another SBM is being proposed at Kochi to

cater to crude oil requirements of  Kochi Refinery.

Future Outlook

The ongoing deregulation process in the oil industry has

signaled a number of  new developments in terms of

decanalization of  oil imports, withdrawal of  subsidies,

open competition in ship chartering arrangements,

increasing role of the oil refining companies in setting

up their own captive jetties and other oil handling and

storage facilities, like Single Buoy Moorings (SBMs), (like

Text Box 7.1

Oil Pipeline Logistics in India

Pipeline logistics would play a major role in the transportation of  crude oil & products within India. This is

evident from the formation of  public-private joint consortia �Petronet India Limited� for setting up a distributed

and integrated pipeline network in India.

The reasons for heightened attention on pipeline projects in India are:

� Pipelines are relatively safer and cheaper than other forms of  transportation.

� With the proposed capacity addition requirement in power sector (8000 MW / year), it is expected that demand

for oil and coal along with LNG - relatively newer energy source in Indian context would increase.

The draft report �Vision 2025 - Indian Hydrocarbon Sector� prepared by the Union Government, also expects substantial

rise in pipeline transportation of  petroleum products from the present level. As per the report, pipeline

transportation is estimated to account nearly 50 per cent of  the total inland transportation mode of  petroleum

products by 2025 through a wide network of  around 8,500 kilometer product pipeline and 4,000 kilometer crude

pipeline. As regards the effect of  pipelines on the port traffic, we feel that there will be a sizeable decrease,

especially in the coastal traffic of  crude oil & petroleum products, which presently stands at around 13.0 million

tonnes annually at the major ports. Annexure 1 indicates the pipeline infrastructure and status of  pipeline projects

in India respectively.

the one is managed by Reliance Petroleum at Jamnagar),

Floating Platform for Storage of  Oil etc. These

developments taken together would certainly have

significant long-term impact on the dynamics of  oil

transportation, in terms of  ship deployment pattern, the

origin and destination ports for the liquid bulk cargo,

the parcel sizes of  shipments being carried, changing

cost structures etc.  Ports as the crucial links in the total

oil transportation chain that can barely afford to stay

either neutral or indifferent to the impact of these

changes. In future the Indian refineries can look at using

the ports for both purposes �for import of  crude oil

and for the export of  petroleum products. For example,

IOC is exploring the possibility of  exporting the products

from Koyali through Vadinar and Dahej port. Reliance

is already using Sikka for importing crude oil and for

exporting POL.

Experts say that a growth in the consumption of  crude

oil in India will be much more lower than 5-6% annually

(based on earlier predictions) due to CNG replacing POL.

Reliance gas finds on East coast may accelerate the gas

distribution infrastructure on pan Indian basis. In

addition to this there is already several on-going LNG

projects at Kochi (2.5 million tonnes), Dahej (5 million

tonnes) and Dabhol (2.5 million tonnes). Approximately

10 million tonnes of  natural gas, which is equivalent to

12 million tonnes of  POL, is expected to be imported in

country in next 8 to 10 years. This volume could also

Commodity Analysis
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Port Refinery attached Refinery Capacity Type of  vessels handled

Haldia IOC 6.00 Aframax

Vizag HPCL 7.50 Suezmax

Chennai CPCL 6.50 Suezmax

Cochin CRL 7.50 Aframax

New Mangalore MRPL 9.00 Suezmax

Mumbai BPCL/HPCL 14.50 Suezmax

Jamnagar Reliance 27.00 VLCC

Kandla (Vadinar) IOC 13.70 VLCC

Source: Ministry of  Petroleum & Oil

increase to almost 20 million tonnes in the same time

frame depending on the government policies and

distribution network developed by the LNG distribution

companies. Due to this reason, the various refineries are

not expanding their capacities for the next 4 to 5 years.

Even the SBM facility of  Essar oil at Vadinar is currently

idle and unutilized due to non-completion of

construction of  the Essar oil refinery (10.5 MT), which

was supposed to use this facility.

Text Box 7.2

Crude Oil & POL- Impact of  Gas finds, Decanalisation, New Refineries & Regulations

� Possibility of  crude oil finds � Similar to the findings of  gas blocks in Krishna-Godavari basin by Reliance there

can be possibility of  crude oil finds in near future which will surely have an affect on the crude oil import in India.

� Decanalization of  IOC with BPCL & HPCL� Previously IOC was the canalizing agent and used to import crude

for BPCL & HPCL. It used to get crude in large vessels at Vadinar, unload partly for its refineries in North and

the rest used to be lighteraged to SCI vessels which then carried the cargo to other Indian ports for various coast

based refineries (including BPCL and HPCL). Now with the APM BPCL & HPCL acting independently the

following affects can take place:

� There can be reduction in the size of  vessels carrying crude oil depending on the cost analysis for different refineries.

� The coastal movement can go down, as the various refineries will be importing the crude oil directly to the

nearest port to the refinery from the logistics point of  view.

� Government regulations � The discovery of  Natural gas, government regulations for use of  CNG as in Delhi

(environmental regulations) and usage of  Gasohol � a blend of  5 percent Ethanol (planning to increase to 10

percent) and 95 percent petrol is expected to reduce India�s reliance on import of  crude oil to some extent, in future.

� IOC Refinery at Paradip � Previously IOC planning a 9-12 million tonnes refinery at Paradip. The projects also

envisaged a captive jetty in Paradip for import of  crude as well as export of  petroleum products. Given the

current glut in refining capacity in the country, the project has been put on hold. We are quite optimistic about

renewal of  the project in future given the substantial investment already made. However it is difficult to predict

future and would depend largely on oil sector dynamics.

In view of  the above scenario many Indian refineries have

put their expansion plans on hold i.e. IOC (Chennai, Koyali).

Reliance at Jamnagar also has not expanded its capacity

though the reports talk of  its expansion from 27 million

tonnes to 33 million tonnes. Further, commissioning of

new refinery projects at Bina (BPCL), Bhatinda and Paradip

(IOC) have also been delayed due to present stagnation in

consumption of  products and continuing uncertainty about

the future demand scenario due to present industrial

recession and increasing threat of  substitutes.
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7.2 Coal

Highlights

� International coal demand at 4,720 million tonnes has been

almost stagnant for last five years (1997-2001). The decline in

consumption by European nations and FSU equaled the increase

in consumption by Asia.

� Consumption of  coal in India showed a growth rate of  5.78

percent over 2000-2001 to 326 million tonnes in 2001-

2002.

� The total volume of  coal handled at Indian ports was over 35

per cent (54 million tonnes) of  the total dry bulk traffic handled

by the Indian ports in 2001-02.

� The total coal traffic handled at ports in 2001-02 is divided between

imports of  20 million tonnes (both coking and thermal coal) and

coastal traffic at 34 million tonnes (primarily thermal coal).

Global Scenario

The coal, which is a very important source of  primary

energy across the world, accounted for nearly 25 percent

of  world primary energy consumption at 19,172 million

tonnes in 2001. Coal finds its application mainly in

power generation, which forms around 65 percent of

the total coal consumed globally (4,793 million tonnes

in 2001). A significant amount of coal is also used for

steel production. Major coal producing countries are

China, USA, India, Australia, South Africa, Russia,

Poland, Indonesia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan. The world

coal production and consumption as can be observed

from the above figure have been stagnant for last five

years (from 1997 to 2001) at 4,715 million tonnes,

showing an annual growth rate of  only 0.14 percent.

The reason for this stagnation has been the decline in

the consumption in Eastern Europe, Former Soviet

Union (FSU) and some parts of  Western Europe due

to economic collapse that followed the breakup of  the

Soviet Union and fuel switching (replacement of  coal

by growing use of  natural gas) in many developed

nations.

Asia accounts for almost 36 per cent of total coal

consumption and it is expected to grow in future. Growth

is expected to come from the developing nations, especially

China and India. Japan on the other hand is reducing

consumption of  dirty cargo like coal. Japan�s steel

consumption is coming down because of  cost

competitiveness and use of  natural gas in power generation,

which is resulting in lower coal consumption.

World Trade

The global coal trade at 667 million tonnes formed 14

percent of  the total coal consumption in 2001. The major

coal exporters are Australia, China, South Africa,

Indonesia, USA, Russia and Colombia whereas the major

importers are Japan, Korea, Chinese, Taipei, UK,

Netherlands, Germany and Russia. The sea borne coal

trade forms almost 84 percent of  the total coal trade and

has grown at an average rate of  nearly 6 percent per annum

for the last 20 years. These increases are primarily driven

by the expansion of  coal-fired power generation and

integrated steel production. The world coal trade (in million

tonnes) for five years between 1996-97 and 2000-01 is as

shown in the graph figure above.

Indian Scenario

India ranks third in total coal production after China and

USA. India�s coal production grew at a CAGR of  1.75

percent in last 5 years over 1997-98 to 323 million tonnes

in 2001-02.  During the same period India�s consumption

grew at a CAGR of  1.94 percent to 326 million tonnes.

Graph  7.5

World Coal Production (1997-2001)
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World Coal Consumption (1997-2001)
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Exporters Hard Coal Importers Hard Coal

Australia 193 Japan 150

People�s Rep. Of  China 91 Korea 65

South Africa 69 Taiwan 49

Indonesia 66 UK 36

USA 44 Netherlands 30

Russia 41 Germany 28

Colombia 37 Russia 28

Canada 30 India 21

Kazakhstan 28 Italy 20

Poland 23 Spain 19

Others 45 Others 197

World 667 World 643

Source: IEA. (Hard Coal � High-grade coal)

Demand for coal in India is basically divided into two

categories: core sector�thermal power plants, steel

(includes sponge iron and pig iron), cement, fertilizer,

defense etc. and non-core sector�comprising various other

industries.

Power sector consumes almost 70 percent of  the total

coal consumption followed by steel industries and cement

industries having 10.3 percent and 4.5 percent share

respectively. Most large-scale coal-fired independent power

producers (IPPs) intend to utilize the domestic coal and

lignite, which are substantially cheaper than imported coal,

despite the low-energy value and high ash content.

Public sector undertaken Coal India Limited and its

subsidiaries are the major producers of  coal. Singreini colliery

in Andhra Pradesh is another main domestic source for supply

of  thermal-grade coal to the Southern region. Most of  the

coalmines are situated in Eastern India. The coal from these

parts is transported to West and North through rails and to

South through sea-route. About 6 percent of India�s domestic

coal transport is through sea-route. Almost 15 million tonnes

of  coal is shipped annually to Ennore, Chennai and Tuticorin

from the Eastern ports (Haldia, Paradip, Vizag) for power

utilities located in South India.

Indian Trade

India imported nearly 6 percent of  its coal requirement

(326 million tonnes) in 2001-02. The imports are mainly

in the form of  primary coking coal and takes place mostly

on the Eastern coasts of  India (through Haldia & Paradip

ports) due to cost advantage. India currently imports

around 12 million tonnes of  low ash prime coking coal

and 9 million tonnes of  non-coking coal to meet the gap.

Due to locational advantage near to the Southern coastal

regions, some of  the cement plants imports non-coking

coal from Indonesia.

An estimated 20 million tonnes of  coal was imported from

Australia, South Africa, Indonesia, China and New Zealand

in 2002 that was down by 10 percent on 2001 imports of

22 million tonnes. The decline was mainly due to lower

overall economic growth (in GDP terms).Source: Ministry of  Coal

Graph  7.7

India's Coal Production & Consumption
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Coal Handling Through Indian Ports

Coal constitutes one of  the principal dry bulk commodities

handled by Indian ports. Coal traffic comprising of  both

imports as well as coastal movement accounted for 46

million tonnes at major ports and around 8 million tonnes

at minor ports in 2001-02. The coal traffic handled by

Indian major ports has more than doubled in the ten-year

time span from 23 million tonnes in 1991-92 to 46 million

tonnes in 2001-02 (as can be concluded from the table

below). Coal constituted approximately 48 per cent of  the

total dry bulk traffic of  112 million tonnes handled at

Indian ports during 2001-02.

Coal movements (both the imports and coastal

movements) are mainly concentrated in East coast ports

like Haldia, Paradip, Visakhapatnam, Ennore and

Tuticorin, primarily owing to large presence of  user

industries in the power and steel sectors as well as proximity

to coal producing mines. The East coast ports together

currently have 9 dedicated berths for handling coal (as on

March 2001) and capacity to handle about 33 million

tonnes. There has been no significant change in the coal

handling capacity of  ports in recent years, except for the

additional handling capacity generated at minor and captive

ports by captive coal users in Magdalla, Dharamtar, Dahej

and Navlakhi. The following table summarizes the current

trade pattern of  the leading corporates involved in the

ocean movement of  both thermal and coking coal.

Table  7.9

Current Pattern of  Ocean Trade in Coal

              Shipping particulars

Company Commodity Plant location Trade Loading Unloading Vessel

pattern

TNEB Steam Chennai Coastal Haldia, Chennai, Handymax

Paradip, Vizag Tuticorin

PSEB (MMTC) Thermal Punjab Import Australia Mundra, Panamax

Navlakhi

L&T Thermal Pipavav, Import South Africa Pipavav Handysize

Chandrapur (captive)

Gujarat Ambuja Thermal Kodinar Import South Africa Muldwarka Handymax

JK Cement Thermal Nimbahera, Import South Africa, Navlakhi, Handymax

Mangrol, Udaipur Indonesia Magdalla

Madras Cements Thermal Ariyalur, Import South Africa Chennai, Handymax

RSR Nagar, Tuticorin

Jayantipuram

India Cements Thermal Sankarnagar, Import Indonesia Chennai, Handymax

Dalavoi, Chilamkur Tuticorin

Saurashtra Cement Thermal Ranavav Import South Africa Porbandar Handymax,

Handysize

Import by traders Thermal Import

at Gujarat

Commodity Analysis
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There is however, significant scope for enhancing the

efficiency levels in coal handling at Indian major ports,

before further expansion of  capacity is taken up. Given

the cost effectiveness of  sea transportation of  coal,

improved efficiency levels could help boost greater coastal

movement of  domestically produced coal, which is

otherwise mainly transported by railways.

Recently, Ennore port, with mechanized handling facilities

has also started handling coal. It handled around 3.4 million

Table  7.10

Handling of  Coal Traffic at Indian Ports

(million tonnes)

Port    1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Haldia Thermal 4.60 3.63 4.14 4.02 3.22 3.67 2.93

  Coking 0.00 3.19 2.98 3.05 3.28 3.98 3.98

Paradip Thermal 3.95 5.01 6.08 6.37 5.95 8.21 8.94

  Coking 0.00 1.51 1.51 1.39 1.50 1.69 1.42

Visakhapatnam Thermal 5.65 3.71 3.98 3.83 4.01 5.40 3.92

  Coking 0.00 5.20 5.43 4.25 4.10 4.73 5.69

Ennore Thermal 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.40

Coking 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Chennai Thermal 5.05 6.59 8.62 9.56 9.23 11.86 7.19

  Coking 0.00 0.33 0.37 0.35 0.42 0.63 0.62

Tuticorin Thermal 3.12 5.35 5.58 4.49 3.58 5.59 5.19

  Coking 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Mormugao Thermal 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.16 0.47 0.42 0.00

  Coking 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.15 0.21 0.89 2.02

Others Thermal 0 0 0 0 0.11 0.18 0.06

  Coking 0.05 0.21 0.58 0.95 1 0.84 0.61

Total Thermal 22.45 24.31 28.53 28.42 26.58 35.33 31.64

  Coking 0.00 10.55 10.87 10.14 10.51 12.77 14.25

Total Major Ports

(Thermal+Coking) 22.45 34.86 39.39 38.56 37.09 48.10 45.89

Total Minor Ports � 2.01 2.45 4.11 5.83 7.03 7.79

Grand Total � 36.87 41.84 42.67 42.92 55.13 53.68

Source: IPA

tonnes of  coal in 2001-02, which was actually shifting of

that amount from Chennai. It is expected that the entire

coal traffic handled at Chennai will be diverted to Ennore

by 2003-04. Coal imports are also handled through other

multi-purpose solid cargo berths at Visakhapatnam, Cochin

and Kandla though volumes are comparatively lower.

Imported coal of  higher grades is mainly used on a

supplementary basis, both in respect of  thermal and coking

coal. Power and steel sectors, which are the main importers
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of  coal, use higher-grade imported coal for blending with

domestic coal. Other coast-based user industries like

fertilizer and cement, especially on the West coast have

switched completely to imported coal.

Trends in Coal traffic at ports

The total coal traffic handled at Indian ports is divided

between direct imports at 20 million tonnes and coastal

movement at 34 million tonnes. Imported coal, mainly

consisting of  coking coal and coke, is used by the integrated

steel plants. As per data furnished by Coal India, coking

coal imports into India were about 11 million tonnes in

2000-01, the import volume being more or less at the same

level for the past four years since 1997-98. Even the coking

grade coal, which is usually imported into India from New

Zealand, South Africa and Australia, has remained frozen

at 2.5 million tonnes in the same period. The stagnancy in

traffic movement of  coking coal and coke imports is

mainly attributed to glut in the steel industry, which has

not seen growth in smelting capacity through addition of

coke ovens. For 2001-02, the total coal movement at major

ports has shown a decline of  2 million tonnes compared

to 48 million tonnes in 2000-01. However, this decline

can be attributed to decrease in thermal coal movement

through major ports and increase in the movement of

coal through the minor ports of  Gujarat and Maharashtra.

The minor ports have witnessed growth in coal handling

from 5.83 million tonnes in 1999-2000 to 7.8 million

tonnes in 2001-02, mainly in thermal coal.

Future Outlook

Currently India has 60,000 MW thermal power capacities,

which is likely to increase to almost 90,000 MW by 2014-

15. As per current consumption rate the coal demand from

power sector by 2014-15 would increase to 378 million

tons. Therefore total coal consumption would be around

472 million tons.  Presently, Thermal power sector

accounts for 70% of coal consumption in India and this

share is likely to be maintained in future also.  This would

entail concurrent up gradation in the port infrastructure

at the Indian Ports in terms of  the size of  the ship calling

at the ports and the supporting mechanized coal-handling

facilities to augment the above throughput.

                     (million tonnes)                           (�000 tonnes)

Year Coking Non-Coking Total Port 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

1991-92 5.27 0.66 5.93 Dahanu - - 300

1992-93 6.32 0.42 6.74 Dharamtar - - 400

1993-94 6.82 0.57 7.39 Dahej 154 648 1223

1994-95 10.15 1.24 11.39 Mul Dwaraka 462 464 427

1995-96 9.37 3.14 12.51 Jafrabad 488 121 214

1996-97 10.62 2.56 13.18 Mundra (GAPL) - 626 908

1997-98 11.74 4.7 16.44 Porbandar 133 113 494

1998-99 10.02 6.51 16.53 Magdalla 1023 1092 875

1999-00 10.99 8.71 19.7 Navlakhi 1641 1567 1644

2000-01 12.55 9.31 21.86 Pipavav 452 836 516

2001-02 � � 19.52 Sikka 574 895 67

Source: Teddy; Gujarat Maritime Board, Maharashtra Others 902 670 731

Maritime Board
Total 5829 7032 7799

Table 7.11

Import of  Coal in India

Table 7.12

Coal Traffic Through India�s Minor Ports

Commodity Analysis
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Text Box  7.3

Coal : Points to ponder

� Coastal movement is currently taking place in geared handymax and handysize vessels. But due to the draft

availability in Paradip (loading) and Ennore (unloading) as well as equipment at Ennore, trade is expected to

partly shift to Panamax non-geared vessels.

� Coking coal imports from Australia and New Zealand are usually in handymax vessels although capesize and

Panamax vessels are preferred worldwide for coal trade.

� In September 2001, the port commissioned the Rs. 800 crore ADB funded mechanized coal handling berth

that has increased the thermal coal handling capacity to 20 million tonnes. This may lead for the shift of  coal

from Vizag as well as from Haldia.

� Demand for coastal movement as well as imports of  thermal coal was expected to grow significantly because

of  establishments of  coal fired power plants � mostly in Eastern coast of  India (for example Hindujas in

Vizag) and also some plants in Chennai. However, problems in power sector compounded by the Enron fiasco

has led to abolition or indefinite delays in nearly all the projects.

� Many State Electricity Boards (SEBs) are shifting to imported coal. Punjab State Electricity Board is already

importing coal through Mundra and Navlakhi ports. Maharashtra State Electricity Board has started importing

coal for power plant in Nasik, which is shifting to use of  a blend of  domestic and imported coal. Even TNEB

has started import of  coal.

� Imports of  thermal coal started only in last 4 years after liberalization of  its imports by the government. With

the lowering of  Import duty and in the increase of  the price of  domestic coal consequent to the deregulation

of  indigenous coal prices, a number of  coal-based power & fertilizer plants also started importing non-coking

coal in consideration of  transportation logistics and against export entitlements. As a result, the imports of

non-coking coal rose from 4.7 million tonnes in 1997-98 to 9.31 million tonnes in 2000-01.

� Supreme Court regulation on restrictions in long-haulage movement of  coal with ash content above 34 percent,

has given further boost to use of  imported coal by power plant in North and West.

Increased coal handling would also require stringent

environment safety and pollution control measures to be

followed by ports to minimize the air and water pollution.

Hoppers and conveyors should be covered to minimize

airborne emissions. Similarly, sprinklers, chemical

agglomerate should be used to bind the fine particles

together and prevent dust emission. Port labour at coal

handling facilities should also be provided sufficient

protective gears like air filters, helmets, gloves, etc and they

should undergo regular medical checkups to prevent any

damage to their health due to hazardous working

environment.

The steel consumption in India has been growing at a

CAGR of  4.4 percent since 1996-97 and this trend is likely

to continue due to increased emphasis on various

infrastructure projects and other industries. This would

have a cascading effect on the coal consumption in India

due to increased domestic consumption and increased

imports of  high grade coking coal.

7.3 Iron ore

Highlights

� Global sea borne trade in iron ore at around 454 million tonnes

in 2001 constituted a significant share, 12.8 percent of  the

total sea borne trade of  total dry bulk cargo at 3,542 million

tonnes in 2001.

� Brazil and Australia are the biggest exporters of  iron ore whereas

Japan, European Union and China are the biggest importers.

� The iron ore traffic handled at Indian ports went up from 32

million tonnes in 1991-92 to 51 million tonnes in 2001-02.
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� India exported around 34 million tonnes of  iron ore in year

2001-2002.

� Japan and China are biggest importers of  iron ore from India,

both being among the largest Steel producing nations in the world.

Global Scenario

Iron ore is the principal raw material for the production

of iron and steel. Around 98 per cent of the iron ore

shipped around the world is used in the manufacture of

iron and steel, while the rest is used in cement, agricultural

products, specialty chemicals and other industries.  The

world�s production of  iron ore has been hovering at around

little less than one billion tonnes for the last few years.

Although iron ore production is widely distributed in

around 50 countries across the globe, bulk of  the world

production i.e. about 70 per cent comes from five countries

viz. China, Brazil, Australia, India and Russia. The best

quality of  iron ore reserves are found in Australia and

Table  7.13

World Iron Ore Production

(million tonnes)

Countries 1990 1995 2000 2001(% change)

2001/00

Brazil 152.3 178.4 208.8 208.7 �0.1

Australia 113.5 146.2 176.3 180.5 2.4

India 53.7 66.8 76 79.2 4.3

Canada, 93.1 100.1 99 73.7 �25.6

U.S.A.

Africa 52.9 48.5 49.9 49.6 �0.5

Ex-USSR 236.2 144 157.2 151.3 �3.7

China & 86 120.3 106.3 103 �3.1

North Korea

Rest Western 90.4 83.4 78 82.2 5.4

World

Market 562.8 627.6 697.2 676.9 �2.9

economies*

World 885 891.9 960.7 931.2 �3.1

* - Market Economies consists of  Brazil, Australia, India,

Canada, U.S.A., Africa and Rest Western World.

Source: Raw Materials Group

Brazil, which dominate the global market by exporting

around 150 million tonnes per annum each. While

Australian exports are primarily directed towards Asia,

particularly Far-East nations, Brazilian ore is directed

towards the Western European countries.

The total world production of  iron ore in 2001 stood at

931 million tonnes, a decrease by 3.1 per cent compared to

2000, when production was the highest ever at 960.7 million

tonnes. North America experienced particularly sharp falls

in production while Australia and India registered increase

in production. The fall in production reflected the weak

demand from the steel industry particularly in the major

markets of  Japan and Europe, but the overall demand for

iron ore has remained firm due to the booming steel industry

in China, South Korea and Taiwan.

World Trade

Worldwide, iron ore constitutes one of  the key dry bulk

trades. The sea borne trade of  iron ore constituted 458

million tonnes out of a total trade of around 477 million

tonnes in 2001 making it the second largest commodity

moved through ocean after crude oil. Among the major

iron ore producing nations, Brazil and Australia are the

biggest exporters of  iron ore, with a share of  35 per cent

and 33 per cent respectively in 2001. India�s share of  the

world iron trade is about 7 per cent, which has been more

or less steady for the past five years.

World trade in iron ore at 477 million tonnes in 2001

decreased by about 2 per cent compared to 2000 due to

weak demand and consequent fall in exports of  major

exporters like Australia and Brazil. On the import side,

Graph  7.10
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there were sharp differences among countries reflected

by decrease in imports by the EU and Japan and increase

in imports by China and South Korea. This was indicated

by differing trends in the production of  crude steel and

pig iron. Imports by China and South Korea increased

substantially due to increased production of  steel, which

stood at 15 percent in case of China in 2001.

Globally, iron ore is generally transported in Capesize

vessels, accounting for nearly 60 per cent of  the cargo

carried by these kinds of  vessels. However, Panamax and

Handymax vessels are also used to some extent for carrying

of  iron ore, especially in short-haul movements and in

domestic coastal trade.

Table  7.14

World Iron Ore Trade for 2001

Region Imports* Exports*

Australia - 164.4

Brazil - 155.7

Rest Market Economies - 97.1

India - 34.3

Ex-USSR - 25.3

Japan 126.3 -

European Union (15) 120.3 -

China 107.9 -

North Korea 46.5 -

Other importers 76.9 -

World 477.9 476.8

*- All figures are in million tonnes.

Indian Iron Ore Scenario and Trade

India ranks 6th in production of  iron ore in the world and

accounts for about six per cent of total production. China

tops the list of  iron ore producers followed by Brazil,

Australia, Russia and United States. Major producers in

India are National Mineral Development Corporation

(Hyderabad), Steel Authority of  India Limited (New

Delhi), Kudremukh Iron Ore Company (Bangalore), the

Tata Iron & Steel Company Limited (Jamshedpur) and

Dempo, Salgaonkar & Sesa Goa � the three largest private

sector players from Goa.

India�s total reserves of  iron ore are estimated at around 3

billion tonnes, equivalent to 2 per cent of  the total world

reserves. The production of  iron ore in the country at 81

million tonnes in 2001-02 was up by 2 million tonnes

compared to 2000-01. The domestic consumption of  iron

ore stood at 46 million tonnes in 2001-02, which was only

1 million tonnes up from the last year.

Graph  7.12

Indian Iron Ore Demand Supply
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The iron ore port traffic at Indian ports went up from 32

million tonnes in 1991-92 to 51 million tonnes in 2001-02

with a CAGR of  4.8 percent.  The major part of  iron ore

traffic at Indian ports has been exports, which stood at

34.29 million tonnes in 2001-02. The iron ore export in

India is mostly done on FOB basis and it has been mainly

directed towards East Asian countries like Japan, China

and South Korea. This has had a positive impact on the

cargo handled at the ports on the East Coast of  India,

particularly Paradip and Visakhapatnam Port.

However, during the last four years, the export volumes

have been hovering in the range of  35-40 million tonnes

accounting for 43-49 percent of the domestic production.

Limitations in port capacities especially in ports like Haldia

and Paradip and in the railways in providing wagons for

transporting iron ore are among the factors constraining

iron ore exports.

The analysis of  the cost structure for Indian iron ore exporters

shows that railway freight constitutes almost 60 percent of

the FOB price. So it leaves around balance of  40 percent

equivalent of  US $10 - $13 per tonne of  iron ore lump to

cover the production cost, port charges, inland road

transportation cost, demurrage and margin. There has been

a 216 per cent increase in railway freight since 1991-92, where

as there has been only 31 per cent increase in iron ore price

realization during the same period. Railway freight in Australia,

Brazil and China is around 43 paise per tonne per km as

against 82 paise per tonne per km in India.  This also has had

a detrimental effect on the exports from India.

Iron ore handling through Indian ports

The volume of  iron ore handled at various Indian ports

depend upon two factors:

� Exports are dependent upon global steel production,

which in turn is correlated to the world economy

� Location of  steel plants, which generate demand for

coastal iron ore traffic

Traditionally iron ore movement both for purposes of

overseas exports and coastal movement to minor and

captive ports in the country is handled mainly through

major ports like Paradip, Visakhapatnam, Chennai on the

East Coast and Mormugao and New Mangalore on the

West coast.

The Goa region, which is one of  the main mining center

forms the key hub for iron ore exports, which are handled

through the Mormugao port. The Mormugao port handles

the highest volume of  iron ore traffic at about 18 million

tonnes (2001-02), accounting for 40% of  India�s total iron

ore exports. The iron ore mined in Bellary-Hospet region

of  Karnataka is currently exported both through Chennai

and New Mangalore, which have handled 7.4 and 5.7

million tonnes of  iron ore traffic (2001-02) respectively.

The Bailladila iron ore, situated in the Chhattisgarh region

is routed through Visakhapatnam, which ranks second

among the iron ore loading ports of  India, with traffic of

9.1 million tonnes of  iron ore.

There are altogether 5 dedicated berths for iron ore

handling at Indian major ports, one each at Paradip,

Visakhapatnam, Chennai, Mormugao and New Mangalore.

Mormugao port also has 4 transhippers for loading ore

into ships.

The growth in iron ore traffic has been particularly

impressive in the period 1998-99 to 2001-02. The overall

growth in iron ore handled through major ports during

the same period can be attributed to the abolition of

quantity restrictions under WTO rules as well as to the

private companies which guided growth in exports from

Paradip. Traffic handled at Paradip grew considerably

from 1 million tonnes in 1999-2000 to 3.6 million

tonnes in 2001-02.

However, year-on-year growth in export volumes shows

significant variations due to fluctuations in international

demand due to ups and downs in the steel industry

prospects, especially in Japan, which has been one of  the

major buyers of iron ore from India.

Text Box  7.4

Factors behind the Growth in Indian Exports in 2001-02 and 2002-03 (Estimated)

Push factor - Government abolished all the quantity restrictions under WTO rules, which acted as a push factor

for the export to grow. The shift in iron ore export policy not only enabled decanalised exports of  iron ore up to

64% iron content, which was earlier done through the MMTC, but also led to emergence of  number of  private

miners like Rungta Mines, S C Mines to enter the iron ore exports in mineral-rich Orissa.

Pull factor - There was a considerable growth in the demand from China due to mass production of  steel as well

as due to large-scale infrastructure development, which acted as a pull factor for the growth in ore export.

Commodity Analysis
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Coastal movement of  Iron Ore

Visakhapatnam port handles coastal traffic of  iron ore

both in its pure form as well as in pellet form. The Essar

palletisation plant in Visakhapatnam makes the iron pallets

from iron ore of the Bailadila mines and then sends it to

Magdalla for its steel plant through coastal shipment.

Minor and captive ports in Maharashtra and Gujarat are

among the key landing ports for coastal transshipment of

iron ore. In Maharashtra, minor ports like Revdanda and

Dharamtar together have handled about 2.3 million tonnes

of  iron ore in 2001-02 meant for Nippon Denro, Essar

Steel and Vikram Ispat plants on the West Coast. Gujarat

minor ports like Magdalla and Pipavav ports handled about

2.6 million tonnes of iron ore in 2001-02.

Iron Ore Shipments

The average parcel size of  overseas iron ore shipments in

Visakhapatnam is about 85,000 tonnes to 100,000 tonnes.

The dedicated iron ore berth, with a draft of  13 meters

located in the outer harbor is capable of handling the Capsize

vessels. However, the pellet loading is done in Panamax

vessels to suit the requirement of  the receiving ports.

The iron ore mined from Bellary-Hospet region mainly

goes through Chennai port. The average parcel size is

The underlying logic influencing iron ore movement is the physical proximity between a port location and the iron

ore mine area, which can be observed in case of  ports mentioned in the table below.

Port Connectivity

New Mangalore Iron ore transported through slurry pipeline from Kudremukh mines situated at a distance of

100 kms

Mormugao Iron is transported by barges from the mines situated at a distance of  around 50 kms along the

Zuari and Mandvi rivers

Paradip The Kendujhar mines are situated at a rail distance of  650 kms. A new rail line which will halve

the distance is under construction, although it has been significantly delayed

Chennai Iron ore comes from Bellary-Hospet region in Karnataka

Vizag Iron ore from the Bailadila mines situated at a rail distance of around 250 kms

Table 7.15

Trends in Iron Ore Traffic at Ports

(million tonnes)

Port 1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Haldia 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 1.78

Paradip 1.52 1.38 1.44 0.80 1.03 2.99 3.55

Visakhapatnam 6.16 5.74 5.67 7.01 7.52 9.27 9.20

Chennai 5.41 4.66 6.23 5.48 6.19 7.05 7.44

New Mangalore 6.49 5.95 6.54 5.34 6.39 5.11 5.78

Mormugao 12.52 14.64 18.70 15.10 14.83 15.66 17.97

Others 0.00 1.38 1.32 1.12 0.27 0.00 0.00

Total Major 32.10 33.05 39.23 34.31 36.10 40.46 45.72

Total Minor (mainly Magdalla, Bedi) - 5.49 4.67 4.94 2.91 5.91 5.21

Grand Total 32.10 38.54 43.9 39.25 39.01 46.37 50.93

Source: IPA
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about 80,000 tonnes. In fact, Bellary-Hospet region is

actually more close to New Mangalore port, however due

to poor railway linkage the iron ore from this region is

moved through Chennai port. With the coming into

operation of  Ennore port, which has mechanized dry bulk

cargo handling facilities, the iron ore traffic moving

through Chennai is now likely to shift to Ennore. Already

coal traffic has shifted from Chennai to Ennore. In the

future, the iron ore traffic will move from Chennai to

Ennore and Goa.

Mormugao port handles the largest amount of  iron ore

traffic in the country. Iron ore mined in its interior areas

are moved to Mormugao port using iron ore barges along

the Mandovi and Zuari rivers, which is then re-loaded

on to ships using grab cranes. Mormugao port is capable

of  handling Capesize vessels. Ships are partly loaded

through direct berthing and partly mid-sea. Mormugao�s

iron ore traffic is likely to increase, in case the more of

iron ore export traffic shifts from Chennai port.

However, if  the proposed minor port at Tadri in

Karnataka comes up, along with Hubli-Ankola rail

linkage, then Goa�s traffic may not see much of  growth

in the long-term.

Future Outlook

Australia is a major exporter to China, which has grown

up tremendously in �90s. The iron ore production in

Australia has grown by more than 60 per cent in the last

ten years. Brazil yet another major producer of  iron ore

has also increased its production by over 70 per cent in

the same period. India, which produces iron ore at much

lower volumes with even smaller exportable surplus, has

to face a tough international competition. However, India�s

production has also grown by 50 per cent in the last ten

years.

It would be difficult to sustain growth trend in future iron

ore exports unless there is significant change in India�s

trade partnerships with new rising steel economies, such

Text Box  7.5

Iron Ore: Major concerns

� KIOCL has been exporting iron ore since 1980s. However, the future of  the plant is currently under question

given fierce opposition on environmental grounds to the mining of  ore at Kudremukh National Park. Concern

over environmental degradation caused due to mining as well as leakages in the slurry pipeline have gathered

substantial political and social dimension. The Supreme Court is currently deciding on this issue. Nevertheless,

there is a fair possibility of  ruling against the company, which could lead to discontinuation of  iron ore mining

and hence exports from the port.

� There is a possibility of  shifting of  iron ore handling from Visakhapatnam port to Gangavaram in near future.

The reason for the shifting of  cargo could be its environmental impact on a highly populated city like Vizag.

The other pushing factor is the proposed container berth, which will further lead to the shift of  cargo. The

pulling factors are Gangavaram�s possibly new equipments with high efficiency and capability to handle deep

draft vessels as well.

Text Box  7.6

Key Factors to be considered for the growth in Iron Ore Exports

The prospects of  further growth of  India�s iron ore exports and increased shipments of  the commodity and

growth of  its sea borne traffic volumes depend on the following key factors:

� Levels of  off  take, by major global importers, which is negotiated on an annual basis or on long-term bilateral

trade relations.

� Negotiated prices in US dollar fixed annually based on the negotiations of  the Japanese mills with Australian

producers, who are strong competitors to India, both in terms of  quality of  ore as well as price.

� Cost of  iron ore handling depends on the railway freight and on the efficiency of  equipments. Outdated

equipments and the higher freight charges in India have had detrimental effect on the exports. Loading rate in

Australia can go up to 120,000 tonnes per day whereas in India the peak rate is around 35,000 tonnes per day,

which results in the lack of  competitiveness.

Commodity Analysis
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as China in the long term. Alternatively, India also needs

to diversify its iron ore trade with more countries even if

off-take levels are lower.

Domestically, no significant change in steel capacity can

be expected in India, in the near future, which means

that domestic demand for iron ore would be more or

less constant. However, the iron ore production in the

country has been going up steadily in the last ten years

since 1990, which in turn can enhance exports from

India.

7.4  Food Grains

Highlights

� World food grain trade has grown at a very modest CAGR of

2.34 percent in the period 1997-98 to 2001-02.

� Indian imports have been very negligible indicating its near self-

reliance in foodgrains while its exports have been growing

gradually.

� Indian ports handled a total foodgrains volume of  5 million

tonnes of  which Kandla port handled over 50 percent.

Global Scenario

World food grains consumption has grown moderately in

the last five years at a CAGR of  0.73 percent from 1997-

98 to 1900 million tonnes in 2001-02 (10-Dec) whereas

the foodgrains production in the same period showed a

declining trend from 1,880 million tonnes in 1997-98 to

1,864 million tonnes in 2001-02 (10-Dec). The total grains

production in 2002-03 is expected to decrease further by

almost 50-60 million tonnes from 1,864 million tonnes

(2001-02) because of  expected fall in production of  Wheat,

Rice & Coarse grains but the total grains consumption in

2002-03 is expected to be at the same level as in 2001-02.

Global wheat consumption has been stagnant for last 5

years except from year 1998-99 to 1999-00 where it

increased by 6-7 million tonnes whereas the wheat

production has declined since last 5 years from 610 million

tonnes (1997-98) to 580 million tonnes (2001-02). The

major wheat exporters are Argentina, Canada, Russia and

Ukraine whereas the major importers of  wheat are

Bangladesh, Brazil and EU.

World rice trade at 27 million tonnes is around 6-7 percent

of  total production of  397 million tonnes in 2001-02. The

trade figures seem low because the major producers are

also the major consumers of  rice. Asian countries

contribute to about 90 percent to the world Rice

production with China and India accounting for more than

50 percent and at the same time Asian countries also are

the major consumers having a share of  more than 90

percent in the world consumption with China, India and

Indonesia accounting for 75 percent of total consumption.

The major exporters are Thailand, India, Vietnam and

USA accounted for 26, 24, 11 and 11 per cent of the total

export at 27 million tonnes in 2001-02 respectively. The

major importers are Indonesia, Iraq and Iran together

accounted for 22 percent of  total imports at 27 million

tonnes in 2001-02.

Global Grains major Exporters & Importers

Wheat

Exporters - Argentina (11.5), Australia (16.5), Canada

(16.8), India (3.2), Russia (4.4) and Ukraine (5.5).

Importers - Eg ypt (7), Japan (5.8),  Brazil (6.5)

and EU (7).

Rice

Exporters � Thailand (7), India (6.6), Vietnam (3.1),

China (1.75).

Importers � Indonesia (3.5), Nigeria (1.7), Iraq (1.25).

Coarse Grains

Exporters � Argentina (9.1), China (8.6), EU (4.9),

Australia (4.4).

Importers � Japan (20), Mexico (8.9), South Korea (8.8),

Taiwan (4.8).

Graph  7.13
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The coarse grains production at 861 million tonnes and

the consumption at 891 million tonnes in 2002-03 have

gone down by 27 and 12 million tonnes respectively

compared to the last year whereas the world Coarse grains

trade remained unchanged from previous year at 101

million tonnes in 2001-02. The major producers of  coarse

grains are USA, China, EU and India accounting for 30,

14, 12 and 4 percent of the total production at 861 million

tonnes in 2002-03 respectively. The major exporters are

USA, China, Argentina and EU and they as a whole

constitute around 80 percent of  the total exports.

Indian Scenario

The 189 million hectares of  cropped area in India is

normally allocated accordingly: 126 million hectares to

Table 7.16

World Grains Trade

(million tonnes)

 Year Wheat Rice Coarse Total

Grains Grains

1997/98 104.3 27.6 85.6 217.5

1998/99 102.0 24.9 96.6 223.5

1999/00 112.8 22.8 104.5 240.1

2000/01 103.5 24.4 103.9 231.8

2001/02 110.0 27.1 101.5 238.6

(10-Dec)

2002/03 104.1 26.7 101.1 231.9

(10-Dec)

food grains crops, including 45 million hectares in rice, 26

million hectares in wheat, 32 million hectares in coarse

cereals, and 23 million hectares in pulse crops. During

2000-2001, the production of  rice was 85 million tonnes

as against 90 million tonnes during 1999-2000 whereas

the production of  wheat was 69 million tonnes during

2000-2001 as against 76 million tonnes during 1999-2000.

The production of  coarse cereals during 2001-2002 is

estimated at 35 million tonnes as against the production

level of  32 million tonnes during 2000-01. India�s wheat

production has increased steadily over the past decade,

rising 40 percent between 1990 and 2000 (though growth

in the second half  of  the decade slowed).  Wheat

consumption has been increasing faster than population

growth, replacing coarse grains and, to a lesser extent, rice.

Table  7.17

India�s Food Grains Production

(million tonnes)

Crop 1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02@

Rice 74.7 81.7 82.5 86.1 89.7 84.9 91.6

Wheat 55.7 69.4 66.4 71.3 76.4 68.8 71.5

Coarse Cereals 26.0 34.1 30.4 31.3 30.3 31.6 34.7

Cereals 156.4 185.2 179.3 188.7 196.4 185.3 197.8

Total Pulses 12.0 14.3 13.0 14.9 13.4 10.7 13.5

Total Foodgrains 168.4 199.4 192.3 203.6 209.8 195.9 211.3

Source: Agriculture Statistics Division, Ministry of  Agriculture.     @ - Estimated

Graph  7.14
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The 3.4 percent average annual growth rate outpaced the

annual 1.8 percent growth in population, obviating the

need for large and frequent government wheat imports.

Continuing growth in the wheat-based food-processing

sector, the growing popularity of  bread and bakery

products as convenience foods, and expansion of  usage

in non-traditional areas have fuelled consumption.

India�s Foodgrains Trade

The global food grains trade at 238.6 million tonnes in

2001-02 though substantial has been growing at a modest

1 percent since 1997-98 (217.5 million tonnes). India�s food

grains trade forms a miniscule portion of  the global trade

as indicated in the table below. Despite a record output in

1999-00 making India the world�s second biggest wheat

producer after China, India is yet to establish itself as a

regular wheat-exporting nation. However, India is seeking

to increase its wheat exports.

Rice is a freely tradable commodity with large surpluses.

Rice exports comprise of  two qualities � One is Basmati

rice, which is mainly containerized although small volumes

also carried in break bulk form and another is Non-

Basmati rice, which is traded generally in break-bulk form.

Based on our estimates, 0.29 million tonnes of  rice are

exported through containers. Out of  which, 0.17 million

tonnes is exported through ports on Western Coasts

(Bombay, Kandla, JNPT) and rest is exported through

Southern ports. Trade in wheat is highly regulated by the

Government. While imports are canalized by FCI, exports

are subject to quantitative restrictions.

There are several constraints on India�s wheat exports.

The first is price. The second one being lack of  advanced

facilities for procurement, processing, storage and

transport of  the grain. The third constraint relates to a

lack of  a long-term policy on wheat exports. This

shortcoming has led to a less-than-ideal quality control

over procurement. With the thrust on exports increasing,

the shortcomings are bound to be redressed.

India�s share is going up in world rice trade. The

international market for rice in 2002 has been gathering

momentum and is likely to touch 27 million tonnes, 2.7

million tonnes higher than in 2001, according to forecast

made by Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO).

Regarding exports in 2002, competition remains intense,

with India expected to further increase its market share

at the expense of  traditional large exporters. According

to current estimates, India is expected to supply 5

million tonnes that is almost 20 per cent of the expected

volume of  trade in 2002 as compared with 7 per cent

in 2001.

Foodgrains movement through Indian ports

India is a very recent entrant in food trade and by

international standards and still a marginal player in terms

of  volumes. However, for the Indian shipping industry

Table 7.18

India�s Food Grains Exports 1991-1992 to 2000-01

(million tonnes)

Commodity 1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Rice 0.68 2.51 2.39 4.96 1.90 1.53 0.72

Wheat 0.59 1.15 0.00 0.00 - 0.88 1.24

Table 7.19

India�s Food grains Import during 1991-92 to 2001-02

(million tonnes)

Commodity 1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Wheat Neg. 0.61 1.49 1.80 1.37 Neg. Neg.

Rice 0.01 Neg. Neg. 0.01 0.03 0.01 Neg.

Source: DGCIS, Ministry of  Commerce
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with a sizeable Handymax fleet, foodgrains trade is

emerging as a newfound business opportunity. The Kandla

port on the West coast has in particular, emerged as a

major rice handling port and April-May 2002 in particular

have seen sharp increase in rice exports, with the

government supplying rice at subsidized rates to exporters

from the surplus stocks Food Corporation of  India (FCI).

India has been exporting rice mainly through the Kandla

port to countries in West Asia, to liquidate its excess stocks

of  rice at about 24 million tonnes, against the buffer

requirement of  16 million tones. The Kandla port has

handled about 1.5 million tones of rice in 2001-02 (April-

March) and this is expected to rise by at least two million

tonnes in 2002-03.

The Nhava Sheva port in the Mumbai region has also

handled about half  a million tones of  food grains in 2000.

In fact, the freight volumes have fluctuated on an year-

on-year basis in the last three years and have on an all-

India basis come down dramatically in 2000-01, following

poor rains and lower foodgrains output (see Table 7.20).

The shortfall in foodgrains export trade is however,

expected to be overcome during 2002-03, expected to yield

agricultural surplus.

Future Outlook

Despite the gains and some important achievements in

few agricultural commodities, India still has a long way

to go in making its agricultural exports making more

competitive in the world market. Liberalisation and

globalisation of  world trade regimes in agriculture

products has certainly opened many new opportunities

for a country like India, with it�s near self-sufficiency

in agricultural inputs, low costs of  labour and its diverse

agro-climatic profile. However, India needs to raise level

of  productivity and quality standards to international

levels, which is one of  the major challenges, following

dismantling of  quantitative restrictions on imports and

with adoption of  WTO agreement on agriculture.

While a beginning has been made in partly freeing the

global agricultural trade from the constraints of  stifling

tariff  and non-tariff  barriers, considerable effort still

needs to be taken up to neutralize the developed

economies from resisting agricultural imports from the

developing world and bring down the level of

protection and subsidies to bring greater parity in terms

of  trade.

India�s challenges on the global agricultural trade front

are thus, both internal as also external in nature. While

required changes in the external global trade

environment will take longer time and greater collective

effort of  nations, India needs to initially focus on

improving its internal situation in the agricultural sector,

by rebuilding its competitive advantages so that it can

present stronger positions when it comes to negotiating

either with WTO or other developed countries.

Table 7.20

Food Grains Traffic handled By Major Ports in India

(million tonnes)

Ports 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Visakhapatnam 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.21 0.21 0.77

Tuticorin 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.13 0.34

Mumbai 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.14 0.19 0.12

JNPT 0.38 0.36 0.42 0.56 0.00 0.03

Kandla 1.95 1.39 1.70 1.05 1.27 2.58

Others 0.23 0.76 0.84 0.53 0.19 0.00

Major Ports 3.14 3.02 3.54 2.68 1.99 3.85

Minor Ports 0.80 0.57 0.36 0.43 0.91 1.26

Total 3.94 3.59 3.90 3.11 2.90 5.11

Source: IPA (Indian Ports Association)

Commodity Analysis
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7.5 Cement

Global Scenario

Global cement production has increased substantially with

a CAGR of  3.35 percent over the last three decades to 1.65

billion tonnes in 2001 owing to increased demand from the

infrastructure sectors of  industrialized as well as developing

nations. China has emerged as the world�s largest cement

producing country and has been a major driving force in

the development of  global cement industry with around

6,000 cement plants producing more than 525 million tonnes

per annum, accounting for one third of  global production.

The other major global cement producers include India,

Japan, USA, South Korea and others.

World Trade

Trading of  cement across the globe is considered complex

and volatile due to the existence of  �deficiency/capacity�

build up cycle in most of the producing countries resulting

in major importers becoming major exporters within a

very short period. International sea borne trade of  cement

showed strong growth during the period 1993-1997, a hike

from 48 million tonnes to 56 million tonnes following the

high degree of  investment in infrastructure projects in

the developing countries of  Asia. OECD countries also

registered a relatively strong growth simultaneously.

However, the economic crisis in South East Asia which

led to fall in infrastructure development, made significant

impact over the sea borne trade resulting into a sharp

decline to around 46 million tonnes in 2000 and remained

almost same for the year 2001.

China, the largest producer, is also one of  the largest

exporter of  cement exporting more than 10.5 million

tonnes annually followed by Japan, Spain and Turkey. Of

late Thailand has emerged as the largest exporter of

cement with an export volume of  10.7 million tonnes. In

Graph  7.15

World Cement Production, Consumption and Seaborne Trade
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case of  imports, USA continues to be the largest cement

importer with an average import volume of  around 20

million tonnes followed by Germany and Taiwan.

Indian Scenario

India is the second largest producer of  cement in the world

with an installed capacity of  135 million tonnes. The

cement production in India has grown up considerably

from 51 million tonnes in 1991-92 to 102 million tonnes

in 2001-02 with a CAGR of  7.3 percent. Even the

consumption also followed the similar trend, which grew

up from 46 million tonnes to 102 million tonnes with a

CAGR of  8.44 percent. A prominent reason for the same

has been the liberalization that has permitted

multinationals like Lafarge, France and Cemen, Mexico

entry into the country.

India�s per capita cement consumption is 82 kgs against

the world average of  255 kgs, which makes scope for

growth in the cement industry in future.

Indian Trade

India exported around 4 million tonnes of  cement and

clinker in 2001-02. India exports most of  its cement to

neighbouring countries because of  its hygroscopic nature.

The countries, which India exports to, are Nepal,

Bangladesh, Bhutan and U.A.E.

Traffic handled at Indian Ports

A freight sensitive commodity, transportation plays a major

role in the movement of  cement. Ocean movement of

cement across the globe accounts for around 70 percent

of  the total cement transportation. However in India, sea

borne transportation of  cement or clinker for domestic

industry is limited to only 10 percent of  the total

Table  7.21

Traffic handled at Indian ports
(million tonnes)

Ports 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Cochin 0.02 0.06 0.18 0.22 0.24 0.24

New Mangalore 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.30 0.37 0.38

JNPT 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.47 0.69 0.66

Other Major Ports 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.05

*Minor Ports 2.95 3.72 4.46 5.99@ 9.44 9.54

Total 3.00 3.85 4.97 6.99@ 10.83 10.87

*Minor ports include only Gujarat & Maharashtra minor ports. @ - Data are not available for some of  the

minor ports.

Graph  7.17
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transportation and restricted to coastal states of  Gujarat,

Maharashtra, Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The

Indian ports handled 11 million tonnes of  cement/clinker

in 2001-02, marginally higher compared to previous year.

Minor ports handle around 87 percent of  the total cement/

clinker traffic at ports. Out of  11 million tonnes handled

at ports, only 4 million tonnes is exported whereas there

is coastal traffic of  around 7 million tonnes.

Following the success of  Gujarat Ambuja, Narmada and

Saurashtra cement, other Indian majors like ACC, Gujarat

Sidhee Cement are also contemplating of  developing bulk

cement handling terminals for sea borne movement of

cement and clinker.

Usually, both conventional dry bulk carriers as well as self-

discharging specialized cement carriers are used for

carrying cement. Though vessel sizes up to 40,000 dwt

are used in international routes, coastal cement

transportation in India is generally carried out in mini-

bulk carriers ranging from 2,000-3,500 dwt.

The following table summarizes the current trade pattern

of  the leading corporates involved in the ocean movement

of  cement and clinker:

Most of  the companies have set up their plants near the

coast adjacent to their own captive jetties and are situated

in coastal area of Gujarat.

Table 7.22

Current Trade Pattern in Ocean Movement of  Cement & Clinker

                        Shipping particulars

Company Commodity Plant Trade Qty* Loading Unloading Vessel Total

location pattern

Gujarat Cement Muldwarka Export 2.76 Muldwarka South Africa, Mini bulk 3.54

Ambuja Sri Lanka carriers

Cement Ulwa Coastal 0.78 Ulwa Maharashtra Mini bulk

Belapur Belapur carrier

L&T Cement Pipavav Export 0.21 Rajula Gulf Handysize 0.38

(Pipavav)

Limestone Pipavav Import/ 0.17 Rajula Gulf Handysize

Export

Narmada Clinker Jafrabad Coastal 3.82 Jafrabad Ratnagiri, Mini bulk 3.82

Cement Magdalla carrier

Saurashtra Cement Ranavav Coastal 0.35 Porbandar Maharashtra Mini bulk 0.35

Cement carrier

Grand total 7.40

* - All figures are in million tonnes and are for year 2001-02.

7.6 Containers

Highlights

� Global container traffic has increased considerably from 37 million

TEUs in 1980 to 243 million TEUs in 2001 with Asia posting

the highest growth in last 5 years at a CAGR of  6 percent.

� World�s top five container terminals are located in Asia,

accounting for nearly 23 percent of  the global container traffic.

� India�s container traffic posted a very impressive CAGR of

15.5 percent from 0.68 million TEUs in 1991-92 to 2.88

million TEUs in 2001-02.

� The success of  NSICT has lead to several international container

terminal operators evincing keen interest in the upcoming container

terminal projects in India.

Global Scenario

Containerization has played a major role in augmenting

global trade since its commercial inception in 1965. This

helped lower overall logistics costs due to reduced -

material handling, pilferage, cycle time and a host of  other

advantages associated with containerization. Such a rapid

growth in container traffic has affected various players in

the business such as terminal operators, liner companies,

shippers and public at large.
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In the process of globalization, containerization has made

a vital contribution to a region�s rapidly growing

international trade and continues to do so. It provides

shippers with safe, easy and relatively cheap access to

international markets in any part of  the world through a

highly integrated, efficient network of  trunk routes and

feeder services utilizing trans-shipment opportunities.

Despite the recent economic downturn, there has been

increased demand for additional port capacity in different

regions of  the world.

Global container shipping companies are under intense

pressure to compete in providing shippers with services

that include fast transit times, high frequency and low cost.

This has given rise to two trends: deployment of

increasingly large size ships to obtain economies of  scale

and alliances and mergers/acquisitions of  carriers as an

approach to rationalizing investment, spreading risk and

reducing administrative costs.

4,000-6,000 TEU vessels already dominate major deep-

sea trades. In years to come, ship sizes in excess of  7,500

TEU will come into operation on Asian routes. The

implications of  such increases in ship size will be an even

greater focus on the hub and spoke system, in which the

biggest ships will call at only a limited number of  very

efficient ports on the main trunk routes, with other ports

Table  7.23

Container Throughput of

World�s Major Port

                                 (million TEUs)

S. No. Port 1995 2001

1 Hong Kong 12.5 17.8

2 Singapore 11.8 15.5

3 Busan 4.5 7.9

4 Kaoshiung 5.1 7.5

5 Shanghai 1.5 6.3

6 Rotterdam 4.8 6.1

7 Los Angeles 2.6 5.2

8 Hamburg 2.9 4.7

9 Long Beach 2.8 4.5

10 Antwerp 2.3 4.2

  Total 50.8 79.7

being linked by extended feeder networks. Through this

approach, carriers will be able to maximize the utilization

of  vessel capacity and reduce port / transit time.

Global Container Traffic

The global container traffic has increased from 37 million

TEUs in 1980 to 243 million TEUs in 2001. The table for

container throughput of  the world�s major port indicates

that the world�s top 10 ports handled nearly 33 percent of

the global container traffic in 2001. Asia has got the top 5

ports of  world, which forms nearly 23 percent of  the

global container traffic and thus has become the busiest

region in terms of  trade and total traffic handled.

Tanjung Pelapas is a success story. With just 2 years of  its

establishment it handled about 2.05 million TEUs in 2001,

which is a very high growth rate. This has been made

possible by offering lower rates and better facilities than

the competing port of  Singapore. This led to the shift in

operation of  some shipping lines from Singapore to

Tanjung. Concomitant to the growth in Tanjung Singapore

registered a fall of  9 percent in the total traffic volumes.

The Singapore port still handled 15.5 million TEUs in

2001, the second highest in the world. Both of  them are

positioned as transshipment hubs in the East-West sea

route trade. The biggest container handling port in the

world, Hong Kong registered a reduction of  2 percent in

2001 compared to 2000. It handled 17.8 million TEUs in

2001.

In the European region, Rotterdam port traffic reduced

by 3 percent in 2001 compared to 2000. It handled 6.1

million TEUs in 2001. But most European ports actually

registered positive growth rates. Many American ports,

Graph  7.18
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big and small alike registered negative growth rates in 2001

compared to 2000. This set includes Long Beach (the

second largest port in USA), Charleston, Hampton road,

Oakland, Tacoma etc. However, the Los Angles port, the

biggest in USA registered a growth rate of  6 percent in

the same time frame handling 5.2 million TEUs.

Container Traffic Scenario in Indian Ports

India is relatively a recent entrant in container cargo

business. Indian ports started handling small numbers of

containers during the decade of  seventies. In nineties, the

container traffic suddenly picked up after the establishment

of  JNPT. Container traffic at Indian ports has grown with

a CAGR of  around 15.5 percent for last ten years to 2.08

million TEUs in 2001-02. Despite this impressive growth

over past ten years, the national container cargo market in

India can still be termed as being in a formative phase.

In 1999, P&O (Australia) led a modern container terminal

at Nhava Sheva at a cost of  around Rs. 800 crores. The

Nhava Sheva port, including the JNP and the NSICT

container terminals, touched a landmark performance of

handling one million TEU in 2000-01 and currently

together represent a share of  over 54 per cent in the total

container traffic handled at all major ports in the country.

India�s national container traffic handled in various major

ports over a ten-year period (1991-92 to 2001-02) has

impressively grown at a compounded average growth rate

(CAGR) of  15.5 percent whereas the container traffic at

minor ports is negligible at present. The container traffic

volume during this period has gone up from 7.62 million

tonnes to 37.22 million tonnes in 2001-02 or in TEU terms

from 0.68 million to 2.88 million TEUs in the same time

period.

The growth in container traffic at 15.5 percent is higher

than the overall growth of  aggregate cargo traffic in the

port sector (including minor and intermediate ports),

which stands at around 8 percent in the same period.

Several factors specific to the development of  container

cargo trade in India, together with other positive macro

economic and trade performance indicators have brought

about this rapid growth in the national container traffic.

It is evident that the establishment of JNPT and the

NSICT has had a catalytic role in the growth of  container

cargo trade in the country and has set a model for other

ports to emulate. The first phase of  container traffic

growth was however aided by increasing levels of

containerization. The level of  containerization as a ratio

of  total general cargo (i.e. container and break bulk cargo)

Table  7.24

National Container Traffic Performance

(�000 TEUs)

Port 1991-92 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Kolkata 58 133 141 132 147 138 98

Haldia 9 9 28 28 28 51 93

Vizag 8 13 13 14 20 20 22

Chennai 106 256 293 284 322 352 345

Tuticorin 28 89 102 100 137 157 214

Cochin 52 112 122 129 130 143 152

Mumbai 280 583 601 509 429 321 254

JNPT 112 423 504 669 889 1189 1573

Kandla 28 77 84 64 79 91 126

Others 2 3 3 3 4 6 8

All Ports 683 1698 1891 1932 2185 2468 2885

Source: Indian Ports Association
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together with cargo categorized as �Others� (comprising

items like over-dimensional cargo, project cargo, etc) of

cargo went up from around 29 per cent in 1991-92 to 46

percent in 2001-02. The trend towards increasing

containerization has brought down the share of  the break

bulk cargo, from 50 per cent of  the total general cargo in

1992 to a level of  32 percent, in the same time period.

However, it must be pointed out that while

containerization has been one of  the important drivers

of  container traffic growth over the past ten years, the

overall growth of  container traffic during this period has

also been driven by other macro economic and trade-

related developments.

The ten years of  rapid container traffic growth has been

a period of economic liberalization and globalization

of  Indian economy, which saw the economy open up

itself  to world market, both in terms of  a policy thrust

on value-added exports and liberalization of  imports,

through reduction in import tariffs and scrapping of

import licensing regime. Consequently, the total sea

trade volumes (including the traffic handled by minor

and intermediate ports) in tonnage terms have grown

by 8 percent on a compounded average basis in the

period 1991-92 to 2000-01, from 170.85 to 385.59

million tonnes (including the cargo traffic handled by

minor and intermediate ports). The container traffic

growth in tonnage terms in this period at 17 percent is

more than double the growth rate of  total cargo trade

handled by the major ports, at 6 percent between 1991-

92 and 2001-02. This relatively rapid growth in container

cargo traffic volumes can be attributed to changing

commodity composition of  India�s external trade in the

last ten years, with a distinct shift towards value-added

goods.

National Container Cargo Traffic Distribution

Prior to the establishment of  Nhava Sheva port, India�s

container cargo traffic - both inbound and outbound

containers, was mainly subjected to international

transshipment through hub ports like Dubai, Colombo

and Singapore, which acted as the gateways to other world

ports. Indian ports only acted as feedering points for these

international hub ports, which considerably increased the

costs of  container freight due to multiple handling at

various ports. While feeder service operators benefited

from the arrangement, the shippers were losers in the

game, having to eventually bear the brunt of  high freight

handling costs. The Nhava Sheva port project, conceived

as India�s gateway port to the world thus, thus, came as

the natural solution to the problem at hand. No sooner

JNPT entered the picture, the national container traffic

distribution pattern underwent a major metamorphosis.

Regional Analysis

Western Region

The Nhava Sheva port has since emerged to be the

epicenter of  a major resurgence in container traffic

movement in Western region, drawing cargo from as far

as Punjab & Delhi in the North. The container traffic

growth at JNPT in the last ten years has been thus, virtually

been synonymous with the growth in national container

traffic, indeed at higher CAGR of  30 percent between

1991-2002, more than twice the CAGR for national

container growth rate at 15 percent for all major ports in

the same period. While it has been often argued that Nhava

Sheva port has actually diverted the container traffic from

Mumbai port, the fact is JNPT has actually nurtured the

growth container traffic in the Western region. Given its

Text Box 7.7

Nhava Sheva International Container Terminal � A Success Story, setting the trend

The first-ever Build-Own-Operate (BOT) agreement in the Indian port sector was awarded to P&O Ports (Australia)

on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) basis for the development and operation of  Nhava Sheva International Container

Terminal (NSICT), which the government sought to develop as an international container transshipment hub in

the country. Executed in a record time, the NSICT terminal at Nhava Sheva has since being commissioned in

1999, has already crossed a cumulative traffic performance of  2 million TEUs, substantially surpassing the initial

estimations of  traffic growth. The success of  NSICT as one of  the first private sector port project in India has set

a positive benchmark for BOT projects in the port sector in India and has along with it brought about a certain

degree of  the market competition in the container terminal services segment of  port sector in the country. By

introducing new standards of  operational performance, the NSICT has also been able to significantly introduce

new terms of  inter-port competition between container terminal facilities at various ports, as also inter-terminal

competition at the Nhava Sheva port itself.

Commodity Analysis
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inherent infrastructure strengths, in terms dedicated

container berths, modern high-tech handling capabilities

(supplemented by NSICT under P&O Ports), the terminal

operations as also whole range of  logistics support

services, coupled with good rail and road connectivity, the

Nhava Sheva port grew rapidly in a short time emerging

as the as the regional container transshipment hub

providing direct shipping linkages to several major ports

of  the world.

The growth in container traffic witnessed at JNPT over

the years has been mainly possible because the port serves

as an efficient conduit for container cargo to a vast cargo

hinterland that spans not only the highly industrialized

western region but distant northern, central and south-

central regions of  the country as well. However, it will be

interesting to note that while Nhava Sheva port has grown

at a impressive CAGR of  30 percent at much higher

volumes of  container traffic, performance of  other

regional ports most notably Mumbai and Kandla ports

have been totally overshadowed. However, a �spill over

effect�, of  the rapid growth in container traffic can be

expected especially at new container ports like Mundra

and Pipavav, which are aiming at being new points of

aggregation and consolidation for containerized cargo,

given their proximity to the Northern cargo hinterland.

Both these private ports along the Gujarat coast, have been

positioned as the new potential points for container cargo

aggregation and consolidation; especially as volumes from

Northern hinterland and primary cargo hinterland

comprising Gujarat are likely to go up in the coming years.

Further to the South of  Nhava Sheva port on the West

coast, the Vallarpadam international container terminal is

being proposed as a new container transshipment hub

mainly for the East-West bound cargo from Southern

hinterland. With its navigational advantages of  proximity

to the East-West trade route, Vallarpadam terminal is also

likely to make a serious pitch for competition with JNPT.

This situation however, would only arise at a much higher

level of  maturity in terms of  Indian container cargo market

demand than is being realized at present. At what critical

threshold of  container traffic volumes, will the strategic

inflection start driving container traffic away from JNP to

these new container terminal ports, can only be determined

on the basis of  strategic inter-play of  logistics and trade

factors underlying future growth of  container traffic

volumes and how the new container terminal operators

will competitively position their service offerings.

Looking at the current traffic trends, it is however seems

plausible to assume that dominance of  the Western region

ports is likely to continue over other regional clusters and

would maintain 14 percent growth seen over the past ten

years though certain �spill over� of  traffic to other Western

region ports, especially Mundra and Pipavav should be

expected to bring about a certain restructuring of  market

shares among different ports on the West coast.

South East and South West Region

Among second major regional container traffic clusters,

the South Eastern region including Kolkata, Haldia,

Visakapatanam and Chennai port ranks next to the

Western region in terms overall market share of  23 percent,

approximating to 0.56 million TEUS, mainly accounted

for by Chennai port with a share over 0.35 million and a

CAGR of  12 percent between 1990-2001.

The South Western region, including Tuticorin port,

separated from rest of  East coast by Palk Straits, forcing

navigational detour of  Sri Lanka, (for Far East cargo) has

a share of about 12 percent of the total national container

traffic, which include traffic handled at Tuticorin, Cochin

and New Mangalore, is primarily still a regional cluster in

the making. With a container traffic volume of  mere 0.3

million TEUs in 2001, the Southern cargo hinterland is

still largely in the process of  being defined, despite its

otherwise strong economic fundamentals.

Our research indicates that the South West region also

shows a high empty container ratio, especially import

container movements, which is indicative of  trade

imbalances, which could be overcome with greater

coordination among shipping lines. With the trade gap

being bridged and volumes of  container traffic growing

to a level of  about a million TEUs, which is quite likely

based on long-term GDP growth of  Southern states, a

major project such as the proposed Vallarpadam

International container terminal could turn a new chapter

in India�s container traffic trade, though it would also imply

that container cargo volumes originating from the

Southern region would have to also substantially increase

to justify setting up of  a major container terminal.

Inland Container Depots (ICDs) and Container

Freight Stations (CFSs)

An ICD/CFS may be defined as �common user facility

equipped for handling and temporary storage of  import/

export containers under customs supervision and bonding

for onward transit to or from ports. They play a very

important role in enabling organized movement of

containers to and from cargo hinterlands to ports using

rail and road transport. They help in reducing the turn
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Text Box  7.8

Upcoming Container Terminals

Success of  Nhava Sheva Container Terminal (NSICT) at JNPT has evoked considerable interest in various global

terminal operators. This has set the pace for development of  several other container terminal projects in the

country, most notably Mundra and Pipavav ports, both under the private sector initiatives. The push towards what

can be termed a �multiple container port� system in the country, is also leading to new competitive market

conditions with each new container port terminal seeking to carve its share of  the national container traffic. The

existing major ports such as Kandla, Cochin and Visakapatanam have also been actively seeking private sector

participation for upgrading their existing container handling facilities in anticipation of  increasing traffic volumes

in future. A few such proposed container terminals have been discussed below:

Most Likely:

Conversion of  Dry Bulk Terminal into Container Terminal at JNPT: The Dry bulk terminal was developed

to handle the imports of  food grains and fertilizers. In light of  low volumes the port is planning its conversion to

container terminal. This would increase the capacity of  JNP by further 1.2 - 1.4 million TEUs.

Mundra, under the Gujarat Adani Port Limited: This is proposed container terminal near GAPL�s existing

multipurpose port at Mundra. This was recently in the news for GAPL selling its stake with container terminal to

P&O Ports (Australia).

Visakha Container Terminal Project: The Visakapatanam port, which is the largest of  cargo handling ports

with highest traffic throughput among the major ports of  India, has recently awarded its multi-purpose berth

located in its outer harbor for development into a full-fledged container terminal to a consortium of  United Liner

Agency (J.M.Baxi Group) along with Dubai Ports Authority on BOT (Build, Operate, Transfer) basis for 30 years,

including supply, installation and operation of  container handling equipment. The Infrastructure Development

Corporation (IDFC) is expected to fund the project.

Chennai Port has recently handed over to P&O Ports (Australia) management and operation of  its existing

container terminal operations, basically with a view to enhance the efficiency in operations. The entry of  P&O

Ports has helped streamline container-handling operations at the port. Apart from operating existing facilities,

P&O Ports is also committed to further invest USD170 million in phases to enable the terminal to start handling

mainline container vessels at the port. As per the agreement, P&O Ports would develop and manage the terminal

for the next 30 years and would pay 37.12 per cent of  total earnings to Chennai Port Trust as royalty.

Proposed:

Vallarpadam International Container Transshipment Terminal: The Vallarpadam container terminal is being

conceived as the international transshipment hub, for East-West trade seeking to gain the transshipment traffic

handled by Colombo port. The project has gone through a highly contentious bidding process, in which P&O

Ports,the lone bidder for the project in the first round of  bidding was rejected following objections raised by the

Cochin Port Trust (CPT). The Vallarpadam project is now once again going through a second round of  bidding

and is expected to bring in more bidders into the fray.

Mumbai Offshore Container Terminal: Mumbai Port Trust has recently floated tenders inviting pre-qualification

bids for setting up an offshore Container Terminal. The project involves setting up of  two offshore container

terminals with a draft of  13.5 meters and deepening of  approach channel to 11-meter depth. The estimated cost

of  the project is around Rs 960 crores with schedule completion in 2006.

Gujarat Pipavav Ports Limited: Pipavav Port a consortium of  GPPL, PSA, CDC and Sea King will develop its

existing conventional facilities into a full container-handling terminal, a major regional hub port for South Asia.

Pipavav Port, strategically located along the Saurashtra Coast of  Gujarat, is also India�s first private common-user

port. With its natural harbour with excellent deep water Pipavav Port is well placed to tap on the growth of  the

North West Indian hinterland. Recently, Mearsk Sealand/A P Moller group has taken a stake in the port and has

to take active management of  the port.

Commodity Analysis
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Text Box  7.9

Green Field Container Terminals

Rewas-Aware Port Project: Maharashtra Maritime Board (MMB) has recently signed a build, own, operate,

share and transfer an agreement with a Mumbai based company for developing a port at Rewas for around Rs

1,500 crore. The Maharashtra Maritime Board signed an agreement with Mumbai-based Amma Lines, a port-

cum-terminal builder, to develop Rewas port.

Vizhinjam Port: The Government is planning to develop the port into an international container transshipment

hub, and is in the process of  appointing consultants to undertake a detailed project feasibility (DPR) study.

Vizhinjam, located about 20 km south of  Thiruvananthapuram, has a natural draft of  25 meters within a nautical

mile from the coast.

Hazira Container Terminal: Shell is planning to develop a container terminal at Gujarat port Hazira.

Colachel Port: The State Government of  Tamil Nadu also proposes to develop Colachel port into hub port for

handling main line containers. The Government of  Malaysia has shown interest in developing this port as a

container hub port. They have also recommended a detailed feasibility study to be conducted by a team of

independent consultants.

Text Box  7.10

Facilities and Technology at a Modern Container Terminal

The main reasons for successful and profitable operations of  container terminal across globe have been its

modern facilities and its ability to attract larger vessels. This has entailed terminals operators laying very high

emphasis on latest technologies and modern facilities at the terminals.

� A modernized container terminal intending to handle 1.5 to 2.0 million containers per year should be equipped

with the following facilities:

� The port should have sufficient depth of  the access channel and alongside of  the wharf, with calm wave

conditions, to accommodate full oceangoing container ships. The major container terminals in the world have

a water depth of  -13 to 14m (39 ft. to 42 ft.) to accommodate Panamax-type container ships.  Some have a

greater water depth in anticipation of  receiving Super Panamax class ships.

� The wharf  length should have sufficient length to berth full oceangoing container ships (generally the length

of  the wharf  is 350m, minimum 250 to 300m).

� There should be sufficient areas directly behind the wharf  to store containers. Generally the area required is a

length of  400 to 500m behind the wharf.

� The gantry cranes installed on the apron of  the wharf, usually 2 - 3 cranes for each berth, supporting transtainers

(3 - 4 units per one gantry crane), straddle carriers or forklifts in the container yard with 25 - 40 tons capacity,

and a number of  trailer chassis for transporting containers.

� The terminal should be equipped with facilities for lighting the yard operation, electrical outlets for reefer

containers, a mechanical workshop to repair damaged container boxes, equipment and a computer information

system at the truck gate, an administrative control building, and a container freight station (CFS).

� To support a smooth and efficient terminal operation, there should be land area equivalent to the container

yard for constructing access roads to the main public roads, and a depot for stocking the containers.

� Modern technology for real-time scheduling and routing algorithms for container movement and equipment

allocation, optical character recognition technology at terminal gates, terminal topology simulation, biometrics

and other technologies.

� State of  the art technology for making it easier for customers, trading partners and regulatory authorities to

communicate and transact with the operators by implementing solutions that use EDI, XML e-commerce and m-

commerce technologies to support bookings, transactions, online payments and the transfer of  cargo information.
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around time of  a container thereby decongesting the port

area and aiding efficient logistics management. Among

many functions performed by the ICDs/CFSs following

value added services like stuffing/destuffing, aggregation/

re-distribution of  containers, storage of  cargo and

containers and their safety, information flow and

communication.

Presently, there are around 97 ICDs/CFSs all over India.

Of  these around 37 ICDs / CFSs in the Southern region,

30 in the Western region, 10 in the Eastern region and

around 20 in the Northern region. ICDs / CFSs in

the northern region handled approximately 0.4 million

TEUs in 2001 which is the highest by any region in India

followed by western region which handled   0.35 million

TEUs.  In 2001 a total of  approximately 1 million TEUs

were handled through the network of  ICDs / CFSs across

the country while the remaining 1.46 million TEUs were

handled directly at the ports. In the northern region

Tughlaqabad ICD handled around 0.23 million TEUs

which is the highest by a single ICD in India.

At  JNPT, the most modern of  all the existing Indian

ports handling almost 54 percent or 1.57 million TEUs

of total container traffic (2.88 million TEUs) in India,

approximately 70 percent of  the total container traffic of

JNPT is handled at different CFSs in and around JNPT.

Rest 30 percent is moving out of  Bombay region to ICDs

and CFS located in the hinterland.

7.7 Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)

Highlights

� The global consumption and trading in LNG has grown steadily

since the mid-1960s and current annual global demand is

estimated at about 80-million tonnes. LNG is emerging to be a

cost effective and environment-friendly alternative fuel stock for

power plants and in many other industries.

� Production, transportation and usage of  LNG are a highly

technology, process and capital-intensive activity.

� While LNG usage is expected to substantially go up in India,

it is unclear whether this growth is likely to be driven by domestic

LNG users or industrial users in India.

LNG: Global Scenario

The world�s proven natural gas reserves is estimated at 99

billion tonnes, equivalent to about 56 years of  production

at the current rate of  utilization. Regions forming part of

Former Soviet Union (FSU) and the Middle East have 70

percent of  current estimated total gas reserves.

Natural gas reserves in the Asia-Pacific region are also

considered sufficient to meet current regional demand for

the next 70 years. However, these resources are not into

many of  the high demand growth areas such as Japan,

Korea and Taiwan. This factor has facilitated the growth

of  LNG trade in the South East Asian region, which

accounts for major portion of  the global LNG trade.

Currently, 75 per cent of  the world�s LNG trade (104

million tonnes) is accounted for by Asia, mostly Japan

and Korea.

The global consumption of  natural gas grew by only 0.3

percent in 2001 (1756 million tonnes), a marked change

from the 4.3 percent increase registered in 2000 (1750

million tonnes).  Over 70 percent of  world natural

consumption takes place in North America, Europe and

FSU region. Last decade has seen an increasing trend of

natural gas usage in the Asian region, which grew at 5

Source: BP Statistical Outlook 2002
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percent from 212 million tonnes in 2000 to 223 million

tonnes in 2001.

LNG enjoys the environmental and thermal efficiency

advantages over other competing fuels, especially in power

generation sector. Power generation is projected to be the

fastest growing sector consuming approximately 33.4

percent of  the total natural gas consumption globally,

which is followed by residential & services and industrial

sector that consumes approximately 27.6 percent and 23.6

percent respectively.

LNG Trade

LNG is a proven commercial technology for

transportation of  natural gas and global LNG trade is

currently more than 30-year old. Currently, 22.5 percent

of  total natural gas production (1799 million tonnes in

2001) is internationally traded. The LNG tanker trade

accounts for 25.8 percent of  total international trade (405

million tonnes in 2001) in gas. The low share of  LNG

trade is due to the high infrastructure and transportation

costs.

Most LNG trade takes place in Asia-Pacific region. Major

exporters of  LNG in 2001 included Indonesia, Algeria,

Malaysia, Qatar, Australia, Brunei, Nigeria and Oman.

Major importers included Japan, South Korea, France,

Spain, US and Taiwan.  Japan at 54 million tonnes was the

world�s biggest importer of  LNG in 2001, followed by

South Korea (16 million tonnes) and France (7.6 million

tonnes). The falling cost of  LNG liquefaction with changes

in process technology could further help the LNG demand

grow. Currently, 128 LNG ships are operating globally,

with a further 29 LNG ships on building orders. Hyundai

Heavy Industries in Korea is one of  the major LNG

shipbuilders.

World LNG Infrastructure & Transportation

At present, there are twelve countries with gas liquefaction

facilities, which include Abu Dhabi, Algeria, Australia,

Brunei, Indonesia, Libya, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar,

Trinidad and Tobago, and the United States. There are 38

LNG receiving terminals currently operating in ten

countries: 23 in Japan, three in Spain, three in the U.S.,

Table 7.25

LNG Trade Movements � 2001

million tonnes LNG equivalent

     To

From USA France Spain Japan South Taiwan Others Total

Korea Exports

Oman 0.25 0 0.66 0.61 3.87 0 0.04 5.42

Qatar 0.47 0.11 0.57 6.06 4.87 0 0 12.07

UAE 0 0 0.01 5.03 0.12 0 0 5.17

Algeria 1.34 7.15 3.8 0 0 0 6.35 18.64

Nigeria 0.79 0.37 1.25 0 0 0 3.31 5.72

Australia 0.05 0 0 7.34 0.06 0 0 7.45

Brunei 0 0 0 5.99 0.58 0 0 6.57

Indonesia 0 0 0 16.6 3.91 2.7 0 23.21

Malaysia 0 0 0 11.15 2.22 1.9 0 15.26

Others 1.91 0 0.89 1.31 0.3 0 0.42 4.83

Total Imports 4.81 7.63 7.18 54.07 15.94 4.6 10.13 104.35

Note:  Flows are on a contractual basis and may not correspond to physical gas flows in all cases.

Source: BP Statistics 2002
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two in South Korea, two in France, and one each in

Belgium, Greece, Italy, Taiwan and Turkey.

The liquefied gas needs to be transported to the destination

in specialized and dedicated LNG tankers, which are

among the most complex and expensive merchant ships

ever built, because of  the cryogenic technology. Each new

135, 000 cubic meter capacity tanker costs approximately

$200 million. The number of  tankers required for a project

depends primarily on the distance between the liquefaction

plant and the customer. In general, transportation costs

increase linearly with distance.

LNG Value Chain

Field Development and Liquefaction: A successful

LNG project must have sufficient proven reserves of

natural gas to support liquefaction capacity for 15-20

years. To ensure adequate �deliverability� of  gas even at

the end of  the project, reserves ought to be 25 to 35

times larger than the annual capacity of  the plant. This

means, for example that a 500 million cubic feet per day

project would require proven reserves of  5.4 to 7.6 trillion

cubic feet.

Liquefaction facilities are large and expensive, typically

costing several billion dollars. A typical set of  facilities

would include facilities for stripping natural gas liquids

from the natural gas, processing and export of  liquefied

petroleum gas, the liquefaction facility itself.

LNG Terminal Technology and Regasification:

Offloading of  the LNG tankers is accomplished at a

specially constructed pier where the tanker is connected

to pipelines by articulated unloading arms and the cargo

is pumped ashore. The LNG is stored in large insulated

tanks on shore and later pumped to regasification facilities

before entering in the distribution system.

The regasification facility is one of  the least costly sections

of  the terminal, but is considered important because if  it

should fail to operate, the entire purpose of  the plant - to

provide natural gas � will be defeated. The proposed

terminals are large-scale operations located in the coastal

zone and major shipping channels, some in major harbors-

or near large population centers.

India: Overview

In India presently no LNG is being imported. However,

based on the views of  several international agencies, Indian

and International oil majors and the plans of  these agencies

vis-à-vis import of  LNG in India there is a likelihood of

major LNG imports being handled at LNG terminals in

India.

India has been the target of  intense interest by LNG

producers, as a country with great growth potential. While

many projects have been proposed, following collapse of

the Dabhol project, uncertainties have arisen concerning

future of LNG in India. A 2.5 million tonne LNG

receiving terminal at Dabhol is in early stage of

construction.

However, few other LNG projects are making progress.

National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), India�s

biggest power producer has invited bids to supply 4

million tonnes per year of  LNG to its proposed gas-

fired power plants.  Qatar, Oman, and Iran are

considered front-runners. A potential stumbling block,

however, is the shortage of  pipelines to move the gas

to the relatively distant locations of  the generating

facilities.

Petronet LNG, is planning to begin importing gas at its 5

million tonne LNG facility at Dahej in Gujarat in

December 2003, is also pre-paring to select a contractor

to build a 2.5 million tonnes per year terminal at Kochi in

Southern India.

Text Box  7.11

Key Drivers for Natural Gas demand in India

The key factors for natural gas demand in India are:

� Large unsatisfied demand along existing

infrastructure

� Capacity addition requirement in power sector

(8000 Mega Watts / year)

� Relative economics of  gas based power

generation (ccgt)

� Growing demand by fertilizer / Industrial sectors

� Potential demand by residential and commercial

sectors

� Gas use in Transportation Sector

� Environmental concerns over use of  traditional

fuels like coal and naphtha.

� Reforms in the power sector as power sector is

expected to be main consumer of LNG

Post Dabhol, international power utilities are taking

a more conservative stance towards the power

sector.

Commodity Analysis
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Future Outlook

Major Upcoming LNG Projects in India

Petronet LNG Ltd. � Dahej and Kochi

Petronet LNG limited is a joint venture company

promoted by GAIL, IOCL, ONGC, BPCL, financial

institutions and private parties. It has planned to set up

LNG terminals in Dahej & Kochi with a capacity of  5

MMTPA and 2.5 MMTPA respectively. The total of  7.5

mmtpa is planned to be purchased from RasGas, Qatar

having a contract period of  25 years. Project cost is

estimated to be Rs 19.8 billion for the Dahej terminal &

Rs 11 billion for the Kochi terminal. Implementation

schedule for Dahej terminal and Kochi terminal is decided

to be June 2003 and October 2004 respectively.

Shell Project - Hazira

A joint venture between the Indian unit of  Shell and the

Essar Group has been awarded a contract to build a LNG

terminal and a port in the western state of  Gujarat. The

Essar and Shell JV will build the multi-purpose port and

LNG terminal (of  capacity 2.5 MMTPA) at Hazira. The

port would be finished in a few years and would involve

an investment of  around Rs 3100 crore ($715 million).

Kakinada LNG project

IOC aim to set up the LNG project at Kakinada. The partners

for this project are British Petroleum and the Malaysian

Petronas. There was speculation that the LNG project at

Kakinada might be shelved in the wake of  the discovery of

huge gas reserves in the Krishna-Godavari basin.

7.8 Edible Oil

Highlights

� The world trade in edible oil stood at nearly 36 million tonnes in

2002 with USA being world�s largest producer and exporter

while EU and China the world�s largest importers. This has

given rise to considerable sea movement of  the oil trade.

� India is the fourth largest edible oil producing country in the

world after USA, China and Brazil with a harvest of  nearly

26 million tonnes of oilseeds per annum.

� India is also fourth largest edible oil economy in the world in

terms of  consumption trend and imports almost 49 per cent of

its domestic requirements.

� Indian ports handled around 4.43 million tonnes (3.15 million

tonnes at major ports and 1.28 million tonnes at minor ports)

of  edible oil in 2001-2002, which is likely to increase due to

increased imports of  edible oil.

Text Box  7.12

Implications of  Reliance�s Gas find off  Andhra Pradesh Coast

� India is currently starved for gas, with a demand close to 120 million cubic meters of  gas per day against the

availability of  65 million cubic meters per day. The demand is expected to go up to 231 million cubic meters of

gas per day by 2007.

� The discovery in mid 2002 Reliance Industries� gas discovery in the Krishna-Godavari off  Visakhapatnam

basin is expected to change the energy supply economics in the country. The gas reserves are estimated to be

around 40 times bigger than that of  the Bombay High field, and double the total gas production of  ONGC.

The gas reserves in its exploratory block KGDN-6, off  Visakhapatnam, are to the tune of  40-50 million cubic

meters per day and are expected to go up to 100 cubic meters of  gas over a 10-year period. It is estimated that

the above gas reserves are expected to feed the gas-starved country for almost a century. This would entail an

investment of  more than Rs 7,000 crore (Rs 70 billion) in extracting gas from the Krishna-Godavari basin.

� Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) in the Krishna-Godavari basin may have a tremendous impact on the liquefied

natural gas (LNG) developers in India thereby affecting the schedules / plans of  most of  the LNG projects,

like Petronet�s Kochi plant, Shell�s Hazira LNG plant, British Gas� project and Indian Oil Corporation�s LNG-

cum-power plant in Kakinada.

� The gas find is also expected to affect the ongoing talks on pipeline projects with Bangladesh and Iran. This

has also raised doubts on the commercial viability of  Petronet�s as its LNG marketing outfits are not finding

takers for the expensive LNG. RIL�s discovery of  natural gas could lead to large-scale displacement of  naphtha

as a feedstock for fertiliser plants and discontinuation of  naphtha as fuel in power plants. This could reduce

costs and also bring down prices of  petrochemicals.
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where it is consumed. This rise in international trade has

been partly supported by a generally higher standard of

living in various developing Asian regions.

The Indian Scenario

Indian vegetable oil economy is the fourth largest after the

USA, China, and Brazil, with a harvest of  about 26 million

tonnes of  oilseeds per annum. Soybean is the third largest

oilseed crop to be grown in India next to groundnut and

mustard, and accounts for 25% of  the total annual oilseeds

and about 10 percent of  total vegetable oils produced (6.7

million tonnes in 2001/02 (Nov-Oct)) in the country.

About 43 per cent of  edible oil available in India is

imported. In 1999, India ranked world�s largest importer

of  edible oil. The bulk of  edible oil India imports under

the Open General License (OGL) is RBD palmolein from

Malaysia and Indonesia. India has approximately 300 crude

edible oil refining units, of  which 60-70 per cent of  which

are small. Bigger refiners, process imported crude edible

oil, the small ones mainly refine domestically produced

crude edible oil and usually have low capacity.

Global Scenario

World trade of  edible oil stood at 35.8 million tonnes in

2002. Soyoil contributes to about one-third of  the world

vegoil complex and remains the most important commodity,

although its dominance has been reduced by the expansion

of  palmoil production since the early 1990s. World soyoil

trade, which makes up about one-quarter of  the total world

trade of  vegoils in 2002, is expected to rise due to increased

exports from the USA, Brazil and Argentina.

USA remained the single largest producer and exporter

of  soybeans in 2001, followed by Brazil and Argentina.

Argentina, Brazil and USA are the top three exporters of

soyoil in the world accounting for 39, 21 and 20 per cent

respectively of  world exports (9.3 million tonnes) in 2002.

The European Union and China are the largest importers

of  soybeans, accounting for about 34 and 24 per cent of

total imports of  42 million tonnes in 2002.

Trade volumes have grown steadily as vegoils are

transported from the production areas, typically situated

near large agricultural regions, to heavily populated regions

Text Box  7.13

Highlights of  Vegoil Production, Consumption and Trade in India

� India had a record import of  4.83 million tonnes in 2000-01 but it reduced to 4.43 million tonnes in 2001-02.

� Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra largest and third largest producers of  oilseeds contribute almost 27% and

13% of  national oilseeds production respectively.

� Total annual Harvest � 26 million tonnes of  oilseeds per annum.

� India per capita consumption of  edible oil is 10 kg and is growing steadily.

� India accounts for:

� 5.5% of  world vegoil production (95.1 million tonnes)

� 13.9% of  world vegoil import (34.4 million tonnes) and

� 10.3% of  world vegoil consumption (95.7 million tonnes).
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Source : Malaysian Palm oil Board (MPoB)
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World Edible Oil Production

Graph  7.22

World Edible Oil Consumption
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Demand-Supply Gap

A major problem in the Indian edible oil sector is the low

capacity utilization of  the oilseed crushing capacity. The

installed capacity of oil mills is around 36 million tonnes

annually, but capacity utilization is only 40 per cent. The

total import of  edible oils during the period from

November 1998 to October 1999 totalled 4.4 million

tonnes valued at more than Rs. 9,000 crores, which was

highest ever.

In most parts of  the world, import duty on oilseeds is

lower than that on oils. But, in India, it is higher at 40 per

cent. Higher duty on import of  oilseeds coupled with

stringent quarantine laws has acted as deterrent to import

of  oilseeds in India. The edible oil industry wants the duty

to be lowered from the present 40 per cent to 5 per cent.

However, edible oils prices in the Indian market have

crashed due to large imports by multinational trading

houses. The edible oils industry is expected to see

considerable regulatory reform in the foreseeable future.

Edible Oil Handling through Indian Ports

Edible oils have in the recent years emerged to be as one

of  the important commodity being imported into India,

though bulk of the domestic requirement is produced

within the country. Special tankers handle the edible oils

and being a clean liquid, the international safety standards

are quite stringent.

Import of  edible oils for the 2001-02 was at 4.43 million

tonnes. The total expected imports by end of  2002-03 is

expected to increase from the present level. The imports

into India are coming from South East Asian region,

mainly from Malaysia and Indonesia, which are among

the major exporters of  palm oil. The import of  edible oil

mostly takes place in crude form and subsequently it is

refined by the local refining industry. Direct imports of

refined palm oil have come down recently due to

advantages of  duty reduction on crude edible oil.

Currently, over 90 per cent of  imports of  edible oil are in

the crude form.

Major ports handling edible oil in India include Kolkata,

Chennai, Mumbai, JNPT and Kandla.  Western coast ports

of  Mumbai, JNPT and Kandla account for major share

of  the crude oil imports as there ports are well-connected

and in the proximity of  processing and refining units in

Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh.

Year Oilseeds

(Nov-Oct) Production

1990-91 18.61

1991-92 18.6

1992-93 20.1

1993-94 21.5

1994-95 21.34

1995-96 22.11

1996-97 24.38

1997-98 21.32

1998-99 24.75

1999-00 20.87*

2000-01 18.40*

2001-02 21

Graph  7.23

India�s Oilseeds Production and

Edible Oil�s Production,

Consumption and Imports

Table 7.26

India�s Oilseeds Production and

Edible Oil�s Production,

Consumption and Imports

Source: Solvent Extractors
Association (SEA) * Drought reduce
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Table  7.27

Edible Oil Traffic at Indian Major & Minor Ports

                           (million tonnes)

Ports 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Kolkata 0.18 0.246 0.426 0.469 0.353 0.328

Chennai 0.32 0.378 0.559 0.681 0.576 0.447

Cochin 0 0.071 0.118 0.115 0.052 0.023

New Mangalore 0.04 0.073 0.132 0.126 0.108 0.099

Mumbai 0.61 0.617 1.821 1.127 0.719 0.414

JNPT 0 0 0 0 0.657 0.67

Kandla 0.32 0.282 0.883 0.939 1.12 1.165

Kakinada 0.01 0.02 0.345 0.649 0.667 0.712

Bedi 0 0 0 0.083 0.158 0.204

Mundra 0 0 0 0.249 0.299 0.359

Others* 0.25 0.08 0.109 0.056 0.125 0.007

Total 1.73 1.767 4.393 4.495 4.834 4.425

Source: Solvent Extractors� Association (SEA) of  India

Text Box  7.14

Decline in Edible Oil Cargo at Mumbai and Chennai Ports

Edible oil imports during oil year 2001-02 (November-October) have declined by about 9 per cent, with Mumbai

and Chennai ports emerging to be main losers. According to Solvent Extractors� Association of  India (SEA),

edible oil traffic in 2001-02 aggregated 4.4 million tonnes, down from 4.8 million tonnes in the previous year.

About 14 ports are used for discharge of  edible oil. The port-wise data showed a significant fall of  over 40 per

cent in vegetable oil arrivals at Mumbai port, from 0.72 million tonnes in 2000-01 to 0.41 million tonnes in 2001-

02. The fall is attributable to high local taxes the importers have had to bear. Chennai is another port, which lost

over one-fifth of  edible oil traffic during oil year 2001-02. Imports through the port declined 22 per cent from

0.58 million tonnes in 2000-01 to 0.45 million tonnes in 2001-02. JNPT (0.67 million tonnes.), Kakinada (0.71

million tonnes.) and Kandla (1.2 million tonnes) managed to increase their traffic volume, albeit marginally, while

Mundra handled 0.36 million tonnes.

Future Outlook

The future outlook for growth of  the edible oils sector in

terms of  various performance parameters is closely related

to the working of  the Indian economy, in particular the

growth in the gross domestic product and agriculture

sector in particular. The GDP growth of  5.4 per cent in

FY2002 has come from 5.7 per cent growth in agriculture

and allied sectors, 3.3 per cent growth in industry and 6.5

per cent growth in the services sector. While agriculture

has emerged as a major contributor to the growth, the

role of  edible oil economy in India, linked to sectors like

edible oilseeds production, edible oil and animal feeds

industry has been one of  the key contributors to economic

growth in the post-liberalization years.

However, looking at the performance in terms of  oilseeds

production and domestic production of  edible oils, there

are little indications of  robust growth. Only a significant

level of  increase in total land under oilseeds cultivation in

the country result in increased production of  edible oils

to cater to incremental demand. Keeping in view the

Commodity Analysis
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demand-supply gap, import of  edible oils is thus likely to

continue and also increase. Key drivers of  growth in edible

oils are the GDP growth, in particular growth of

agricultural GDP, population growth and changes in the

consumption pattern.

7.9 Iron and Steel Products

Highlights

� The global seaborne trade for iron and steel was 185 million

tonnes, which had a significant share of  26% in the total minor

dry bulk trade at 714 million tonnes in year 2002.

� China at 149 million metric tonnes remained the

world�s largest crude steel producer in 2001 followed by Japan

(103 million tonnes) and USA (90 million tonnes).

� During 2000-2001, India exported 2.57 million tonnes of

iron and steel valued at Rs. 4672 crore registering a growth of

Rs. 1063 crore over value of  exports in 1999-2000.

� In 2001-02, finished steel production in India was 30.61 million

tonnes.

Global Scenario

The global production of  crude steel has increased with a

marginal growth rate of  2% annually from 720 million

tonnes in 1992 to 850.0 million tonnes in 2001, in spite of

the set back in 1998 and 1999 mainly due to the Asian

economic crisis. The cost of  global steel production is

around USD 200 billion. The consumption on the other

hand has also shown almost the same trend and has grown

with a CAGR of  1.5% from 702 million tones in 1992 to

Text Box  7.15

Factors having impact on the future Edible Oil scenario in India

� Greater coverage of  cultivated land through irrigation schemes could help shift towards oilseeds cultivation.

However, this needs to be supplemented with other measures to help increase per hectare yield and enhanced

minimum support price (MSP) for oilseeds by the procurement agencies.

� As per Solvent Extractor�s Association (SEA) study, under normal conditions, India�s domestic consumption

requirement will grow by 500-600,000 tonnes, while domestic production could expand by 300,000 tonnes,

with import growth of  250,000 to 300,000 tonnes over the next 5-10 year time frame, together meeting the

domestic demand. Volume of  imports could however, go up if  the oilseeds production remains more or less

stagnant at current level and if  the government fails to take significant measures to incentives for greater shift

to oilseeds cultivation.

� India has not yet fully opened up to the imports of  oilseeds for oil extraction by local mills, which have idle

capacity. The current duty structure on oilseeds imports is high at about 35 per cent and only if  this is brought

down in future, the imports of  oilseeds could increase to significant levels.
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Graph  7.24

World Crude Steel Production, Consumption and Trade
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799 million tonnes in 2001 except for the year 2000 where

the consumption (867 million tonnes) even exceeded the

production level (847 million tonnes). Asia and specially

China at 141.2 million tonnes in 2001 was the biggest steel

consumer due to huge investment in the infrastructure as

well as in construction.

The global seaborne movement of  steel products was 179

million tonnes for the year 2001 which constituted a

significant share of  25% of  the total minor dry bulk traffic

at 709 million tonnes traded through sea. Trade of  iron and

steel is done predominantly in Handysize and Handymax

vessels, which are used for transportation of  steel wires,

HRC, pig iron and sponge iron. Steel bars and flat products

on the contrary are carried in containers. The table below

shows the major exporters of  iron and steel with the type

of  vessels used for trading of  iron and steel.

Indian Scenario

Presently India is 8th largest producer of  steel in the world.

Production of finished steel increased rapidly from 14

million tonnes in 1991-92 to 30.1 million tonnes in 2001-

02 with a CAGR of  7.71%. While the integrated steel plants

(SAIL, TISCO etc.) produced 42% of  finished steel the

remaining 58% was by the secondary producers (Uttam

Steels, Bhushan Steels etc.). Steel consumption in India

exhibits strong correlation to GDP growth rates and gross

World Port Infrastructure        

  Import Export Draft / Cargo worked Vessel

Anchorage (m) t/day Type

China

  Fengcheng Steel � 12-Jul 52000 �

  Guangzhou Steel Products � 6.9-11.5 6500 Handymax

Japan

  Kobe � Steel Products 15 557000 Handysize

Japan 

  Osaka Steel Steel 13 338000 Handysize

  Nagoya � Iron & Steel 12.72 -  Handymax

South Korea 

  Bussan Steel Products � 11-Sep 150 * �

  Ulsan � Steel Products 13-23 821250# Handysize

Source: Lloyds List- Ports of  the World 2001 * t/h/gang  # Figure worked out at an avg. of  250 t/h per day, 9hrs working for

365 days  World Trade

domestic capital formation. The steel consumption has

grown up from 15 million tonnes in 1991-92 to 27 million

tonnes in 2001-02 with a CAGR of  6.3 percent. Over the

last few years the performance of  the Indian steel Industry

has been adversely affected due to overcapacity, cheap

imports, economic slowdown, declining global steel prices

and also anti-dumping duty imposed by USA on Indian

exports.

Indian Trade

India has been annually importing around 1.5 million

tonnes of  steel. Imports have largely dropped (from 2.2mn

tonnes in 1999 to 1.4 mn tonnes in 2001), partly an

indication of  greater self-sufficiency and partly the ability

to control inflow of  seconds and defectives. Despite the

initial setbacks Indian exports have recovered (from nearly

2 million tonnes in 1999 to 3 million tonnes in 2001) largely

due to the ability to find out alternative export markets

where selling steel has been profitable and also because

restrictions on external trade, both in import and exports

have been removed.

Traffic handled at Indian Ports

The bulk of  trade in iron and steel products is through

the major ports, but minor ports particularly in Gujarat

are also being used at greater lengths than before. Most

Commodity Analysis
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of  the major ports are involved in the handling of  iron

and steel traffic; however, Mumbai, Visakhapatnam,

Calcutta and Kandla port jointly handle more than 80

percent of  the iron and steel traffic. Trade from minor

ports increased at a whooping CAGR of  203.63% from

0.7 million tonnes in 1999-2000 to 6.7 million tonnes in

2001-02 mainly due to the secondary steel producers like

Man Industries, Welspun etc. some of  which have their

plants located close to the minor ports.

All the plants trade through the nearest port from the

logistics point of  view. The following trade summarizes

Table  7.28

Traffic handled at Indian Ports

                           (million tonnes)

Port 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Kolkata 0.49 0.21 0.13 0.19 0.08 0.05

Visakhapatnam 0.92 0.87 0.54 0.66 0.38 0.38

Chennai 0.18 0.4 0.16 0.44 0.28 0.23

Mumbai 1.43 1.61 1.49 1.54 1.85 1.6

Kandla 0.69 0.66 0.41 0.58 0.55 0.81

*Other Major ports 0.19 0.44 0.73 0.71 0.75 0.69

**Minor ports 3.27 3.23 3.9 3.77 3.73 3.75

Total 7.17 7.42 8.84 7.89 7.7 7.51

Source : IPA � Major Ports of  India

Graph  7.25

Production and Consumption of  Iron and Steel in India
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the current trading pattern of  the leading corporates

involved in the ocean movement of  iron and steel

products.

Future Outlook

The key issue to success for the Indian steel producers is

that they need to have sustainability and ability to withstand

cyclic downtrends and external challenges. Like the Indian

industry should follow the Tata Steel trend and try to

become the cheapest cost producers.
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Table 7.29

Current Pattern of  Ocean Trade in Iron and Steel in Indian Ports

           Shipping particulars

Company Commodity Plant Trade Loading Unloading Vessel

location pattern

Tata Steel HRC, other Jamshedpur Export Haldia USA, EU, Handymax

flat products SE Asia

Essar Steel HRC Hazira Export Kandla, Handymax

Magdalla

SAIL HRC, other Bhilai Export Vizag USA, EU, Handymax

flat products Middle East

JVSL HR plates, Bellary Export Mumbai USA, EU Handymax

Gal. sheets

Ispat Indus. HRC Dolvi Export Mumbai EU Handymax

RINL HRC Vizag Export Vizag USA, EU Handymax

Pig iron Export Handysize

Commodity Analysis
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Actuals Growth                          2011-12 traffic (Projected) Implied growth rate

1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 CAGR (10 yrs) CAGR (5 yrs) 10-yr CAGR 5-yr CAGR RITES+ RITES forecasts

Crude oil 42.9 57.0 108.9 9.7% 13.8% 276.0 397.2 196.5+ 6.1%

Products 27.7 43.9 43.7 4.7% -0.1% 68.9 43.3 32.4+ -2.9%

LPG 0.0 0.1 2.2 � 90.1% 4.9 5.0 8.8+ 15.0%

LNG 0.0 0.0 0.0 � � � � 35.6+ �

Thermal coal 17.1 26.4 38.9 8.6% 8.1% 88.5 84.4 161.6+ 15.3%

Coking coal 6.3 10.5 14.3 8.4% 6.2% 32.0 26.0 41.4+ 11.3%

Iron ore 33.7 36.4 50.9 4.2% 6.9% 76.9 99.4 67.0+ 2.8%

Foodgrains 2.0 4.2 5.1 9.9% 3.9% 13.1 7.5 4.5+ -1.3%

Finished Fertilizer 3.6 3.9 4.6 2.6% 3.5% 5.9 6.4 11.1+ 9.3%

FRM (only dry) 4.2 4.6 6.8 5.0% 8.2% 11.1 15.0 8.7+ 2.5%

Containers 7.5 20.3 36.3 17.0% 12.3% 175.0 115.8 90.6+ 9.6%

Others 25.7 47.5 73.1 11.0% 9.0% 207.8 172.8 134.5+ 6.3%

Total 170.7 254.8 384.6 8.5% 8.6% 960.1 972.9 792.6+ 7.5%

Container transhipment 0.1 0.3 0.9 25.2% 28.1% 2.1 2.1 103.2+ 59.9%

Total (including tranship) 170.8 255.1 385.6 962.2 975.0 895.8+

Notes:

 +  Projections for �Low scenario�

 For LPG and container transhipment forecasts, overall cargo growth rates has been used

Annexure   7.1

Commoditywise Traffic Forecasts
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POL(Crude+Product)                       (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 1,035 1,062 1,748 1,623 2,040 2,524 2,488 3,765 5,252 5,622 3,666 2,688

Haldia 6,222 6,628 7,192 7,073 7,691 8,218 8,493 10,572 10,496 10,851 10,571 11,257

Paradip 0 24 195 345 380 1,066 1,693 1,738 2,007 2,219 2,199 1,993

Visakhapatnam 5,597 6,384 7,593 8,905 11,237 12,535 13,378 12,116 12,843 15,288 18,336 18,582

Chennai 9,826 10,081 9,734 10,944 11,966 11,568 12,448 11,586 10,784 10,054 8,463 8,509

Tuticorin 472 496 510 463 418 441 433 416 388 461 399 430

Cochin 5,804 5,881 6,222 6,047 6,599 9,356 9,233 9,767 9,860 9,947 9,668 8,587

New Manglore 612 622 630 646 742 956 4,915 6,514 6,454 8,318 9,958 9,897

Mormugao 1,369 1,864 1,784 2,099 1,938 1,911 1,226 1,134 1,047 1,143 1,089 1,153

Mumbai 19,885 19,758 20,051 20,621 20,093 20,151 18,712 16,732 16,671 16,785 15,618 15,710

J.N.P.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 681 1,173 1,414 1,766 1,747

Kandla 15,061 16,503 17,951 18,157 19,047 22,339 25,061 29,017 30,469 34,612 25,093 22,710

Total 65,883 69,303 73,610 76,923 82,151 91,065 98,080 104,038 107,444 116,714 106,826 103,263

Iron Ore                      (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Haldia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 374 1,780

Paradip 1,748 1,524 1,346 1,518 1,881 1,691 1,382 1,435 797 1,025 2,992 3,546

Visakhapatnam 5,496 6,161 4,960 5,231 5,550 5,710 5,741 5,668 7,009 7,520 9,270 9,199

Chennai 5,549 5,406 4,838 4,536 5,094 4,905 4,656 6,232 5,475 6,188 7,049 7,442

Tuticorin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 7 0 1

Cochin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

New Manglore 6,125 6,492 5,082 7,061 6,052 6,639 5,945 6,535 5,335 6,387 5,112 5,783

Mormugao 12,986 12,517 13,602 15,748 15,693 14,923 14,635 18,700 15,101 14,831 15,663 17,966

Mumbai 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

J.N.P.T. 0 0 0 0 645 649 686 657 554 132 0 0

Kandla 0 0 2 34 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 31,904 32,100 29,830 34,128 34,917 34,517 33,047 39,227 34,288 36,090 40,460 45,717

Annexure  7.2

Commoditywise Traffic at Indian Major Ports
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Thermal Coal                      (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Haldia 4,119 4,597 2,965 3,427 3,556 3,117 3,628 4,136 4,020 3,224 3,674 2,927

Paradip 3,614 3,954 3,325 3,594 4,118 4,232 5,006 6,081 6,370 5,953 8,207 8,944

Visakhapatnam 4,889 5,648 2,501 2,551 2,851 3,045 3,709 3,978 3,833 4,011 5,398 3,924

Ennore 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,401

Chennai 4,493 5,052 5,503 5,791 5,920 5,122 6,588 8,615 9,558 9,231 11,859 7,193

Tuticorin 2,371 3,116 2,948 3,812 4,386 5,465 5,351 5,578 4,487 3,580 5,594 5,190

Cochin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 107 177 62

New Manglore 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mormugao 34 31 0 0 0 0 28 139 155 474 420 0

Mumbai 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

J.N.P.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kandla 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 19,535 22,398 17,242 19,175 20,831 20,981 24,310 28,527 28,423 26,580 35,329 31,641

Coking Coal                   (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Haldia 0 0 2,089 2,001 2,285 2,626 3,188 2,980 3,051 3,284 3,982 3,977

Paradip 0 0 1,218 1,252 1,517 1,833 1,507 1,508 1,390 1,498 1,691 1,424

Visakhapatnam 0 0 3,447 4,029 4,873 5,099 5,196 5,429 4,249 4,104 4,730 5,692

Chennai 0 0 5 83 339 475 334 370 353 415 631 623

Tuticorin 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cochin 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 137 145 49 0 0

New Manglore 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 99 61 117 220 233

Mormugao 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 153 209 892 2,018

Mumbai 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

J.N.P.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kandla 32 54 35 45 52 23 69 343 736 829 624 382

Total 32 54 6,794 7,410 9,066 10,073 10,548 10,866 10,138 10,505 12,770 14,349

Annexure  7.2 (Continued)
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Finished Fertilizer                     (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 299 335 198 156 98 119 42 45 1 14 0 0

Haldia 286 247 115 68 52 43 31 21 118 122 202 264

Paradip 100 87 142 256 125 163 128 116 0 0 0 0

Visakhapatnam 459 504 484 683 791 1,132 490 1,038 1,635 2,172 828 987

Chennai 501 544 584 856 893 954 542 946 679 686 460 489

Tuticorin 288 302 378 205 221 412 259 512 413 423 332 284

Cochin 181 148 136 53 95 225 194 160 77 52 28 107

New Manglore 83 141 241 106 87 205 222 242 175 172 198 248

Mormugao 166 127 244 141 70 56 38 43 86 112 124 159

Mumbai 46 37 39 52 64 78 50 60 96 140 139 108

J.N.P.T. 516 623 588 855 1,187 1,716 984 881 796 627 246 265

Kandla 308 365 448 824 705 676 366 732 588 1,020 471 611

Total 3,233 3,460 3,597 4,255 4,388 5,779 3,346 4,796 4,664 5,540 3,028 3,522

Fertilizer Raw Material                     (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 0 0 142 76 45 88 50 65 46 61 0 0

Haldia 0 0 205 141 179 276 240 281 295 351 457 390

Paradip 195 75 152 0 343 335 147 1,132 421 643 2,651 2,848

Visakhapatnam 1,043 948 946 835 906 846 789 889 884 805 696 666

Chennai 351 298 271 288 406 387 353 429 446 472 466 325

Tuticorin 226 304 283 138 335 241 255 221 334 446 417 495

Cochin 434 464 415 385 409 338 344 301 388 359 457 420

New Manglore 0 0 0 55 42 16 29 37 11 18 8 14

Mormugao 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 0 0 0 0

Mumbai 621 457 928 876 865 730 673 818 806 749 561 552

J.N.P.T. 850 820 106 23 125 179 302 0 93 164 148 68

Kandla 316 261 334 370 452 399 651 660 594 496 255 265

Total 4,036 3,627 3,782 3,187 4,107 3,835 3,833 5,058 4,318 4,564 6,116 6,043

Annexure  7.2 (Continued)
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Container                       (�000 TEUs)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 49 58 74 96 112 121 133 141 132 147 138 98

Haldia 22 9 7 6 6 4 9 29 28 28 51 93

Paradip 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Visakhapatnam 8 8 9 9 11 8 13 13 14 20 20 22

Chennai 109 106 127 162 200 227 256 293 284 322 352 344

Tuticorin 20 28 35 48 57 69 89 102 100 137 157 214

Cochin 49 52 56 71 86 96 112 122 129 130 143 152

New Manglore 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 4

Mormugao 0 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

Mumbai 324 280 315 428 487 518 583 601 509 429 321 254

J.N.P.T. 55 112 145 177 244 339 423 504 669 889 1,190 1,573

Kandla 43 28 28 51 51 65 77 84 64 79 92 126

Total 681 683 799 1,052 1,257 1,449 1,698 1,892 1,932 2,185 2,470 2,884

Container                      (�000 tonnes)

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02

Calcutta 664 804 1009 1399 1761 1814 1951 2122 1971 2117 2011 1419

Haldia 316 116 95 87 83 51 118 383 427 434 806 1522

Paradip 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 3

Visakhapatnam 82 79 85 81 126 94 166 146 172 262 278 320

Chennai 1132 1003 1253 1606 2019 2308 2564 3002 2942 3977 5769 5857

Tuticorin 119 202 277 405 653 758 901 1115 1213 1633 1570 2199

Cochin 275 295 315 426 700 796 967 876 977 1247 1790 1899

New Manglore 10 16 16 15 8 0 0 0 0 0 20 37

Mormugao 0 0 5 10 13 19 34 30 37 50 44 58

Mumbai 4285 3462 3884 5413 6268 6748 7632 8097 7098 6157 4363 3684

J.N.P.T. 657 1314 1712 2077 2929 4069 5078 6050 8029 10679 14277 18484

Kandla 502 333 358 730 798 961 1179 1299 915 1134 1287 1752

Total 8042 7627 9009 12249 15358 17606 20590 23120 23782 27690 32222 37229

Annexure  7.2 (Continued)
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The global level proliferation of  information and

communication technology today offer a wide

spectrum of  possibilities for improving and

optimizing operations of  a seaport�s asset-intensive

facilities like berths, cranes etc.  Many of  the generic

functions associated with port operations like navigational

systems and tools, environmental safety and audits, day-

today port administration are already by and large

inconceivable without information and technology tools.

The pace and intensity of  the demand for application of

IT-driven technology solutions in meeting the

requirements of  a port�s business processes and improving

its service delivery capabilities would however depend on

a number of  push and pull factors.

Key thrust areas for IT implementation in port sector

include:

� Improving port operations and management systems.

� Optimizing the use of  port estate and other assets

� Effective planning & scheduling of  vessels.

� Faster processing of  shipping documents.

� Reduce throughput time for cargo in the port

The integration of  technology solutions with the specific

demands and needs of  port services industry however,

depend on how far technology solution providers are

themselves geared to devising appropriate and effective

solutions. Domain-specific competencies in respect of

technical and business process understanding of  industries

and services is crucial to being able to provide a required

application development. In the final analysis, it is indeed,

the players in the port sector who will have to push

themselves forward to improve existing business process

models deploying the best of  available technology tools

and building new business partnerships with the solution

providers.

Against backdrop of  benchmarks set by international ports

like Rotterdam, Singapore etc in application of  information

technologies like EDI networking, Internet, e-commerce

etc., the Indian port sector, barring exceptions like the

JNPT, NSICT, the application of  information technology

solutions is by and large still at a preliminary stage.

Predominantly under public ownership and employing

large unionized labour force, several of  the port

establishments in India have been rather slow to

absorption of  information technology, owing to both tacit

and explicit resistance from unions and port bureaucracy.

In fact, computerisation and other IT-based system

solutions have faced similar challenges as in other key

public service sectors, in streamlining administration and

operations of  ports. Almost a decade into the era of  port

reforms in India, the attitude towards the implementation

of  information technology in port management is

changing.

8.1 Information Technology & Port Modernization

The period subsequent to economic liberalization and

especially following the onset of  port reforms since mid-

nineties much early resistance to introduction of

information technology tools has waned leading to far-

reaching changes. Besides, the benefits of  technological

modernization in enhancing port productivity and

efficiency has been so overwhelmingly evident that there

is in fact today much greater support from all sections of

port community for use of  IT in port modernization

efforts. The experience of  investments in port

infrastructure worldwide has also demonstrated that

beyond a certain level, incremental investments in the

Chapter  8

Information Technology
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Text Box  8.1

Toolkit for IT Implementation in Ports

Attempts at IT implementation in absence of  adequate strategic planning is most certain to cost heavily in terms

of  mis-investment but also result in many complications as the conventional systems would have been displaced.

Following are among some of  the common precautions to be taken to avoid what could otherwise prove to be a

poor automation strategy. Often the desire to have things done quickly could prevent them from being done

thoroughly.

Look for these pitfalls

Applying IT where most needed: Information technology should facilitate and enhance the existing business and

transaction processes in the ports; however, when it is applied in the wrong areas it could result in complications

that defeat the very purpose. Processes are the building blocks of  a good operation and focusing on their

improvement will yield superior results. Developing and setting up the best possible processes should always be

the first step of  any effort in IT application. There are container terminals equipped with the most sophisticated

gate systems, cameras, automated scales, and OCR systems with very poor performance. But in some of  these

cases, technology was overlaid on an inferior business and transaction process and little if  anything was accomplished.

Force existing process to fit �off-the-shelf � automation: There are many vendors with �ready-to-use�

technology. Some of  them are excellent products. The main question whom does these offerings suit most? The

focus ought to be on the processes and, if  needed, find or develop technology to facilitate and enhance those

first-class processes.

Technology integration (internal and external): There is seldom a situation, where systems and technology

are introduced to a facility all at once. A more typical scenario requires the integration of  new and existing

technology for both software and hardware. This needs to be considered in the technology selection process due

to its potential impact on schedule, cost and compatibility. Each additional technology and vendor represents a

level of  support and complexity that existing IT personnel will have to deal with to ensure a seamless implementation.

Lack of  training: Proper training seems to be an afterthought in most cases. Training plans, materials and

funding are inadequate at best. Even when they are sufficient, it is typically limited to the newly introduced

technology, omitting the process side altogether. As a consequence, customers pay a heavy price for the first

several months after implementation and the process and technology often do not live up to their full potential. It

is crucial to acknowledge that �Technology introduction is as much a human resources / organizational project as

it is an Information Technology one�. All associates and users need to be engaged in and feel part of  the change

for a project to be effective.

Look for benchmarking these practices

Process review/redesign: �The most cost-efficient process is one that does not exist�. With this in mind, a

formal process review team should be assembled to assess all processes in question. Elimination of  unnecessary

steps, data, forms, etc., will simplify the process and make it easier to automate. Is it crucial that all the major

functional areas of  the terminal have representation in the team to prevent any sub-optimization of  processes?

When possible, validate the reviewed processes using computer simulation models.

Develop required functionality and business requirements: Once the processes are optimized, detailed

documentation of  what is required of  the technology by the processes needs to be written. This includes but is

�physical� infrastructure alone would not generate the

desired performance improvements. The need for

supplementing the port physical infrastructure with an

optimally designed business information infrastructure,

electronic network-driven transactions and online

operational environment, which facilitates seamless

exchange of  critical information and documents is

therefore, quite obvious.
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As per various estimates, the Indian port sector taken as a

whole (including the major and minor ports) has witnessed

substantial overseas and domestic investments to the tune

of  USD 4 - 5 billion in the last one decade. Most of  these

investments have been mainly targeted at creation of

physical port infrastructure facilities � container terminals

and berths, mid-sea floating buoys or jetties for handling

ultra large crude carriers, capital dredging at berths and

approach channels, establishment of  hinterland

connectivity and linkages, through new pipeline networks,

rail and roads, container warehousing and other storage

facilities, induction of  high-throughput cargo handling

equipment like cranes and tugs, and pilotage vessels.

The fresh wave investments, especially setting up of

modern container terminals and mechanized bulk

terminals have been able to capitalize on impressive growth

in cargo traffic from around barely 165 million tones in

1990-91 to around 400 million tones in 2002-03; an

annualized growth rate of  7.7%. Besides growth in cargo

traffic, there has also been substantial improvements in

other port performance parameters like average output

per berth day, average idle time, average cargo dwell period

and average parcel sizes as well. While the trend of  port

project investments is bound to continue in future, there

is also a corresponding shift in emphasis on obtaining

benchmark performance standards in utilization of  the

physical port assets to optimize yields and returns,

especially keeping in view involvement of  private port

developers.

There is growing realization that while development of

physical port infrastructure is important, they do not in

themselves translate into tangible service delivery

capabilities, in absence of  efficient and rational framework

for carrying out normal transactions and other day-today

operations. The communication and information

infrastructures that ensure easy and efficient flow of

documents and other crucial decision and management

support information flows thus, have assumed a decisive

role.

8.2 Emerging Role for IT in Port Operations

The emerging role for information and communications

technology in the port sector is amplified by three key

structural tendencies elemental to the workings of

maritime trade and economy. These present challenges

that are integral to the concept of  a dynamic port

community system and how different players within it

perceive their role and responsibility.

� The globalization of  trade characterized by increasing

volumes of  sea cargo, changing direction of  trade and

commodity composition of  trade, is having an impact

in creating demand for new international hub ports

and terminals. Inter-port or intra-port competition is

one of  the key outcomes of  trade globalization, which

implicate port pricing and other port performance

indicators.

� The shift and re-distribution of  cargo to newer ports

of origin and destination and rapid segment specific

growth in freight segments like containers, car carriers,

LNG shipments etc Ports need to see themselves as

meeting specialized needs and suitably modify their

positioning from being general ports to commodity

or cargo specific ports and terminals. Ports are

increasingly turning into terminals, developed and

managed by private port terminal operators.

not limited to functionality, business rules, data requirements, systems integration and user interface. This

documentation will ease communications between operations and technical personnel, especially if  the technology

personnel are not as knowledgeable of  operational practices. This effective communication guarantees that the

technology will support the designed process.

Develop complete implementation plans: Detail plans for transition and post-implementation periods should

be developed. They should at the minimum include: schedules based on best or preferable timing of  customer

sensitive events, data transfer, on-site support, training plan, testing plan, staffing requirements, manual backup

plan, and customer education and communication plan.

Training: Classroom and on-the-job training will be required for both, processes and technology, to facilitate a

smother transition and reduce the impact to the customers. Funding for adequate training and associated material

must be part of  the project plan. Terminal operators and technology providers must ensure that they walk with

the process-review team through the entire project lifecycle.

Information Technology and Indian Port Sector
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Text Box  8.2

Creating Framework Conditions for IT Implementation in Ports

Establishing a clear rationale why a port establishment or a terminal operation needs IT implementation will help

develop a strategy relative to how much and where IT solutions are required. This is to enable the required

investment to meet its expectations and avoid the typical �throw in money and hope for the best� syndrome.

Following is a checklist list of  the most common reasons to introduce and/or update automation in a terminal:

Connectivity requirements: �Managing information can be equally, if  not more important than managing the

activity� Many liner companies and government agencies today require electronic connectivity for information

exchange. The ability to provide this service will, in great part, make or break potential service contract opportunities.

This is less critical in small or minor feeder trade ports, but is expected to be the worldwide benchmark for all

aspirant international hub ports in the near future.

Management requirements: The ability of  port operators to improve efficiency of  operations and validate

customer service levels is directly related to the ability to capture data and analyze, prioritize, adjust and redesign

the operation. High-end terminal systems capture most data on a real-time basis and provide sophisticated report-

generating tools easily accessible throughout the terminal.

Throughput requirements: For ports and terminals that are land-locked, for instance ports like Vizag, Mumbai

and Chennai, which has to evacuate the cargo through congested city roads, acquiring additional space, especially

contiguous space, is nearly impossible. The best way to cope with the growing demand is to increase the operations

throughput capacity within the confines of  the terminal footprint. A well-designed and managed process, supported

by the correct technology, will make possible the flow of  additional containers through the terminal.

Manning optimization: Optimizing manning requirements are essential to stay competitive and help to reduce

distraction and safety issues. Information technology can facilitate the optimal workload-manning combination

and provide the tools to assist with communication, planning, and implementation of  changes in the operation.

Collective bargaining agreements often limit the ability to fully gain the potential benefits.

Competitive advantage or equalizer: History bears out that desperate companies often take desperate actions.

Direct competitors might be perceived as more capable and reliable due to their level of  automation forcing

everybody else to play catch up to stay in business. Typically at this point, companies have less patience to thoroughly

develop a sound strategy relative to their own automation needs.

Productivity Improvement: The ability to get vessels back on schedule, expedite the dispatch of  �hot� cargo to

clients and rail ramps, open additional berth windows, shorten facility turn time, etc. are all by products of

productivity improvements. Automation of  sound processes facilitates the coordination of  operations and improves

information timing and accuracy to yield higher productivity.

� The intrinsic complexity of  emerging global trade

environment in general and of  international maritime

logistics in particular that is getting ref lected in

international business processes and multi-layered multi-

location nature of  transactions taking place in between

shippers, shipping lines and logistic service providers,

resulting in newer economies of  scale in commodity trade

and increasing importance of  niche players in the market.

Against the backdrop on increasing globalization, seaports

can no longer afford to see themselves apart from the role

they serve in the overall supply chain dynamics of  world

shipping trade. Factors both internal to the workings

of  the port community systems and those arising out

of  external economic, business and trade environments,

are increasingly having a bearing on the levels of  port

efficiency, terminal productivity and returns on the

investments in port assets. These in turn are driving the

process of  integration of  seaports into the broader

logistics and supply chain to improve upon the

economies of  scale and efficiency.
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Text Box  8.3

Technology Solutions used in Ports

There is an extensive range of  technologies currently available to port terminal operators. Following is a collection

of  some of  the most tools used in ports and container terminals.

RF Technology : Radio frequency technology is used to support real-time update of  yard, marine, rail and

maintenance activities. Through the use of  an RF network and hand-held devices, outdoor activities can be

captured as they happen, allowing the rest of  the personnel to have immediate access to events.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR): Through the use of  CCTV� s, images are captured, digitized, processed

and fed into the terminal system to process gate transactions without human intervention. OCR are technologies

are also used in machine-based sorting and conveyor systems.

Automatic Voice Response (AVR): This system is design to allow truckers to set appointments to visit the terminal

and retrieve/deliver containers without human intervention at the entrance gate. This technology also provides the

ability for customer to get information such as arrival notification, clearances, etc. pertaining to their cargo.

Remote Gate Operation: There are markets that can� t support unmanned gate operations yet. In these locations,

the gate operation can be semi-automated by using cameras to read container and chassis numbers, and a

communication pedestal where the gate clerks and truckers can exchange information. If  the transaction requires

paperwork to be completed, the installation of  pneumatic tubes might be required. Some locations are using this

technology to operate multiple gates remotely.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): As mentioned before, more liner companies and government agencies are

requiring electronic connectivity for information and document exchange. There are several format standards

currently used in the market, slowing the proliferation of  this technology. Nevertheless, the productivity and data

integrity benefits normally outweigh the inconveniences.

Internet and Intranet: Terminal companies are providing access to shipping lines, trucking companies, government

agencies, etc., to their systems via the Internet or even the Intranet. Tracking containers, verifying if  and when a

container is being discharged or loaded from a vessel, verifying release status are a few examples of  on-line

information available to customers. In some cases, customers are allowed to enter and modify loading lists on-line

within as specified time window.

Monitoring cameras: Cameras are used to monitor operations and provide customers the ability to view port

operations via the Internet.

Auto-Stowage: Automated stowage technology can allow the group tasked with the stowage and planning of

stowage to focus on the critical paths in an operation while the system handles the routine tasks. Over eighty

percent of  the stowage duties can be handled with properly coordinated templates and the software to make the

integration. With larger vessels the amount of  time required to perform the routine tasks is increasing and the

time allocated to the decision-making and planning is reduced. By automating many of  the repetitive aspects

additional time can be spent on the increasing the effectiveness of  the operation.

Terminal Systems: As the backbone of  a facility, the terminal system is the primarily tool of  the terminal

operator. It integrates and supports all operations, communications and reporting of  the terminal. As companies

move away from mainframe systems, the integration of  new technology will be greatly simplified.

Among other things, a high-end system will support automation and standardization of  processes by simplifying

work flows, improving accuracy of  data and timeliness of  updates; and shortening customers� visits to the terminal.

It will also reduce operating expenses by improving efficiency in yard, gate and vessel operations and increasing

throughput with fewer resources.

Satellite Tracking using Global Positioning System (GPS): GPS technology is used primarily to support two

functions. Tracking: containers movements are monitored and event messages are triggered to update customers�

and/or terminal system.

Yard equipment positioning: Work orders are relayed to yard cargo-handling equipment based on the their

proximity to the work needed.

Information Technology and Indian Port Sector
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8.3 Understanding Port Community Dynamics

IT implementation in port sector needs to be viewed in

three basic layers. These include:

1. Information technology applications that impact

workings of  the entire port community system

involving almost all key players in the port sector. Port

community-wide Information systems aim at creating

a seamless integration of  all activities and help in

standardization and harmonization of  business and

transaction processes resulting in a more clear-cut

approach among different operating agencies as to

what they can expect and demand from each other.

2. Discrete IT applications that relate to specific

operational segments of  the port operational system,

such as marine-related functions like vessel traffic

management, pilotage, navigational systems etc or

shore-based port operations like berth allocation and

planning, yard planning etc.

3. IT implementation in the port sector is also required

in non-core functions such as pay roll and general

accounting, administration, estate management etc.

Port operations signify competitive as well as cooperative

inter-play between a large number of  participants involved

in the routine working of  ports  � the customs, the port

regulatory authority, the terminal operators, the ocean liner

companies, the cargo forwarding and clearing agents and

trucking and warehousing operators, the railroad

operators, the customs clearing agents, the stevedores and

finally the shippers, the real owners of  goods handled as

export or import consignments. Each of  the players has

distinct business objectives and style of  operation, which

act as value nodes in the workings of  overall maritime

logistics and supply chains.

However, the process, which brings these various players

together to collaborate and compete with their respective

business objectives is often marked serious contention. The

level and quality of  market competition and adherence to

common standards of  business ethics, market behavior and

regulatory compliance decide the amplitude of  integration

or incoherence among the partners in the port community.

In the Indian context, with existing public ports like JNPT

increasingly moving in the direction of  a landlord port

model, whereby ownership of  ports is getting segregated

from operational management of  various port facilities

and services, there is an increasing trend towards inter-

port and intra-port competition resulting in re-distribution

and re-allocation of  cargo flows through various ports

and terminals.

Operational nodes in a port system

Pilotage Dry Docking & Ship Repair

Towage Berthing of  Ship

Tugging Cranage & Forklifts

Lighterage Cargo Handling

Bunkering Port Railways

Barging Tank Farms

Stevedoring Shipping Lines & Agents

Port labour Freight Forwarders

Terminal Operators Customs

Port Regulator/Authority ICD /CFS

This emerging competition is however, not limited to

private or public nature of  ownership of  port assets and

facilities. It is rather more meaningful, to understand the

competitive environment as a process of  increasing trade-

off  between competitive scales of  time efficiencies, cost

structures of  operation and yield levels on investment.

From an analytical perspective, the increasing intensity of

market competition is resulting in far-reaching changes in

the manner performance metrics of  port operations are

to be understood and deployed in understanding port

business operations.

8.4 IT Implementation in various Indian Ports

Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT)

JNPT is one of  the premier major ports in India and

occupies 28th position among the largest container

handling ports in the world. Since its inception, the JNPT

has been running the day-to-day operations with the help

of  IT. The port authority has been using the container

tracking and management system provided by CMC Ltd.

till 1999 and has subsequently switched over to NAVIS

software for the container tracking and management

system. NAVIS software, a port enterprise resources

planning (ERP) tool comes in two modules via, Express �

for container tracking and monitoring system and Sparcs

� for planning of  container vessels and yard planning. For

administrative functions, like pay roll and financial

accounting etc, the port authority is using the solutions

provided by PENTASOFT. For engineering equipment

management and maintenance they have implemented

software developed by National Ship Design & Research

Centre (NSDRC), Hyderabad.
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370 category. 4) Good Optical fibre network with 2mbps

connectivity. The total investment on the assets related to

infrastructure pertaining to IT in JNPT is around Rs.20

crore. The yearly budget for updating/upkeeping the

infrastructure and for modernization is around Rs.1.5 to

2.5 crore per year

Mumbai Port Trust

Slowly but steadily Mumbai Port is also on its way of

computerizing all its internal and external operations.

Currently twenty odd systems like salary and payroll for

22,000 odd employees and pension and retirement benefits

of  another 35, 000 people, housing loan, employee

information system, etc are run by in-house developed

software. Currently, the port is implementing IPOS, a

software developed by CMC, to manage the spectrum of

operational activities such as vessel traffic, cargo and

container information coupled with Rail Information

System. The port has acquired the software along with its

source code and its full commissioning is expected by

September 1, 2003.

Since the port had in the past used different operating

systems and tools like COBOL, Ingress, Integra etc, their

priority at present is to effect a migration to Oracle

platform. During 2002 the port authority was focused on

implementing software for various port operations, during

2003 the port authority is stressing on implementing IT

in administration and finance. The port authority has

already issued tenders inviting application providers and

developers for the purpose.

As far as hardware is concerned, MbPT has 100 thin clients,

required peripherals, full-fledged network with capacity

running in gigabytes, new switches, and adequate SDSL

Text Box  8.4

Port of  Rotterdam: A Microcosm of  the Real-World Port

PortofRotterdam.com, launched in December 2000 is one of  the most cited instances of  how best a port authority

can make use of  the Internet medium to cater to the diversified needs of  various players in a port community. The

Rotterdam port�s Internet platform consists of  a main website with five sub-portals � a news site, a job site, a

business index, a database with sailing times, and information about the Port of  Rotterdam Authority. Additional

thematic sub-portals are planned as more port-related companies develop online applications for their businesses.

In addition to the thematic sub-portals, many categories will give access to relevant websites. The site is � in many

ways � a microcosm of  the port itself. Characteristic of  a large port, Rotterdam is a hub where flows of  various

goods converge. Cargos such as oil, ores and coal, fruit and dry goods are handled by specialized companies,

which are located in designated areas of  the port. The same is true for the online portal. Various information

flows are managed by external business partners, but converge in one centrally coordinated site.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is working satisfactorily

between JNP Customs & port and between the port users

and the port. Messages transmitted between Customs &

port includes vessel details, cargo manifest, container

details, cancellation of  IGM, and excess landed cargo etc.

IT is fully functional in the operational systems covering

billing, import documentation handling, export

documentation handling, container tracking, yard and

vessel planning etc. A vessel traffic management system

(VTMS) has been installed of  which both JNPT and

MbPT are beneficiaries. The engineering system solution

comprises port operation equipment maintenance system

and material planning system. IT in administrative and

financial systems include pay roll, asset management

system, billing for estate, keeping record of  training and

HR availability & development system.

Keeping an eye on the increasing traffic and growing needs

JNPT is planning to implement Radio Data transmission

(RDT) in container handling operations. Plans are there

to Computerize costing of  the services based on the

individual activities, Project Management Information

System and so on.

JNPT has also started accepting payment of  the bill/

invoice through Internet banking. Presently, HDFC Bank

& State Bank of  India (SBI) have developed the necessary

software & implemented through their websites. Few more

banks viz., Citibank, ICICI Bank have also come forward

to provide this facility to port customers. Presently, about

six shipping lines are doing the transactions of their

payment through Internet banking.

Available IT Hardware includes 2X digital Alpha 4100

server with one RA 8000 shared array disk assembly. 2)

Two Compaq Proliant 800 Pentium servers with Windows

NT operating system. 3) Two Linux servers Compaq ML

Information Technology and Indian Port Sector
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modems. Apart from this they have already implemented

a web-based architecture.

Chennai Port Trust

Closely following the footsteps of  JNPT, the Chennai Port

Trust is yet another port that has traversed a long way in

implementing information technology to ramp up its

operations. All the software in use has been developed in-

house. National Research and Design Centre (NSRDC),

Visakapatanam is currently developing a comprehensive

ERP package, which will cover all activities of  the port.

The port has already authorized certain banks to carry

out transactions through EDI, resulting in all routine

transactions taking place through EDI. Major software

amenities for managing cargo movement and information,

berth allocation and planning, resource allocation and

related operations are already available with the port. Pay

roll advance and leave management system, port estate

billing system and legal information system is also taken

care by the existing software applications. About 60 percent

of  the port activities have already been computerized.

Project management information system and hospital

management system is under implementation. Since the

container terminal at Chennai has been privatized the port

authority is only looking at implementing IT in other

activities such as bulk and break-bulk cargo facilities, shed

and space allocation etc. Chennai Port is facing some

hurdles as private container terminal has taken over much

of  the surrounding space used earlier for other bulk

cargoes.

Tuticorin Port Trust

Tuticorin Port has implemented EDI, which takes care

of  95 per cent of  all its routine operations. Transactions

are handled using EDI, which connects it to Customs and

five different commercial operations that form part of  its

routine transactions. The existing facility comprises of

vessel movement monitoring system (though not a full-

fledged VTMS) as only one channel is currently in use, an

intranet, which is used for benchmarking (EIS), rate

fixation (tariff is done there), training and human resource

availability etc. Currently the port authority is installing

integrated computer software developed by Pentasoft

Technologies, Chennai.  The software under

implementation will address areas like project management

information system, railway information management

system etc. For last three years, the port authority has

allocated budget outlay of  Rs 3.55 crore rupees in IT

hardware and software systems.

Vishakhapatnam Port Trust

Vishakhapatnam Port Trust is utilizing a three-tier

architecture developed in Visual Basic. In the back end it

is Oracle with IBM AIX operating system, in the middle

tier it is windows2000 with COM plus objects and for the

Front end user it is professional 2000.  Application

architecture for 2000 Domains around 500-1000 personal

computers are connected to have a storage area Network.

Initially Datamatics developed the required software for

the ort Trust after which they handed over the software

along with the source code to the port authorities. Hence

timely maintenance and required addition are being done

in-house only. Almost all areas like vessel management

system till billing system and from project management

system to hospital administration are covered in three

different modules. Even though developed in independent

platforms, the system is enterprise application integration

enabled.
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Case Study: IT Implementation in Yantian Container

Terminal

The Yantian International Container Terminal (YICT) is

among one of  the leading container terminals in China to

have extensively implemented several IT based solutions

in ramping up its operations. Following is a brief  summary

of  various discrete IT-driven systems that the port has

sought to implement:

Terminal Operation Monitoring System (TOMS):

Yantian International Container Terminal (YICT)

established in 1994, has implemented advanced

information technology and computerized systems to

manage the terminal�s operation since commencing its

services service. A new a new Terminal Operation

Management System (TOMS) was officially implemented

from March 1998 to meet the anticipated growth in

throughput and improvement in terminal efficiency.

TOMS features the latest telecommunications technology

and is specifically designed to handle operations of  over

three million TEU. It enhances efficiency and workflow,

especially in forklift container stacking operations. The

system increases productivity through automatic stacking

of  containers, with container locations computer-

designated to minimize human error. The system also has

an extensive database that tracks historical statistics. TOMS

features a contingency system that will ensure immediate

resumption of  terminal operations in the event of  any

system failure. This means that terminal operations are

guaranteed at all times. In addition to handling automated

gate procedures, container inventory and location

functions, TOMS serves as the database for all other YICT

systems.

Ship and Yard Planning System: YICT has also

implemented a sophisticated Ship Planning System

(SHIPS) to ensure vessel stability and reduce quayside

waiting time and to plan the most efficient loading and

unloading sequences. Using twin graphical workstations

which display real-time ship and yard information, system

operators can tailor-make cargo-movement sequences to

create a seamless flow of  containers. SHIPS contain vessel-

specific information on each ship calling at Yantian and

allow the port to transfer planning information to

customers electronically.

Operations Monitoring System : The nerve centre of

YICT�s operations � the Control Tower uses Operations

Monitoring System (OMS) that monitors all aspects of

yard and berthing activities. Working closely with the

operational and planning sections. The Control Tower is

Information Technology and Indian Port Sector
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List of  various discrete-level

IT applications in ports

Operational Systems

Cargo Management & Information System

(CARMINS)

Container Traffic Control System (CTCS)

Gate Access & Terminal Entry System (GATES)

Railway Information System (RIMS)

Vessel Traffic Mangement Systems (VTMS)

Engineering Systems

Automated Design Archival & Modification System

(ADAMS)

Dredginmg Information & Planning Systems (DIPS)

Materials Accounting & Planning Systems (MAPS)

Port Operational Equipment Maintenance System

(POEM)

Programme for Repair of  Civil Infrastructure

(PRECIS)

Project Mangement Information System (PMIS)

Administrative Systems

Complete Legal Information Management System

(CLAIMS)

Computerized Hospital Admistration & Information

Network (CHAINS)

Estate Allocation & Mangement System (EAMS)

Port Automated Information Dessemination System

(PAIDS)

Financial Systems

Fixed Assets Management & Evaluation System

(FAMES)

Payroll Advance & Leave mangement System

(PALMS)

Port Expenditure Revenue & Financial Outlay &

Review Management System (PERFORMS)

Service Costing & Rate Fixation System (SCARFS)
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able to quickly deploy manpower and equipment resources

to enhance productivity and provide customers and other

port users with fast and reliable service.

Electronic Data Interchange System (EDI) : The

Electronic Data Interchange System (EDI) allows shipping

lines and YICT to exchange electronic data via the

Shenzhen EDI Centre. Its main functions include offering

diagrams to show shipboard containers and real-time

container movement, making electronic slot bookings and

transmitting electronic documents. EDI has made it

convenient to share information between YICT and

shipping lines.

Terminal Reporting and Telecommunications System

(TRACS): As part of  its commitment to constantly

upgrade technology and improve communications in

operations, YICT became the first container port in China

to install vehicle-mounted computer terminals offering

radio links between yard equipment and the Control Tower.

This fully automated, real-time system instantly alerts

operators to any updates in cargo-movement plans.

Closed Circuit Television System (CCTV): The Closed

Circuit Television (CCTV) system comprises four local

systems: Frontier, Customs, Harbour Superintendent and

YICT. The Frontier local system monitors activities in the

container yards and quayside. The Customs system has

been partially completed and will monitor the ingate, out

gate and west gate, as well as the driving lanes and parking

areas at the Terminal Office Building. The YICT local

system monitors the whole yard, including the �in� and

�out� gatehouses, while the Harbour Superintendent

system, which is currently under construction, will allow

multi-directional inspection of  container yards. An initial

plan for a general network has been completed and is being

implemented. The local branch systems will be able to

share information with each other once the general

network is completed. Cutting-edge CCTV technology is

intended to strengthen terminal supervision and ensure

smooth operations.

Easyport - a Community Computer System: Using

cutting-edge technology, easyport, a community Computer

System, a commercial electronic platform available over

the internet, which offers an effective communication

channel for the terminal and organisations doing business

with the terminal. Its Phase I contains six functional

systems, covering Logistics Tracking in Port, Customs

International Transship Express, Express (an enquiry

system), Integration Community System, EIR-Paperless

Confirmation and Empty Container Import Pre-

declaration. Main users including Customs, the Harbour

Bureau, Quarantine Inspection Bureau and Frontier

Inspection, shipping lines, shipping agents, tally companies,

cargo agents, shippers, trucking companies and Customs

declaration agents will be able to make electronic pre-

declarations, undertake checks and receive real-time

information, as well as obtaining electronic or hard-copy

reports, by simply visiting www.easyport.com.cn to

improve declaration efficiency.

Pager System (PAGER): YICT has operated a pager

system for internal tractors since mid 2000. The system

improves management and efficiency of  tractor operations

by giving pick-up and grounding locations via radio.

Tally Pier-side Operation System (TPOS): The Tally

Pier-side Operation System (TPOS) has been developed

especially for tally agents. Upon berthing of  container

vessels for operations, tally clerks can easily key in data to

keep the tally on site via wireless portable computers. The

data input will automatically check with tally results

produced by TOMS. The system has improved the tally

efficiency to expedite vessel declaration process.

Customs Electronic Inspection System (CEIS): The

Customs Electronic Inspection System (CEIS) is designed

to transmit real-time information on Customs inspection

requirements, processes and results to user terminals in

the Dapeng Customs office, Inspection Area and YICT

Control Tower. The application of  CEIS has replaced the

previous practice of  manual document interchange among

these three sites with real-time electronic data flow.

Moreover, it has brought the entire process into the open

and thereby improved inspection efficiency.
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